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ILLUSTRATED: 
L64 BIT INSTRUMENT IN 
L700 PROTECTIVE SHIELD 

APPLY DIRECT TO: 
SALES & SERVICE DEPT. 
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. 
ADCOLA HOUSE 
GAUDEN ROAD 
LONDON, S.W.4, 
TELEPHONE 01-622 0291 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
0-25 uf. . .3V. 4uf. ..12V. I6uf. ..150V. lOOuf. ..3Y. luf. . -6V. 4uf. ..25V. 20uf. . .3V." lOOuf. (uf. ..10V. 4uf. ..100 V. 20uf. . .6 V. lOOuf. ..9V. 

luf. ..ISV. Suf. . .6V. 20uf. . .9 V. 1 SOuf. ..12V. 
luf. ..40 V. Suf. . .2SV. 20uf. ..t5V. 150uf. ..2SV. 
luf. ...SOV. Suf. ..50V. 25uf. . -6V. 200uf. . .3 V. 1 -25uf. ..16V. Suf. ..70V. 25 uf. ..12V. 200 uf. . .4V, 
2uf. . .3V. 6uf. ..12V. 25uf, ..ISV. 200uf. ..12V. 
2uf, ..9V. 6uf. ..15V. 25uf. ..2SV. 200 uf. ..16V. 2uf. . - ISV. 6-4uf. ..40 V. 25uf. ..30 V. 200uf. ..lev. luf. . -SOV. Buf. ..3V. 30uf. . .6V. 2S0uf. . .2-SV. luf. . .70V. Buf. ;.6v. 30uf. .,10V. 250 uf. . .9V. luf. ..150V. Buf. . -SOV. 30uf. ..15V. 320 uf. . .2-5V. 2-5uf. ..16V, Suf. ..275V. 32or. .. 1 SV. 3S0uf. ..9 V. 

2-Suf. ..2SV. I0uf- . .6V 40uf. . .3V. 350uf. ..12V. 3uf. . .3V. lOuf. ..(0V. 40uf. ..6-4V. SOOuf. • .4V. 3uf. ..12V. lOuf. ..12V. SOuf. . .6V. SOOuf. ..5 V. 
3uf. ..2SV. lOuf. .,25V. 50 of. . ,9V. 640uf. ..2-5V. 3-2uf. . .6V. I2uf. . .20V. SOuf. ..12V. 7S0uf. ..18V. 3-2uf. ..6-4V. 12-Suf. .4 V. 64uf. . .2-5V. 3'2uf. .-64V. I2 5uf. .40V. 64uf. ..9 V. 4uf. . .4V. I6ur. ..30 V. 64uf, ..10V. 

All »t If- each, 9/. 200/l00uf„ 275V.: 3 for 10/-. 
per dozen. Mixed packet (our selection) 20 200/200uf., 275V.: l25/300/50uf.. 275V.: 5/- for 10/-, each or 

RARER CONDENSERS OOOIuf. ..SOOV. OOOSuf. ..7S0V: 0-luf. ..3S0V. O'Suf, ..tsov. O-OOIcf, ..1000V. 002uf. ..600A.C. 0-luf. ..7S0V. 0-5uf. ..350V. 0'002uf. -.SOOV. 0-02uf. ..350V. 0-25uf. ..350V. 0-Suf, ..500V, All at 15/- per 100, or mixed packet (our selection) SO for 10/-. 
VERY SPECIAL VALUE] SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, CERAMIC CONDENSERS Very welt assorted. Mixed types and values. 10/- per 100. 
RESISTORS Very small i watt, 5% long leads. Ideal for transistor work, 10/- for SO. i watt assorted values including printed circuit types, 10/- for.tOO, 55/. per I.00O. + watt to 3 watt mixed values and types, 10/-for 100, 55/- per 1,000. TO CLEAR: 10 Meg. l/6th watt resistors, £1 per 1,000. WIRE-WOUND 3 watt. 5 watt—6d each. 7 watt. 10 watt—9d. each. Most values, In to 47X11. 
TRANSISTORS OC44, 45. BID—l/6d each, OC7I eauivalcnc. I/- each, £3 per 100. Switching Transistors ASy22 (finp) or I.8.M. (npn), 6 for 10/-. Car radio type Output Transistors type NK.T405, 10/- each, UNMARKED. UNTESTED TRANSISTORS—SO for 10/-. LIGHT-SENSITIVE TRANSISTORS SIMILAR TO OCP7I—2/- each. Packet containing complete set of transistors forSupcrhet Radio—I 2G344A: I 2G345A; 1 2G345B; I 2G37IA1 22G37BA: and diode, with specifications. 15/-only. 2N7S3 N.P.N. silicon planar. SOOmW, 250 Mc/s. high speed switch; BSY20 N.P.N. silicon planar, epitaxial 300mW. 300 Me/s.: BSYSS N.P.N. silicon planar, epitaxial BOOmW, 100 Mc/s.; AFZI2 P.N.P. Germanium Alloy Diff., B3mVV. ISO Mc/s.; all 5/- each. 
TELEVISION VALVES. BRAND NEW AND BOXED 
PCF80, 716; PL8I, 7/6; PCL84, 7/6; PCC84, 6/6; PY8I, 6/-: ECCe2, 6/6: PL36, 9/-; EY86. 6/.; PCL83, 9/-; PY33, 9/-; fcCLSO 6/6; PCC89.9/-. 
Silicon diodes. Make excellent detectors. Also suitable for keying electronic organs. I/- each or 20 for 10/-. BY 100 TYPE TELEVISION H.T. RECTIFIERS, SPECIAL PRICE 5/- each, JO/- doren. ORPi2 light sensitive resistors, 9/- each. NUTS, SCREWS and WASHERS, very useful asserted packs, 6/-each. 
SIGNAL INJECTOR, parts and circuit to make, 10/- only. SIGNAL TRACER, parts and circuit to make, 10/- only. MOTOR CAR REV. COUNTER (less I mA meter), parts and circuit to make, 10/- only. TRANSISTORS. COMPONENTS AND CIRCUIT to convert ImA meter to 0 to 10 Meg. ohm meter, 10/-. TRANSISTORISED RUMBLE AND SCRATCH FILTER (for improving repro- duction of old records), all components and circuit, 30/-. 
SINCLAIR. All products in stock including latest version of MICROS— World's smallest radio—and only 59/6! 
NEEDLES FOR RECORD PLAYERS. HALF PRICE1 All types below at 3/6 each I TC8LP: GC2LP: GC6LP: BF40LPi GP67LP; GP37! GP59; TC8 Stereo LP; Studio O LP. CARTRIDGES SONOTONE MONO, 10/-. ACOS. 15/-. ACOS STEREO SAPPHIRE 1116} DIAMOND. 17/6, All complete with needles! 
LAPEL MICROPHONES, Magnetic or Crystal, 10/- each. TAPE RECORDER MICROPHONES, Fantastic value at 12/- each. ACOS MIC. 45, 30/-. Many others, both crystal and dynamic in stock. 
THIN CONNECTING WIRE. 10yd., I/-: 100yd.. 7/6; 500yd., 25/-J Post 4/6. 1,000yd., 40/-. PostS/-. 
LOUDSPEAKERS. I2in. Richard Allen. 37/6d. 12in. Bakers Guitar, £5/5/-. 3in., 4in., Sin. and Sin X 3in., all at 10/- each; 8in. X 2iin., 12/6! 21 n. 80 ohm. 7/6. EARPIECES. Magnetic or Crystal, 5/- each. 
VEROBOARD lin. x 2Sin., I/I; 2iin. X Sin.. 3/11: IJin. X 3Jln.. 3/3; 3}m. X Sin.. 5/6; 3iin X 33in., 3/11, Terminal Pins, 36 for 3/-; Spot Face Cutter, 7/3. Special Offei—Cutter and 5 boards, 2-4'in. X I in., 9/9. 
ORDERS BY POST—TO G. F. MILWARD, 17 PEEL CLOSE, 

DRAYTON BASSETT, STAFFS. 
PLEASE INCLUDE APPROPRIATE POSTAGE COSTS 
No Enquiries without stamped addressed envelope please 

For customers in the Birmingham area, goods may be obtained from; Rock Exchanges, 231 Alum Rock Road, Birmingham 8 (No Postal Service) 
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CATALOGUE 
it ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
it TEST EQUIPMENT 
it COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
it HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
We are proud to introduce our first 
comprehensive catalogue of Electronic 

m Components and equipment. Over ISO 
pages, fully illustrated, listing thousands 
of items many at bargain prices. Free 
discount coupons with every catalogue. 
Everyone in electronics should have a 
copy. 

  CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS 
 ' '■m FIret grade quality. Moving Coll panel met era, available es-atocb. g.A.E. for illustrated ieoflet. Discounts (or qoantlty. Available as follows r Type MR. 38P. 1 21,'32in. square fronts. 

100-0-10ttpA . 27/8 200mA-,.-.. 23'8 100VD.C. .. 82'8 ® ...liJ! 800-0-50%A . 22,-S aciOmA  22,8 160V D,C... 22;9 l-O-lmA  22.-,8 MOmA  22'8 300V D,0. .. 22;0 ItuA   88/8 7aomA  22,'6 600V B.C. .. 28)6 2nxA  22/6 1A D.0 22,'$ 760V D,0. .. 22;9 StnA  22.8 2A D;C. . ..• 22/8 15VA.O. ... 22/8 
.   10mA   22/e 5AD.C  22/8 00VA.C  22,8   33 -6 20mA..   22.'6 3V D.O  Zt* 160VA.C. .. 22(8 lOOflA   29,8 50mA   22/8 I0V D.O. 22/6 300V A-O-.. 22'8 SOOyA   27.8 100mA  22.6 20V D.O. .. 22,'S 600V A.C. .. 28,8 JOOyA    26/- 150mA  22/6 60V D.C 82/6 '•a"MeterliuA 29/6 aO-O-CO^A ..29.6 POST EXTRA. Larger slaes available—send for lists. 

GARRARD RECORD PLAYERS 8RP12 Player mono 24.4.0; 1000 ebanger mono or stereo £5.16.8; 2000 changer mono or •tereo £6.19.6; SOOO Changer mono or stereo £7.19.6; SP2S Player mono or stereo 19.19.6; »P26 with cast turntable £10.19.6; AT60 Changer mono or stereo £10.10.0; AT60 Mk U Mono or Stereo £U.U.O; A70 less cartridge £19.19.0; LAB80 Kk H Stereo £26.0.0; 401 Transcription 26 gns. Brand new and guaranteed. All plus post and packing 6/-. 
ADMIRALTY B.40 RECEIVERS 

Just released by the Ministry. High quality 10 valve receiver manu- factured by Murphy. Coverage In S bends 860 Kc/A-30 Mc/si 1/F 600 Kc/s. Incorporates 2 BJP. and 3 I.F. stages, crystal bandpass filter, noise limiter, controlled B.F.O. calibrator, I.F, output, etc. Built-in speaker, ontpnt for phones. Operation 160/230 volt A.C. Size ISJin. X 13im.- X Ifiin. Wghl. 114 Ibj, Offered In good working condition, £82/10/0. Carr. 30/-. With circuit dlagroma. Also available B41 L.F. version of above. 16 Ke/t-700 Kc/s. £17/10/0. Carr. 30/-. a 
LAFAYETTE KT.340 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 
SEMI-KIT Build this wonderful receiver and save" Founds l Supplied semi-completed, main components ready mounted, R.F. Section already wired and aligned. Full and precise instructions supplied. Speciaeslion: 8 valves + reettfler, 4 bands covering 660 So/a—30 Mc/s. Incorporates 1 E.P. and 2 I.F, stages. " Q " mnttlpUer, B.F.O., A.SX. *'8" meter, band spread, aerial trimmer, etc. Operation I16/230Y. A.C. Price 86 0HS. Carr. 10/- 

© 

© 
NEW LAFAYETTE MODEL HA-700 AM/CW/SSB 

AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 8 valves, 6 bands incorporating 2 MECHANICAL- FILTERS for exceptional selectivity and senai- llvlty. Frequency coverage on 6 hands 160- 400 bo/s, 660-1.600 kc/s, 1.6-4,0 Mc/e, 48- 14.5 Mc/s, 1Q'&-S0 Mc/a. Circuit incorporates R.F. stage, aerial trimmer, noise Uroiter, B.F.O product detector, electrloal bandspread, 8 meter, slide rude dial. Output for phones, low to 2K Q or speaker 4 or 8 ohms. Operation 220/240 volt A.C. Size 7|m. x loin, X lOin. Supplied brand new and guaranUed with handbook 86 flH8. carr. 30/-, S.A.E. for leaflet. 

HAM-I. 4 BAND 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 4 wavebands covering 636 ks/s-S0 Me/s 6-valve euperhet circuit. Incorporates 8 meter, B.F.O.. BANDSPREAD TUNINO, BUILT-IN 4ln. SPEAKER, FERRITE AERIAL AND EX- TERNAL TELESCOPIC AERIAL Operation 220/240v. A.C. Supplied brand new with hand- boob. £16/16/0. Carr. 10/-, 

# m '§ # % 

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE AS 
PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED 

R.107 RECEIVERS 1-7-17-6 Mc/s. Mains or 12 volt D.C. operation. Perfect condition. £16. Carr. 30/-. 
CALLERS WELCOMEl 

Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every day Koadiy 
to Saturday. Trade supplied. 

MARCONI TEST EQUIPMENT TF.144G STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR. 
iS-SS!";"2® M0''- V. A.C. £26- Carr. 30/-. TF.329G. "Q METER. Brand new with access. £76 T.F. 196 M. BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR- 0-40 Kc/s. 200,260 v. A.C-. £20. Carr. 30(-. All above offered in excellent condition fully tested and checked and offered at a fraction of original cost. 

m 

! I 2-WAY RADIOS 
i Super qoality, Brand new and kuarsnteed. 8 transistor' .. .. £8.16.0 pr. 4transistor .. £7.19.6pi. 6 transistor .. .. £8.4.0 pr- 6 transistor .. £9-19-6pr. 6 transistor De Luxe £17,10.0 pr- JO transistor .. £22.10.0 pr. 13 transistor 600 STW £31.10.0 pr. .13 Trans. 1W £36.0.0 pr. Post extra. Thfjf conn el be operated in (T.£. 

SINCLAIR TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIERS 

Z12- Amplifier 88/6; ZJ2 Power Pack 79/6; Stereo 26 Pre-Amplifler £9.19,6; Micro FM Radio Kits £6.19.6; Micro 6 Radio Kit 69/8: Micromatic Radio Kit 59/6: Ready bnilt 79/6. Post paid. 
COSSOR1035 Mk III DOUBLE 

BEAM OSCILLOSCOPES 
Latest model using miniature valves. Perfect condition. £46. Carr. 30/- 

LAFAYETTE HI-FIDELITY 
SOLID STATE 

STEREO AMPLIFIERS 
Latest 1987 models now available. Outstanding performance irom modem semi conductors. Provision tor all types of Inputs and outputs and comprehensive tone controls. Attractive metal cased tree standing units. Model LA-224T, 30 watt £26. Carr. 7/6. Model LA-60T. 60 watt £87.10.0. Carr. 7/6 DETAILS OS REQUEST 

LAFAYETTE MODEL HA-500 SSB/AM/CW 
80 THROUGH 6'METRE RECEIVER 

New outstanding Ham Bands only receiver covering the 80/40/20/16/10/6 metre bands. Incorporates 10 valves, product detector, two mechanical filters, "8" Meter, dual con- version on all bands, crystal calibrator, B.F.O., noise Umiter. aerial trimmer, IF.'s 2.608 Mc/s and 465Kc;a Output 8 obmaand 600 ohms. Operations 220/240 volt A.C. Supplied brand new and guaranteed with handbook. 48 got. Carr. 10/-. 100 Kc/s crystal 86/-. 
wm & ©eta 

TRANSISTORISED 
FM TUNER 

6 TRANSIS- TOR HIGH QUALITY TUNER. SIZE ONLY Sin. X 4in. X 2iiB. 3 I.F, stages, Double tuned discriminator. Ample out- put to feed most ampUfters. Operates on 9 volt battery- Coverage SB-I08 Mc/a. Ready built ready lor use. Fantastic value lor money. £8.17.8. P.itP- 2/6. 
TRANSISTORISED 
TWO-WAY 
TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM. Operative over amazingly long distances. Separate call aod press to talk buttons, 2-wire eonneetion. IDOO's of applications. Beautlfullyfinlsheii in ebony Supplied complete with batteries and wall brackets.  t6.I9.e. P. it P. 3/6. 

TYPE 13 DOUBLE BEAM 
OSCILLOSCOPES 6-6 Mc/s Bandwidth. Perfect condition. £82.10.0. Carr. 30/-. 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 
Brand New—fully Shrouded, lopnt 230v. 60/80 c/s. Output 0-260 Volts. 1 Amp ...... £4.10.0 2-6 Amp   £8.17.8 6 Amp   £9.0.0 8 Amp  £13.10,0 10Amp    £17.0.0 12 Amp .... £19.10.0 20 Amp £82.10.0 

Poet extra. 

AMERICAN TAPE 
First grade quality American tapes Brand new, Discounts for quantities- Sin.. 226ft. L.P. acetate   4/- Sfin. 600ft. T.Pi mylar   10/- fiin.. 600ft, std. plostio   8/8 6in., 9001t. L.P. acetate   10/- 6in., X,200ft. D.P. mylar   16/- Bin., 1,800ft. T.P. mylar   36/- Bfin., 1,200ft. L.P. acetate   18/8 BSin., 1,800ft. D.P, mylar   22/8 SJin.. 2.400ft. T.P. mylar   46/- 7lo.. 1,20011. std. acetate   12/8 Tin,. l.SOOIt. L-P. acetate    16/- 7Lo., x.SOOft. L.P. mylar. ........ 20/-' 7in., 2.'400ft. D.P mylar   26/- 7in., 3,800ft, T.P. mylar     68/8 Postage 2/-. Over £3 post paid. 

HEW MODEL BOO. 30,000 o.p.v. With overload protection, utirror scale- Of.6/1/   2.6/10/23 I 100/250/ 600 /1,000V. D.C. 0 / 2.5 / 10 / 26 / 100 I 250 6001 l.OOOv. A C. 
0 / b0//A I a I 50 I 500mA. 12 amp. D.C. . O / 60K I 6 Meg- / 60. Meg it £8/17/6 Post Paid. 

Jri • I!—- 

l\\\\ 

M0061 2QM TRANSISTOR CHECKER 
It haa the fu31e&fc ea- pacitj lor checking on -A, B and Jco. Equally adaptable for cbeckbiB diodes, etc. Spec,; A : 0'7- 0'9967.B: 6-200. Ico: 0-60 microampe, 0-5 mA- Resistance for diode 200 Q — 1 Meg. Supplied complete with instructions, battery and leads. F. A r. 2/0. 

(RADIO) LIMITED 
PAone. GERRARD 8204/9155 
Cables SMITH EX LESQUARE 

3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 



Howto build yourself 

a high fidelity 

loudspeaker for £13 

in half a day 

You'll be astounded by your own ability—for this Wharfedale kit 
enables you to buifd a Column Speaker of outstanding quality. 
It occupies only one square foot of floor space yet has a frequency 
range from 40 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Suitable for either Stereo or Mono. 

Principle of construction of system in concrete column : 

-» 

Acoustic Cloth Cover 

i Baffle 
Foam Plastic Gasket 

8 in. or 10 in. speaker 
(extra to kit) 

— Spun Concrete Column 
(not supplied) 

Acoustic Filter 

Lower Filter Pad 

SUPER 8 
Impedance IMS ohms. 
Pole si*e I' diameter. 
Frequency range: 40- 
20,000 Hz. Aluminium 
voice coil. Roll surround and double diaphragm. 
Weight lb. £7.2.0 

Base with Tuning Vents 
SUPER 10 
Impedance 10-15 ohms. 
Pole size I* diameter. 
Frequency range: 30- 
30,000 Hz. Aluminium 
voice coil. Roll surround 
and double diaphragm. 
Weight I0i lb.. £11,16.8 

Send this coupon for our free instruction leaflet on the Concrete 
Cotomn Speaker. 

PLEASE SEND ME LITERATURE 

NAME       

ADDRESS..    

Dept. PE/10. 

I AM INTERESTED IN- 
CONCRETE COLUMN SPEAKER Q 
SPEAKER UNITS/'D.I.Y. CABINETS Q 

LVi WHARFEDALE 

COMPLETE SPEAKER SYSTEMS □ 
AMPLIFIERS 
STEREO RADIO TUNERS Q 

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD.. IDLE. BRADFORD. YORKSHIRE. 

the Wyndsor Vanguard... 

the most versatile 

recorder at its price* 

offering so many 

outbtanding features... 
• 4 track-5 speed* 

—7 in. spools 
• Separate Record 

and replay amp- 
lifiers 

• Double play 
• Sound-on- 

Sound 
• Detachable lid 

fitted 8'speaker 
• Tape Monitor' 

!ng facility 

Before you bay 
an ordinary 
tape recorder 
write for full 
details of the 
Vanguard 

Push button controls 
Recording meter and 
Playback indicator 
Straight through amp- 
lifier facility 
Bass, treble, volume 
and record gain con- 
trols 
Many other features 

* All British 
and full value 
For money at 
only 59 gns. 

inc.1800 ft. LP 
tape and Tape 
manual, (less 
mike). 

WYNDSOR RECORDING CO. T^D. (Dept. PE9) 
Wyndsor Works, Btllevue Road, Friern Barnet, London, H.11. ENT. 2226 

This g"11 

for SALE! 

FOR 'INSTANT HEAT'.. .SAFE 

...EFFIfENT SOLDERING 
With a Weller Expert Dual Heat Gun in hand you can successfully 
tackle any soldering job—from a small printed circuit up to sheet metal 
work 1 You get INSTANT HEAT at the press of a trigger—and tip is cool 
within 10 seconds of releasing trigger. Completely safe for operator.. , 

and components. Simple to use ... 
speedy and accurate. Dual Heat 
120-140 watts. 
Expert Dual Heat Gun 66/- (Kit 
89/6). Also available; Marksman 
Soldering Iron 29/- (Kit 38/-). 

Manufactured by the world's largest 
makers of quality soldering tools. 

nm 

WStfL 

Write for literature on Weller 
Soldering Equipment. 
To: WELIERELECTHIC LIMITED 
Horsham, Sussex. 
Telephone; Horsham 61747 

706 



BUILD YOURSELF A QUALITY TRANSISTOR 

RADIO—FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE! 

THE MAGPsJIFICEl NT 
*~~7? 

ROAMER 
/ / VIK.1V 

SEVEN WAVEBAND PORTABLE AND CAR 
RADIO WITH A SUPER SPECIFICATION 

»7 FULLY TUNABLE WAVE BANDS—MW1, MW2, LW, SW1, 
SW2, SW3 and Trawler Band. 

• Extra Medium waveband pro- 
vides easier tuning of Radio 
Luxembourg, etc. 

• Built in ferrite rod aerial for 
Medium and Long Waves. 

• 5 Section 22 in. chrome plated 
telescopic aerial for Short Waves 
—can be angled and rotated for 
peak S.W. listening. 

• Socket for Car Aerial. 
• Powerful push-pull output. 
• 7 transistors and two diodes 

including Philco Micro-Alloy 
R.F. Transistors. 

• Famous make 6x4 in. P.M. 
speaker. 

• Air spaced ganged tuning con- 
denser. 

• Separate on/o(f switch, volume 
control, wave change switches 
and tuning control. 

• Attractive case with hand and 
shoulder straps. Size 9 x7 x4 in. 
approx. 

• First grade components. 
• Easy to follow instructions and 

diagrams make the Roamer 7 a 
pleasure to build with guaran- 
teed results. 

Total building costs 

£5.19.6 p&p 

* n 

Parts price list and 
easy build plans 3/ 
(FREE with kit). 

Total building costs 

42/6 p-3%p- 

TRANSONA FIVE 

MEDIUM WAVE. LONG WAVE 
AND TKAWLEH BAND 
PORTABLE 
Attractive case with red speaker jrllle. Btjc 81 x 41 x ihilty tunable. 7 staeea—0 translstora and 2 diodes—lerrlte rod aerial, tuning condenser, Tolume control, line tone on pet dynamic speaker, all first grade components. Easy build plans and parts price Hat 1/6 tf REE tvllh kit). 

MELODY SIX 

Total building costs 

59/6 p&p- 

TWO WAVEBAND PORTABLE 
WITH Jin. SPEAKER 
Handsome leather-look case, site 6J x 31 x 1 {In. with gilt trim and band and shoulder straps. Pally tunable over both Medium and Long Waves. Incorporates pre-tagge.l circuit board, 8 alagen— 0 transistors and 2 diodes—ferrite rod aerial, push-pull output, wave change elide switch, tuning condenser, volume control, Sin. moving coll speaker, etc. Easy build plans and parts price list 2/~ (FREE with kit). 

ROAMER SIX 

Total building costs 

79/6 pf6
p- 

SIX WAVEBAND PORTABLE 
WITH 3!n, SPEAKER 
Attractive case with gilt fittings, sire 7{ x 5i X I {In. World wide recepUon. Tunable on Medium and Long Waves, two Short Waves, Trawler Rand plus an extra M.W. band for easier tuning of Luxembourg, etc. Sensitive ferrite rod aenal and telescopic aerial for Short Waves. All top grade components. 8 stages—6 tnuosistors and 3 diodes Including Philco Micro-Alloy S.F. Xrauslslora, etc. {carrying strap 1/6 extra.). Easy balld plans and ports price list 2h (FREE with kit). . • 

Total building costs 

42/6 p£p- 

Total building costs 

,w/6 p&p- 

Total building costs 

79/6 p-3%p- 

TWO WAVEBAND PORTABLE 
WITH 3ln. SPEAKER 
Attractive black and gold case. Sisa 5{ x !{ x 3}ln. Fully tunable over both Medium and Lopg Waves with extended M.W. band for easlertuning of Luxembourg, etc. AH first grade components, 7 stages—5 transletors and 2 diodes—super- scnaltlve ferrite rod aerial, fine tone 31n. moving colt speaker, etc. Easy hoild plans and parts , price list. 1/6 (FREE with kit). POCKET f IVE Medium and Long Wav. version with miniature speaker ONLY 29/6. P. ft P. 3/6. 

MELODY MAKER 6 

THREE WAVEBAND PORTABLE 
WITH 3in. SPEAKER 
Smart pocket size case. 61 x 3| x l|ln, with gUt fittings. Fully tunable over both Medium and Long Waves with extra M.W. band for easier tuning of Luxembourg, etc. 8 stages—8 transistors and 2 diodes—top grade Sin, speaker, 3 R.F, stages lor extra boost, high " Q" ferrite rod aerial. Easy build plans and parts price list 2/- (FREE with kit). 

SUPER SEVEN 

THREE WAVEBAND PORTABLE 
WITH 3in. SPEAKER 
Attractive case site 7{ x 6} x llin. with gilt fittings and carrying strap. The Idekl radio for home, car or outdoors. Covets Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. Special circuit iucorporatlng 2 R.F. stages, push-pull output, lerrlte rod aerial. 7 translstots and 2 diodes, 3 In. speaker (will drive larger speaker) and all first grade coroponcnts. Price list 2/— (FEES with kit). 

RADIO EXCHANGE Ltd 

CalUrs tide finVanc* Barratt'g Shoe Shop. Open 9-5 p.m. Saturday 9-12.10 p.m. 

61a HIGH STREET, BEDFORD 

Telephone: Bedford 52367 

707 



FROM SINCLAIR 

asEM r-•$ "■ 

SINCLAIR 

A HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER FOR ONLY £6.19.6 

ACOUSTICALLY CONTOURED 
SOUND CHAMBER 

WIDE ANGLE OF 
SOUND DISPERSION 

I BRILLIANT TRANSIENT 
RESPONSE 

I MAXIMUM LOADING IN 
EXCESS OF 14 WATTS 

I (5 OHMS INPUT IMPEDANCE 

I ALL-BRITISH DESIGN AND 
MANUFACTURE 

The Sinclair GU4 is an entirely new sound reproducer 
designed and developed in Sinclair Radionics' Cambridge 
laboratories. The application of fundamentally proven 
acoustic principles and the use of new materials has resulted 
in exceptionally good standards of performance. The uniquely 
formed pressure chamber of the Sinclair Q.I4 allows the 
instrument to be positioned in a variety of ways to take full 
advantage of the surroundings In which it will be used. Its 
shape and size will be found more adaptable in use than 
conventionally styled cabinets. At the same time, it presents 
a functionally elegant appearance used singly, paired for 
stereo or in multiple unit assemblies. In performance, the 
Sinclair Q.I4 compares to advantage with loudspeakers 
costing over four times its price. 

IDEAL FOR THE SINCLAIR Z.I2 
AND OTHER GOOD AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS 

inczlair— 
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED 

-22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE OCA3-52996 
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Unretouched repro- 
duction of perform- 
ance curve token 
from a S/nefoir Q.M 
from stock. Scale 
reference 0-25. 

INDEPENDENT TEST REPORT 
Jhe above curve, which is better than that obcainabte from many speakers under £25, was taken by an 
independent testing laboratory and shows dearly why the Q.H achieves such remarkable standards ef re- 
production. Superb response is maintained between 60 and |S,000c/s, completely covering listening 
retjuirements and assuring the user of geccing the best from the equipment to which the speaker it coupled. 

WHY THE SINCLAIR Q.I4 IS FAR 

AHEAD IN EVERY WAY 

CONSTRUCTION 
The sound, or pressure chamber and 
mounting baffle are of special high- 
density ultra-low resonant materials 
made possible by modern bonding and 
processing techniques. The sound 
chamber is of seamless construction 
and the loudspeaker mounted to 
ensure complete freedom from spurious 
"coloration". 

LOADING 
The Sinclair Q.I4 has an " input 
impedance of 15 ohms and will com- 
fortably accept loadings in excess of 
28. watts music power. This rating is 
far greater than that required for 
average listening requirements. How- 
ever, using the Q.M in module forma- 
tion (a unique Sinclair facility) enables 
a very powerful system to be built up 
efficiently and economically. This 
makes an Ideal quality P.A. system. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
As the Independently made curve 
shows, a remarkably smooth response is 
maintained between 60 and I5,000c/s. 
This is why quality is so good from 
any sound source the Q.M reproduces. 

REPRODUCING UNIT 
A specially designed driver unit is 
used. It has an exceptionally high 

compliance in the cone suspension, a 
massive 11,000 gauss ceramic magnet 
and an aluminium speech coil. The 
cone is treated to ensure brilliant 
transient response. 

CONTOURED PRESSURE 
CHAMBER 
The shape and proportions of the 
sealed sound or pressure chamber 
have been determined mathematically 
thereby ensuring maximum energy to 
sound conversion ratio with forward 
sound "presence" and freedom from 
any directional effect. This Is why 
the Sinclair Q.M is ideal for stereo. 
Connections at the rear are marked 
for correct phasing when using two or 
more Q.M's. 

SIZE 
9fin x 9|in X 4fin deep. A separate 
base for free standing position is 
provided as well as a template for wall 
or flush mounting, A neat solid 
aluminium bar inset is used to 
embellish the front of the speaker. 

SEND FOR YOURS TODAY 

Try (ht Q.I 4 in your 
own home. Your 
monty will 5c re- 
funded in fufi {inc. ejifnot sot/s- £6.19.6 

AN ALL-BRITISH SINCLAIR GUARANTEED PRODUCT 

N 

a o si) 

USING A SINCLAIR Q.I4 
SYSTEM 
The jiic and fown of the Sinclair Q.I4 permit it to 
be used in a far wider variety of applications than 
with conventionally designed loudspeakers. This 
makes it possible to match the speaker to its 
environment much more easily and to achieve 
performance standards far better than anything 
in its size or price group. Here are some typical 
ways of using the Q. 14. The enthusiast for hi-fi 
will find many more. 

FREE STANDING 
BOOK SHELF ASSEMBLY Ideal (or stereo. A detachable base is supplied 
with the Q.I4, which screws on (or convenience. 

IpSiS? 
PJ ft] 

III IJ 

MULTI UNIT ASSEMBLY 
Any number of Q.I4's can be 
flush mounted on to a flat 
surface, such as a false wall 
or room divider. They can 
also be arranged for P.A. work. 

CORNER. SPEAKER 
AT ANY HEIGHT 
The Q. 14 will fit 
comfortably into a 
wall corner, taking up a minimum of 
space. The wall sur- faces then contribute 
to the sound radia- 
tion. 

V 

Order form and more 

Sinclair products on next pages 
709 
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SIZE 

SINCLAIR MICRO FM 

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC 

To the fantastically small size of the Sinclair Micromatic 
must be added its brilliant performance. This British-made set 
assures you at all times of choice of BBC and many other 
stations in the medium waveband. After dusk, even more 
stations come in all round the dial with amazing power and 
excellent quality. Vernier type tuning takes full advantage of 
the set's selectivity. This remarkable set provides good 
listening no matter where you are—indoors, in car, bus, train- 

everywhere. The Sinclair Micromatic brings a 
refreshingly new approach to personal listening 
and for its size, appearance, price and per- 
formance, there is nothing to equal it anywhere 
in the world. 7 TRANSISTOR COMBINED FM 

TUNER AND RECEIVER 
Le$5 Chan 3io x l^in x^in, P.M, Superhet ujing pulse counting discriminstor for superb audio quality. Low I.F. makes align- ment unnecessary. Tunes 0B- JOfiMc/s. The telescopic aerial suffices for geod reception in all but poorest areas- Signal to noise ratio—30dB at 30 micro- volts. Takes standard 9V battery. One outlet serves for feeding to amplifier or recorder, the other allows set to be used as a pocket portable. Brushed and polished aluminium (yont, spun • _aluminium dial. A fascinating set to build which gives excellent reception by any standards. Complete kit inc. oerial, cose, earpiece and instructions. 

£5.19.6 

Technical description 
The S/nefoir Micromatic is housed in a neat plastic case, 
size /Jin. x I Sjin. x J/n. with ottroctive aluminium 
front panel and spun aluminium calibrated tuning dial, 
Special Sinclair transistors are used in a six-stage 
circuit of exceptional power and sensitivity—two 
R.F. amplification; double diode detector; and a high 
gain three stage audio amplifier which feeds to a 
specially matched high quality lightweight earpiece. 
A.G.C. counteracts fading from distant stations. 
Bandspread brings in "pop" stations extra easily. 
The set is powered by two Mallory 2M-3I2 Cells 
obtainable anywhere for 1/7 each. 

Built, tested and guaranteed with earpiece and baits. 

Complete kit in new 
" see-for-yourseif " 
pock with earoiece 

instructions and solder 

59/6 

79/6 

NEEDS NO ALIGNING FASCINATING TO BUILD 

It (Micro fM) works very well and gives a quality very close to my hi-fi records. W.I.A., Notol, S.A. 
Without doubt the Z-(2 is the best voJue of the present day, A.W., Lanark 

I am absolutely lost for words, it (Micro- matic} is one of the mast amazing inventions I hove ever known. L.L.Norwich 
I am very impressed with Che quality of reproduction (Stereo 25). London, N.W.IO 

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 Newmarket Rd., CAMBRIDGE 

Telephone OCA3-52996 ind 
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SINCLAIR 

COMBINED 12 WATT HI-FI AMP & PRE-AMP 

• ULTRALINEAR CLASS B OUTPUT 
• 12 WATTS RMS CONTINUOUS SINE 

WAVE OUTPUT (24 W. Peak) 
• 15 WATTS MUSIC POWER OUTPUT 

(30 W. Peak) 
9 INPUT—2mV Into 2Kohms 
• OUTPUT suitable for 15, 7 5 and 

3 ohm speakers. Two 3 ohm speakers 
may be used in parallel 

SINCLAIR PZ.3 Transistorised mains 
power supply unit with ample output for 

79/6 
two Z.t2's and 
Stereo 25 together. 

Eight special H.F. transistors are used in the Z.I2 to 
achieve results to compare favourably in every way with 
the costliest equipment you can buy. But the Z.I2 is 
smaller, is more versatile and certainly saves you 
money. It is preferred not only for mono and stereo 
hi-fi, but it also enjoys enormous popularity fitted in 
electric guitars, used for P.A. and intercoms and many 
other instances where power and dependability are 
imperative. This superb amplifier with integrated pre- 
amp Is supplied ready-built, tested and guaranteed 
together with the Z.I2 manual which details matching, 
volume and tone control and selector switching circuits 
using one Z.I2 In mono or two in stereo. 

3in. x l|ln. x U-in. 
15-50,000 c/s ±ldB 
IDEAL FOR USE 1 

WITH BATTERIES 
BUILT, TESTED 

AND 
GUARANTEED 8»/6 

A NEW SINCLAIR 
LOUDSPEAKER 

See previous pages 

SINCLAIR 

STEREO 

K 
PRE-AMP AND 

CONTROL UNIT 

Far use with two Z.]2's or any good hi-fi stereo 
system. The'front panel is elegantly styled in solid 
brushed and polished aluminium with well styled 
solid aluminium knobs. Frequency 
response 25c/s to 30kc/s IdB con- 
nected to two Z.IZ's. Sensitivity 
Mic. 2mV into SOkQ: P.U.—3mV 
into 50kQ; Radio —20mV into 4-7C2. 
Equalisation correct to within 
ildB on R1AA curve from 50 to 
20,OOOc/$. Size A^in X 2^in x 2^in 
plus knobs. 

If you prefer not to cut this poge, please quote PE.9 when writing your order 

BUILT, TESTED 
AND 

GUARANTEED 

£9.19.6 

n 1 To: SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD. CAMBRIDGE 
| Please send items detailed below: | NAME,   
I    —     | ADDRESS  

I 

L' 
Per which I enclose cashichequeimoney order 
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TRANSISTOR 
STEREO 8 + 8 

A realljr atet-ckw Hi-Fi Stereo Aoiplifltr Kit. trsea 14 IramUlots giviog 8 w&tta pnab-pall output per chansel. (16 W mono). Integrated pte-arop with Hue, Treble and Volnme controle. Suitable lor one with Ceramlo or Crystal cartridges. Output stage for any speakers Irom 3 to is ohms. Compact desgn. all parta aopplied including drilled metal work, Cir-Kit board, attractive Iront panel, knobe, wire, solder, nuU, bolts—no extras to buy. Simple step by step Inatmotlons enable any construolor to build an aroplifier to be proud of. 
Brlel Speoificallou: Frcq. response ±3 db StJ-ZO.OOO c/s. Bass boost appror. to +12 db. Treble cut appro*, to —16 db. Negative feedback 18 db over main amp. Tower requirementa 26 V at 0-8 amp. 

PRICES 
Amplifier Eft £9.10.0 r. * T. 4/4 
Power Pack Kit £2.10.0 P. * P. 4/- 
CaWnet (aa illua.) £2.10.0 P. It P, 1/8 
(Special ofler—114,10.0. Post Free if all above ordered 
at eante time.) 
Occult diagram, coustrnctkm detafls and parts list (free 
with kit) 1/6 (S.A.E.) 

: - 

"STEREO AEPLtPXEH 
Incorporating 2 BCL86« and 1 EZ80, heavy duty, double wound mains transformer. Output 4 watts per channel. Folltone and volume controls. Absolutely complete. 

ORLY 
£4.19.6 
P. & P. 8/~ 

Super De- luxe version with ECL86 valves, sep. bass, treble and balance con- troll. Full feedback. 6 ens. P. A P. 8/-. 
HIOK OADt 4 TRAS8I8TOE printed cmcnir AMPLIFIER KIT 
Typo TA1 • Peak out- put in excess of 1| watts. • All stan- dard British components. • Built on 
printed circuit panel size 6 x Sin. • Generous size Driver and Output Translormere. • Output transformer tapped for 3 ohm and 16 ohm speakers. • Tranatetore (GET 114 or SI Hnllard OC81D and matched pair of OC8I o/p). • 9 volt operation. • Everything supplied, wire, battery clips, solder, etc. • Comprehensive easy to follow ioatructlooa and circuit diagram 2/8 (Free with Kit). 'All parts sold separately. SPECIAL PRICE 45/.. P. 4 P. 3/-. Also ready built and tested, 68/6. P. & P. 3/-. 
BEARD HEW T.V. tJ.B.P. THREE AND SODRD ARB VISIOR LF. PANEL 
By world famous maker. Suitable for use in conversion of T.V. sets to B.B.C.2 (626 line reception). OFFERED (less valves) AT THE BARGAIN PBICB OF ONLY £7/9. Fort Paid. (The components are worth tar more than our price lor the complete unit and due to the very high valne we-regret that no correspondence can be entered Into regarding this item.) 

FH/AK THREE HEAD 
Beautifully designed and precision engineered by Dormer and Wadeworth Ltd. Supplied ready fitted with twin •0M6 tuning condenser for AM connection. Prcallgned FIT section covets 88-102 .Mc/s, 1-F. output XO-7 Mc/s., Complete with ECC85 (6L12) valvn and fall circuit diagram of tuner head. Another special bulk purdhase enables us to oSer these at £7/8 each- P. A P, 3/-- 
Order quickly I Limited number also available with precision geared 3 ; 1 redaction drive. 80/-. P. A P. 8/-. 
MATCHED PAIR AM/TM I.P.'s, Comprising Xst I-F. and 2nd I,F. dfscrtrolnator- (469 Kc/6/I0-7 Mc/s). Sire lin.xl)in.x2)in. H. Will match above tuner head- 111- pair, P. A P. 2/-. 
TCRRET THSERS by famous maker. Brand new and Wnsed. Complete with FCC84 and PCF80 valves 3+38 Me/e IF. Biscuits for Channel 1 to 6 and 8 and 9. Circuit diagram supplied. ONLY 85/- each. P. A F. 3/9. 
OOELEE P.M. THREE HEAD. 88-100 Mo/s 10-7 Mo/s- I.F., 16/-, Fins 2/- F. A P. (ECCSfi valves, 8/8 extra.) 

3-VALTE AHDIO AMPtmEE MODEL HA84 Dcslgued for Hi-Fi reproduc- tion of records. A.C. Mains operation. Heady' built on plated heavy gauge metal chassis, size 71in. w. x tin. d. x 4iin. h. Incorporates ECC83, ELS4, EZ80 valves. Heavy duty, double wound maiDB transformer and output traaafonner matched for 3 ohm speaker, separate Baas, Treble and volume controls. Negative feedback line. Output 4) watts. Front panel can be detached end leads extended for remote mounting of controls. Complete with knobs, valves, etc,, wired and tested for only f4,5.0. F. A P. 6/-. 
H8L " FOUR " AMPLIFIER KIT. Similar In appearance to aA34 above but employs entirely diHecent and advanced circuitry. Complete set of parts, etc, 79/6. P. 4 P. 6/-, 

10/14 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER KXT""" 
A stylishly finished monaural amplifier with an output of 14 watts from 2 £L84a In push-pull. Super reproduction of both muslo and speech, with neg- ligible hum. Sep- arate Inputs lor mike and gram allow records and announcements to follow each other. Fully shrouded section wound output transformer to roatcb 3-160 speaker and 2 independent volume oontrols, and separate bass and treble controls are provided giving good lift and out. Valve line-up 2 BL848. ECC8S, EF86. and EZ80 rectifier. Simple Instruction booklet 2/6. (Free with parts.) AH puts sold separately. ONLY 67.8,6. F. A P. 8/6, Also available ready built and tested complete with sld. input sockets. 69.8.0. F. A P..8/6, 
MAIMS TRANSFORMER. For transistor power supplies. Fri. 209/24Qv. Sec. 9-C ; 9v. at 600 mA. 11/-. P. A F. 2/6. 
HAIRS THASSFOSMER. For tranalstor power supplies. Tapped pri 200-250v. Sec. 40-6-40 at 1 amp (with electrostatic screen) and 6-3v. at -5 amp for dial lamps etc. Drop thro' mounting. Stack size IJln, x Sjln. x 3iln. £7/8. P. A P. 4/6. 
MATCHED PAIR OP 2) WATT TUARSBTOS DRIVER AND OHTPDT TRANSFORMERS. Stack size I )• x 1) x 1 in. Output trans, tapped for 3 ohm and 18 ohm out- put. 10/- pair plus 2/- F. A F. 
7-10 watt OBTPHX TRANSFORHBRB to match pair of ECL 86'i In push-pull to 3 ohm output. ONLY 11/-. P. A P. 2/6. 
10-12 watt ODTPHT TRANSFORMERS. Size 2iln- x 2lu. Clamp fitting. For two EL84,a fn push-pull. State 3 or 16 ohm Impedance. 18/9. P. A F. 2/6. 
VTBBATORS. Large selection of 2, 4, 6. 12. 24 and 32 Volt. Non-sync- 8/6; Sync. 10/-. F. A F. 1/6 per vibrator. S.A.E. with all enquiries.  
AC08 HIGH IMPEDANCE CRYSTAL STICK MIKES. Ueted at 48/-. Our price, 81/-. P. A P. 1/8. 
A COS CRYSTAL MIKES. High 
imp- For desk or hand use, High scneitivlty. 18/6. F. A P. 1/6. 

SPECIAL PHRCHABE B.S.B. 0H7 9 volt Battery Operated Record Flayer Haiti. 4-speede, Automatic stop. Flaya any size record. Complete with mono t/o head and sapphire atyll. 

r-a 

ONLY 89/6. F. A F. 6/6. (With stereo cartridge 12/6 extra) 
'-SPEED FLAYER HRIT BARGAINS Maine Models. All brand new in maker'# original packing. SIROLE PLATERS B.S.B. TU/12  £8,9.6. Carr. 6/6. OAKBARD SPSS Dc Luxe 110.19.8. Carr. 6/8. B.S.R. GUT with unit mounted pickup arm. £4.18.8." Carr. 6/8. 

AUTO CHARGERS Carr. 6/8 on each. Latest B.S.R. UA26 Super elim   £6 8 6 GABRARD 1000 with Hi-Fi cart  £« 19 6 OABRABD 2000 £710 0: GARRARD 3000 ... £8 16 0 LATEST GABRARD AT60 Mk. 11 ............ £12 00 All the above units are complete with t/o mono head and sapphire styli or can be supplied with compatible stereo head for 12/6 extra. 
BRAND HEW CARTRIDGE BARGAWBI ACOS GP69-1 MONO CARTRIDGE. For E.P. and L.P. Complete with stylus. ONLY 18/6. P. A P. 1/-. 

QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER A top-quality record player amplifier employing heavy duty double wound mains transformer, ECCBS, EL84. B280 valves. Separate Bass, Treble and. Volnme oontrols. Complete with output transformer "matched for 3 ohm speaker. Size 7m, w. x Sin. d. x Sin. h. Ready built and tested. PRICE 69/6. P. A F, «/-, ALSO AVAILABLE mounted on board with output transformer and speaker ready to fit Into cabinet below. PRICE 89/8. P. A F. 7/8. 
DE LUXE QHALITY PORTABLE B/P CABINET Uncut motor board size I4iln. x 12ln, clearance 21n. below, 5|in. above. Will take above amplifier and any B.S.R. or GABRARD Autochanger or Single Player Unit (except AT60 and SP25). Size l8ln, x ISln. x Sin. PRICE £3.9.6. P. A P. 9/8- 

VYHAIE AND REX1RE SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRICS app. 64in- wide. Usually 86/- yd., our price 18/6 per yd. length. P. A P. 2/8. (min. lyd.). 8-A.B. for samples. 
BRAND HEW S OHM LOHDBFEAKEBS 61n.,12/8; 6iln.,16/-: 8ln..Z2/6; 10in.,87/6; 7in, X4in. 16/-; XOIn. x elm, £7/6. EJO. 8to. x 6iD. with high flux magnet 81/-. EJd.1.1311a. x Sin. with high Bux ceramic magnet, 48/-. (16 ohm, 4B/-). P. A F. 8!n. 2/-, Blln. A Sin. 2/9, lOin. A 121n. 3/6 per apeaker. 

BRAND NEW. IZin. 19w. H/D Speakers, 3 or 16 ofiro. Current production by well-known British maker. Offered below list price at 89/8. P. A P. 5/-. Guitar models: 26w- £5.6.0; 3Sw. £8.8.0. 
EJB-I. PLASTIC CONED TWEETERS. 2Jtn. 3 ohm. Limited number 18/6 each. P. A P-1/6. 

HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD. 
170 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.I9 01-540 3985 
Open oil day Saturday Early closing Wed., I p.m. 

A few minutes from South Wimbledon Tube Station. (F/eo»e write clearly) 
OVERSEAS P. & P. CHARGED EXTRA. S.A.E. with all •nquirins 

CURRENTLY FITTED Tl DYER 1D0 MODELS BY MJUDR MANUFACTURERS 
BRING YOUR RECORD PLAYER UP TO DATE WITH 

Sonotone hmq 
HIGH FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC CERAMIC CARTRIDGES 

Sonotone 9TA SERIES. Superior quality cartridges offering extremely 
high compliance for a cartridge with dual styli. Tracking weights as low 
as 1-3 gm. allow reproduction from heavy modulated records without 
distortion on most changers. Standard i'fixing centres. Prices: Sapphire 
£2.18.10. Tax paid. Diamond £3.16,7. Tax paid. Other types available. Send for leaflet. 

metrosound manufacturing co. ltd. 
bridge works, Wallace road, 
tendon, n.l. tel. 01-226 8641/2/3 

Send for leaflet. 

if metrosound 
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S-DeC 

theBREnDBOnRD 

for the 

transistor age ^ 
; 

a 

s. COMPONENTS 
<IUST PUSH IN 

S.70 PIUG-IN 
/contact POINTS 

S.SLOTS FOR 
/control PANEL 

TECHNICAL DATA ^ 
Insertion force SDgm.wt. 
Withdrawal force SOgm.wt 
Resistance between adjacent holes 10m/» 
Insulation resistance adjacent strips>10,oii. 
Capacitance between adjacent strips 3pF. 

STRONG 
^POLYSTYRENE 
CASE 

Sw iffi-1 

The contacts are arranged in rows of five 
(numbered) which are joined together electrically 
as shown in the diagram. This arrangement is 
similar to that used in the popular printed wiring 
board so that the same methods of laying out 
circuits may be used. An S-DeC contains two of 
these 5x7 panels enabling most electronic build- 
ing blocks to be accommodated. For .very large 
circuits the decking can easily be enlarged by 
keying the units together forming a firm con- 
tinuous area of decking of any desired size. 

Components are simply pushed into the sockets 
where they are held securely by the double leaf 
spring phosphor-bronze contacts. This system 
ensures a good wiping action on insertion and 
withdrawal so giving a low resistance contact. 
Little force is required to push in or pull out the 
components but they are held firmly when in- 
serted. Solderless connectors are provided in an 
accessory kit for use with controls. The controls 
are mounted on a panel which slots into the 
S-DeC base. 

29,BD 

pst.S pkg.Bd. 

QUICK, FIRM, RELIABLE CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY 

LASTS INDEFINITELY-—performance unchanged 
after 1,000 insertions 

PUTS AN END TO 'BIRDSNESTING' 

RE-USE COMPONENTS AGAIN AND AGAIN 

SAVES TIME, MONEY AND EFFORT 

The photograph 
shows a three tran- 
sistor plus diode re-' 
flex receiver 
mounted on a 
SINGLE S-DeC. 
FREE construction 
details for this radio 
are given withr each 
S-DeC purchased 
NOW! 

for the EKperimEntenSihoaUollEgBsOr ladustry 

4-DeC KIT. FOUR S-DeC units with TWO 
Accessory Kits are supplied in an attractive 
plastic container. Makes storage of S-DeCs 
a simple matter. An economical way to buy 
your S-DeCs. 
£6.12.6 value for £5.19.6 ONLY (post free). 

ACCESSORY KIT. This kit extends the 
usefulness of your S-DeC. 
Contains: 
1. Panel for mounting controls (slots 

into S-DeC base) e.g. potentiometers, 
variable capacitors, etc. 

2. Connectors for solderless |oints to 
these controls. 

3. Clips for mounting ferrlte rod, etc. 
on panel. 

PRICE OF KIT 4/6 plus 6d post and pkg. 
COMBINED KIT—S-DeC plus Accessory 
Kit—33/- plus 6d post and pkg. 

FREE/ 
Thl« month — A FREE 
ACCESSORY KIT with 
every S-DeC purchased 
PLUS construction do- 
tail* for amplifier, I stage 
radio, electronic flasher, 
light switch, divide by four 
logic circuit, morse prac- 
tice set and VHF radio 
microphone—all built on 
S-DeC. 
An S-OeC PLUS Access- 
ory Kit PLUS instructions 
for ONLY 29/4, post and 
pkg. M. 

PDST/B 

noi!/ 
Please sendjne.. 

FOR FREE ACCESSORY KIT WITH 
EACH S-DeC 
to. S.D.C PRODUCTS (electronics) Ltd. 
Pump lane.Springfield.Chelmsford 

-S-DeCs each containing a free 
accessory kit and /4-DeC kits for which I 
enclose PO/Cheque/Money Order value £ /„./  

Money refunded if not satisfied 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

y ■ k_ i 
OR FROM LEADING SUPPLIERS 

(TRADE ENQUIRIES TO DEPT. TPE) 
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RADIOGRAM CABINETS 
ONLY 65.19.6 

An attractive discreetly designed 
space saving cabinet in natural 
grained polyestered sapele. Press- 
drop flap for autochanger and record 
storeage compartment. 10' X S" speaker position. Complete with 
legs. DIM. 29j" H x Hi" D X 29* W. 
Carr. Ins. 25/-. 
OTHER MODELS—SEND FOR LIST 

17 in TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE ,I1100 " ,n- EX-RENTAL TELEVISIONS £M■,0■0 

3 star Guarantee •fr Tube Valves Components 
Channels for all areas Insured Carriage 30/- 

FREE ILLUSTRATED LIST 
Slim line models 
17" — 19" — 21" — 23" 

A wide range of sizes, models and 
prices. 

Demonstrations daily 

TRANSISTOR CASES 7/6. 93" X 53- . X 4i' P. & P. 3/6. 
TRANSISTOR CASES 19/6. Cloth covered, many colours. Site9;-X fil'X 31 * P. & P. 3/6. Similar cases in plastic 7/6. 

SINGLE PLAYER CABINETS 19/6. P. & P. 7/6. 
T.V. TURRET TUNERS 2/6. New Less Valves. Slim Models 5/-. Press Button Models 19/6. P. & P 4/6. 

TAPE RECORDER CABINETS 49/6 Dia. 16-X I23-X75-. Red and Grey. Cue out for B5R deck. P. & P. 7/6. 

DUKE &. CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
62t/3 RomYord Road, Manor Park, E.12 
Phone: 01-478 6001-2-3. Stamp for Free List. 

/fV Cmracft CLMM 
by using a 

DIACROM SPATULA 
The "Dlacrom" Is a metal 
spatula upon which diamond 
powder has been deposited 
by a special process. No deep 
scratches are possible be- r 
cause density is controlled 
and the polishing of the 
contacts is achieved by a 
gentle brushing motion. 
With coloured nylon 
handle for complete 
Insulation and easy 
size Identification 

Manufactured in froute 
British Patents applied for 

6 Grain size 200. thickness 55/100 mm., both faces diamonded. For quick 
cleaning of industrial relays and twitching equipment, etc. 

0 Grain size 300, thickness 55/100 mm., both facet diamonded. For smaller 
equipments, tike telephone relays, computer relays, etc. 

# Grain size 490, thickness 25/100 mm., one face diamonded. For sensitive 
relays and tiny contacts. Two close contacts facing each other can be 
individually cleaned, because only one face of the spatula is abrasive. 

Sole Distributors for the United Kingdom 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS (DISTRIBUT0RS1 LTD. 
81 Piccadilly, London, W,1. Phone; (01) 629 9556 

As Hipplinl lo Ihe War Offirt, U.K.S.EJ., Elettmity Gtntialinq Boardi. Brituh Railway, 
and oBw! pvUtr autboritMS; alto to feadine eldtromt and Imtuibia] mm thitwjhoul tht 

' Uniltd Kingdom. 

20% DISCOUNT 

■ke 
World famous WEARITE 
Series 6 Tape Decks 3 motors, 
3 speeds, 2 heads plus space 
for extra head. BRAND NEW 
in Factory sealed cartons. 38 
page Manual includes circuits. 
MODEL 6A speeds l|. 
3f, 71 i.p.s. 

Lists at £44.0.0d. 

OUR PRICE carr. paid 
£35.4.0d. 

MODEL 6AH speeds 3a. 7^ 
15 I.p.s. 

Lists at £49.0.0d. 
OUR PRICE carr. paid 

£39.4.0d. 
C.W.O. Allow 14/21 days for 
delivery, 
UNILET PRODUCTS LTD. 

Compton House, 
New Maiden, Surrey 

ELECTRONICS 

GALORE! 

IN THE 

dca CATALOGUE 

THE CONVENIENT WAY TO 
SHOP FOR ALL YOUR ELEC- 
TRONIC NEEDS. 

EVERYTHING FROM SINGLE 
COMPONENTS TO COMPLETE 
EQUIPMENT ALL AT BEST 
VALUE PRICES. 

SEND 2/6d. NOW FOR YOUR 
COPY TO:— 

dca ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
28 UXBRIDE ROAD, EALING, W.5 

BATTERY ELIMINATORS 
The ideal way of running your TRANSISTOR RADIO. RECORD PLAYER,TAPE RECORDER. AMPLIFIER, etc. Types available: 9v; 7|y;6v; 4|v (tingle output) J9/6 each. P. & P. 2/9. 9v + 9v; 6v + 6v; or 45v + 41v (two teparate outputs) 42/6 each. P. 4c P. 2/9, Pleaie state output required. All the above units are completely isolated from mains by double wound transformer ensuring 1001., safety. 

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD. (Dept. P.I.). II OMvor Road, London, E.I7 

new 

VARI-STAT 

thermostatic 

soldering iron 

High Production Model D PRICE 
Miniature Iron 50 watt CC / 
VoItaga 12-250 volt 33/- 
Weight I 3/4oz. 
"Screw on" Bit sizes 3/32in., l/8in., 3/1 Sin., 
l/4in. 
Our range also includes: 
Standard Instrument Model SOW 
Standard Instrument Model 70W 
High Production Instrument Model I25W 
Industrial Model SOOW 
All these irons give excellent bit and element 
life since the thermostat completely elimin- 
ates overheating and controls reserve 
heating capacity whicn makes possible con- 
tinuous soldering without chilling of the bit. 
The consistent temperature makes these 
irons ideal for printed circuit work. 

CARDROSS ENGINEERING CO. LTD.. 
Woodyard Road, Dumbarton, 
Phone: Oiimborten 3655 
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SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMSI 
EXCLUStVE LASKY'S BAftGAIN-SOUD STATE 
MULTIPLEX 
STEREO AM/FM 
TUNER/AMPLIFIER 
CHASSIS 
KOdel TIDE—ma Je lor U.K. v : by lament North American ms nu (actnrcr and or!finally Installed la De hvxe HI-FI consolet costing several hundred poaadi. iThe chaseis is ol nutatandtng appearac.ee and 'quality and offers many unique le»tores pros an extremely comprehensive Bpeclflcatlon. 
Fialnres • Separate translstoriserfldM and PM tnnera • S AM wavetonds—LW, MW and Continental IP.R. band • (all FM cover with 5 pnsti button preselected ctatlone (sep. tuning controls lor AM and FM ranges) • built In mnltlplex decoder with unique KMX lealore which provides automatic switching from mono to stereo when stereo signal Is recslved and vice versa • unique apllt amplifier laclllty for simultaneous play of radio plus any other source ;• channel reverse • switched Inputs for tape and anxlllatlesj (sep, sockets for tape In and out) • switched extenston speaker outlet • thermal safety trip • socket for stereo headphones. 
Tech. spec,: Output 10 watts RMH per channel! output Imp. B 0 p.o.! sensitivity OOm vf (or 8W output at 1 Kn.: input Imp. 100 K Q p.c.t 19 unique tumbler type function controls, 8 pnah button wavechonge and station selection controls. voL, baw. treble and balance controls, push button contour (loadness) control! Illuminated tuning scale; AH ranges; MW 620.1840 Kc/s, LW140-290 Kc/s. Continental TR 170-346 Kc/s; FM range 88-108 Mc/s with switched AFC. Operates on 200/250VA.C., 60 or 60 o/s. 8iic 171 x 8 - Win. 
LASKY'S PRICE 59 Gns, Post 4 Packing SO/- 

A nan Ol high quality Hi-Fi Console Oebfnets by the same lamons manolactam it alto available at almost 1 list price and may be seen at oar HI-FI Audio Centres. 

UHFT.V. TUNERS 
Well known British matre^^• surplus stocks. Sow available for the flret lime to the Home Oonstr nctor. Add 8/0 Post and Packing on each. 
VALVE UHP MODEL 
In metal case else 4 x 6 X liln. Fully tunable—complete with PCCSOaod PCC88 valves. 
LASKY'S PRICE 39/6. Without reives r/6 

TELEVISION IF AMPLIFIERS 
38 Mo/a. Contains a large number of components, IP transformera, resistors, capacitors, etc,, and the follow. Ing valves: 9*PCF80, IxRBOl, EF80. BP18S and EFJ94. Overall size IIJ- X 3}' X 4'deep. Ideal for servicemen and experimenters. This IF amp. when used with the Valve model UHK Tuner [above) provide# a suitable conversloa lot B.B.C.S. Circuit supplied. 
LASKY'S PRICE 29/6 roetm 
SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER 
Free standing table cabinet, die 
17) X 8 X 6}ln., finished in medium Mahogany. Scale marked 2X to 68 (UHP band). Designed to accept the above IP Amplifier with Space for a Valve UHP Tuner Cabinet only 67/6. Post 3/8. 
Special Package Offer IF Amplifier. UHF Tuner with reives and Table Cabinet. 

w 

* 

PACKAGE PRICE 59/6 f^o/- 

EXPORT TTC B4002 FM WIRELESS MIC. 
Highly sensitive — sultabta for either static or mobile use. Signal ean be picked op by any FM radio or tuner which receives Ireqaendes between 06-104 Mc/s. over several hundred yards. Size only 3 X 2) X lln. (In leather case). Operates on one PPa type battery. Complete with neck cord, ellp-on dynamic extenston mike 
(i X } X Ato.) and battery. 
USKY'S EXPORT PRICE 10 Gns. MThew^. 
TTC 13/660. More powerful version ol above—size 7) X II X Jin. Operates on one PP3 type battery. LASKY'S PRICE 12 Gns. 
Post Free. Anywhere In the World. 
THaie cannot be operofnf In the U.K. OKtliif lo O.P.O. retuMlem. 
WATER TEMPERATURE THERMOSTATS 
British made—orlg. for use In high qnality washing machine, rang# adjustable between IM'P and 230"?, Bating 200/290 V.A-C., 20 amp# (also D.C. np to 125 V.A.), Size 2JX l}X II with 19ln. capillary tube and 6ln. bulb. Single hole fixing—3/161n spindle. 
LASKY'S PRICE 15/- Poet2/. 

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 

m 

Can 

THE SKYROVER 
De Luxe 

7 tranfllstor plus 2 diode enperhet, 6 waveband portable receiver covering the full Medium Wave- band and Short Waveband 31-9411 and also 4 separata switched bandspread ranges, 1SM..16M., 19M. and 26M., with Band Spread Toning tor accurate Station Selection. The coll pack and tuning heart is factory assembled, and tested. Uses 4 "02 batteries. 6 in. Ceramic (Magnet P.M. Speaker, Telescopic and Ferrite Hod Aerial. Tone Clrcolt, wood cabinet, siia 11} xfll x3 In. covered with washable material, plastic trim and handle. Car aerial socket fitted. 
Post H.P, Terms: 80/-deposit and 11 monthly B/- payments ol 18/9. Total H.P.P. «6.0.S. be built for £8.19.6 Data 8/8 extra: refunded II yon purchase parcel. All parts avail, sep. Foot D2 batt. 3/4 A simple addittoual circuit provides cover of the 1100/1950M Dong Waveband. AH 

components with construction data. Only t0/" eatrn Post Free. 

PEAK SOUND SA-88 TRANSISTORISED 
STEREO AMP AND PRE-AMP KIT 
A high quality 17 watt, 14 transistor High Fidelity Integrated Ampllfler which anyone can easily build using the revolutionary Peak Sound " Clr-Kit" wiring system, Hlze assembled only 10 x 2i x 3 In. Complete kit with detailed construetion data. LASKY-fVPRICE £12.10.6 Post PBEE. POWER HUPPUY KIT for the 8A-88 £3.10.0 Port FBKK. 

LASKY'S MINIATURE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER 
MODULES 
Incorporating tha very lotest circuitry to provlda high sensitivity and good qnality in conjunct km with extreme small slse and compactness. High qnality t-r't TT "~r 1'i yrj" -i Newmarket traneletora nsed throoghout. 1 

All designed to operate on 9v. miniature rf "'"J battery. Add!/-onsack tor port h packisg 
TYPE XiBPC I. 3 transistor. Input sens. 60 mV., output 160 mW, ontput imp. 40O,»ire2XlXJ!n  PRICE 27/d 
TTCE LRPC 4. 6 traoBlator. Input sens. 130 mV, output 330 mV, output Imp. 1»Q. size"} x 1} X lln   PRICE !$/« 
TYPE LRPC 6. 8 transistor. Input sens. finrV. output 3W. output Imp. SO> size 8| X li X lin....    PRICE 69/6 
TYPE LRPC 9. High to low Impeflance matching prc-nmp.—Input Imp. I megohm. ontput Imp. 2 k/ohme, Size IJXliXjIn.,  PRICE 10/4 
TYPE LRPC 10. MugneUc tape replay pre-arap. designed so that a 460 mH head can be matched Into nuy of the audio amplifier modules listed above. Size 2iXliXjln  PRICE 10/4 
TYPES LRPC 9 and 10 nre ideal foe use vrith LRPC 1. 4 and 6 and ate available at the reduced price of 7/6 each 11 bought with the LRPC 4. 

FULLY ENCAPSULATED MODULES 
Bpeolsl function modules — all one size 1} X 1 X llin. Complete with detailed function and InsteUatlon Instructions. Send S.A.E. for data. 
TYPE PA-1. Foblio address amp. (or use with carbon, crystal or Dynamic micro- phones. 3 q output Imp.    .PRICE 30/- 
TYPE QK-1. Gramophone ampUfier—provides saffloleot power to fill average room. 30 output Imp         PRICE 30/- 
TYPE CO-L Morse code practice oscillator — (or use with morse key and SO speaker :  PRICE 20/- 
TYPE MT-1, Metronome module—provides audible and visual beat from 30 to 240 beats per minute (for use with 3Q speaker or Ind. lamp) PRICE 22/4 

SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURE KITS 
We clock the complete range. Write for details of package deals. THE MICRO-6 mlDlotureradioonty if X l/f X ij-ln.      £2 18 6 
THE IKIICRO-FM. (timer/receiver)   £5 18 6 
THE MICROMATIC mlnJ-radlo Kit £2.18,8. Folly built   £3 19 8 
STEREO 25 pre-amp control nnil fully built      £9 18 0 
THE Z-12 13 watt amplifier and pre-ampllfler. Polly bnllt and tested  £4 9 8 PI-3 power pack for Z.I2     £3 19 8 

TRANSISTORS ALL BRAND NEW AMD GUARANTEED GET 81, GET 85, GET 86 B/6: 873A, 874P 3/6; OC45, OC71. OC61D 4/6;"OC 44. OC 70, OC 78, OO 81 6/6; pair (10/6); AF 117, OG 200 8/8; 00 42.00 43, 00 73, OC 821> 7/8! OO 201, OC 204 16/-; OO 205, OC 20S 19/6; OC28 24/6; 
OC75 8/-. - 
TRANS FILTERS By BRUSH CRYSTAL CO. Areilable from stock. TO—OIB 469 kc/s. ± 2 kc/s. 1 TO—02D 470 ko/s. ± X kc/e. 9/6 EACH TO—OlD 470 kc/s. ± 2 ko/e. TF—OIB 466 kc/a. ± 2 kc/s. ' TO—02B 405 kc/a. ± I kc/». ( TF—OID 470 kc/s. ± Z kc/a. Pott M 

Branches W/c//> Fidelity Audio Centres 
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON. W.2 Tel.; 01-723 3271 42 TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I Tel.; 01-580 2573 
33 TOTTENHAM CT RO.. LONDON, W.l Tel.: 01-636 2605 Op^ a" day Thursday early dosing 1 p.m. Saturday 
Open all day Saturday arty closing 1 p.m. Thursday flg EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 Tel.: 01-723 9789 
152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 Tel.: FLEet St 2833 Open ail day Saturday, early closing 1 p.m, Thursday 
Open a" day Thursday, early closing 1 p.m, Saturday 
ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL ST.,TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON. E.1 Tel.; 01-790 4821 
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LOOK / 

NOW ALL YOUR SEMICONDUCTOR 

BARGAINS FROM ONE SOURCE 

BI-PRE-PAKltd 

NOW INCORPORATING: 

DAVIS & WHITWORTH LTD. 
& PRE-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 

PLEASE NOTE 

THIS IS OUR ONLY ADDRESS . . 

222-224 WEST ROAD 

WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX 

Phone: SOUTHEND (0S02) 46344 

SEND FOR OURFREE 
LISTS AND CATALOGUE 
OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS. 
CHECK YOUR OWN 
EQUIVALENTS WITH OUR 
FREE SUBSTITUTION 
CHART. 

CD CC PACKS OF 
IIXCC YOUR OWN 
CHOICE UP JO THE VALUE 
OF 10/- WITH ALL ORDERS 
OVER £4 r 

A WRITTEN 
GUARANTEE 

WITH ALL OUR SEMI- 
CONDUCTORS 

LARGE RANGE—LOW PRICE 
SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS. SEND FOR FULL RANGE AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS. 

FREE OF CHARGE 
SCOOP PURCHASE! Prc-anembled logic elementj. 2 input gates 2/-. 3 input gales 2/9. Flip Flops 5/- each. Send for more details. 
FIRST EVER LOGIC KITS. Learn for yourself how computers work, even make one for yourself. Full instructions for a noughts and crosses machine, binary counters, timers, etc. L.L 5 gns. L.2. (0 gns. No need to purchase both kits, you can start with L.2, which in- corporates L-l. DETAILS FREE. 
MAKE A REV. COUNTER FOR YOUR CAR. THE'TACHO BLOCK1. This encapsulated block will turn any 0-1 mA meter into a perfectly linear and accurate rev. counter lor any car. State 4 or 6 cylinder. 

FREE 

20/- each 

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM. MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add I/- post and packing per order. OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL. 

NEW FROM THE U.S.A. 

'TEXAS' INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 
SN7360 

SN7430 

SN7302 

Quadruple 2 input NAND/NOR gate 
8 Input positive NANO/GATE 

Dual i-K Flip Flop with preset 

19/6 
21/6 

35/- 

F.E.T.'s FIELD EFFECT 
TRANSISTORS 

2N3822 "N" Channel 4 lead 15/- 

GENUfNE 
TORS NOT 

TRANSIS- 
REMARKS 

OC45 IP transistor 1/9 

OC44 Osc. transistor \n\ 

0A9 Equal to OAS 2/- 
OC36 Power transistor (better than OC35) 7/6 

OC20 Milliard 100 volt 30 watt 15/- 

GP826 TV Line Output Transistor 40/- 

NEW FACTORY TESTED 
PRE-PAKS ALL PERFECT 
BUT UNMARKED 

3Q~ All types TRANSISTORS 10/- 

40 Silicon Sub. Min. DIODES 10/- 

10 NPN Silicon TRANSISTORS 10/- 

50 Germ. Min. DIODES 10/- 

10 SMic^TSOmA RECTIFIERS 10/- 

STUD RECS. 10/- 

PRE-PAKS 
No. Al. A2. 
A3. A9. 
A IS. AI7. 
aib. A20. 

Bl. 
62. 
83. 
65. 
66. 
68. 69. 
610. 
844. 
621. 645. 

PRICE 6—Silicon rectifiers BYI0O type... '26/- 10—Relays mixed types and vol- tages     26/- 20—Mixed marked and tested trans. 20/- 1—2N 174 real power trans. 00V 150W   26/- 2—Power Comp. Pair, AD 161/2... 26/- 3—Si I. stud recs. 6 amp, 400 PIV. BYZI2    26/- 2—Sit. stud recs. 10 amp. 800 PIV 20/- I—AUYI0 VHP power tram. 60 Mc/s70V   20/- 
50—Unmarked untested, trans., new       4—Solar cells, inc. Book of Instruc- tions       4—OAS gold bonded, diodes Mullard   7—Matched set. OC44, 4S/BJD/8I +diode     IS—Red spot AF. trans, or white spot RF   2—Power trans. OC26/35 type ... I—Light sensitive cell, ORPI2 type   10—50V trans, germ, PNP latest type   1—Tunnel diode, A6YII, 1050 

2—Sil. recs." 10 amp.','SCMOO PIv"'. 1—power trans. ADY22/TK400A VC660 IC 8 amps. PNP ... 2—Power trans. GET 9 VCB64 IC 
8 amp, germ. PNP 

TRANSISTORS PRICE TRANSISTORS PRICE ACI07 ... ... 6/- OC200 51- ACf26 ... ... 2/6 OC20I AC 127 ... ... 2/6 2G30I 2/6 ACI28 ... ... 3/- 2G303 2/6 ACYI7 ... ... 5/- 2N697 51- AFII4 ... ... 4/- 2N706 51- 
AF! 1S ... ... 3/- 2N7II 10/- API 16 ... ... 3/~ 2NI302 41- AFII7 ... ... 4/- 2NI303 41- AFII0 ... ... 316 2NI304 51- AFI19 ... 316 2NI30S 51- AFI78 ... 10/- 2NI306 61- ASY66 ... ... 1/- 2NI307 61- 
BCZI 1 ... 5/- 2NI308 61- BFYS0 ... ... 15/- 2NI309 7/6 BSY2S ... ... 10/- 2S303... 2/6 BSY26 ... ... 51- POWER BSY27 ... ... 51- TRANSISTORS BSY2e ... ... 51- OC20 10/- BSY29 ... ... 51- OC23 10/- BSY9SA ... 51- OC25 8/- OC4I ... ... 1/6 OC26 5/- OC7I ... ... 1/6 OC2S 716 OC72 ... .. 1/6 OC35 51- OC73 ... ... 5/- DIODES OC8I ... ... 2/6 AAY42 11- OC8ID OC83 ... ... 1/6 OA 10 ... 21- 41- OA70 1/0 OC139 ... ... 1/6 OA79 I/O OCI40... ... 51- OAS) 1/0 OCI70... ... 1/6 OA 182 21- OCI7I ... ... 41- IN9I4 1/6 

THERE IS ONLY ONE "BI-PRE-PAK LTD." BEWARE OF IMITATIONS 

PLEASE NOTE, WE CANNOT CHANGE OR REFUND MONEY ON ITEMS PURCHASED FROM 
ANY OTHER ADDRESS 



HEATHKIT WORLD-FAMOUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

The Hi-Fi, Radio, Amateur Gear, Test Instruments cmyone can build 

Treat yourself to superb LW, MW entertd/nment with the 

High-Performance Car Radio Kit, cr-i 

Compltte your motoring pleature with this small, compact, high-performance car radio- 
It can be fitted to any make of car having 12 volt positive or negative earth system. 
Tastefully styled in neutral grey with matching black knob* and chrome trim to har- 
monise with any car colour eeheme. 
Features include; Slx-tranjittor, 2-diode circuit. Completely pre-assembled and aligned tuning 
unit. High sensitivity, combined with wide range automatic gain control (AGO), minimitet fading 
under weak reception conditions. Easy-tune dial. Push button Long, Medium and Tone selection. 
The car radio Is available for your convenience, in two separate units; RF Amplifier Kit CR-IT 
£1 . 13 . 4 ind.P.T.,IF/AF Amplifier Kit CR-IA £11 .3.4. 
TOTAL PRICE KIT (excluding loudspeaker) £12 . 17 
8'xS' Loudspeaker Pt. No, dOt-SOS £1.14.1 ind. P.T. 

0 ind. P.T. 

New! Portable Stereo Record Player, srp-i 
Automatic playing of 14, 33, 45 
and78 rpm records. All transistor- 
cool instant operation. Dual l-P/78 
stylus. Plays mono or stereo 
records. Suitcase portability. De- 
tachable speaker enclosure for 
best stereo effect. Two 8' x 5" 
special loudspeakers. For MO-lSOv 
A.C, mains operation. 
Compact, economical stereo and mono record 
playing for the whole family—plays anything from the Beatles to Bartok. All 
solid state circuitry gives room filling volume. 

Kit £27.(5.0 !nd. P.T. Assembled price on request. 

Low-cost Stereo Amplifier, ts-m 
Breaks the price barrier in quality 
Transistor Amplifier cost. Incor- 
porates alt the essential features 
f o r good q ua I ity reproduction f ro m 
gramophone records, radio and 
other sources. 
Its many features include: 3 watts 
rms (I5n) each channel. Good fre- 

quency response for outstanding fidelity. Compact slim-line styling. Ganged 
BASS, TREBLE and VOL. controls, 6-position SELECTOR switch for 
programme sources. Attractive pcrspex two-tone front panel. 16 transistor, 
4 diode circuit. Handsome fully-finished walnut veneered cabinet. Outputs 
for 8 or IS ohm loudspeakers. Printed tireuit boards. For free-standing or 
cabinet mounting. Size 31' X 13' x 8* deep, 

Kit £17.15.0. Walnut veneered cabinet £2.0.0 extra. 

Hi-Fi performance from a "Mini 
Speaker Kit 
with the 
" AVON" 
BOOKSHELF 
SPEAKER 
SYSTEM 

The challenge to our acoustic engineers was to design a 
speaker occupying the minimum space consistent with 
first class reproduction. The results of our efforts was 
this "AVON " compact unit of exceptional quality. 
Features! Two special speakers 6i-' BASS, 3|* HF unit and 
crossover network. Good frequency response. Beautiful 
fully-finished walnut veneered cabinet, site only 7J'x 131° X 8|- deep. 
Supplied in two units. Walnut Cabinet kit £8.18.0 

L. Speakers and crossover kit £4.18.0 
Total price. Kit £13 . 16 . 0 ind. P.T. 

NEW! Transistorised AM-FM Stereo Tuner 
In the tame attractive styling as 
our well-known AA-22U Stereo 
Amplifier. Features 18 transistor, 
3 diode circuit. AM-LW/MW. 
FM Stereo and Mono tuning. 
Stereo indicator light. AFC, AGC. 
Pre-assembled and aligned FM 
unit. Separate AM and FM 
circuit boards. Self-powered. Handsome, 
finished walnut veneered cabinet. (Optional extra). 
Comprising: Model AFM-2T RF Tuning Unit. Kit £7.17.6 Including P.T. AFH- 
Amp. and power supply kit £24,9.6. TOTAL PRICE KIT £32.7.0 ind. 
Cabinet £2.5.0 extra. 

■W o 

2A IF 
P.T. 

Heathkit sirr 
0 

m 

FREE! 

36 page Catalogue 

SEND COUPON FOR 
YOUR COPY NOW! 

Many other models in wide ronge. 
Prices quoted are Mai/ Order, Retail Prices slightly higher. 
Full spec/ficfltion sheets of any model available upon request. 

—I   HEATHKIT  
To:— 

^ I DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.E.I0 
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND. Tel.; Glos. 20217 

1 

Over (50 models: Hi-Fi, Audio 
Speaker systems. Intercom, PA 

Guitar amplifiers, Amateur Radio, Educational, Tran- 
sistor radios, Test and service instruments. Many 
shown in full colour. 

I I Please send me 1—1 FREE British Heathkit Catalogue 

|~| further details of model(s).-,.   

NAME  

ADDRESS 

MOST MODELS CAN BE SEEN AND DEMONSTRATED AT THE LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE. 233 Tottenham Court Road, W.I 
Retail and Mad Order purchase can be made there. 

Tel: 01-636 7349. 
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•HOME RADIO (Mitcham) LTD. Dept. PE, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 2YQ Phone: MIT 3282-^ 

w/u&tfa 

iim'sffOr/ 

A wonderfu! offer by 

HOME RADIO LTD. and 

WELLER ELECTRIC LTD 

n 

C_P o 

V 

\ 

Here's good news! In co-operation with Weller Electric Ltd., 

the world's largest manufacturers of soldering irons, we are now 

including in our components catalogue a special Voucher worth 5/- if 

used to purchase a Weller Soldering Iron. This is in addition to 

five other Vouchers in the catalogue, each worth a shilling when used 

as directed. At the modest price of 7/6 plus 2/- p. & p. our catalogue 

would be a wonderful buy even if it contained no vouchers! It has 

over 250 pages, detailing more than 6,000 items, about 1,000 of them 

illustrated. 

mm mm warn mm ^m mm mm mam mm mm mm b 

You have nothing to lose and every- 
Please write your Name and Address in block capitals 

thing to gain. Send the attached | Name   — — 

coupon today, with your cheque or ■ Address- — — - —   — -   

P.O. for nine shillings and sixpence. 1 

■ Home Radio Ltd.. Dept. PE, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey 
■ CR4 2YQ 
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VOL.3 NO. 10 PRACTICAL 

OCTOBER 19B7 ELECTRONICS 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
The Ministry of Technology was created just three years 

ago. One of the first tasks this new body undertook 
was a close examination of the electronics industry. In a 
report just released, the ministry states that although 
technically strong, the electronics industry is facing 
sharp international competition, and exports are .not 
keeping pace with the growth of world markets. The 
remedy suggested is heavy expenditure on research and 
development, which can only be supported by large scale 
operations. Clearly some drastic reorganisation of the 
industry is in mind. 

Research and development are the life-blood of the 
industry. Progress depends upon a constant flow of 
new ideas. An interesting point arising from this is 
whether the best results are obtained from large, highly 
organised laboratories or whether scientists and research 
workers produce their best in semi-isolation in small 
organisations. 

Is the large "ideas factory" type of research establish- 
ment conducive to the Independent line of enquiry which 
is the essence of new discovery?- Or is there a danger of 
a computer-like complex being created by such establish- 
ments? ' Technological developments may proceed apace 
within a well-defined and systematically organised pro- 
gramme. Fundamental research on the hand other needs 
a freer and less inhibited atmosphere in which to thrive. 
Any suggestion of programming (which implies the un- 
questioning acceptance of traditional or conventional 
ideas) will retard or stifle original thoughr. 

How far can we go in mass producing ideas? History 
records the achievements of brilliant men of invention 
whose individual genius was not damped by lack of 
material resources. Whether these personalities would 
have achieved earlier (or greater) success had they been 
supported by the resources of a large governmental or 
industrial organisation we can only speculate. 

It is of note that some American scientists have in recent 
times questioned the great importance commonly attached 
to the large industrial research laboratories which are a 
prominent feature of the technological scene in the U.S.A. 
A doubt exists whether the "output" is commensurate 
with the huge expenditure involved. It has been pointed 
out that the most significant discoveries that emerge from 
these scientific "hatcheries" are the work of either an 
exceptional individual, or a small team headed by a bril- 
liant leader. Would such individuals or small teams 
work just as efficiently in smaller establishments—or 
would they then be denied some vital cross-fertilisation of 
ideas which only a large community can provide? 

One thing at least is sure: for our future prosperity we 
will continue to rely heavily on the detached and creative 
mind of the brilliant individualist—be he practical experi- 
menter, inspired innovator, or scientific intellectual. No 
matter where he works. 
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What is electronic music? 

Why not just "music"?— 

Or at least music produced 
by means of electronics. 
But this immediately suggests 
music produced by electronic 

musical instruments such as 
orgons or guitars 

The term "electronic music" was probably used in 
the first instance by musicians who weren't perhaps 

quite so well informed about electronics, but it really, 
has nothing to do with music produced by electronic 
or electrical musical instruments. And yet, as you 
will soon discover, the modern conception of elec- 
tronic music is in fact music produced by hybrid elec- 
tronic musical instruments. It is fairly essential there- 
fore to deal first with some of the earlier techniques for 
producing electronic music. 

Some years ago, even before the Second World War, 
musicians began to investigate the possibilities of 
electronics in music. Mucn of this stemmed from the 
development of audio amplifiers, loudspeakers, audio 
frequency tone generators and electronic circuits and 
devices for controlling production and reproduction. 
With a variable frequency audio oscillator one could 
quite literally "play tunes". 

This soon led to the provision of a keying system so 
that a number of such oscillators could be used as the 
basis of a playable musical instrument—the electronic 
organ. This particular development is of course well 
known and the electronic organ is now one of the most 
popular of electronic musical instruments. 

Serious music composers, however, saw other 
musical potentialities in the audio lone generator and 
in many other devices that could electrically or elec- 
tronically generate or process sound within the audible 
frequency spectrum. Noise generators, for example, 
and electrical filters. They also realised that the fre- 
quency, amplitude, and dynamic ranges that could be 
obtained electronically were far greater than those of 
conventional musical instruments. The only real 
problem was in being able to reproduce the sounds 
exactly as and when required in a composition. 

Then magnetic tape recording became popular, an 
almost perfect medium for storing sounds and editing 
a composition. At this point it would be as well to 

summarise with a quotation from Herbert Eimert one 
of the original tearri of the Cologne Studio of Electronic 
Music, one of the first studios ever set up for the 
exclusive production of electronic music. 

In a technical paper, Eimert wrote: "Electronic 
music opens the door to acoustical phenomena of a 
kind still unknown in contemporary music. It de- 
mands new principles of artistic production which 
cannot be derived from playing an electronic musical 
instrument but only from the sound itself which is its 
raw material". 

TERMINOLOGY OF ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
This comment by Eimert clearly indicates" that 

electronic music is something quite different from 
natural music, which it is. ft involves creation, com- 
position, and production using a terminology of its 
own. 

Until recently such music was produced only from 
electronic tone sources, for example, tone generators 
and noise generators, whereby all the required sounds 
were recorded on magnetic tape and afterwards 
assembled in the order required by the composer. 
This "assembly" was done by actually cutting the 
required pieces from the tape, these being laboriously 
joined together again in accordance with the score. 

There are existing scores for electronic music using 
a special notation; an example is given in Fig. i. The 
trend in many studios now is to use the keyboard which 
does away with the arduous job of splicing hundreds 
of pieces of recording tape. Magnetic tape is, however, 
still the only practicable medium for reproducing the 
composition. Electronic music is never played directly 
from a keyboard system over a loudspeaker as one 
might play an electronic organ. 

COMPOSING PROCESSES 
The classification of electronic music composing 

processes embraces all instruments, apparatus, and 
processes not used for concert or solo performance, 
but only for the production of a composition with the 
aid of sound storage devices, such as tape recording, 
disc, or film recording. 

Such apparatus also includes the use of distorting or 
sound shaping devices connected between the sound 
sources and the sound storage or recording system. 
There are linear and non-linear distorting systems, 
converters, modulators, phase delay systems, filters, 
attack and decay control systems, amplitude control 
methods, and so on. 

The results of some of these processes can be heard 
on the record given free with this issue of Practical 
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By F. C. ludd, A.inst.E. 

Electronics. Notes on the sounds recorded are given 
in the display pane! on the next page. 

When sound recording techniques are added, the 
processes become even more complex because apart 
from storage of the sounds other modifications can be 
carried out, such as time and frequency compression 
and expansion, reversal, rhythmic repetition, reverbera- 
tion and so on. 

It is not possible on one record to provide an example 
of every one of the hundreds of different ways in 
which sounds can be treated or modified. Those that 
have been included are those most used and which can 
be produced with fairly simple equipment. The 
recording also includes an example of rhythmic elec- 
tronic music employing some of the more simple tech- 
niques outlined in this article. Details of the music 
on the record are given elsewhere in this article. 

SOUND SOURCES AND TREATMENT 
The basic sound sources used in electronic music 

composition are pure tone (sine wave) audio frequency 
generators, the noise generator which produces "white 
noise" (a sound having random fundamental frequency, 
amplitude, and phase and which can cover the entire 
audio spectrum), pulse generators which include 
square and other shaped waves other than sine wave 
within the audio frequency spectrum. 

The first recording on the demonstration record 
contains examples of the following sounds: 400Hz 
pure tone, 100Hz square wave, 10Hz pulse, and 
unfiltered white noise. Any of these basic sounds can 
now be treated in various ways, mixed together, given 
artificial reverberation, filtered, modulated, given 
specific attack (beginning of sound) and decay (end of 
sound) and so on. 

5 3 "S n £ »00pO T » S 3 S 
I ll'll 1 li_LM 

a !£ C » S i/i — 

Fig. I., Part of a score for electronic music (Universal Editions). This is one page taken from the 30-odd page.score of 
STUDIE 2 by KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN (DEUTCHE GRAMMOPHON LP 16133A), a classic piece of electronic music. 
The upper half of the score which contains 80 lines is used to indicate the frequencies contained within the "blocks" and 
according to the composer's instructions at the beginning of the score book. The duration of each frequency block is 
indicated by the middle scale which gives the respective length of tape in centimetres for recording at a tape speed of 
SOinjsec. The lower half contains the instructions for the amplitude of the frequency blocks rising or falling according to 
the duration of the recording. The 30 lines represent the level in decibels, the top line being OdB or maximum record level 
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One of the most used treatments is the modulation 
of one sound by another by means of a ring modulator. 
When two pure (sine) tones of different frequency are 
fed into the modulator tHey afe reproduced at the 
output together with two more tones at the sum and 
difference frequencies of the originals. The sound 
produced is a kind of chord with unusual timbre and 
an example is'included on the record. 

Audio frequency filters are also used extensively in 
the studios, but can be costly devices and difficult to 
make if sharp response is required. Simple forms of 
RC filter will cater for many amateur experiments; 
these and other electronic circuits for sound treatment 
will be given in the second part of this article. Examples 
of filtered white noise are given on the demonstration 
record. 

Treatment and mixtures can go on almost adhtfiniium. 
For example ring modulated tones can be pulsed or 
further -modulated with noise. Pure tones can be 
mixed or' modulated with square waves or other 
wave shapes and any of these combinations, can be 

given controlled degrees of attack, decay and reverbera- 
tion. Practically all of the various "electronic" 
treatments and mixtures can be carried out before 
recording. 

REVERBERATION 
Reverberation is a very popular effect. It can be 

produced by a tape recorder with two heads, or a 
plate or spring line reverberation unit. The "spring 
line" reverberation unit is the most effective and, 
could be built by a knowledgable amateur. The rever- 
beration produced by such a device is quite different 
from that produced by a feedback system employing 
magnetic tape. Spring line and plate reverberators 
produce an echo which closely approximates natural 
room echo but which can be extended to provide a 
''sound-in-a-large-empty-hall" effect. 

Echo produced by the magnetic tape feedback method 
is hard and abrupt, but it is a very distinctive form of 
echo. Both kinds of reverberation (echo) are demon- 
strated on the record. The tape feedback system can 

P.E. SOUNDS AND EFFECTS RECORD 

XHE examples contained on the record are typical of the 
' sounds and treatments employed in a studio for producing 

electronic music. Most of them can, however, be produced 
with amateur equipment such as a sine wave generator, an 
ordinary multivibrator (square wave generator), a ring modu- 
lator, and various simple electronic circuits that will be 
described in Part 2 of this article. 

Voice announcements precede each recorded example. Some 
notes on the equipment and treatment employed are included. 
Details of the individual recordings are given below. 

BASIC SOUND SOURCES 
1. Pure sine wave from an ordinary audio signal 

generator (400Hz). 
2. Square wave from an audio signal generator 

(square wave output). 
3. Pulse wave from a multivibrator. 
4. Unfiltered white noise from a white noise gener- 

ator. 

ELECTRONIC TREATMENT 
1. Ring Modulated Tones. Simple ring modulator and 

two pure tone sources (audio signal generators). 
2. Filtered White Noise. Noise generator and one- 

third octave filters. 
3. Pulsed Tones. Previously recorded ring modMlated 

tones fed into a ring modulator (one input) with 
impulse generator (multivibrator) fed to the 
other input. 

4. Attack and Decoy. Use of volume control and/or 
electronic circuit. 

REVERBERATION EFFECTS 
1. Mechanical Reverfcerotion. Obtained with a spring 

line reverberator. 
2. Tope Echo. By feedback from a tape recorder 

replay head immediately following the record 
head. Signals returned via recording amplifler. 

3. Excessive Echo. By allowing tape head feedback 
to build up followed by cut-off with volume 
control. Noise sound from noise generator. 

4. Pre-echo. Sound echoed during reverse recording 
and then replayed in the original direction. 

TAPE RECORDING TECHNIQUES 
t. Replay Speed. Sound recorded and replayed at 

same speed. 
2.- Replay Speed Doubled. Sound replayed at twice 

recording speed. 
3. Reversed Recording. First part as recorded; 

second part in reverse. 
4. Tape Loops. Used for effective repetitive rhythms. 

Recorded basic sound cut from length of tape. 
Joined into a continuous loop. 

Note: Reverse replay of a tape recording may only 
normally be carried out with a full track recorder or 
a twin track stereo recorder, in which case the 
recording is first made on the lower track and re- 
played, in reverse, on the upper track, or vice versa. 
If the recorder is made to play in either direction, this 
does not appiy; the reverse piay effect then becomes 
straightforward. 

RHYTHMIC ELECTRONIC MUSIC EXAMPLE 
The final track on this record is a piece of electronic 

music using the loop rhythm example described 
above, except that the tempo is slower. The melody 
is the theme of a complete electronic music com- 
position for which the author was awarded first prize 
in the 1965 British Recording Contest (professional 
section). 

The rhythm was first recorded on a continuous 
loop of tape. This tape was then cut to exactly 
44 bars (in 2/4 time) thus providing a four bar intro- 
duction followed by 40 bars for the melody. 

COPYRIGHT—The copyright of the electronic music theme, contained on the demonstration record, is strictly 
reserved and must not be copied or used for public performance without the prior consent of the author. 
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be produced quite easily with any tape recorder having 
an extra tape head, i.e. a replay .head after the normal 
record head. 

During recording, signals on the tape are picked up 
by the replay head and returned to the tape via the 
recording amplifier so that'the sounds are re-recorded 
a fraction of a second later. The returned signals must 
be under control (via a volume control) otherwise the 
feedback will build up to a vicious roar. This effect is, 
however, sometimes used deliberately to produce 
dynamic sounds as illustrated on the record. 

One other reverberation technique should be in- 
cluded and this is called pre-echo. Here the sounds 
are recorded in the normal way on tape. The tape is 
then played in reverse on one machine and re-recorded 
and simultaneously echoed on another. When this 
recording is replayed in the reverse direction the 
echoes of the sounds will precede the sound itself. 

TAPE RECORDING TECHNIQUES 
Any two or more of the sounds so far described can 

be combined to form a complex composite sound. The 
possibilities begin to become almost unlimited and we 
have not yet dealt with keyboard sound systems, 
rhythm machines, and the endless variety of pure 
recording techniques such as reversed playing, speed 
changing, frequency compression, tape loops, multi- 
track recording, superimposing, tape cutting and the 
re-assembly of recorded items. 

With the help of the record included in this issue it is 
now possible to give actual examples of some of the 
effects that can be produced. Also at the end of this 
article will be found a list of recorded works containing 
examples of all kinds of electronic music and sounds. 

However, before going on to describe some of the 
recording techniques used on the record, the following 
is a brief resume of the author's equipment used to 
make the various sounds, although a more modest 
range can be used. 

Sound sources include sine and square wave gener- 
ators, a pulse generator (1-5 to 6,000Hz), white noise 
generators, electrical filters, double beam oscilloscope, 
stereophonic amplifiers and loudspeakers, spring line 
reverberation unit, sound mixers for up to six channels, 
ring modulator, microphones for non- 
electronic sounds, an electronic organ 
as a keyboard system (melody in 
tempered scale) and finally three tape 
recorders, two of which are half-track 
stereo machines, one full-track tape 
recorder (mono) and a replay deck 
with full-track and half-track heads. 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR 

TAPE RECORDING CONTEST 1967 
The above contest, held anriually, is open to amateurs 

only. There are seven different categories for entry. 
Readers- inspired by this article on Electronic Music 
Techniques may like to know that their own original 
work can be entered in Class 5 TECHNICAL EX- 
PERIMENT. which embraces sound compositions, 
electronic music, musique concrete, multi-track 
music and trick recording. The maximum playing 
time for a tape is .4 minutes. ; 

Closing date for receipt of tapes is December 30. 
1967. 

Rules of the Contest and entry forms can be 
obtained from The -British Amateur Tape Recording 
Contest, c/b The Secretary. 33 Fairlawnes, Ma'don 
Road, Walllngton,'Surrey. 

Despite this fairly comprehensive range of equip- 
ment, it is all set up in a very small studio and does 
not begin to compare with studios such as the BBC 
Radiophonic Workshop which occupies two large 
recording studios and features an enormous range of 
electronic and recording equipment. 

Returning to recording techniques, magnetic tape is 
now the accepted recording medium and in itself 
provides various possibilities In the treatment of 
sounds. Of these, the change of speed is very fre- 
quently used; sounds are recorded at one speed and 
replayed or re-recorded at another. 

In electronic music the speed change is used to raise 
or lower the pitch of recorded sounds. Most tape 
recorders operate on two or three speeds which are 
normally related by one octave difference in pitch 
derived from doubling or halving the tape speed, using 
3|, 7^ and 15 inches per second. 

In the studio, recorders with small differences in 
pitch are frequently used and as a rule the speeds are 
pitch related so that a recording made in, say, the key 

continued on page 748 

Some of the sound generating and 
recording equipment used to produce 
the demonstration record 
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AMPLIflER 

By R.HIRST 

Linear microcircuit elements have been available 
in this country for a relatively short period of 

time. At present, the output power of these devices 
is strictly limited. It would seem that for some little 
time hence, hybrid configurations will dominate 
system design, where microcircuitry will perform pre- 
amplifier functions and power output will be obtained 
by the addition' of discrete transistors. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1 a practical half watt gramo- 
phone amplifier follows this line where the Mallard 
Integrated iLinear A.F. Amplifier Type 263TAA, func- 
tioning as a pre-amplifier, is followed by a comple- 
mentary pair of germanium transistors., 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
If reference is made to Fig. 2 it may be seen that the 

circuitry contained within the 263TAA comprises 
three d.c. coupled transistor stages. Any feedback, 

a.c. or d.c,, taken from pin 3 and fed to pin 1, will be 
of the negative variety unless any phase shift i-s intro- 
duced externally." Due to the fact that the" output at 
the emitters of TR1 and TR2 are in the same .phase 
as that at pin 3, occasioned by emitter follower action, 
it impossible to introduce negative feedback over the 
entire amplifier thus linearising the frequency 
response, reducing distortion, and from a d.c. point 
of view, stabilising the d.c. operating points. 

A.C. CONDITIONS 
Considering now the complete circuit pf the gramo- 

phone amplifier {Fig. 1): the signal from the pick-up 
cartridge is fed via the volume control VR1, Rl, and 
C1 to the input of the integrated package where it is 
amplified sufficiently to drive the output transistors 
TR1 and TR2 to the full rated output. A.C. feedback 
is applied over the configuration via the d.c. path of 

SPECIFICATION . 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT 

DISTORTION 

SIGjNAL-TQ^jOISE RATIO 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE ' 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

SOOtnW 
f#'? - "V"/ 

Less than 0*8% total r.m.s. for output of 
300mW 

72dB below full rated output 

8:ohms 

80Hz to 15kHz 

3dfi down at l-SkHz; l8dB down^t 12kHz 

200mW mptit at 400 kilphms for full rated 
output 

CARTRIDGE CAPACITANCE Not less than ^OOOpF 

POWER SUPPLY MiSlfis 9V power supply unit; or W battery 

TONE CONTROL 

SENSITIVITY 
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design incorporating 
an integrated three-stage pre- 
amplifier and a discrete class-B 
complementary pair output 

Mono or stereo appli- 
car ons. 

R3 and VR1. R3 has been introduced so that some 
of this feedback may be decoupled to promote the 
required input sensitivity- R6 and C3 perform this 
task and the values have been chosen so that for an 
input signal of 200mV the amplifier will produce the 
full rated output within the frequency range, 80Hz to 
15kHz. 

The integrated circuit is terminated by TRi and 
TR2 which provide a considerable amoflnt of power 
gain, driving up to half an amp peak into 8 ohms. 
The drive current through D1 and R4 Is consequently 
in the order of 10mA as this is a function of the required 
output current and the current gain of the output 
transistors. To keep distortion within reasonable 
limits the two output transistors are matched to 
within 10 per cent for current gain at the operating 
current. The value of R4 is such as to determine that 
a voltage of approximately 4V is presented at pin 3 of 
the integrated circuit. 

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the' 
gramophone ampiifier 

TONE CONTROL NETWORK 
The lower frequency response rests entirely with the 

capacitance of the transducer, which is in the form of 
a crystal or ceramic pick-up cartridge. As the capacity 
of the pick-up increases so the lower frequency response 
extends further into the lower frequency range, and it 
was with this in mind that the Acos Type GP94/5 was 
selected. Although this cartridge is basically a stereo 
•unit it performs equally well monaurally, and the high 
capacity lends itself to the lower impedances associated 
with the more normal semiconductor circuitry. With an 
output capacitance in the order of 4,000pF the lower 
frequency response will be 3dB down at 80Hz con- 
sidering the worst condition of total input resistance to 
be 500 kilohms. 

W 
I 

♦ Vt 9V szn. 

hybrid" SzuF 390a 

<s 

TRI 
NKT7I3 

320uF 
k3 4» 

w— 
18 kn 

VR3 
ZSOkfl TR2 

NKT 261 02 30 
IC1 

263 T*A 
Oi 40 

20 uF LSI 

I V^TTJ 
8A IkU 

VRI 2-5 Mfl . 
VOLUME Z 

C6 
O-OJuF R2 47 k n •0-2ZUF 

PICK-UP ZOliF 

VRZ 5kn 
TONE 

BY1 
9V 
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OUTPUT H.T. + SV (max) 
eO 

INPUT EARTH 

Fig. 2.- Circuit diagram of the integrated linear 
amplifier Type 263TAA 

The input resistance of the circuit, excluding all the 
components prior to CI, is in the order of 500 ohms 
and the external biasing resistor R2 has little effect 
upon this value. The turnover point of the tone 
control-network with •VR2 in the minimum resistive 
condition requires to be at approximately 1 -SkHz, that 
is to say that when the tone control is operative the 
frequency will be down by 3dB at l-SRHz. In order to 
establish this condition the reactance of C2 will have 
to equal the input resistance of the package at !*5kHz 
and in this instance a value of O-22/tF promotes this 
effect. 

With the tone control fully operative the response 
will be approximately 18dB down at 12kHz and to 
maintain a smooth operation with regard to the tone 
control and yet, at the same time achieve a condition 
at where the maximum resistive setting of VR2 has little 
effect upon the flat response, the value of VR2 was estab- 
lished at 5 kilohms. 

D.C. CONDITIONS 
In order to provide an output voltage that takes 

advantage of the full available supply voltage, the 
junction of the emitters of TR1 and TR2 is set at the 
half rail condition of 4 volts. This is established by 
ensuring that the base voltage of TR2 is approxi- 
mately S'SW and the base voltage of TR1 at about 
4-IV. The voltage then dropped across Dl will be 
0-2V requiring 3-9V to be dropped across R4 at at 
current of 10mA, hence the value of 390 ohms for R4. 

r 

A potential divider between the emitter of TR2 and 
the negative rail establishes the correct operating point 
for the microcircuit and may be adjusted by VR2 to 
cater for the spreads of the components. 

As the 263TAA is a three stage device and any 
voltage presented at the emitters of TR1 and TR2 is 
in phase with the voltage at pin 3 of the unit, the whole 
circuit proves to be a very temperature stable con- 
figuration. This is because as any increase in the 
input d.c. current that can be attributed to temperature 
rise, is presented at the emitters of TR1 and TR2 as a 
decrease, and a portion of this decrease is fed back to 
the input via R3 and VR2 thus restoring the circuit to 
its original condition. 

The diode Dl plays a considerable part in the 
stability of the ouput pair by decreasing in resistance 
when the temperature increases, thus- reducing the 
quiescent current of the output transistors and main- 
taining the Class B operating condition of the output 
stage. (This diode is matched to the output transistors 
and comes as part of a matched output kit supplied 
by the transistor manufacturers.) 

As the maximum supply voltage to the integrated 
package is 8 0V, R5 has been introduced to reduce the 
9V supply to this figure. Should a sagging type of 
mains supply unit be used to provide the supply power, 
then it is essential that an 8V lOOmW Zener diode be 
placed in parallel with C4, the positive .side of the 
Zener to the positive supply rail. 

A double pole switch is included on VR2. One 
section, Sla, is used to switch the amplifier battery 
BY1 ^ the other section Sib is available for switching 
the supply to the gramophone motor—whether this be 
a.c. mains or battery. 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
The amplifier performs extremely well, providing an 

output of 0-5W into 8 ohms. At an output of 300mW 
the distortion is less than O-S per cent total r.m.s. 
The signal to noise ratio is better than 72dB below the 
full rated output—making it difficult to establish 
audibly whether the amplifier is switched on when no 
signal is being applied to the input. 

IMPORTANT 
It is essential that the output terminals are not 

shorted out, nor should the output load be reduced 
below the stipulated 8 ohms, otherwise the excessive 
dissipation will ruin the output transistors. The circuit 
will operate at any load in excess of 8 ohms, but the 
output will be reduced accordingly and may be cal- 
culated from the equation that 

( ksupply-g)2 

10i?ioad out 

CONSTRUCTION 
The circuit board is etched by one of the normal 

techniques from 2oz copper clad laminate board. A 
full size pattern of the printed circuitry is given in 
Fig. 4. 

The integrated circuit unit and most of the discrete 
components are mounted on this board. R6 is 
mounted on the underside of the board. Arrangement 
of the components is given in Fig. 3. 

The completed circuit board is mounted on a small 
aluminium plate. This plate also carries the potentio- 
meters VRI, VR2. Dimensions and drilling details 
are given in Fig. 7. The completed amplifier unit can 
thus be readily secured inside almost any kind of 
cabinet by two screws. 
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i3/4 16 S.W.G. 

ALUMINIUM 3/ROIA. Sia 

.ih 
^16 1 

51b 
MOTOR POWER 

SUPPLY 
<4 MOTOR 

FIG.3 
Fig. 3. The completed amplifier assembly, showing 
the circuit board mounted on the metal plate, 
together with the controls VRI and VR2 

COMPONENTS... 

FIG.7 
Fig. 4. Printed circuit—full size 
Fig. S. Wiring details of printed circuit 
Fig. 6. Detail showing method of fixing board to 
metal plate 
F/g. 7. Dimensions and drilling details for metal 
plate 

Resistors 
Rf 470k £2 
R2 47k £2 
R3 f8k£2 

Capacitors 
a 20/tF elect. C4 
C2 0*22^F paper CS 
C3 20^F elect. 25V C6 

32^F elect. 10V 
320^F elect. 6'4V 
O Ol^iF paper 

R4 
RS 
R6 

39£i 
82 £1 
lk£2 

All ±10%, high stability carbon 

Potentio meters * 
VRI 2-5M£2 log. carbon 
VR2 5k£2 log. carbon, with d.p. switch 
VR3 250k£2 log. carbon, miniature preset 

Semiconductors 
TRI NKTTIS") Newmarket 
TR2 NKT261 [> (matched 
DI Diode J output kit) 
ICI 263TAA Mullard 

Battery 
BY I 9V type PP9 or equivalent 

Loudspeaker 
LSI 7in X 4in elliptical, 8£2 

Miscellaneous 
Copper clad laminate. Aluminium, 18 s.w.g. 
Battery connectors. Two knobs 

♦STEREO VERSION 

VMa WMnSr'boi;} l0S-tan'iem ' 
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Before securing the circuit boar.d to the plate, various 
flying leads must be soldered to the printed circuit (see 
Fig. 5); also the wiring to VRJ and VR2 should be 
completed. Note that R1 and C2 are wired directly 
to their respective potentiometers. Spacers must be 
fitted to the two 6B,A. screws, between the circuit 
board and metal plate. 

MAINS SUPPLY UNIT 
Fig. 8 indicates a suitable mains supply unit which 

is adequately smoothed' to provide a relatively ripple 
free output voltage thus keeping the hum level to a 
minimum. 

All parts are accommodated on a piece of aluminium 
measuring 3|in x 2|ln. Details of "construction are 
given in Fig. 9. The mains transformer T1 is secured 
in position by the lugs which are bent and clamped 
around the metal plate. The terminal block is fixed by 
means of two 6B.A. screws and nuts; however, since 
this entails removal of the transformer clamp an 
alternative method of glueing with Araldite may be 
preferred by some constructors. 

INSTALLATION 
The illustrations show a typical installation inside a 

portable gramophone case. The cabinet is a well 
known type, generally available as manufacturers' 
surplus, and accommodates an a.c. operated' three- 
speed turntable deck, A seven inch elliptical loud- 
speaker is mounted on the front panel, and to the right 
of this is the amplifier unit. A 9V battery is situated 
in the corner, just behind the loudspeaker. A small 
fillet of wood glued to the cabinet bottom holds the 
battery in position. 

If the main operated power unit is employed, this 
can be installed in a similar position; however it may 
be necessary to experiment with various positions in 
order to eliminate hum pick up from the mains trans- 
former. 

The pick-up input lead, although being screened, 
should be kept away from any source of mains to 
eliminate hum pick up. The screen of this lead 
should be earthed to the metal plate of the turntable 
where convenient. All earth return leads should be 
earthed directly to the correct place on the printed 

POWER SUPPLV UNIT 

Rio 6a Ztf + J1-6VTO 9V 

COMPONENTS.. 

Resistors 
Rl 6ti 2W wirewound 
R2 200Q IW wirewound 

Capacitors 
Cl 2.000;xF elect. 12V 
C2 2,000/1F elect. 12V 

R.H. 
CHAN. O—oo 

Rl 6ft 2W + tt6V TO 9V 12V O-O 8'SV 
@M00mA 
(800mA 

FOR STEREO) 

220-240V 

OTTi 

- 01 AC 50'V/ L.H. 
CHAN, 
S2a 

200ft 200ft 

I 

2000ijF IW >1W ^ , cz 
2000 )iF j 2000)1F 

i i -vt; 

Transformer 
Tl Primary 200-2S0V SOHz; 

secondary 9V ^OOmA (Belclere) 

Rectifier 
Dl Bridge type rectifier, type P64 E/IB (S.T.C.) 

Miscellaneous 
Terminal block, S way. Aluminium, 18 s.w.g. 

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of mains operated power unit. The components 
shown dotted are only required if two amplifier units are being used, i.e. for 
stereo operation 

MAINS 

llllllllli 
0 

@<e) 
D- 
JT'l 

0 

16 S.W.O. 
Fig. 9. Layout of components and wiring of power supply unit 
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PRACTICAL-^ 

VISUAL! | 

S^mNGi 

a new 4-way method of mastering 

by doing — and — seeing 

1 k. OWN and 

 r HANDLE a 

complete range of present- 
day ELECTRONIC PARTS 
and COMPONENTS 

)~ 

)— —e 

2^ 
BUILD 

and USE 

a modern and profes- 
sional CATHODE RAY 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

3> 
READ and 

DRAW and 

UNDERSTAND 
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

CIO 0 

VsK (.7* ii 
C3? I't> f0O C30 

oWO1— l5Cf> 

4 [)> CARRY OUT OVER 40 EXPERIMENTS ON BASIC ELECTRONIC 
  CIRCUITS AND SEE HOW THEY WORK . . . INCLUDING . . . 

# VALVE EXPERIMENTS 
# TRANSISTOR EXPERIMENTS 
# AMPLIFIERS 
# OSCILLATORS 
# SIGNAL TRACER 

PHOTO ELECTRIC CIRCUIT 
COMPUTER CIRCUIT 
BASIC RADIO RECEIVER 
ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
SIMPLE TRANSMITTER 

A.C. EXPERIMENTS 
D,C. EXPERIMENTS 
SIMPLE COUNTER 
TIME DELAY CIRCUIT 
SERVICING PROCEDURES 

This new style course will enable anyone to really understand electronics by a modern, practical and visual method— 
no maths, and a minimum of theory—no previous knowledge/equlred. It will also enable anyone to understand how 
to test, service and maintain all types of Electronic equipment.'Radio and TV receivers, etc. 

FREE 

P OST N 0 W I To; BR,T,SH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, READING, BERKS. Please ~1 send your free Brochure, without obligation, to: we <fo not employ representatives 
for 1 I 

I NAME   BLOCK CAPS I BROCHURE 
or writ® if you prefer not to cue paf e 1 
 J. 

ADDRESS     PLEASE PEIO 
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BARGAIN 

OPPORTUNITIES 
FROM 

VEEOBOAED—All •Usdud •fa«t In. clodlng 2}ln X 6Ln HiS; 2±ta x 3ilii8/-: 3}in x ClaS/BiSim x 3|la3/9i21ia x 17ln 1)8/6. All aixeaBonefl <md toola In •lock. 

OUR NEW 
LISTS 

lot on more liom ihsn eiet »t mODCT MTlng prices. For latest lasae pleu* Bend 
6d. 

Plea!'. Inriudt S.A./S. Kith all enquiries. 

GARRARD 
UNITS & PLINTHS 

IM 8000 Record Player with 9T-A. Stereo Cartridge. Brand new as bom lactory .. 8 gni 
AT. 80 Hk n De-loie Auto-changer, die- cast tomtable. lees cartridge ........110.19.8 
SP.BS Do-laro single record player, die- cast turntable. Lees cartridge ........ 9J gna 
Packing and carriage on any one o( abore 7/6 extra. 
(Jarrard PUnth. Ideal roounllng lor the Oarrard Units offered here. Will readily suit any hi-a Bet-up. In fine Teak. Complete with tuelnl soft plastic dust cover. FacMog and carriage 0/-  76/- 
Garrard clear-view rigid perapcx cover (carriage 3/6)    87/6 
Garrard Mono Cartridges from 16/-; Stereo from 26/-. 

RESISTORS—Modern ratings, loli range 10 ohms to 10 megohms. 10% J-JW. 4d each; 20% 1W, 8d each; 2W. 9d each; 6% Hl-atab. iW, 6d each; iW. 8d each; 1-2-10 meg. 10% iW. 4d each; JW, 6d each. 1% Hl-etab. IW. 1/8 each (below 100J), 2;. each). 
WIEEWOBKD RESISTORS—25n to lOkll 8W. 1/8 each: 10W. 1/8 each; 15W. 2/S each. 
COKDENSEBS—Silver Mica, All valnea 2p? to l.OOOpP,, 6d each. Ditto ceramics, M. Toh. 450V T.C.C.,etc. O OOl-O OImPd. lOd each; 01-36QV, lod each: 0 08-0 ImP, SOOV, 1/-each. TCC 3S0V 0 26, 1/9 mh; 0 6.8/- each. 
CLOSE TOL.S/HICAS — 10% 6~60OpP, 8d; SOO-S.OOOpF. 1,'-. 1 %, 2-IOOpF. Ud; 100-260pF. 1/2: a70-800pF.I/-; 800-5,OOOpF.2/-. 
ALDMIK. CHASSIS—iSg. Plain nndrilled, folded four eidee, 2in deep. Sin x din, 4/81 Sin x 61n; 6/8: Win x 7in, 6/9: 12inx Oln, 7/6: X2in x'Sin. 8/-. etc. 

7 VALVE AM/FM RG CHASSIS 
A Buperbly. powerful high performance Instrument (or the keenest enthusiaals. Provides tuning on long, medium and P.M. wavebands. Excellent eensilivlty. 
Permeability tuning on P.M. Large clear dial, A.V.C., good oeg. feedback. Magic eye. 3W output- A.C. 200/25QV. Circuit diagrams available. Aligned, tested and ready for use (Carr. and ins. / I *> IO A 7/8). S.A.E. brings full details. 11 ■». I T.D 

TYGAM FEET or Vynair speaker labtlc, 12in x )2in SI-. 121n X JSia 3/-i • 121n x 24in 4/-, max. width 481n. BONDACODST Spesker Cabinet Acoustic Wadd- ing, approx, lin thick 181n wide, any length cut 8/3 ft 0/- yd.  
All latest Sinclair kits and products In alack as advertised. 

TRS MULLARD AMPLIFIERS 

mm* 

S-10 MONO 
6 valve, 10W basic amp kit 
complete. /O 10 A 
(p. 4 p. 7/6) ty.lT.O 
with passive control network and 
panel £11.19.6 
2 valve pre-amp kit £6.12,6. 

STEREO I0-I0 
Valve amplifier to exact Mallard 
spec. "With pre-amp, tapped o/p transformer 3 and ISO all controls, 
HT. and L.T. outlet, mono, stereo 
and speaker phase switching. Com- 
plete with escutcheon, knobs, plugs, 
etc. Beady built ._ft . 
(p. & p. 12/9) tAO.U.U 
In kit form with chassis, knobs, plugs, 
etc. (p. A p. 12/6) £17.10.0 

3-3 MONO 
3 valve 3W amplifier with con- 
trols, absolutely complete kit iu- 
ctndlog panel, knobs, ff IQ 0 
etc. (p. A p. 7/6) 

TAPE & WALLET OFFER 
With each reel of* this tape we give yon a strongly made library wallet lu simulated leather with space lor a reel each side. This Is professional qnallly lull frequency tape with metallised leader/atop falls, 
eln reel. 900ft 
with wallet 12/Q 
p. & p. 1/6 per reel 
fijta reel, ISOOft 
or Tin reel 120011 17/6 
with wallet 

Tin reel 
ISOOit 
with 

wallet 
22/6 

TRS RADIO 

COMPONENT 
SPECIALISTS 

Established 1946 

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 
Tei.; 0/-664 2/8S. Hours 9 ajn.— 6 p.m. I p.m. Wednesdays A few doors from Thornton Heath Station (S.R. Victoria section) 

AERIAL WIRE: Coils of 25 yd. Single Strand 2/8+ 6d P. A P. RELAYS * 1. Miniature Plug-in Relays. 180 Coil 4-8/I8V. 2 Change over Contacts 13/8+ 1/8 P. A P. 2. Miniature Plug-in Relays. 230 Col] 4, Light Duty Contacts. 9/15V. 18/9+1/6 A P. •3, Heavy duty Car Alarm Relay 6/12V 3 c/o Con- (nets. 27/6+1/fl P. A P. 4. fiV octal base A/C Relays. 2 pairs heavy dnty Contacts c/o, Complete with octal base. 23/-+3/6 P. A P. 3. Single change over Relay. 876 Col)'. 18V for printed circuit. 15/-+1/6 P. A P. 6. Bases for Item 1 and 2. 3/9+6d P. A P. State whether wired or printed circuit. TEST METER: Still available at reduced price of £3.19.6. 20 K per volt ITI-2. and 900 H. TAYLOR Jun. and Minor. Small robust Teat Meter suitable for Field Service. 39/9+2/- P. A P. LODDSPEAKESS: 8 2' to 5" bom 7/8 to 13/8+1/9 P. 4 P. Dual Cone Richard Allen, 3 and 16 a 29/6+3/- P. A P. Car Speakcra 7" x 4' 1316+2/- P. A P- S* and 10* Richard Allen. T£ST LEADS; Pairs of Strong Test Leads 4/6 per pr. TRANSFOEBrERS: 230-0-250 sec. 60 M/A/8 SV. 18/9 + 3/6 P. A P. 260-0-250 sec. 100 Sf/A/O-SV. 38/6+3/6 P. A P. TEAHSFORMEE3 SUITABLE FOR SMALL POWER SUPPLIES: 6/11/17V at 4 amps. 27/8+3/8 P. 4 P. 3 to S0V tapped 2 amps. 30/-+3/6 P. A P. 0-9-15V. I| amps. 16/8+3/- P. A P, 75W auto transformers. 10/6+2/6 P. A P. OUTPUT TRARSFORKERS: Suitable for DL96 Midget. 6/8+2,'6 P. & P. Suitable for EL83/UL84 Singles. 6/6+2/6 P. A P. Midget Choke Output. «;8 +3/8 P. 4 P. CARBON CONTROLS: 5 K to 2 M Lin. ,or Log. 3/6. 6 K to 2 M Lin. or Log. with s/W. 8/3+1/- P. A P. WKYRAD EABGE of IPs, Coils, Driver A output tre. EAR PIECES: 2-6 m/m or S-B m/m Magnetic 2/8. Crystal 2-5 m/ni/$'6 m/m. 6/6. SINCLAIR PRODUCTS: All units and Mat. Trans. TRANSISTORS: POPULAR RANGE. OC44. OC46. OC7I, OC72. OC8J, OC82. all at 2/9. POWER TRANSISTORS; OC36. 10/9, OC28 15/3. OC3S, 13/6, ADT149,16/-. OSMOR RANGE of IFs, Colls, Driver A output trans. 
Write or call for our bee Components List. 

BOTH WELL ELECTRIC SUPPLIES (Glasgow) LTD. 64 EGUHTON STREET. GLASGOW, C.5. Tel. 041 SOUfh 2904. 
Jieniier of lie Lander Group. 

TRANSISTOR 

SPECIFICATION & SUBSTITUTION 

HANDBOOK 
New 1967 Ed. By Tec-Press 22/6 
PAL COLO U R T.V.. by Mullard. Circuits 
described. 12/6, P. & P. I/-. 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS. STORAGE 
AND LOGIC CIRCUITRY. 30/-, 
P. & P. 1/3. 
TRANSISTOR ELECTRONIC 
ORGANS FOR THE AMATEUR, by 
Douglas. 18/-, P. & P. I/-. 
TRANSISTORS IN LOGICAL CIRCUITS, by Altes. 16/., P. & P. I/-. 
COMPUTERS SELF TAUGHT BY 
EXPERIMENTS, by Brayton, 30/-, P. & P. 

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTI- 
FIERS, by Lytel. 21/-. P. & P. I/-. 
RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR 
EQUIPMENT, by King, 30/-, P. & P. I/-. 
PICK-UPS, THE KEY TO HI-FI,-by 
Walton. 10/-, P. & P. I/-. 
101 WAYS TO USE YOUR OSCILLO- 
SCOPE, by Middieton. 21/-, P, & P. I/-. 
PRACTICAL TAPE RECORDING, by 
Guy. 7/6. P. &P. 9d. 
Where possible 24-hour service guaranteed 

UNIVERSAL BOOK GO. 
12 UTTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2 

(Leicester Square Tube Station) 

4-STATION INTERCOM 

r commualca 
4-6taUoa Transistor Intercom ayatem (1 master and S Sobs), In de-luxe plastic cablueta lor desk or wall monnting. Call/talk/Ueten from Master to Sabs and Bobs to Hatter, Ideally suitable for BoBlneBe, Sur- gery. Schools, Hospital, Office and Home. Operate* on one 9V battery. On/off awitch. Vohnne control. Complete with 3 connecting wires each 66ffc- and other accessories, P. 4 F. 6/8. 

WIRELESS INTERCO'M 
NO BATTERIES—NO WIRES. Just plug to the mains for Instant two-way, loud and clear commonleatlou. On/off switch and volume control. Price 8 Gas. post paid.   

INTERC0M BABY ALARM 

57 5 
Same a* -TStatlon TnCrcom lor two-way instant comrnuulcation. Ideal «s Baby Alarm and Door Phone. Complete with 66(t. connecting wire. Battery 

Transrsto'lBLEPHONSfiMPiimit 

55 
Why not boost Dusinesa effi- ciency with this incredible De-Luxe Telephone AmpU- flet. Take down long telephone meesagee or converse without holding the handset.A useful office aid. On/ off switch. Volume control. Battery 2/6 extra. P. A P. 2/6. Full price refunded if not aatiofled in 7 days. 

WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (PE/10) 169 KENSINGTOH HIGH STREET, LONDON W.8 
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circuit board and under no circumstance should anv 
one lead carry two potentials. 

The negative supply lead should be of relatively 
substantial proportions to avoid the introduction of 
any feedback over this path thus eliminating any 
deviation from the quoted amplifier figures. 

There may be an instance when a pick-up has a very 
low output voltage and is insufficient to drive the 
amplifier to its full rated output. In these circum- 
stances the value of R6 may be reduced to 470 ohms to 
effect the required increase in gain, but it must be noted 
that the signal to noise ratio will deteriorate by the 
amount that the gain has increased and the overall 
distortion will worsen by a small degree. 

Should a battery be used as the source of supply 
voltage it is advisable to obtain one that has a rela- 
tively high current output capacity, such as the PP9. 
The life of this type of battery should be very good as 
.the quiescent current of the.amplifier in the "no signal" 
condition is less than 15mA and only increases pro- 
portionally with the output voltage. 

SETTING UP PROCEDURE 
Once the amplifier connections have been thoroughly 

checked over, the unit should be switched on—having 
first set VR3 in the mid-position. A d.c. voltmeter 
should be connected between the emitter of TRI and 
the negative rail, and VR3 then adjusted so .that 4V is 
measured at this point. This is all the setting up 
required and the amplifier should then be ready for use. 

STEREO VERSION 
A stereo installation can be easily built using two 

identical circuit boards. The metal plate can be en- 
larged in width to accomodate the second board. Twin 
ganged potentiometers replace the normal types for 
volume and tone control, see Components List. 

Inter-channel wiring is shown in Fig. 10. Twin core 
screened cable should be used for the stereo pick-up 
to avoid duplicating the earth return. 

The second loudspeaker may be mounted in the 
player cabinet, but a better arrangement is to house 
this loudspeaker in a separate cabinet. A pair of 
sockets can then be provided on the player cabinet for 
connecting to the external unit. 

For battery operation, one battery will suffice for 
both amplifiers. For mains operation the power 
supply unit should be modified as indicated in Fig. 8. 

ALL BATTERY PORTABLE 
A completely self contained record reproducer (mono 

or stereo) can be built using a battery operated record 
player unit, such as the B.S.R. GU7. A separate 9V 
battery must of course be provided for the motor. 

Fig. 10. Block diagram showing 
Inter-unit wiring for stereo version 

1 
- STESCd mi 

Jn) nil 

mi 

LEFT-HAAD CHANNEL 
grr LR CHANNEL tl-6 TO W 

SUPPLY UNIT (FIG 

d.H-CHAHXEl. to w /S S S / / s s/ss. 
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EVOLUTIOrj 

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 

ic easy way to make a 
> put a'minus sign in 

fely, does not help the 

IN thcjprevious article, the basic elements of Boolean 
algebra were* "discussed, apd it was shown how 

Boolea'tf logic,could be rtl'ade to perform algebraic 
-functions on the binary code. It is now intended to 
delve mor^ deeply into the binary code and show how 
it can be used for representing both negative numbers, 
and fractions. iiThen v^will go on to describe how a 
computer iinfogramt 

NEGATIVE BINAI 
It^ay seem obvioiKHhaJ 

binat^ number negative, i| 
fronr^of it. This, unfortuti 
computer which can only recognise "T's and "0"s. 
The next step then i^to add a bit on to the front of 
each number ajid let it represent the sign of that 
number. Thu^'fp! "12t for .positive and a "0,, for 
negative or vic^versa. 

This means frow that the computer has to decide 
whether the number beirtg subtracted is bigger than the 
number it is b?ing subtracted from, and hence decide 
on the sign of^the answer. This method is awkward, 
and, since an alternative exists, is somewhat pointless. 

The alternative method of subtraction is known as 
the "method of complements". This is a perfectly 
general method, and cari be used in the decimal as well 
as the binary system. 

The complement of a number is defined as the 
difference between that number and the next highest 
power of the root ofpts number system. For instance 
the complement of 27 (which will be called-c27 for 
simplicity) is 100 — 27 ~ 73. 

Now suppose that 27 is to be subtracted from 42. 
Normally, - 

42-27 = 15 
and everybody is happy. Not so the computer 
though. It says that 

42 - 27 =42 + c27 = 42 + 73 ^ 115. 
The left hand digit that has been generated is a sign 

digit, and defines the number as positive. Thus 
115 = +15. 
This calculation can equally well be done in reverse: 

27 ~ 42 = 27 + c42 = 27 + 58 = 85. 
Now in this case no sign bit has been generated, and 

so the result is known to be negative. The method of 
complements is extremely consistent in that it gives 
negative'results in complement form. Thus 85 is 
really the complement of the true answer which is —15. 

This method is just as applicable in the binary system. 
In this system, the complement of a number is found 
by subtracting it from the next highest power of two. 
For instance the complement of 1011 is 10000 — 1011 
= 0101. 

There is an easier way than this to 'find, a binary 
complement, and that is to reverse every bit in a number 
and then add a 1. Thus 1011 reversed is 0100, and 
when the 1 is added, this becomes 0.101, which is the 
right answer. 

This method of subtraction is extremely quick and 
cheap, since it does away with the necessity for both 
the add and the subtract instructions) leaving the 
add to do the work of both. 

FRACTIONS 
Another detail that is essential to the accurate work- 

ing of a digital computer is the ability to work with 
fractions. Some computers work entirely in fractions 
and all numbers used in them have to be scaled down 
to less than one. This type of machine is known as a 
"fixed point" machine, in that the decimal point is 
fixed at the left hand end of the computer word. 

A refinement that is added on larger machines is that 
of "floating-point" working. In this type of machine, 
the decimal point is fixed somewhere in the computer 
word by the way in which the word is broken up. Of 
course, it is possible for a compiler programme to be 
written that will enable a fixed point machine to work 
in floating point manner, and this is quite common 
practice. 

To return to the subject of fractions, the binary code, 
just as the decimal one, can have numbers to the right 
of the point. Here the "point" is no longer a decimal 
point, but a "binary" point. It still represents the 
change over from' fractions to whole numbers though. 
As in the decimal system, numbers to the right of the 
point decrease in powers of ten, those to the right of 
die binary point in the binary system decrease in 
powers of two. 

Thus 01 = ^ (or 0-5 in decimal) and 0 001 = i and 
so on. 

Compound numbers can be formed just as easily as 
in the decimal system, for instance, 10110-001101 in 
binary is equivalent to 22 H In decimal. 

BUILDING UP A COMPUTING SYSTEM 
The reader should now know how to handle basic 

arithmetic operations, simple routing exercises and 
Boolean operations within the computer. He also 
should know how to store the results of his endeavours. 
All that remains now is to bind the various parts of 
the machine together by describing its "software" or 
programming aspects. 

A technique that pops up again and again in com- 
puting, both in the hardware and the software, is that 
of the "loop". A loop in software consists of a 
sequence of instructions performing an operation that 
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starts itseif again each time it finishes. In other words 
it goes round in circles, or loops. 

The basic hardware loop is that from the store to the 
registers and back again (see Fig. 5.1). 

The registers form a temporary store for data that is 
in current use by the computer.Theymay add numbers 
to them, subtract numbers from them, invert them, 
shift them up and down, multiply them, divide them, 
and perform a whole host of other functions. ' 

To enable these operations to be carried out, a 
second loop with an arithmetic unit is added to the 
basic hardware loop (see Fig. 5.2). 

The computer must have some means of com- 
municating with the outside world. There are many 
ways of doing this, some of which will be described 
later; suffice it for the present to lump them under the • 
heading of "input-output devices".. In general, a 
computer will communicate with its input/output 
devices, or "peripherals", directly from the registers. 
It is perhaps less usual, but quite conceivable, for. the 
peripherals to communicate directly with the store. 
This extends the diagram of Fig. 5.2 into that of 
Fig. 5.3. 

There is one further unit to add to Fig. 5.3 before it 
is complete, and that is some form of control unit. 
Without this unit, no sequence of operations could be 
followed, and the computer would be helpless. This 
gives the final computer block diagram shown in 
Fig. 5.4. 

PROGRAMMING 
It may be remembered that in Babbage's original 

concept of the digital computer, he intended to store 
both the data required, and the sequence of operations 
to be followed, in the store. The reason for this was 
that a human operator would not be able to tell the 
computer what to do quickly enough. This technique 
is adopted in modern computers. The sequence of 
operations is known as the computer programme. 

The store can only hold information in tfje form of 
numbers, so whether it is storing data or programme, 
the store contents are going to look much the same. 
For this reason, the standard computer word is split up 
into sections. One section may represent the function 
to be obeyed, another section might be the address of 

a piece of datum, and so on. The only difference 
between programme and data is that the computer is 
told by the control unit to obey the programme parts 
of the store, and the programme tells the control unit, 
and hence the computer, to make use of the data parts 
of the store. i t 

This is an important point, and often causes con- 
fusion among newcomers to computers. A number in 
the store is not defined as data or programme until it 
comes to be used; it is then the programme that 
decides to use it in one way or the other. 

For instance fet a-number such as 8192 be placed in 
the store. Now when this number is broken up into 
the operation and address, it may mean "Add the 
number in address x to the accumulator". 

, Suppose now that an instruction in the programme 
says "Read the number in address >• (this is the 8192) 
and add it to the accumulator" then the number 8192 
automatically becomes data. Now suppose that later 
in the same programme, an instruction occurs which 
says "Go and obey the contents of location y", then 
the 8192 becomes part of the programme, and means 
"Add the number in location x to the accumulator". 

Any operation requires at least three addresses to be 
specified before it can be completed. These are the 
addresses of the two numbers to be operated upon, and 
the address in which the result is to be put. 

In simple machines, the accumulator (the main 
register) is used as two of these addresses. In this 
manner, a number in the accumulator is operated on 
with a number from a specified address, and the result 
is left in the accumulator. This type of machine is 
known as a "single address" machine. 

On very fast, process machines, the three address 
system is very useful, since the addresses of the two 
operands and the result can be specified. A short 
example will show how economical in instructions this 
can be: 
(a) Three address system 

"Add the contents of location x to the contents of 
location y, and put the result in location z". One 
instruction only is used. 
(b) Single address system 

"Read the contents of location x into the accumu- 
lator". 

REGISTERS \  

Fig. 5./. Basic 
hardware loop 
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Fig. 5.4. Control of the 
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An early electronic.digital computer EDSAC I at the University Mathematical Laboratory, Cambridge, In 1949 

"Add the contents of location y to the accumulator, 
leaving the result there". 

"Put the contents of the accumulator into location 2". 
Three instructions are used here. 
The normal way in which a computer goes about its 

business, is to extract a word from the store, obey it, 
and then extract the word from the next store location, 
and obey that, and so on. The control unit tells the 
computer when, and at what address to start, and then 
the programme takes over, and carries on to the end of 
the programme. 

Now programming would be an extremely tedious 
task if every operation had to be put in sequence like 
this. It'would also be repetitive, since certain standard 
routines, like taking a square root may occur dozens 
of times in a programme. For this reaso/i, the list of 
instructions that a computer can obey is not confined 
to arithmetic operations alone. There are a certain 
number of "control" instructions. 

One of the most useful of these is the "Jump" in- 
struction. This tells the computer to break away from 
the sequence of operations in one part of the store, and 
move to another part. For instance, in location 8, 
there may be the instruction "jump to 99". The 
computer will come along, obeying instructions 6, 7, 
etc., and when it gets to 8 it will obey the instruction 
by obeying the contents of location 99. 

An even more useful extension of this instruction is 
the "conditional jump". This instruction makes its 
action depend on some condition, such as the accumu- 
lator being zero, or negative. In this way, count can 
be kept of the number of times a software loop has been 
performed. For instance, let the contents of a certain 
part of a computer store contain the following in- 
structions ; 

Address Instruction 
1 Set location 7 to —5 
2 Read location 50 into the accumulator 
3 Subtract location 25 from the accumu- 

lator 
4 Add 1 to location 7 
5 If location 7 is negative, jump to 3 
6 Stop 

This last instruction is very important, since without 
it, the computer would go on extracting instructions 
from the store and obeying them right through (he 
whole of its contents. This is not very desirable. 

Looking at the programme example in more detail, 
it can be seen that it subtracts the contents of location 25 
from the accumulator five , times. Going through it 
step by step, the first step is to set up a "count" in a 
location known as a "workspace". In this case, 
location 7 is used as a workspace, and is set initially to 
-5- " * . 

The next step is to load the accumulator with the 
number from which to subtract. The subtraction is 
performed once, and then one is added to the count, 
making it —4. This is still negative,.so the next instruc- 
tion to be obeyed is in location 3. This performs the 
subtraction again, and then adds another 1 to the 
count. This "loop" continues until the count reaches 
0, by which time, the subtraction will have been per- 
formed 5 times. When this occurs, the conditional 
jump instruction is. not obeyed, and the computer 
goes on to the next instruction which tells it to stop. 

It may be easier to follow a programme like this in 
the form of a block or flow diagram (see Fig. 5.5). 

Programmers use the flow diagram in the early 
stages of writing a programme, before they have got 
to the stage of actual instructions. 
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A block drawing can be altered very much more 
easily than a sequence of orders, and by breaking it 
down in this manner, a large programme can be given 
to several programmers to do, each one writing one 
little block or "sub-routine". 

SUB-ROUTINE 
A sub-routine is a sequence of instructions that 

performs an operation needed'several times in a pro- 
gramme, such as finding a square root. Having once 
written a sequence of instructions, or programme, to 
find the square root of a number, the programmer does 
not want to have to copy out this sequence every time 
he wants to take a square root. 

To save him having to do this, he can write his "sub- 
routine" in such a way as to be able to find the square 
root of any number that is placed in a certain location 
within it. Then in his main programme, all he has to 
do is to place the number he wants the square root of 
in the right place, and the sub-routine takes over. 

This is all very well until the sub-routine has finished, 
but the computer doesn't know where to go next. It 
was obeying a sequence of instructions when it jumped 
out of sequence to go to the sub-routine, once at the 
end of the sub-routine, it is helpless unless it has been 
told where to go next. This means that there are two 
things a programmer must remember to do before 
entering a sub-routine. 

(a) Set up the parameters that the sub-routine is to 
operate on; 

(b) Set up a "return" location so that the computer 
knows where to go when it has finished the routine. 

There are no hard and fast rules as to how the pro- 
grammer sets about arranging (a) and (b); it is up to 
htm. The way in which the sub-routine works can 
perhaps be seen more clearly in Table 5.1. 

Even using a sub-routine, or several sub-routines, a 
lot of the programmers time is spent arranging entries 
and exits and a whole lot of other things that are vital 
to his programme, but are no more than routine 
"book-keeping". This book-keeping doesn't really y 
require the programmers skill, it just wastes his time. 
This is quite pointless, since this sort of book-keeping 
is just the sort of job that the computer is eminently 
suited for. This is where the programming language 
comes into its own. 

Table 5.1. A TYPICAL SUB-ROUTINE (S/R) 

Address of Location Contents of Location 

S/R 

fm — 1 
m 
m 4- ' » 

-fO (used as a workspace! 
-j-0 (used as a workspace) 
Find the square root of the 

number in location m — i 

m + n 
m + n + 1 Jump to the address contained 

in location m 

p - 1 

P 
P + i 
p-t-2 

Put no. whose sq. rt. is to be 
found in loc'n m ■— 1 

Put (p -H 2) into loc'n m 
Jump to loc'n m + 1 
Continue programme 

r- 1 

r 
f + 1 
r + 2 

Put no. whose sq. rt. is to be 
found in loc'n m — 1 

Put.(r 4- 2) into loc'n m 
Jump to loc'n m -H' 
Continue programme 

LANGUAGE 
If a programme were to be written that would look 

at another programme, and recognise where sub- 
routines were needed, and then arrange the-programme 
in such a way that the entries and exits to and from 
the sub-routines were taken care of, then the amount 
of pointless work done by the programmer would be 
cut to a minimum. Such a programme is known as a 
compiler. 

When the programmer is writing his programme, if 
he should want to take a square root, he just writes 
SQRT x or some such expression. He is rigidly 
limited in what he uses to mean "take the square root 
of . . ." by the compiler. When the compiler pro- 
gramme comes to look at this part of the programme, 
it sees SQRT x, and knows that a sub-routine is called 
for, and it performs all the book-keeping operations 
necessary to put it into the programme. 

Elliott ARCH on-line computer at the Spencer works of Richard Thomas <6 Baldwin where it is engaged on Information 
handling for the steelworks 



The sequence of operations involved is roughly as 
follows: 

First the programmer writes his programme in the 
language that his compiler can understand. This pro- 
gramme is useless to the computer until it has been 
"compiled". Next he feeds into the computer -his 
compiler programme, which will contain all the more 
common sub-routines that he is likely to need. 

After this he feeds in his own programme, which 
the compiler first checks for errors in format. Then it 
outputs a programme, written in a form that the com- 
puter can understand, that the programmer can feed 
back into the computer and run. 

The advantages of this sort of programming make 
themselves felt when one compiler run produces a 
programme that will be used many times over. If a 
programme is only going to be used once, as is often 
the case in scientific circles, then this method has little 
to recommend- it, since a compiler run would have to 
be done every time a programme was needed, and that 
would be a waste of time. 

There are several major programming languages each 
with its own merits and fortes. " Algol and Fortran 
are two very widely used languages in scientific circles, 
and Cobol is one that is used in business. The reason 
for having the different languages in different fields, is 
that the range of sub-routines required is different. 
For instance, the business programme is quite likely to 
want to be able to work out the interest on a sum of 
money over a period of years, whereas it is hardly 
likely to want to take the sine of an angle. 

The compiler is one way in which software can save 
programming time. There is a way in which software, 
in the form of a programme known as an "executive" 
programme, can also save on hardware. 

When a computer is running a programme, it fre- 
quently has to make reference to ]Deripheral devices, or 
external banks of storage. In general, these outside 
devices are slower than the computer. Whereas an 
instruction in a modern machine may take 20 micro- 
seconds, a typical peripheral may take 20 milliseconds 
to react to a demand from the computer. 

Hence, while the computer is waiting for a reply 
from a peripheral, it could perform 1,000 more instruc- 
tions. This means that in normal conditions, the com- 
puter is only running at the speed of its slowest peri- 
pheral, which may be hopelessly inefficient, since the 
computer spends a large percentage of its time waiting. 

By making use of an "executive" programme, time- 
sharing can be introduced. This enables several pro- 
grammes to be run virtually at the same time. The 
executive programme senses when one programme is 
held up for any reason, and allows a different pro- 
gramme to run. This means that the computer is being 
run much more efficiently. More will be said on this 
subject later. 

PERIPHERAL DEVICES 
Turning now to the peripheral devices that have 

figured so prominently in the series, one is faced with 
a bewildering diversity of machines that perform almost 
any task under the sun. It is usually the peripherals 
in a system that make a computer do some of the 
more spectacular tasks. The computer can always be 
made to give the instructions, but it takes a good 
peripheral to carry them out. 

Basically, the peripheral device converts the signals 
from the computer into the form in which they will be 
used in the outside world. If the computer is working 
"on line" (i.e. directly controlling some process or 

m 

r 

Inserting an integrated circuit digital logic module into a 
U-store core memory system, the heart of the Honeywell 
DDP-516 control computer 

other) then the peripheral unit may have control over 
a steel mill, or a chemical refinery. 

Data as to the quality of the steel, or the composition 
of the chemical, is fed to the peripheral, which converts 
it to the form accepted by the computer. The computer 
makes the necessary decisions, depending on its pro- 
gramme, and passes the instructions to the peripheral, 
which carries them out. • 

In a scientific system, the function of the peripheral 
is more likely to be that of converting the computers 
output to a form acceptable to human beings. This 
may be a paper tape punch, (the punched tape must 
then be fed into a special translator to get an under- 
standable output). On a more sophisticated plane, the 
peripheral may be what is known as a "line printer". 
This prints information out directly, a line at a time. 

Going even further into the realms of sophistication, 
the peripheral may control a television screen which 
can display directly the results of computation, or even 
pictures and diagrams. 

Turning to a different kind of system altogether; in 
a business orientated system the peripheral might be an 
envelope addressing machine which could be addressing 
envelopes and then putting paperwork pertaining to 
that particular customer into the envelope. 

The range of computer applications could be said to 
be the range of the peripheral devices that can be 
attached to the computer. Since most modern machines 
are fast and sophisticated enough to handle most jobs, 
they are only limited by what their peripherals can do. 

THE FUTURE 
One application to which peripherals are just be- 

ginning to be applied is that of direct communication. 
Peripherals are, at the present moment, learning to read 
and speak. The writing they can understand is very 
stylised at the moment, but it can only be a matter of 
time before virtually any writing can be read. 

From there it is only a small step in the imagination, 
albeit a large one technologically, to a peripheral 
device that can understand speech directly, so that the 
programmer can read his programmes directly to the 
computer instead of having to go through various 
other media of communication. 

One factor that should always be born in mind is 
that the computer can contribute nothing to its work for 
human beings that it has not been programmed to do. 
It can never make an original decision. Presented with 
a set of circumstances, it can only do what the pro- 
grammer has already told it to. 
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EXPERIMENTER'S 

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT 
BUIUO 40 INTERESTING PROJECTS on a PRINTED CIRCUIT CHASSIS with PARTS and TRANSISTORS from your SPARES BOX 
CONTENTS: <1)2 Copper Laminate Boards 4i' x 2-)*. (2) I Board for Match* box Radio. <3) I Board for Wristwatch Radio, etc. (4) Resist. (5) Resist Solvent. (6) Etcham. (5 Cleanser/Deercaser. (B) 16-page Booklet Printed Circuits for Amateurs. (9) 2 Miniature Radio Dials SW/MW/LW. Also free with each kit. (10) Essential Deiign Data, Circuits, Chassis Plans, etc. for building. 

40 TRANSISTORISED PROJECTS 
A very comprehensive selection of circuits to suit everyone's repoirements and .constructional ability, Many recently developed very efficient designs published for the first time, Including 10 new circuits. 

EXPERIMENTER'S 
PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT 

8/6 
Postage & Pack. I/S (UK) 

Commonwealth: 
SURFACE MAIL 2/- 

AIR MAIL B/- 
Auseralia, New Zealand, 

South Africa, Canada 
(I) Crystal Sec with biased Detector. [2) Crystal Set with voltage-puadrupler detector. (3) Crystal Set with Dynamic Loudspeaker. (4) Crystal Tuner with Audio Amplifier. (5) Carrier Power Conversion—Receiver. (6) Split-Load Neutralised Double Reflex. (7) Matchbox or Phocoeell Radio. (0) "TRI- FLEXON" Triple Reflex with self-adjusting regeneration (Patent Pending). (9) Solar Battery Loudspeaker Radio, The smallest 3 designs-yet offered to thcHdVne Constructor anywhere in thcWorld. 3 Subminiature RadioReceivers. Based on the "Triflexon" circuit. Let us know if you know of a smaller design published anywhere. (10) Postage Stamp Radio. Size only 1-62* x '95' x -25*. (11) Wristwatch Radio MS" x -eo* x -SS*. (12) Ring Radio -70" x 
"70" X -55'. (13) Bacteria-powered Radio. Runs on sugar or bread. (14) Radio Control Tone Receiver. (IS) Transistor P/P Amplifier. (16) Intercom. (17) 
I-valvo Amplifier, (IB) Reliable Burglar Alarm. (19) Light-Seeking Animal. Guided Missile. (20) Perpetual Motion Machine. (21) Metal Detector. (22) Transistor Tester, (23) Human Body Radiation Detector. (24) Man/Woman Discriminator. (25) Signal Injector. (26) Pocket Transceiver (Licence required). (27) Constant Volume Intercom. (28) Remote Control of Models by Induction. (29) Indoctive-Loop Transmitter, (30) Pocket Triple Reflex Radio. (31) Wrist- watch Transmitter/Wire-less Microphone. (32) Wire-less Door Bell. (33) Ultrasonic Switch/Alarm. (34) Seismic Car Alarm. (35) Quality Stereo Push- Pull Amplifier. (36) Light-Beam Telephone "Photophone". (37) Light-Beam Transmitter. (30) Silent TV Sound Adaptor. (39) Ultrasonic Transmitter. (40) Stereo Pre-Amplifier. 
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BUILD 12 EXCITING PHOTOELECTRIC DEVICES 

CONTENTS: 2 P.C. Chassis Boards, Chemicals, Etching Manual, Cadmium Sulphide Photocell, Latching Relay, 2 Transistors, Condenser. Resistors, Gain Control, Terminal Block, Elegant-Case, Screws, etc. in fact everything you need to build a Steady-Light Photo-Swicoh/Counter/Sorglar Alarm, etc. (Project No. I) which can be modified for modulated-light operation. 
PHOTOELECTRIC KIT 

39/6 
Postage & Pack. 2/6 (UK) Commonwealth: 

SURFACE MAIL 3/6 
AIR MAIL £1.0.0 

Australia, New Zeatand, S. Africa, Canada & U.S.A. 
Also Essential Data Circuits and Plans for Building 

12 PHOTOELECTRIC PROJECTS. (J) Steady-Light Photo-Swirch/Alarm. (2) Modulated-Light Alarm. (3) Long-Range Stray-light Alarm. (4) Relay-Less Alarm. (S) Warbling-Tene Alarm. (6) Closed-Loop Alarm. (7) Projector Lamp Stabiliser. (8) Electronic Projector Modulator. (9) Mains Power Supply. (10) Car Parking Lamp Switch. (I I) Automatic Headlamp Dipper. (12) Super- Sensitive Alarm. 
OPTICAL KIT Everything needed (except plywood) for building:!. Invisible- Beam Projector and I Photocell Receiver (as illustrated). CONTENTS: 2 lenses, 2 mirrors. 2 45-degree wooden blocks. Infra-red filter projector tamp holder, building plans, performance data, etc. Price 19/6 Postage and Pack. 1/6 (UK). Commonwealth & Surface Mail 2/-. Air Mail B/-. 

LONG RANGE OPTICAL KIT 29/6 p.p. 1/6 
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EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONIC ENG. KITS 
YORK ELECTRICS, .333 York Rd., London, S.W.I I 
Send a S.A.E. for full details, a brief description and Photographs of all Kits and all 52 fiodio, Electronic and Photoelectric Projects Assembled. 
Visit our Stand No. 277 at the "DO-IT-YOURSELF" Exhibition, Olympia, 1-16 September 1967 where you will be able to see and hear all 52 projects assembled. 

PHOTOELECTRIC B-jaKA-A* 44.iL>* 

R.S.T. VALVE MAIL ORDER CO. 
144 WELLFiELD ROAD, STREATHAM, S.W.16 
Special 24 Hour Mai! Order Service 

6231 9/- 0IC 12/- DAP91 *l~ DAP98 6/3 DCC90 7/~ 0191 31- DFM 6/3 0HS/91 80/- DK91 DK92 DK96 DM6 DIi92 DL94 DL96 

61- 8/- 71- 16/- 4/9 619 71- DLS10 12/6 D1/916 30/- DLS19 30/- DM70 6/- Dy86 61- DY87 61- ESSCC 12/- EISOP 17/6 E182CC 22/6 EABC80 6/6 EBSl 3/- EBC33 71- GBF80 6/6 EBF89 6/6 BBX.31 27/6 ECLL800 30/- ECC33 16/- ECC40 9/6 ECC81 Eocsa BOC83 eccas ECC88 ECT80 ECF82 ECH3S 11/- ECB42 ECH8: ECH83 ECLSO ECL82 ECM3 ECL88 EF9 EF37A EP39 EF80 EF86 BF89 BF91 EF92 EF98 EP183 EP184 EF804 

7/- 

6/- 21/- EFP60 10/- EH90 7/8 EMS EL34 EL41 EL42 EL81 EL84 EL85 EL86 

J2/8 9/6 8/6 8/6 7/9 4/3 7/6   7/6 EM60 22/- BM20 6/- EM21 6/- EL822 18/- ELL80 20/- EM34 12/8 EM80 EMM ENSa EY61 

7/- ?/- 20/- 7/- 

ET81 EY8S EY84 EY86 EZ41 EZ80 EZ81 OTIC GZ30 GZ32 SZ34 &Z37 H63 

71- 8/6 7/6 6/6 8/- 6,- 61- 17/6 10/- s/e 10/- 12/6 8/- HL41DD 13/6 KT61 12/6 KT56 16/- KT67 46/- KT81(7CC) 10/- ETSKOEO 36, KTB8 26/- KTR'SI 10/- KTW62 10/- ML4 17/6 N78 PC86 PC88 PCS7 PC900 pccai PCC69 10/- PCF80 6/3 

16/- 

PCF86 PCM2 PCMS PCM4 PCMo Pd-ao PE.VB4 20/- PEN4SDD 12/- PFL200 .14/- 
PM6 Bh PM1 PM4 PMOO PX4 PX26 PY32 PY33 PY81 PY02 PY83 PY800 PY801 PZ30 

7/6 6/6 13/6 14/- 12/6 

61- 6/6 61- 71- 71- 10/- QQV02/6 46/- QQV03/10 30/- QQV03/20 1061- QQV04/16 106/- QQV08/4O 90/- QQV6/10 70/- QS70/20 6/6 •4876/20 6/6 Q87S/60 20/- QS83/3 7/3 QS92/10 *h Q896/10 6/6 QSI08/4B 161- QS160/1B 8/- Qai60/30 61- 08160/36 20/- 

09150/45 6BH6 7h 5006 6/9 OC16 20/- 
20/- 6BJ6 71- MCD6G 31/- OC19 17/6 

QS150/8C 6BK4 27/6 80 61- OC20 16/- 
20/6 6BS8 7/6 85X1 26/- 0C24 16/- 

031209 7/3 6BQ7A 7/: 8/6 86X8 7/3 OC25 11/- OV03-12 10/- 6BE7 90AG 46/- OC26 7/6 
QV04-7 12/6 6837 18/9 90AV 461- OC28 16/- QV0B-26 71— 5BW6 71- 9001 12/- OC29 151- QV06-20 26/- 6BW7 9/6 9000 26/- OC36 1U6 
RIO 161- 604 ' 2/9 90CV 26/- OC44 4/6 
R17 8/- 6CE6 61- 150B2 9/6 0046 41- ais 7/6 8CD6G 201- I60B3 8/6 0C71 4/6 B19 71- 6CH6 6/9 8/6 801 61- OC72 6/- 
RG6/500 80/- 6CL5 803 861- OC74 61- 3130 26/- SCW 4 121- 805 001- OC75 
3130F 25/- 6D4 161- 807 ~h OC76 61- 
SP41 3/6 8DK6 91- 813 761- OC77 8h SP61 3/6 6F23- 13/6 866A 13/6 0078 61- 8TV280/40 . 6F24 12/- e72A 67/6 OC81 41- 26/- 6F25 12/- 6661 7/6 OC81D 41- 
STV280/e0 6F28 '• 11/6 5664 81- OC8IM 516 

160/- 6J5G 2/6 6672 71- 0C81DM 6h 3(72160 12/6 638 3/- 5687 10/- OCS2 61- SUaiSOA 12/8 6370 4/9 8691 261- OC82D 61- 
C:19 36/0 6K7G 1/9 6749 10/- OC83 61- 
024 24/- 6K8Q 31- 6763 10/- 00169 61- 
026 13/6 6L6G 71- 6842 66/- OC170 71- 026 13/6 8Q7G 61- 6963 10/- com 81- 
0191 12/6 6SG7 51- 6067 10/- OC290 7/6 
0301 15/- 6S37M 71- 6068 10/- 3X642 3/6 
0404 10/9 68L70T 4/9 6069 18/- XA101 3/6 
0801 17/- 63557GT 4/8 6060 6/- XAUI 3/8 
0ABC8O 5/6 6V6G 4/6 6061 121- XA112 4/6 0AF42 8/9 9/6 8X4 3/6 6062 14/- XAI26 61- 0CB2I 8X6G 4/6 6063 71- XA141 71- OCH42 8/6 7B7 71- 6064 71- XA142 81- 
UCH81 6/3 706 10/- 6066 9/- XA143 8- 
UCL82 71- 7C6 6/- 6067 10H TUBES (JCLBS 8/9 7HT 61- 6080 261- CL41 8/9 787 17/9 6096 6h 1CP31 801- 
0084 6/-I 7Y4 7/6 6X46 261- 2AP1 80/- 
0Y41 6/3 10P13 15/6 9003 91- 3BPI 60/ 
UY85 51- HE 3 42/- BY100 8/6 3DP1 40/- 
VP4JB 251- 12AC6 10/- 3EG1- 60/- 
VR105/30 61- 12AD0 11/- mNSlSIDKS SFP7 19/- 
VR1B0/30 51- 12AE6 9/6 ism 4/3 SOPl 40/- 
W8I 61- 12AH8 30/- 2152 4/3 5BP1 80/- 
Z66 16/- 12AT8 4/6 2G210 12/6 6CP1 36/- 
Z319 25.'- 12AT7 3/9 20361 61- 6FP7 35/- 
2769 23,'- 12AC7 4/9 20382 61- 88 L 80/- 
Z8O30 16/- 12 AX 7 6/9 2G401 6h 880 80/- 
OA2 5/9 12BA6 8/6 S/S 20402 61- ACR22 80/- 
OB2 61- 12BEti 2G4I4 61- C27A 160/- 
024 4/6 12EI 17/6 28415 61- tn'960 761- 
1B3GT 8/- 12K7QT 61- 28416 6/6 CV966 36/- SDl! 6/- 12K80T 81- 2G417 6/J CV1687 60/- 
2E26 20/- 12QJGT 4/6 2X247 9/6 CT1688 36/- 
3A6 71- 20L1 17/- 217665 12/6 D07/32 90/- 
3B28 40/- 20P4 19/- AC107 Bi- 0H3/91 80/- 
3C46 47/- 20P5 18/- AC127 ne E4604/B/13 
4X160 A 96/- 26Z4 6/3 AC128 6/6 76/- 
6R4QY 8(9 26Z6GT 71- ACY19 4/9 ECR30 36/- 
5040 41- 25Z6QT 8/8 ACY20 4/9 ECRS6 60/- 
5V4Q 81- 80015 13/8 ACY21 4/9 MW0-2 00/- 
6Y3GI 51- S0C17 14/- AD140 13/6 090 80/- 
5Z40 6/9 30018 13/6 API 14 71- 09G 80/- 
6/30L2 13/- 30F5 1*1- AIT 16 V/- 090 80/- 
6AK5 4/6 30FE1 16/- API 18 71- VCR 97 35/- 
6AK8 6/6 soFiaa 16/- GET671 51- VCR138 60/- 
6AM 3/- 316 SOFEIA 13/6 6ET87S 61- VCR138A 
6AU6 30L16 18/3 SKT211 51- 601- 
6AN8 101- 30L17 14/3 NKT214 *1- T0H139A 
BAQ4 41- sopia 12/- NKT216 7/6 301- 
6AQ5 6/6 30P19 12/- NKT217 8h VCR616 80/- 
6A86 6/0 36P01 16/- NKT218 61- VCR617A 
6A87 151- S0PE13 16/- NKT228 61- 46/- 6ATB 41- 30P1.14 15/- NrKT404 12/0 VCR617B 
6B40 18/- 36MGT 6/9 NKT875 61- 46/- 
6BA6 4/6 35W4 4/8 NKY077 61- VCBS37C 
6BE6 4/6 36Z4GT 516 NKT713 7/8 461- 

All valves brand new and boxed. Postage M. valve. 
OPEN DAILY TO CALLERS 9 a.m.—5.4S p.m. No early dosing 
C.W.O. Tel: 05-769 0199 & 1649 No C.Q.D. 

«***" S.A.E. FOR LIST OF 2,000 TYPES 

BUILD YOUR CIRCUITS 

on 

VEROBOARD 
—the Universal Wiring Board—' 
obtainable from your local Retailer 
Trade enquiries to: 
NORMAN ROSE (ELECTRICAL) LTD. 
8 St. Chad's Place, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I 
Technical enquiries to; 
VERO ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, Hants 
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Having covered, to some extent, the intricate detail of 
making thin film and semiconductor integrated cir- 

cuits, this article now delves into monolithic circuits, 
these being the most receht of integrated circuits to be 
marketed. It will become apparent that monolithic 
circuits have great advantages over other types of IC, 
especially regarding the cost. Size is also reduced, 
although this is dependent largely on resistance values. 

MONOLITHIC DIFFUSION 
A monolithic circuit, as its name implies, is made 

from a single chip of silicon. If we look more closely 
at the same circuit there is no reason (apart from the 
isolation problem) why we should not combine the 
resistors on the same wafer as the transistors, the 
materials and processes used being identical. Let us 
consider just a small section of this circuit: a single 
transistor, its base input resistor, and its collector 
load (see Fig. 11). 

Modern techniques allow an extension of the epitaxial 
isolation concept. This enables the designer to split an 
epitaxial layer into separately isolated "boxes". 
Basically the process used is one of diffusion, but is 
complicated by the fact that depths of diffusion are 
usually very small (rarely greater than 5 microns) 
and epitaxial layers are at least twice this thickness. 
The diffusion is therefore carried out in two parts 
(Fig. 12). 

A very heavily doped region of p-type material, 
defining the walls of the isolation boxes, is diffused 
into the basic p-type substrate before epitaxial 
deposition is carried out. This process is called 
"sub-epitaxial diffusion". When the epitaxial layer is 
grown over the substrate, this sub-epitaxial diffused 
region diffuses back through the epitaxial layer as it 

IT 

fa 

grows, but unfortunately at a slower rate to the growth 
rate of the layer. 

By very careful photographic alignment it is possible 
to carry out a second diffusion of p-type material from 
the surface of the epitaxial layer which will exactly join 
the diffused region that has tried its hardest to reach the 
surface. When the two p-type walls meet we end up 
with lots of identical boxes of «-type epitaxial material 
bounded on all sides, and underneath, by p-type which 
gives very adequate isolation between the boxes. 

ADJACENT BOXES 
We can now, to all intents and purposes, consider each 

box as an independent dice. A single wafer measuring 
l^in diameter could contain many thousands of these 
boxes. Let us consider three adjacent boxes for the 
purpose of explanation, 

A photographic mask (negative) can be made which 
not only holds the image of the base of a transistor but 
also the images of two different value resistors. There- 
fore, in the localised region of the wafer we are looking 
at, we could diffuse a disc of p-type material to form the 
base of the transistor, and at the same time diffuse two 
stripes of the same material to form the resistors, one in 
each of the adjacent isolated boxes. When the emitter 
of the transistor is diffused in, the passivating oxide over 
the resistors is left undisturbed, so no diffusion takes 
place in them. 

Interconnection of the individual components is now 
a comparatively simple businees; it is only necessary to 
open windows in the oxide over the points where contact 
is to be made, i.e. over either ends of each resistor, the 
emitter, base, and collector of the transistor. A thin 
film of aluminium can now be deposited over the whole 
surface by vacuum evaporation and, in the same way as 
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Fig. 12. Stages in forming isolated boxes 

for thin film circuits (described last month) the excess 
material can be etched away by a photolithographic 
process leaving only the interconnection pattern. 

Where the circuit ends in a lead-out point the inter- 
connection pattern broadens out to form a pad of 
aluminium to which lead-out wires* can be bonded. 
This latter operation is still necessary, but obviously a 
large number of the other interconnection operations 
are removed. 

The advantages of this process are not only those of 
labour saving. As all but the final lead-out wire 
bonding operations are carried out by photolitho- 
graphic processes it is possible to compress the circuit 
into a much smaller area, and therefore many more 
circuits can be made on a single wafer. This increases 
the speed of production, a factory's capacity, and cuts 
down on waste material therefore leading to price 
reductions. Halving linear dimensions increases the 
number of devices available per wafer by a factor of 4, 
and therefore this process Is a very significant improve- 
ment over the multichip method. 

To give some idea of the dimensions involved this 
simple circuit of a transistor and two resistors together 
with lead-out pads could be quite easily contained in an 
area measuring 0-5mm square, and most of this area 
would be taken up by the lead-out pads. 

DIODE CAPACITANCE 
Although we have so far confined ourselves to talking 

about transistors, and resistors, it is a simple matter to 

make diodes. As any experimenter will know a 
transistor can be used as a diode by making direct 
connections between either the emitter and the base, 
or the base and collector. 

Exactly the same applies to the transistors described 
so far. If we had left out the emitter diffusion in the 
last example, the circuit would have simply become two 
resistors coupled through a diode formed by the base/ 
collector junction. The diode so formed would have 
had quite a high breakdown voltage—in the region of 
30 to 50V, but it would have been a "slow"diode. This 
means that it would have had quite a high parasitic 
capacitance due to its large areas (in comparison with 
the emitter/base junction). Although from a voltage 
working point of view it was a good diode, its applica- 
tions would have been limited to audio frequencies. 

Conversely, if we had ignored the collector region and 
had used the emitter/base junction as a diode, we would 
have had a diode with low breakdown voltage— 
typically 8 to 12 volts—but also a very low capacitance. 
The low capacitance is brought about by its com- 
paratively small area, and also the level of doping of the 
two regions which are considerably higher. ' (A higher 
level of doping increases the chances of holes and 
electrons recombining, and therefore reduces any 
tendency to charge storage—or capacitance.) The 
emitter/base diode so formed could operate quite 
happily up to frequencies in the tens of megahertz. 

Fig. U (left). Very simple circuit ideal for mono- 
lithic integrated circuit manufacturing techniques 

PA5SIVATING OXIDE, 
/■-TYPE 

' ISOLATION CHANNELS 

1 

O-TYPE SUBSTRATE 
«-TYPE EPITAXIAL 
LAYER 

RESISTOR AND 
BASE DIFFUSION 

TRI R2 

EMITTER DIFFUSION 

INTERCONNECTING 

|4- a fiUff r ft [• 
i-" ' $ i " • , A jf: 

M TRI RZ 
P 

LEADOUTS 

IA-1 V t | [_ 
Rf ' / 1*\ 

\ 
R2 

P 
• BASE EMITTER COLLECTOR " 

Fig. 13. Stages in making the circuit (Fig. 8) as a monolithic 
Integrated circuit 
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Although not much use as a high frequency diode, the 
base/collector junction can be used as a capacitor in its 
own right although certain limitations have to be 
borne in mind. Firstly, the capacitance per unit area of 
a typical diode is fairly small, perhaps 200pF per 
square millimetre, and on our scale a square millimetre 
is very large. Secondly, to obtain this capacitance 
effect the diode must always work under conditions of 
reverse bias, and this is not always practicable. Thirdly, 
and perhaps most important, is the fact that the capaci- 
tance of a diode varies proportionally to the reverse 
bias potential. This is due to changes in width of the 
depletion layer formed by the junction. Capacitance 
decreases as the potential across the junction increases— 
up to the point of breakdown. 

COUNTING THE COST 
The capacitor is therefore a problem child as far as 

integrated circuits are concerned, and although they 
can. be made, and indeed are to quite an extent, a good 
integrated circuit designer would try wherever possible 
to design without them. Likewise inductors are 
special cases. A satisfactory method of making small 
inductors with values greater then a few picohenries, 
that can be used economically in semiconductor 
integrated circuits, has not yet materialised. 

LkmI out pod 

tmltur eontoct \TR1 
c«l«ctor CWHQCl 

  
R2 

Lead out DOd 

Ltad out pod SINGLE DICE 

Fig. 14a. Plan view of the simple circuit (Fig. 11). As 
drawn here Rl would be a lower value resistor than R2. 
The transistor is shown here as a number of rectangular 
shaped diffusions. This is a more common shape for 
modern transistors than the pear shaped devices described 
so far 

VI 
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A 3-stage common emitter cascade followed by an emitter 
follower provides the basis of this monolithic video ampli- 
fier by Motorola 

Although we have only dealt with a very simple 
circuit, and have discussed a few details about com- 
ponent types, a picture is building up to show that 
integrated circuits call for a highly specialised type of 
circuitry, employing transistors, diodes, and resistors, 
none of which have very serious problems associated 
with them. Of these three components however the 
resistor is the one which usually takes up most space on 
a dice, which can cost a lot of money from a pro- 
duction point of view. 

From a manufacturing point of view there is very 
little to choose between all .three, therefore the logical 
way one would design an integrated circuit would be to 
make as much use of transistors and diodes as possible 
and only use resistors where essential, capacitors being 
avoided except in exceptional circumstances. 
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I I 

Fig. 14b. Plan view showing how 
the simple DCTL circuit (shown os 
a multichip circuit in Fig. 7) might be 
laid out as a monolithic circuit. 
Overall dimensions of the dice would 
be about 1-5 x 1-5 y. 0-2mm 

Itoletloa chonntli 

Rtlistor* 

Common colltctar point Tremiiton 

Note: The captions for Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 
(last month) should be transposed. 
Also, the caption at the top of page 677 
should read: "An enlarged view of the 
HOST dice". 

Next month: 
Digital integrated circuits. 
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More About Field Day 
Last time, we had something to say 

about National Field Day, the 
supreme transmitting contest for the 
British radio amateur and the pro- 
totype for similar alfresco contests 
held in many other parts of the world. 
How, since its genesis three and a 
half decades ago, has "N.F.D." 
developed, and does it, in a phrase, 
keep up with the times? 

Of the event's popularity there 
can be no doubt. More members 
of the British amateur radio move- 
ment are involved in it than in any 
other corporate activity throughout 
the year. This is not to say>that all 
of them have a go at operating Field 
Day stations: that privilege is 
restricted to the top morse men 
experienced in high pressure con- 
tests, But it is to say that without a 
considerable support group of men 
to hoist aerials and tents, to provide 
transport, to undertake log-keeping, 
and indeed to see to the more mun- 
dane requirements attendant upon 
any Outdoor transmitting contest— 
preparing the food, for instance^—the 
mounting of a National Field Day 
station would be impossible. 

Many a reader of "The 73 Page" 
has doubtless had his attention drawn 
to amateur radio by the sight some- 
where out in the country of a large 
masted encampment which is the 
outward evidence that N.F.D. has 
arrived. This interest, more often 
than not the dawn of a lifelong 
attachment to amateur radio, derives 
great satisfaction from the oppor- 
tunity to serve in some measure on 
The Day. 

In the light of its widespread 
popularity, the temptation to leave 
National Field Day well alone is 
strong. What in fact happens is 
that the event seems to adapt itself 
to advancing techniques and the 
annually framed rules to be adjusted 
accordingly. 

Whereas in earlier times crystal 
controlled transmitters and search 
receiving procedures were the rule, 
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today the variable frequency drive 
oscillator and co-channel communica- 
tion are universal. You drop your 
v.f.o. on to the frequency of the 
wanted station heard calling, give 
him a quick burst on the morse key, 
and back he comes (if he happens to 
select your signal from the 49 others 
all calling on the same channel!). 

Power Points 
Likewise, in respect of power 

sources, the use of ex-War Surplus 
motor generator sets, many of which 
gave the impression of having been 
designed to occupy as much as 
possible of the.soldiery's time through 
being difficult to start and thirsty to 
run, is being steadily supplanted 
either by modern compact P/E sets 
or by semiconductor inverters. 

Of these, the P/E unit—several 
examples of which, smaller than a 
biscuit box, are on the market today 
—confers the advantage of providing 
light for the operating tent as well as 
power for transmitter and receiver. 

The transistor inverter, though 
even smaller, calls for a few hefty car 
accumulators to keep it going for 
the twenty-four hours of N.F.D., 
these in turn needing a motor gen- 
erator charging set to maintain their 
terminal voltages. 

Semiconductor Role 
Nevertheless, the role of the semi- 

conductor is bound to enlarge if 
National Field Day is to conform 
with the wider world of practical 
electronics as it is today. Already, 
the use of such compact valveless 
receivers as the Eddystone EC 10 
eliminates the need for bulky high 
voltage power supplies; and these 
in turn, even for tent lighting, 
become less necessary as high power 
dry batteries of the type used to 

power portable television sets take 
over (we have seen an Ever Ready 
TV1 battery usetf with a 36 watt car 
bulb for tent lighting throughout the 
dark period of Field Day operations). 

When eventually completely tran- 
sistorised transmitters become the 
accepted thing, the total weight of 
electronic equipment to be humped 
on to field day sites will be drastically 
reduced. 

At the present time National Field 
Day's power limit is an input of ten 
watts to the final valve, or a maximum 
rated dissipation, of 13-5 watts—and 
for the 1967 event an inspection 
squad visited stations to make sure 
this rule was kept (even in a sporting 
event like National Field Day" there 
will be a few "doped horses" whose 
presence needs to be identified). 

But what was very significant in 
the 1967 rules was the recognition of 
the semiconductor as a possible final 
output stage for a high frequency 
transmitter, a positive instance of 
how- the regulations keep up with 
the times. Powers up to 20 watts 

dissipation were permitted with semi- 
conductor "finals". 

Developments of this kind, bring- 
ing with them all-transistor receivers 
and transmitters and not a high 
voltage source in sight, will realise as 
never before the aspiration which 
many transmitting amateurs in Britain 
have held for a very long time: that 
National Field Day should be a 
demonstration of just how portable 
(not transportable!) a transmitting 
station can be made to be if 
the design problem is approached 
intelligently. 

The day—the National Field Day 
—is steadily approaching when the 
heaviest part of the N.F.D. station 
will be its aerial equipment—and 
we don't count the trees from which 
it is suspended! 

■v. 

A. 
n o o 
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Wrestling with large power supply units such as this one is a thing of the past 
for many of the local radio groups which participate annually in the National 
Field Day transmitting contest. Semiconductor units are steadily taking over 
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THYRISTOR 

CONTROLLER By T.M. NAPIER 

Thyristor power controllers described so far in 
Practical Electronics have been designed prim- 

arily for low power devices such as electric light bulbs. 
The controller described in this article is capable of 
working in conjunction with a wide variety of appli- 
ances, including smoothing irons, heavy duty electric 
drills, and fires of up to 4 kilowatts rating. Particular 
attention has been given to safety during use and 
prevention of damage to the thyristor, which could be 
very costly to replace. 

The function of the control module is to vai7 the 
power flowing into the load in an a.c. circuit. This 
is done by varying the "on-time" of a thyristor con- 
nected in series between the a.c; mains and the load. 
The load may be a lamp, an electric fire, or an electric 
motor having brushes such as an electric drill; it 
cannot be a transformer or a brushless motor. If an 
output voltage lower than 240 volts is required a 
transformer may be used between the mains and the 
thyristor provided that it is connected in the correct 
phase sense. 

The maximum permissible load current depends 
only on the rating of the thyristor and the size of the 
heat sink used. This unit is designed to drive thyristors 
up to the 16 amp BTY91 series and hence can control 
loads of the order of 4 kilowatts. This should prove 
adequate for most purposes. 

The power level is controlled either manually or by 
application of an external d.c. control voltage. This 
permits control of large powers by simple thermistor 
circuits to maintain, for example, a fish tank, or a 
room, at a constant temperature. A possible applica- 

tion would be to use a photocell input to turn room 
lights up gradually as darkness falls outside. An input 
of 5 volts into the 10 kilohm input resistance of the 
module is sufficient to turn on the full 4 kilowatt load, 
a power gain of two million. 

TRIGGERED CONTROL 
A thyristor behaves like a rectifier but it conducts in 

the forward direction only after a trigger pulse has 
been applied between its gate electrode and its cathode. 
Once "on" it continues to conduct until the voltage 
applied to the anode is removed. 

If it is connected between the a.c. mains and a load, 
no current will pass, even when its anode is positive, 
until a trigger pulse is applied. Current then starts 
flowing through the thyristor and the load until the 
end of that half-cycle when the reversal of the mains 
polarity turns the thyristor off again. No current flows 
during the half-cycle that the anode is negative. 

If the trigger pulse occurs near the end of the positive 
half-cycle, the thyristor conducts for a very short time 
and the load receives a train of short 50Hz pulses 
corresponding to a low mean current and low power. 
If we trigger the thyristor near the start of each positive 
half cycle it conducts for almost the complete half- 
cycle and the load receives a train of long 50Hz pulses 
corresponding to a high mean current and high power. 

By varying the timing of the trigger pulse relative to 
the start of the positive half-cycle any power between 
these limits can be selected. The output at maximum 
power consists of a train of half-cycles and hence is a 
form of pulsing d.c. This is why a transformer cannot 
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be used with this device. When driving a load, such 
as a motor, designed to operate from the mains this 
train of pulses corresponds to a half of the normal 
power. In fact a series silicon rectifier makes a useful 
dimmer for a table lamp or a means of running a 
soldering iron at a "standby" temperature without 
wasting heat through a resistive dimmer. 

For many purposes, this zero to half-power range is 
sufficient since the load resistance can be chosen to give 
the desired maximum power with this waveform. For 
example, to get from zero to one kilowatt use two 1 kW 
fire bars in parallel. 

In order to achieve the full range of control where this 
choice of load is not possible (as when varying the 
speed of an electric drill designed for mains operation), 
an additional control range is added by switching-a 
rectifier in parallel with the thyristor so as to pass the 
previously blocked negative half-cycle. With this 
switched in, the range of the control knob lies between 
half and full power thus covering the complete power 
range in two switched control ranges. 

If for any reason a single range is required to cover 
zero to full power a second thyristor must be used, 
connected to pass the negative half-cycle and controlled 
by a second control module. The two manual controls 
would then become preset balance controls and a 
potentiometer would be used to apply an equal control 
voltage to both modules. 

The same power supply can be used for both units. 
The output would now be more or less symmetrical and 
could be applied to a transformer. For some purposes, 
the additional cost and complexity might be worth- 
while but the "single ended" unit described should be 
adequate for most requirements. 

If a higher power is required a larger, more expensive 
thyristor must be used. The present module is not 
intended to drive thyristors to control above 4 kilo- 
watts and would have to be redesigned to supply more 
gate current. 

GATING ACTION 
The control module consists of a device to detect the 

start of the positive half-cycle, a variable delay and a 
pulse generator to trigger the thyristor. The complete 
system is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1. 

For safety, one side of the load is connected to the 
neutral side of the mains via the mains switch. The 
thyristor is in series with the live side of the mains via 
the ganged mains switch. Since the cathode and gate 
end of the thyristor spend much of the time at mains 
live potential it is necessary to use a transformer to 
isolate them from the control unit which is connected 
to earth. 

Since a pulse transformer is necessary it is logical to 
use it to generate the gate pulse by making it part of a 
blocking oscillator circuit. A useful property of some 
types of blocking oscillator is their ability to generate 
an output pulse only when the applied bias voltage 
reaches a well defined level. 

If we generate a voltage ramp which starts from zero 
volts at the beginning of the positive half-cycle and 
apply this to the bias input of the blocking oscillator 
then the gate pulse will occur when this ramp reaches 
the trigger voltage of the blocking oscillator. By 
changing the rate of increase of the ramp voltage we 
can vary the delay between the start of the half-cycle 
and the time when the thyristor is triggered. This is 
the condition required to vary the load power. 

If instead of applying the ramp directly to the block- 
ing oscillator we add to it an external d.c. input then 
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RANGE AX- 

Ki MAINS LOAD FULL WON 
PILOT 
LAMP 

RECTIFIER 

NEUTRAL 
Fig. I. Bfock diagram showing the basic functions In the 
Thyristor Power Controller 

the gate pulse is generated at a time controlled by the 
sum of the ramp voltage and the- external input. If 
the ramp slope is set correctly by means of the manual 
control the full power range can be controlled by the 
external d.c. voltage. 

It only remains to generate a variable slope ramp 
commencing at the beginning of the positive half- 
cycle. This is done by switching a transistor on during 
the negative half-cycle and off during the positive half- 
cycle. Its collector volta'ge is thus clamped to zero 
during the negative half-cycle and returns slowly 
towards the supply voltage during the positive half- 
cycle. 

The rate of return is controlled by a CR time constant 
circuit, which can be varied to change this rate of 
return and forms the manual power control. (The 
waveforms at various parts of the circuit are shown in 
Fig. 2.) This time constant is shown in the circuit 
diagram (Fig. 3) as C1 with R2 and VR1, the latter 
being the variable component. 

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT 
A small transformer T1 supplies d.c. power at 

—9V and also the phase reference signal via R1 for 
TRI, turning it on and off. D2 prevents a high 
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fig, 3. Complete circuit diagram of the controller. The components 'ns'd^ 
the dotted line box are mounted on the printed circuit; pm connection 
numbers are shown 

positive voltage being applied to the base of the tran- 
sistor, a condition that would otherwise lead to break- 
down'of the base emitter junction in most transistors. 
During negative half-cycles C1 is charged via TR1 and 
during positive half-cycles it discharges towards -9V 
through R2 and VR1. . 

The voltage appearing at the junction ot RJ ana 
R4 is the sum of the ramp from CI and the external 
voltage applied. When this reaches a value of about 
-2V, set by R6 and R7 TR2 conducts, generating a 
gate 'pulse by discharging C2 into the transformer 
T2 via TR2. The capacitance of C2 is chosen so that 

& 

o 

m 

it has time to recharge before the 
next half-cycle. 

In practice it may recharge m 
time to generate a second or 
third gate pulse if the first gate 
pulse occurs near the start of the 
half-cycle. These extra pulses 
have no effect on the operation of 
the thyristor and no attempt has 
been made to suppress them. 
• From the nature of the circuit 
it is impossible, provided it has 
been wired correctly, for a gate 
pulse to be applied to the thyristor 
during the negative half-cycle 
thus obviating a possible source i 
of damage to the thyristor. 

Turning the control knob past 
its "zeropower" point causes 
suppression of the gate pulse 
generator rather than triggering 
too late in the cycle. At the other 
end of the range, the delay is so 
short that less than 20 degrees 
phase difference and negligible 
power arc lost. 
CONSTRUCTION 

This circuit is very tolerant of . 
the components used. Almost 
any transistors can be used, except 
very low power types (such as 
microalloy transistors)and surplus 
types having either low beta or 
high leakage current. A list of 
possible types is given but many 
others can be used. 

The diodes Dl, 2, and 3 similarly can be whatever 
is available provided they can carry a mean forward 
current greater than 10mA and withstand 25V reverse 
voltage. This includes almost all diodes available to 
the amateur constructor. Point contact signal diodes 
were used in the prototype. 

It is recommended that the specified mains trans- 
former is used to avoid the risk of connecting the phase 
reference to TR1 incorrectly. If any other trans- 
former is used an oscilloscope is required to make 
certain the trigger pulse is not being applied to the 
thyristor during the wrong half-cycle. This could, of 
course, be found by trial and error but this way the 
thyristor could be damaged by wrong connection. 

The choice of rectifier D4 is dictated by the load-to be 
controlled. The BYY24 is rated at I OA; for lower 
currents the BYZ12 for up to 6A is suitable. Adver- 
tised components can be selected according to the 
load current and voltage. 

The blocking oscillator transformer is not a standard 
component and must be wound by the constructor. 
The ferrite core used is a Ferroxcube type LA7 supplied 
with a bobbin. The windings are 38 or 39 s.w.g. 
enamelled copper wire with thin p.v.c. covered wire 
used to make lead-in and lead-out connections. The 
output winding of 150 turns is wound on the bobbin 
first and covered with two layers of thin plastics 
insulating tape. The other two windings of 250 turns 
each go on top with one layer of tape between them. v 

The start and finish of each winding must be clear 
marked as it is essential that the windings are connected 
the correct way round when wiring up. Correct 
phasing is denoted in Fig, 3 by the dots on the windings; 
these are the lead-out wires. 
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COMPONENTS.. 

Resistors 
Rl lOkn R4 fOkQ R6 IkO 
R2 lOkfi R5 7Sn R7 4-7kO 
R3 4-7kQ 

All 10% iW carbon 

Potentiometer 
VRI lOOkil linear wirewound 3 watts (see text) 

Capacitors 
Cl O'S/iF paper 150V 
C2 IOmF elect. 12V 
C3 1,000/j.F elect, 15V 

Transformers 
Tl Mains transformer 9V 80mA 

(Radio Component Specialists, 
337 Whitehorse Road, West Croydon, 
Surrey) 

T2 Special transformer (see text) using Ferrox- 
cube type LA7 and 38 s.w.g. enamelled 
copper wire 

Transistors 
TR( OC44, OC45, or GET873 • 
TR2 OC8I or GET 104 

Thyristor 
SCR I (see text and Table I) 

Diodes 
Di. 2, 3 OAS I (3 off) 
D4 BYY24 (JO amp) (Mullard) (see text) 

Switches 
51 Double-pole on/off toggle switch (see text) 
52 Singie-pole on/off toggle switch 

Sockets 
SKI andSK2 Wander plug sockets for control input 
SK3 Mains I3A panel mounting socket 

Miscellaneous 
Printed circuit kit or other assembly board 
Aluminium or copper sheet for panel and heatsink 

(see text) 
Conduit box 4iin x 4{fn x S^in or other suitable case 
Neon mains indicator with ballast resistor 

It is recommended that the control module is assem- 
bled on the printed circuit board shown in Ftg. 4, 
Veroboard or tagboard can be used if great care is 
taken to connect both transformers exactly as shown 
for the printed circuit component layout. On the 
board T2 is bolted down and Tl glued in place with 
Araldite. 

Components Cl, C3, and Dl are mounted vertically 
on the board with the free ends of all three joined 
together. The positive ends of C3 and Dl are nearest 
the board. A short wire from pin 4 on the edge of the 
board," and one end of the collector winding of T2 
(labelled F in Fig/ 3), are both connected to the free 
ends of Cl, C3, and Dl (see Fig. 4). 

If the mains transformer is positioned as shown in 
Fig, 4b, with the two green mains leads next to the 
mains input tags, the yellow secondary leads should be 
conveniently placed to fit holes G and H in the board. 

The green lead nearest the board should be connected 
to the live mains lead to ensure correct phasing for 
firing the thyristor. The metal case of the unit must be 
earthed. 

The thyristor cathode and gate tags (large and small 
respectively) are connected to the appropriate pins on 
the board. The anode connection to the live side of 
the mains is made to the stud of the thyristor or to a 
solder tag bolted to its heat sink. 

The mains double-pole switch is specified in the 
components list as a toggle switch, but if desired this 
can be replaced by employing a carbon potentiometer 
VRI with the switch ganged to it. The unit can then 
be switched on at low power (maximum resistance in 
VRI), then the control is gradually advanced to the 
required setting. This switch must be capable of carrying 
the maximum load current. 

o RZ 
»-i i n biih-* O | 

.-anon]- .-nrlrnn 
S ^ -B .A 2 CONTROL VP 

2-7 

© 

TR2 TRt C J-z/T\ 1 EARTH SSKi •b ? QP « *—j— 
—nnmn— --rrmrni4, 

Q 

VERO PINS 

fT^l 6BA HOLES 
o 

A % o o © MAINS GATE CATHODE SCR1 OF SCR1 
& S2 

Fig. 4a. Full she pattern of the printed circuit board. Pin 
numbers correspond with those given in Fig. 3 

Fig. 4b. Component layout on the printed circuit board 
with leads to front panel components 
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LARGER HEAT SINK 
The final form of the unit depends on the use to 

which it is to be put. The prototype was built into a 
4in X 4in x 3iin conduit box with the controls and a 
13 A socket mounted on the front panel. The thyristor 
and rectifier were mounted on an L-shaped bracket 
bolted to the side of the box by nylon nuts and bolts. 
These insulate the bracket, which is at mains line poten- 
tial, from the earthed box, 

TTie bracket is too small a heat sink to permit opera- 
tion at the full rated power of the thyristor but the unit 
can handle a 5A load without complaint. A fused 
plug connects the unit to the mains. 

Table I. THYRISTOR AND RECTIFIER 
RATINGS 

Appliance Power toad Current Thyristor 
Rating (Waits) at 6S&C (Amperes) SCRI 

750 
1,125 
3,000 
4,000 

3 
4-5 

12 ' 
16 

CRS3/40AF 
BTY79/400R 
BTY87/400R 
BTY9I/400R 

TO 04 ANODE 

MAINS NEUTRAL 
H* MAINS LWE 

TO SCRI ANODE 
Lrl AND PIN L 

TO R2 
V.P1N2 MAINS EARTH TOT2 

PIN 4 LEAD 

SK3 

BOARD VS1 \\c P N 

PIN N 
PIN SKI SKt 

TO R4 T 7 TO C2 
PIN 1 T r PIN 3 

.'TO SCRI CATHODE 
F AND D3 PIN 5 

Fig. 6a (left). Component wiring on 
the front panel. Switch 52 Is drawn 
Inverted for clarity. The tags should 
be near VRI so as not to foul on the 
box 
Fig. 6b (below). Connections to the 
thyristor SCRI and rectifier D4 

CATHODE 

/ GATEi 

TO BOARD PIN 6 ANODE TO St 

ANODE 
inmiiii 

TO S2 
CATHODE DIRECT LINK 
WITH SCRI ANODE 
THROUGH HEATSINK' 
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i_£or loads a larger heat sink is required; 
100 square inches of 16 s.w.g, aluminium should be 
sufficient and can .be bent to fit the space available 
bearing in mind the need for a clear air flow round it 
and adequately insulated supports. When switching 
off after a period at full power, the heat sink at the 
thyristor stud should not be hotter than just bearable, 
about 70 degrees C. If it is, a larger heat sink is 
required. Table I gives thyristor types for various 
loads. 

One application for this control module is the tem- 
perature stabilisation of electronic equipment. In this 
case an existing a.c. supply between 6 and 15 volts 
could be used to power the module; the'rectifier 
across the thyristor would not then be required. This 
would reduce the cost of the module itself by a few 
shillings. The manual control would then become a 
preset temperature control. It can be used to set the 
input control voltage level to any suitable value in the 
range; "normally off/negative signal switches on" to 
"normally on/positive signal switches off". 

The external control signal is applied between pins 
1 and 3 on the board, pin 3 being the common connec- 
tion. To turn the unit on, a negative voltage should 
be applied to pin 1. The range of control voltage 
required is set by adjusting the manual control. 

A 60 watt bulb makes a suitable load for testing the 
completed unit before attempting the control of larger 
loads. 

Meetings . . . 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION 
LONDON 

Date: September 20-22 
Title: International Broadcasting Convention 
Address: Royal Lancaster Hotel, London. 

This is a joint conference sponsored by E.E.A. and The 
Royal Television Society. Details and registration forms 
can be obtained from the Convention Secretary, Interna- 
tional Broadcasting Convention, Royal Television Society, 
166 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2, 

EXHIBITIONS 
•SCOTLAND 

Date: October 17-19 
Title: Electronics in Action 

. Address: Napier College of Science and Technology, 
Edinburgh. 

This exhibition is sponsored by the Scottish Section of the 
I.E.E. and I.E.R.E. Further details can be obtained from 
the Exhibition Secretary, 21 Craigmount Loan, Corstor- 
phine, Edinburgh, 12. 

MANCHESTER 
Date: September 26-29 
Title: Electronics, Instruments, Controls and 

Components 
Address: Belle Vue Gardens, Manchester, 12. 

COURSE 
MANCHESTER 

Date: September 25 
Subject: City and Guilds Radio Amateurs Examina- 

tion 
Address: Monton Evening Centre, Park Road, 

Monton, Eccles, Manchester. 
Applications should be addressed to Mr. Camp, Principal. 
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC TECHNIQUES 

continued from page 723 
of C can be replayed at a semi-tone or whole tone 
higher but still in "concert" pitch. This can be done 
with a tape deck or tape recorder with interchangeable 
capstans which are turned down to a pre-determined 
diameter, although these are not normal stock items 
and may have to be made specially. 

With a full-track mono tape recorder, or a stereo tape 
recorder with two half-track heads, it is possible to 
replay recordings ih reverse. When this technique is 
used the attack or beginning of a sound comes at the 
end. An example of this is included on the demon- 
stration record. 

TAPE EDITING 
Tape editing is one of the primary techniques used 

in electronic music composition and was at one time 
used almost exclusively. The splicing of individual 
musical notes recorded on tape is, to say the least, 
laborious. This method is now being short-circuited 
by using keyboard systems so that the sounds or 
melodies can be actually "played" in the required 
order. The output from these keyboard systems can 
be connected directly to a tape recorder, 

A simple keyed oscillator system can be extended to 
rhythm machines employing electronic ancj mechanical/ 
electronic methods of producing percussion sounds in 
various rhythms and at different speeds. A device of 
this kind is, however, somewhat complex and here we 
may return to the technique of recording sounds 
individually, and re-assembling these into a loop. 

Each required percussive sound is first recorded on 
magnetic tape. The sounds are then cut from the tape 
and assembled in the required order. The completed 
rhythm sequence is then looped and replayed at the 
desired speed. 

It is, of course, essential to provide the correct time 
values to each sound in order to create a useable 
rhythm. The illustration included in the record gives 
a better idea of the possibilities than any form of 
diagram. The tape loop technique can also be used 
for the repetition of long rhythmic or musical sequences, 
for example, several bars of rhythm may be looped. 
Looped rhythms can also be recorded and these 
recordings joined together so as to form the complete 
rhythmic background to a melody and harmony. 

Part 2 of this article will deal with simple electronic 
circuits for sound production and treatment and the 
use of a domestic class tape recorder in the creation of 
electronic music. 

Records of Electronic Music available in the UK— 
1. The Fascinating World of Electronic Music. Kid Baltan 

and Tom Dissaveh. Eight recordings on an I.p. disc 
containing some very fine examples of rhythmic electronic 
music. Philips'P.08i68L (Mono only). 

2. Fantasy in Orbit. Tom Dissavelt. Fourteen recordings 
on an I.p. disc. Fine examples of etherial music. Philips 
633.302.BL Mono (also available in stereo). 

3. Poeme Electronique. Edgar Varese. A good example 
of the dynamic effect of electronic music. Philips 
ALB.3392. H 

4. Music from Mathematics. Electronic music (?) by an 
IBM7090 computer. Interesting for its technical achieve- 
ment. Brunswick STA.8523, 

5. Electronic Sounds and Music. Various examples of 
electronically derived sounds and one composition. 
Electronic Music and Musique Cone rite. Four composi- 
tions employing tape assembly techniques. 
Rhythmic Electronic Music. Four compositions of 
electronics in rhythm. These three records are produced 
by the author of this article on Castle EFX1, 2, and 3. 
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MARINER VENUS 1967 
The four month Jong journey of 

Mariner to keep its rendezvous with 
the bright planet Venus on October 
19 is expected to yield important 
information in relation to the environ- 
ment and correct the previous 
information that was obtained by 
Mariner 2 in 1962. Mariner '67 will 
be ten times closer to the planet at 
the time of nearest approach (some 
2,000 miles) than was Mariner 2. 

Venus is somewhat of an unknown, 
its surface is not visible owing to the 
dense cloudy atmosphere, its rota- 
lion period has until recently been 
given as being from a few hours to 
300 days. Mariner 2 gave the 
period as 247 days which _ is 
longer than the planet's "year" of . 
244-75 days. Radar measurements 
have confirmed the longer period. 

It was also observed that the 
motion was retrograde, Le, the rota- 
tion was east to west, so that on 
Venus the sun would appear to rise 
in the west and set in the east. Using 
the 1,000ft dish aerial at Arecibo in 
the West Indies, Pettengill and Dyce 
have now reached the conclusion 
that the rotation period is 244-3 days 
plus or minus one day. Within the 
limits that they have quoted there is 
an important period of revolution of 
243-16 days. 

Now this is a periodicity which 
would appear from the earth to 
indicate that Venus was making four 
rotations between successive inferior 
conjunctions. The fact that this 
period is within the limits seems to 
suggest that the rotation period is 
controlled by the earth in some way. 
So far no one has been able to offer 
a completely satisfactory answer to 
this. 

Another interesting point about 
the fly past on this occasion is the 
possibility of more information about 
the two areas or markings that have 
been detected by radar. Optical 
observers have long maintained 
that they existed though there was 
considerable disagreement as to the 
position. These areas have been 

named "Alpha" and "Beta" with a 
size for "Alpha" of 900X3,800 kilo- 
metres and "Beta" rather longer and 
more complex. With the • much 
closer approach of Mariner '67 there 
are hopes of more accurate and 
detailed data. 

Among the other measurements to 
be made are those of the magnetic 
fields in the environment and the 
trapped radiation. Plasma probe 
equipment is installed and also an 
ultra-violet photometer. 

The American probe will be able 
to correlate data obtained from the 
Russian probe and there may be very 
useful comparisons to be made as the 
successive passes occur. A diagram 
of the flight plan is shown in Fig. 1. 

NEW LIGHT ON THE 
UNIVERSE 

Supporters of the "big bang" 
theory have a further addition to 
their data in the discovery of a new 
kind of cosmic radiation which is 
supposed to be coming from the 
"Primeval Fireball". 

This kind of radiation has been 
detected for some years but had not 
been recognised for what it was until 
two years ago. Some of this radia- 
tion does, in fact, appear on the tele- 
vision screen among the other "snow''. 
These radiations of the original fire- 
ball enable cosmologists to study the 
very early universe conditions. 

The radiation which probably 
started off as very energetic gamma 
rays have with the course of time, as 
the system "cooled" lost energy with 
the result that the radiation now 
appears in the radio and microwave 

bands. The earth is immersed in 
these radiations and this fact explains 
why they appear to come from all 
directions more or less uniformly. 

There, is a "window" through 
which the radiation can be observed. 
The range is from one centimetre to 
approximately 20cm. At the longer 
wavelengths the galactic radiation is 
strong enough to submerge the radia- 
tion but at less than one centimetre 
the radiation from the earth's atmo- 
sphere conceals It. Though the 
study of the universe by radio 
astronomers has been going on in 
this range of wavelengths the fireball 
radiation has been overlooked. The 
reason for this is that the methods 
used to separate signal from noise 
in ordinary observations are not 
suitable for the observation of this 
special radiation, it became neces- 
sary therefore to develop a new tech- 
nique for this study. 

DICKE RADIOMETER 
In 1964, a group at Princeton Uni- 

versity began to build a new type of 
radio telescope. The instrument was 
designed round the type of receiver 
known as the Dicke Radiometer, 
named after Professor Dicke of 
Princeton. He developed the origi- 
nal receiver in 1945; his system enabled 
the detection of radiations far below 
the noise level of the receiver. 

The limiting factors of noise in the 
normal receiver would drown almost 
all the radiations coming from out- 
side the earth and make its separation 
very difficult. The Dicke system 
used a noise source which was kept 
at a standard level and the receiver 
switched periodically from the aerial 
to the noise source. 

When the switch frequency is set at 
say 100Hz, there will^ be an output 
from the receiver which contains a 
100Hz signal which will depend for 
its power on the difference between 
the power from the aerial and that of 
the noise source. There is, therefore, 
a direct method of separation which 
can be used, for if a filter amplifier 
sharply tuned to the 100Hz is 
included in the measurement appara- 
tus, the result will be a signal that is 
related to the variations of the origi- 
nal signal. The block diagram Fig. 2 
illustrates this. 

There is now, therefore, a picture 
which covers the range from 3*2cm 
to 20-7cm, all of which confirm the 
primeval radiations. There is no 
doubt that this is an important funda- 
mental and quite revolutionary dis- 
covery in cosmology. 

HORN AERIAL 
AERAL SIGNAL STANDARD / 

NOISE jS 
mm 

100 Hi 
FILTER 

AMPLIFIER 
RECORDER 
AMPLIFIER RECORDER SWITCH RECEIVER UNIT 

NOISE 
SOURCE Fig. 2. ■ The Dicke System Radiometer 
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Optical Character Recognition 

RAMA VISITS 

THE 

MULLARD 

RESEARCH 

LABORATORIES 

lyflULLARO first set up a small unit near Redhill, Surrey, in 1946 to study the applications of electronic 
' ' devices and equipment in the domestic and industrial markets. This unit has now grown to the 
present site with a-staff of 600, over a third of which are graduates or equivalents. 

The work of the Laboratories is grouped within four research divisions: solid state physics; vacuum 
physics; circuit physics and applications; and systems. As well as liaison and team work between 
these Divisions there is extensive co-operation with Government and other laboratories in the U.K. 
and overseas. N.R.L. investigates materials, devices, and electronic systems likely to have application 
in industry, and exploits the results in practical form by producing laboratory models or prototypes 
together with the necessary technologies. Beyond this stage, product development takes place in the 
development departments at the manufacturing plants. 

been adopted in which a binary matrix is used with each 
point recognised as being black or white. 

The basic elements of a character recognition system are 
the "receptor", the "preprocessor" and the "classifier". 
The receptor converts the input information (i.e. the 
printed or written information) into a suitable electrical 
analogue; the preprocessor selects only the information 
which is useful for classification and rejects.the rest; the 
classifier accepts this information and categorises the 
processed pattern. 

The equipment shown on the extreme left is a com- 
mercially available paper-handling equipment, which has 
been modified by the addition of a digital cathode ray tube 
scanner. This part of the equipment is the receptor. 

The preprocessor, which is the next stage, attempts to 
select only the information presented to it which is mean- 
ingful for recognition. Research at the Laboratory has 
been concentrated on obtaining a description of the 
character in terms of directions describing the character 
edge. When the complete character edge has been traced 
and a list of directions- assembled, this information is 
passed to the classifier, shown at right of picture. 

Two types of classifier have been investigated, one for 
numerals only using adaptive threshold logic units, and the 
other intended to recognise a full alpha-numeric set of 
characters and using the principle of feature extraction. 

This equipment is a purely experimental real-time 
character reading machine which reads at a speed of one 
character per second. The target is to develop a machine 
reading up to 1,000 characters a second, with an error or 
reject rate better than 0-1 per cent for hand-produced 
characters. 

The present work is one of the Ministry of Technology's 
advanced computer techniques projects. 

s- i 
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Although optical character recognition of stylised type 
founts specially designed for the purpose is now well 

established, much work remains to be done on the reading 
of characters from an uncontrolled source. 

The problem involved is largely one of designing a 
system which is insensitive to the mutilations and dis- 
tortions which can occur in hand-printed characters. 

The M.R.L. approach has been to represent the input 
character as a matrix of points, each having a value 
determined by the "blackness" of the matrix at that 
point. Although it is possible to have a large number of 
blackness levels the simplest and least expensive system has 

Lithogpapby for SICs Eectpon 

* 

ft ft 

Electrons may be used to expose photo-resist, and 
electron lithography is now being considered as a 

method for replacing the conventional techniques which 
use light to expose the resist through masks. An electron 
beam may be focused to a small spot which can be rapidly 
scanned over the surface of a target. By using the output, 
of a small computer to control the beam position and 
intensity it is possible to generate the complex patterns 
required for microcircuit technology. 

The flexibility of the technique lends itself to the dis- 
cretionary wiring of large scale integrated circuits and, in 
this case, the computer may itself work out the inter- 
connection pattern required for the fault distribution data. 

An electron beam machine, specifically designed for the 
electron beam deposition of thin films with sub-mjcron 
resolution is shown (left) being set up for the deposition of 
a fine line of silica film, to be used as the diffusion barrier 
separating the source and drain regions of an experi- 
mental m.o.s.t. 



H.O.S.T. Stores 
With the technologies of magnetic stores and thin film 

becoming more difficult, research is continuing on 
alternative techniques to achieve comparable "or better 
performance in computer stores at reduced cost. 

The M.R.L. is investigating the possibilities of the metal- 
oxide-semiconductor transistor store. With cost as a 
major factor the m,o.s.t. is a clear favourite as the active 
element in an integrated circuit store. Although the 
m.o.s.t. has a larger area than a conventional transistor of 
equivalent gain, it has better isolation. 

Present work conducted in co-operation with the R,R.E. 
Malvern is aimed at producing a storage capacity of 32 
words each of 32 bits on a single slice. With seven 
devices needed in each storage element, some 7,000 good 
devices are required on the slice. 

The projected production method involves automatic 
testing of every device on the slice (six tests on each device) 
and the automatic production of a tape showing the 
distribution of faulty devices. The tape will then be 
analysed by computer which will produce the inter- 
connection pattern required to produce a working store, 
The discretionary wiring will then be achieved either by 
opto-mechanica! or electron beam methods. 

The picture (right) shows the set-up for automatic 
measurement of electrical characteristics of m.o.s.t. 
circuits with the output on punched tape ready for com- 
puter processing. 

J 

New Materials for Sc 

3U2XL 

Intensive research is being carried out in the quest 
for improved materials for semiconductor devices. 

The picture above shows apparatus for measuring 
the fluorescence of the 111-V semiconductor 
gallium arsenide doped with varying amounts of 
impurities, such as zinc and tin. The fluorescence 
is excited by visible and ultra-violet light. 

Experimental apparatus for measuring the per- 
formance of a transluxor is shown right centre. A 
transluxor is a light operated solid state device with a 
power gain and properties similar to a transistor. A 
separated emitter and heterojunction transmits an 
audio modulated h.f, signal (I MHz) which can be 
interrupted by a shutter.- 

On the right, the fluorescence efficiency of rare 
earth ions in an yttrium gallium garnet host lattice 
is being measured at 77 degrees Kelvin." A mono- 
chromator, integrating sphere, and photomultiplier 
detector are the mailt units used in this set-up. 
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This instrument is of quite small size, and operates 
from a 4,5V battery, the current drawn being a 

little under 10mA. it has two main uses: measuring 
very small d.c. voltages; and measuring low, medium, 
or high voltages with extremely small current drain 
from the point tested. 

METER RANGES 
Readings are obtained on a 1mA moving coil 

meter, and sensitivity is adjustable. On the author's 
model, maximum sensitivity is 6mV (0-006V) for a 
full-scale reading of ImA on the meten 

To allow easy reading on a 0-ImA scale, it is best 
to use ranges such as 0-100mV, 0-1V and 0-10V, 
then the original milliammeter scale need not be 
altered. A 1mA meter will usually be calibrated from 
0 to 1mA at 01mA and smaller intervals. It is only 
necessary to ignore the decimal point, or mentally 
add one or more noughts, according to the range in use. 

If a more sensitive meter movement is to hand, it 
can be shunted to obtain a full-scale range of ImA. 
So a 0-5mA (500/tA), 250/iA, or 100/fA meter can be 
utilised. The shunt may be calculated from: 

. meter coil resistance (ohms) 
Shunt (ohms) — ^  — • 

where n is the number of times the full-scale reading 
is to be multiplied. 

Alternatively, a shunt can be made by trial and error, 
checking the full-scale reading against a teslmeter as 
follows. Place the two meters in series, with a variable 
resistor (or potentiometer) and battery in circuit. 
Take care to have sufficient series resistance to avoid 
damage—a 50 kilohm potentiometer is suitable with a 
100/*A meter and 4-5V battery. With this voltage, 
a 20 kilohm or 25 kilohm potentiometer will do for a 
250/iA meter, while a 10 kilohm potentiometer is 
sufficient for a 0-5mA meter. Find a suitable length 
of resistance wire for the shunt by trials, wind it on 
insulating material, and solder it to tags on the meter 
terminals. 

To avoid opening the meter, the ranges are best 
chosen to suit the existing scale. For a 100/*A meter, 

they can be as for the 1mA instrument. For a 250/*A 
meter, ranges such as 0-25mV, 0~250mV, 0-2,5V, etc., 
can be read at once. With a 0-5mA or 500/tA meter, 
ranges of 0-50mY, 0-500mV, 0-5V and so- on will suit 
the scale. 

MULTIPLIER PRODS 
Low, medium, and high voltages can be read using 

suitable voltage prods with series multiplier resistors. 
The transistorised instrument has no particular 

advantage for testing batteries, power supplies, or other 
circuit voltages where the current drawn by an ordinary 
moving coil voltmeter is insignificant and causes no 
appreciable change in potential. But when the poten- 
tial to be measured is obtained through a high series 
resistance, or will drop severely if an ordinary volt- 
meter is connected, then the transistorised meter 
gives a reading of much higher accuracy. 

A conventional voltmeter or multirange testmeter 
incorporating a 1mA movement is said to be a "1,000 
ohms per volt" (ikO/V) instrument. This means that 
on a 0-1V range its series resistance would be I kilohm, 
and it draws 1mA from a point having a potential of 
IV. In the same way, a lOkQ/V instrument has a 
series resistance of 10 kilohm for a 0-1V range, and 
draws O-lmA when reading IV on this range. 

The transistorised meter can be used with an input 
resistance of I00kn/V, or even 1 megohm per volt, if 
wanted. Circuit point potentials can then be checked 
with negligible loading by the meter. 

Ranges are obtained as described later. For tran- 
sistorised equipment using supplies up to 9V, the 
0-100mV, 0-1V, and 0-1OV ranges'are convenient. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the complete instrument. 
With, no voltage applied to the input terminals, 

the circuit is balanced, and no reading is obtained on 
the ImA meter Ml. Now assume a positive potential 
is applied to the blue input lead; the base of TR1 
becomes more positive, so collector current falls. 
The voltage drop across R3 is thus reduced, making, 
in turn, TR3 base negative. The collector current of 
TR3 through R6 rises, and an increased voltage drop 
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occurs across R6, so that TR5 base moves positive. 
The collector and emitter current of TR5 falls, reducing 
the voltage drop in R9, so that the junction point of 
R9 and VR2 is now more positive. At the same time 
transistors TR2, TR4, and TR6 have operated in the 
reverse manner, so that TR6 is passing a larger collector 
and emitter current, thus increasing the voltage drop 
in RIO. Consequently a potential difference appears 
across the 1 mA meter and VR2, and a reading appears 
on Ml. 

VR1 is a balancing control, to compensate for 
variations in the tolerances of resistors and transistors. 
This control is set so that the Ml reads zero with no 
input voltage. 

VR2 allows sensitivity to be adjusted to suit the 
meter scale, or in some cases the, range wanted. 
Increasing the value of VR2 reduces sensitivity. 

CIRCUIT BOARD 
Most of the circuit components are mounted on a 

piece of laminated plastics board, ^in thick. Dimen- 
sions and drilling positions are indicated in Fig. 3. 
The corner fixing holes can be £in, and other holes 

■fs'm. 
The components are placed as in Fig. 2. 
Assembly of components commences with the 

resistors. 
(Note: To avoid unnecessary unbalance, R3, R4, 

R6, R7, R9 and RIO are 5 per cent tolerance, or 
10 per cent resistors selected with a meter. Pairs of 
matching values are more important than the actual 
value.) 

The resistor wire leads are bent a little clear of the 
body and passed through the holes. The board is 
then turned over and connections made as in Fig. 3. 

The transistors are then fitted. Cut ^in lengths of 
red sleeving for the collector wires, and similar lengths 
of yellow sleeving for the emitter leads. Base wires 
are bare, except for TR2. Connections are then easily 
identified. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, e, b, and c indicate 
emitter, base and collector respectively. Solder' the 
transistors with usual care, removing the iron immedi- 
ately the joint is made. 

Snip off surplus wires. External connections should 
be made with thin coloured flex for easy identification. 
Blue is positive input, and grey negative. White 
leads from TR1 and TR2 emitters go to the outer 
tags of VR1, Fig. 2. A red lead funs from VR1 
slider to R5. Black and red run from RIO and VR2, 
for the milliammeter. Take a further pair of black 
and red leads from C and R11 in Fig. 2, for the battery 
BY1. A 4'5V lamp battery will provide long service, 
and leads can be soldered directly to it. The on/off 
switch S! is in the negative lead. 

HOUSING THE INSTRUMENT 
A wooden box was used for the prototype. The 

milliammeter Ml and other items are fixed to an 
insulated panel which is secured to the front of the box. 

Of course, it is not" essential to make the case, since 
various square and sloping front instrument cases of 
similar dimensions can be bought. A cheap plastic 
box is also satisfactory. Clear boxes can be painted 
inside. 

The general assembly and covering is shown in Fig. 4. 
After testing, secure the circuit board with wood screws. 
A bracket cut from scrap metal helps keep the battery 
in place. 

INITIAL TEST 
An initial test should be made immediately after 

wiring. Proceed as follows. Connect a 1 kilohm 
resistor from blue to grey (across input) and adjust 
VR2 so that the whole element is in circuit (knob 
anticlockwise). Temporarily place a meter in one 
battery lead and switch on. Current should be around 
7mA to 10mA. If much lower or higher, switch off 
at once and look for a wrong connection, short circuit, 
or wrong resistor value. 

When VR2 is rotated towards minimum resistance, 
the 1mA meter will probably show some current. 
Adjust VR1 to restore the reading to zero. 

If VR1 reaches its limit in one direction, without 
zero being obtained, the pairs of resistors R3 and R4, 
R6 and R7, or R9 and RIO may be unbalanced. If 
there is no obvious mistake such as an error in reading 

blu« 
TR1 TR3 TR5 

R3 
i^vr NKT2(4 NKT214 TR2 TR TR6 NKT214 

- arty 
NKT2I4 HKT24 NKT2 4 5Y —I 

black StXSITIVITY VR2 - 4 5V 

-AAA 
Uxt EH 

2kfl 
RIO tmA 
660 
fl. 

680 
BALANCE VR4 whitt whiU 

00 kQ 

Fig. /. Circuit diagram of the transistor milUvoltmeter 
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Fig. 2. Circuit board showing arrangement of components Fig. 3. Underside wiring of circuit board 

Front Panel secured 
to Caw by 4 - t^long 

4 Holes Ve dio 

Front Panel 
Hordboord 

Cose of Vi thick wood VRZ 
3V 

VR 

RO 

blue 

grey 

Bit 
Rl& 

2 <D 

1/^* ^g* battenmq set on 
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ensure Front Panel fits 
flush 

COMPONENTS... 

Resistors 
R1 33ka 
R2 rokn 
R3 I2kn 5% 
R4 l2kQ 5°o 
R5 4-7kQ 
R6 l-2kn5% 
R7 1 -IkCl 5% 
R8 1 -SkQ 
R9 6800 5% 
RIO 6800 5% 
ri i tooa 
RI2, R(3 See text 

All i 10%. iW carbon, except 
where otherwise stated 

Potentiometers 
VRI tOOQ linear 
VR2 2ka linear 

Transistors 
TRI-6 NKT2I4 
(Newmarket) (6 off) , 

Miscellaneous 
BY I 4-SV flat torch battery 
Ml Moving coil meter, 

ImA f.s.d. 
SI Single pole on/off 

toggle switch 
Two terminals. Two knobs 
Piece -jJyin plastics laminate 
Material for case (see Fig. 4) 
Material for prod (see Fig. 6) 

Component Board mounted 
on 4-66A *y{ lona Spacers and Mcurcd by 4 screws 

Fig, 4. General assembly and 
wiring of the mlllfvoftmeter 
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colour coding, it should only be necessary to change 
R3 or R4. Temporarily place a 100 kilohm, 68 kilohm 
or 47 kilohm resistor across R3 or R4. If this suffi- 
ciently corrects the error, it can be left. Alternatively, 
'slightly reduce the value of the original resistor (or 
increase the value of the second of the pair). 

If a high-resistance voltmeter is to hand (preferably 
one of 21c H/V to lOkO/V) it can be used to check the 
operation. When a small input voltage is applied as 
described later, there should be a small drop in the 
potential across R3, and a similar rise across R4. The 
voltage changes across R6 and R7 should also be 
similar, though opposite in direction. This also 
applies to R9 and RIO. 

CALIBRATION 
The required range is obtained by means of two 

resistors. One is placed across the input points, see 
Fig. 1. For the ranges described, it can be 1 kilohm, 
permanently wired across the terminals on the panel. 
It is R13 in Fig. 5. , 

The second resistor is R12 (Fig. 5) and is in series 
with one test prod. This resistor could be included 
within the instrument for purely d.c. measurements. 
But with it included in the prod, the loading on points 
where audio or radio frequencies are present is neg- 
ligible, so this arrangement is to be preferred. 

Calibration of the ImA meter1 is initially obtained 
with the aid of a d.c. voltmeter, service meter, or 
multirange meter. Nearly all such instruments can 
read IV or 0-5V accurately. Some are suitable for 
much smaller voltages. 

Connect a voltmeter or the service meter M2, a 
F5V battery BY2, and. a 1 kilohm potentiometer (VR3) 
as in Fig. 5. Adjust VR3 until M2 indicates IV. 

Now the voltage across R13 depends on the ratio 
of the resistors R12 and R13. If R12 is 99 kilohm and 
R13 is 1 kilohm, then IV across points 1 and 3'will 
provide 0-01V, or lOmV across points 2 and 3. Rotate 
VR2 (Fig. 1) until the milliammeter Ml shows full- 
scale. The instrument range is now 0-1V across 
points 1 and 3. 

If R12 is reduced to 9 kilohm, then lOOmV across 
1 and 3 provide lOmV across 2 and 3. So the instru- 
ment now has a (MOOmV range. 

iWhen R12 is 99 kilohm and R2 is 1 kilohm, the 
input resistance from I to 3 is 100 kilohm (ignoring 
the transistors) and IV applied across points I and 3 
gives a full-scale reading. So the instrument is working 
with a JOOkQ/V input resistance, 

MAKING THE PRODS 
A prod is readily made as in Fig, 6, using the body 

of an old ball point pen, or any suitable insulated tube. 
One wire end of the resistor R12 projects about ^in 
and acts as the "probe". A thin flexible lead is 
soldered to the other resistor wire. The resistor is 
pushed in the tube, and sealing wax used to close the 
ends. 

Mark each prod with its resistance value or voltage 
range. For a very high value, two or more resistors 
are employed in series. 

When R13 is 1 kilohm, the prod resistors (R12) for 
various ranges are as follows: 

0-1 OmV zero 
0-I00mV 9k n 
0-1V 99k n 
o-iov iMa 

1SV BIZ 

& 

RU 

RD To 
MtUr 

Fig. 5. Calibration circuit. BY2, VR3 and M2 are external 
components for setting up purposes only; RI2 and RI3 are 
Incorporated In the prod and the miliivoltmeter respectively 

Sealing 
wax-— Insulated 

tube 

Vx Watt resistor RK 

Flexible end Sealmq wax 

Fig. 6. Construction details of the voltage multiplier prod 

GENERAL POINTS 
To secure maximum versatility, the following points 

are worth noting. 
When resistors R12 and R13 (Fig. 5) provide a 

voltage range across points 1 and 3, and this" voltage 
can be checked with a service meter (M2), these resis- 
tors need not be close-tolerance. Compensation for 
the actual values is obtained by adjusting VR2 until 
the Ml meter reading agrees with the service volt- 
meter reading at some convenient point. 

When resistors R12 and R13 form a potential 
divider in which the voltage from 2 to 3 needs to be 
known, then both resistors should be close-tolerance 
components. 

Because sensitivity is adjustable, calibration must be 
made in advance from a multirange or other voltmeter. 

When one test point is "earthed" at radio or audio 
frequency, the negative test prod is taken to this, if 
d.c. voltages to be found are positive relative to the 
earth line. If voltages to be checked are negative 
relative to "earth", then include the prod in the negative 
lead. 

If a d.c. voltage test is required between two points 
both of which have r.f. or a.f. present, then a prod 
made as in Fig. 6 can be placed in each test lead. The 
total value is as for a single prod for the same range; 
for example, two 0-5 megohm prods are required for 
0-10V. 

For a higher input resistance, R13 can be 10 kilohm. 
Sensitivity is then 1 megohm per volt. RI can then be 
90 kilohm for 0-100mV, 1 megohm for 0-1V, and 
10 megohm for 0-10V. 

Extremely high value resistors between points 2 and 3 
are not recommended, as drift upsets calibration. 
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The stopclock ^uITTt It^builtx-rfp from a number of 
ready made logic blpcKs, which are assembled 

together on Veroboard^ A point to be noted early on 
is that the Verobdard is not that which is normally 
used by amateurs, but the industrial grade material 
which has a hole spacing of 0-1 in. This choice was 
necessary becuse of the pin configuration of the logic 
blocks. 

Certain problems can be encountered if the con- 
structor is not used to this narrower spaced strip 
laminate, not least that of possible short circuits due 
to solder runs between adjacent strips. It is essential 
that a sub-miniature soldering iron, and a good 
quality cored solder be used. 

Reference to the circuits given last month will be 
helpful. 

LOGIC SANDWICH 
The logic section is built up on two sheets of Vero- 

board type VC 659-44. One piece holds the register, 
and digital-to-analogue converter network, and the 
second the multivibrator, and inhibit nor gate. Fig. 7b 
shows the underside of the main register board, and it 
can be seen that there are a large number of connec- 
tions to each of the logic blocks. Great care must be 
taken to ensure that the logic units are inserted into 
the correct holes before any attempt is made to solder, 
as it is extremely difficult to remove them after soldering 
unless a special desoldering tool is used. 

After making the breaks in the strip at the points 
indicated in Fig. 7b insert the logic elements with careful 
reference to Fig. 7a, which shows a top view of the board. 

It is important that the maker's name panel appears in 
the position indicated. Make sure that the units are 
fully inserted, and that none of the thinner pins have 
been "crumpled"; then carefully turn the board over 
and solder up. When this has been done use some 
22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire to connect the jumpers, 
with the same precautions in mind. 

The resistors for the digital-to-analogue converter 
must now be prepared. For these select five carbon 
resistors with values below, but as near as possible to, 
those specified for Rl, R2, R3, R4, and R5. Connect 
each in turn to a good quality ohmmeter or bridge and 
carefully file away the material of the resistor until its 
value is exactly that specified. 

The same operation can be carried out for R6, but 
the author found that this resistor was so critical to 
adjust that it was better to use a preset potentiometer, 
which was set up in use. When this has been done, 
position and solder these components into place. 

Next cut eight 9in lengths of insulated connecting 
wire; bare one end of each, and solder them into the 
positions marked for flying leads A' to H' of Fig, 7. 

Carefully check the connections to make sure that the 
components are all correctly positioned, and that no 
joints have been overlooked. When this has been 
done, put the unit to one side, and then proceed to wire 
up the multivibrator board. 

The multivibrator board is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. 
The same rules apply to this as for the register. Before 
starting to assemble this board, however, drill two 
holes iin diameter in the positions shown. These are 
for mounting into the cabinet at a later stage. Use a 
sharp drill at preferably a high speed. With a very 
light pressure, make the holes starting from the copper 
side of the board. 

Take particular care on this board that the polarities 
of C4, C5, Dl, and D2 are as shown. It is not neces- 
sary to cut more connecting wire for this board as the 
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flying leads shown are the other ends of those shown 
on the register board. Do not, at this stage, connect 
any flying leads to positions shown on the copper 
sides of either board, as this will only lead to confusion. 

The two boards must now be joined together to 
produce the sandwich like structure shown in the 
photograph. This novel method of construction is 
better shown in Fig. 9. First, place the two boards 
face to face, the orientation being that shown in 
Fig. 9. Using 18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire make 
three simple hinges by bending the wire round the back 
edges of the boards, and solder these into position on 
each board, making use of the non-perforated copper 
strips as anchor points. 

When this has been done, the two boards can be 
opened up like a book, and the interconnecting wires 
A' to H' are cut to length, and routed as shown in Fig. 9. 
Solder the free ends of these wires to their respective 
positions (Fig. 8). Finally, close the board structure, 
and with another wire, clip and solder across the open 
end to make a rigid close structure. 

This unit which measures approximately 7in x 4'5in 
x 1 in is the completed logic section of the instrument. 

FRONT PANEL 
Proceed to assemble the front panel unit. Dimen- 

sions have not been given here, as these will depend to 
some extent on the type of components used. First 
mark up the panel, and mark cut-outs for the meter, 
range, and on/off switches, the push-button, and the 
input socket. These components should be fixed in 
position and connected as shown in Fig. 10. 

leSMC'HnQH' 
soW«r toeopptr 
«rip$ 

«r' ■m *±r 
3=; 

r—— 

33 i7! 

- 
m 

vv'K' i: rvftvt- 

Board mounttd on 464x^4 
I009 so row In 2 positions 
shown 

Stt Fiq 

>r 

SetFka 

Cos* Back Plot* 
Fig. 9. View of the Veroboard sandwich opened out with 
the back of the cose fitted 

Underside view of the register board. Note the four plain 
copper strips on the long sides. The extra resistor shown 
here was used to ad/ust the value of RS but this should not 
be needed (see text) 

The preset potentiometers VR2 and VR3 are sup- 
ported by the wiring which is sufficient as there will be 
no strain on these components. VRi is held off the 
panel by a short length of heavy copper wire looped 
round one of the meter fixing nuts, and is positioned so 
that a screwdriver can be inserted into its slot through 
the calibration hole in the front panel. 

The flying leads should be cut to approximately 12Tn 
each, the free ends being connected to the copper clad 
sides of the logic unit boards as shown in Figs.-? and 8, 
The three power line leads should be taken'to suitable 
battery clips. Finally, bind as many of the flying leads 
as possible to make a more robust structure. 

The cabinet used for this 
instrument is a Datum Box 
Dinkicase type DD585. Before 
assembling the unit in the case 
first drill two holes in the back 
panel to coincide with the holes 
drilled in the multivibrator board. 
Using two long bolts with stand-off 
nuts, mount the logic unit on to 
the back panel of the box, and 
then fix the back and front panels 
into the box. The batteries can 
be conveniently fixed into the;box 
between the front panel, and the 
logic unit. 

TESTING AND SETTING- 
UP 

To test. the instrument, switch 
to the fastest multivibrator range, 
and with nothing connected to 
the input socket, switch on. If all 
is well, the meter will register 
a reading, or go off the top of the 
scale. Adjust VRI (the calibration 
control) until the reading is exactly 
full scale. Press the reset button 
S2, and keep it held down; the 
meter should now read exactly 
zero. If there is a slight error 
here, adjust the mechanical 
zeroing of the meter, and then 
re-adjust the top scale reading. 

Next switch to the slowest range 
of multivibrator, and depress the 
reset button momentarily. On 
releasing the push-button, the 
meter should begin to move up 
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Fig. 10. Layout and wiring of components on the laminated plastics front panel. If a metal panel is used, YRI anchor 
wire must be insulated from the panel 

the scale very slowly, and after about twelve seconds 
should read full scale. There will be some error on 
this range due to the nature of the electrolytic capacitors 
used, and controls VR2 and VR3 should be adjusted 
in value until the time taken to reach* full scale is 
exactly 12 seconds. 

If the needle moves up the scale in a jumpy manner 
it means that the digital-to-analogue network is out of 
ratio, and these values should be checked, or alter- 
natively VR4 should be adjusted (if this was used 
instead of a fixed resistor). 

To check that the input is working satisfactorily, 
short the top two pins on the input socket together; 
this effectively applies a level "1" to the input. After 
resetting, the meter should now stay at zero, but as 
soon as the short circuit is removed, the instrument will 
start to count up the scale. Orv re-applying the level 
"1" the meter can be stopped at any part of the scale. 

When all these points have been established the 
instrument is working correctly, and it is only left to 
re-scale the meter to show .seconds. The full scale 
should be calibrated 12, and in between values scaled 
in linearly. The range switch should be marked x 1, 
X0-1, xO-OI, and xO-OO! thus giving effective full 
scale values from 12 seconds to 12 milliseconds, 

APPLICATIONS 
The last section of this article describes a simple 

photo-trigger circuit which can be used in conjunction 
with the electronic stopclock and also suggests various 
other input trigger circuits for applications covering 
velocity measurement, and reaction time measurement. 

The reader can devise many other types of input 
circuitry provided the basic input- requirements of the 
unit are satisfied. These are simply that to make the 
clock start timing, a logic level "0", that is to say a 
potential of the order of —0-5 to +i,0 volts, must be 
applied to the input. To stop the clock the level must 
change to logic level "1" (—4 to —8. volts). The 

response time for the instrument is directly related to 
the rate of change of these logic levels and, therefore, 
for the best accuracy this rate of change should be 
reasonably fast, and be positive in action. 

To produce fast changing logic levels from various 
types of input, it is usual to have a circuit such as a 
Schmitt trigger as a buffer stage where the trigger, or 
threshold, voltage can be adjusted to give any sensitivity. 
A Schmitt trigger generally acts as a "sharpener" of 
waveforms, and if care is taken in the design and 
selection of components in the preceeding stages this 
buffer can be omitted. However, if the reader so 
desires, he may include a trigger as a buffer to any of 
the following proposed circuits. 

PHOTO TRIGGER 
The instrument was designed, in the first instance, as 

a tool to measure the speed of camera shutters, and 
after experiments with various types of photosensitive 
circuits of conventional form the one chosen for its 
simplicity, and reliability of operation was that shown 
in Fig. 11. 

The number of components involved are an absolute 
minimum, but it should be noted that the transistor 
used should be a silicon np/t type such as the BSY95A. 
The photocell used is a type not usually specified in 
amateur projects, but nevertheless is readily available, 
and although it tends to be a little more expensive than 
conventional phototransistors this is more than offset 
by the economy of components resulting from its use. 

A second, and most important feature of the cell 
(PV10AF—photovoltaic diode) isits frequency response. 
A normal germanium phototransistor will only operate 
up to approximately lOkHz, but this particular device 
will respond up to 200kHz. As the basic time unit 
measured on the clock could.be 0-2ms it is essential 
that, to make full use of the range of measurement with 
any degree of accuracy, the response of the input 
transducer should be faster than this. 
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SPECIAL BARGAINS 
WUfc> ClrtmUr Rex. Meal for lightlos drops, twin made by BIOC. Uiroally 8d yd, 100yd coll tor SO/- plus S/« postage. &0 OH* ED WATT WIRE WODHD POT-METEB, 8/8 each.   80K WIRE WOHIfD POT-KRTBK. 20 watt type made by Ooiveo complete with cootrol koob. 10/- csch. 1 KKO MDtlATTJEE. Pot-meter MorganiU stan- dard. tin spindle. 1/- each, 91- per dozen. 1 XEI irorUTTOE. Pot-meter Morganite preset screwdriver control M each, 8/- pet dozen. PSE-flET 100K by Welwyo, with Intrlcal b&kelite knob. II- eacio/- per dozen. lOOE POT-JtErZE Miniature type with double pole switch and standard lln spindle, by Mor- ganite. 21- each. 18/- per dozen. SSK POT-KETEE Standard size with double pole switch by Egan with loll length Jin. spindle. SI- each, 36/- per dozen. BLAKKETSTAT SLABS. Enclosed, normally closed circuit, will open should blanket overheat. 4/8 each. THERMAL RELAX. Can be used to delay the supply ol HT while heaters warm up, or will enable 15 amp toads to be controlled by miniature switches or relays. Regular list price over £2. Price 7/8 each. EOEKEirS HIGH SPEED RELAX. Twin 1000 ohm coils. Platinum points changeover contacts—Ex equipment- 8/8 each. FOOTS WITCH. Two snap-action switches in metal box with flex lead. Ideal to control tape-recorder, dark room lamps, etc. 18/8 plus 2/9 postage and Insurance. TOGGLE SWITCH BARGAIN. 10 amp. 260V normal one hole fitting. 8/S each. 80/- per dozen. ELECTKIC LOCK. 24V coil, but rewtndable to other voltages. 4/8 each. MTNIATDEE RELAY. American make. 630 ohm coil, 20/80V operation. 2 pole changeover. 81- each, 30/- per dozen. PRECISION WHEAT8TONE BRCDGB. Oppor- tunity to build cheaply. 100K wire wound pot. 1SW rating. Only 61-. Sin. PK LQTOSPEAKEE. 3 ohm IS/8. 80 ohm 18/6. TRANSISTOR FEREITE BLAB AERIAL with medium and long wave colls. 7/8 each,, SLIDE SWITCH. Sub miniature double pole changeover. 8/- each, 181- per dozen, Vacoum Cleaner Flex. Son-kinkable ribbed rub- ber, most pliable but very tough. 24/38 Cores- NnrmaUy 1/9 per yard, oflered at SS per 100 yard coil, post and Insurance 8/8. Bob-Miniature Silicon Diodes. Oeneral purpose typo with gold-plated leads. 1/- each, 10/- per dozen. Message Tapes. 160it Scotch Tape on 3ta spooie, normally 4/6 eaeh, we oBer 4 tapes tor 16/-. Edgewise Control. Morganite, as fitted to many transietor radios, 2K or 6K with switch. 8/8 each, 24/- per dozen. 12V iBretter. Full tronsiatorised tor operating a 2ew fluorescent tube, sire Sin long x It x IJin <3.16,0. Post and insurance 3/-. 8 Ttsniisior Ampllflet. Mounted on a printed board, size approx. 61n x Silo. With volume control, input microphone socket and push-pull output using pair OC81. An excellent amplifier rated at 1W. Price 39/8. FIELD TELEPHONE DNIT. Each unit contains magneto type ringer and bell—as well as trans- tonner—relay and awitohes. A pair oi these with aoltable hand-telephones (not supplied) wilt give 

750mW TRANSISTOR 
AMPLIFIER 
4 transistors including two in pnah- pull input ioc crystal or magnetio microphone or pick-up—ieed-back loop*—sensitivity jmV. Fries 19/8. Poet and iMurance 2/8. Bpeakers: 3ln 18/6, Bin 18/8, Sin x 4ln 14/B. 

CONTROL 
DRILL 

SPEEDS. 
DRILL CONTROLLER Blectronically changes speed Irom approxi- mately 10 revs, to max. Full power at all speeds by fingertip control. Kit includes all parts, case, everytbing and lull instructions. 18/6 plus 2/6 post and Insuranoe. 

G.E.C. 13 AMP SWITCHED SOCKETS An excellent opportunity to re-equip your house or workehop. or II you are a contractor to restock torlnture ring main lobe. We offer 12 DEC 18A switch sockets, Bakelite surface, mounting—your choice, latest ring main type listed at 6/8 each. You can have a box ot 12 tor 80,'- only—thus ehorring you a saving ol 62,8,0. Postage and Insurance 4/6 extra. 
CASSETTE LOADED DICTATING MACHINE 

Battery operated and with all accessories. Really iantastic olTer a British made £31 outfit tor only 68,19,6 brliliantly designed tor speed and efficiency—cassette takes nor- mal spools, drops In and out for easy load- ing—all normal functions—accessories In- clude: slethoscoplc earpiece, crystal micro- phone has on/off switch, telephone pick- up. tape relerence pad. DON'T MI88 THIS UNREPEATABLE OPFBK— SEND TODAY. 68,19.8 plus 7/6 post and Insurance. Pootswltch 18/6 extra. Spare Cassettes at 7/8 each, three tor 61. 
— ■ " THIS MONTH'S SNIP 

G.U.7 RECORD PLAYER 
BSR Record Player tor normal mains operation. This le the famous BSR Model GU7. Four speede with automatic atop. Plays any size of record and is complete with crystal cartridge and sap- phire stylus. 8pedal snip price this month— 67/8 plus postage and Insnrance 8/6. 

m 

m*. 

EX-WD BARGAIN Easily 
rebuiidabie to (bort wave radio This Is the 46 Receiver/Tranemlttcr. It has a range ol appro*. 5 miles. Operates from dry- batteries. Complete with six valves and In metal case. Size approx. 12in x 8in x Slin. Complete but ices crystal, not tested nor guaranteed. 18/6 plus 7/8 post and fruoranoe. Should not be operated as a transmitter In the C.K. 

two-way communication over distances of up to 6 miles. Unused but in stored condition. 19/6 plus 10/8 carriage. MAINS TRANSISTOR PHWER PACK. Designed to operate transietor sets and amplifiete. Adjust- able output 6V. 9V. 12V tor up to 600mA (class B working). Takes the place of any of the following batteries: PPX. FP3, PP4, FP6, PP<. PP9, and others. Kit comprises; mains transformer rectifier, smoothing and load resistor, 5,000 and 500 mid. condensers. Zener diode and instructions. Real euip at only 14/6 plus 3/6 postage. FLUORESCENT CONTROL BITS. Each kit com- prises icmn items—Choke, S tube ends, starter, starter holder and 2 tube clips, with wiring Instruc- tions, Suitable tor normal fluorescent tubes or the new "Orolux" lubes (lor fish tanks and Indoor plants), Chokes are super-silent, -moetly resin fllled. Kit A—IS-ZOW, 18/8. Kit B—30-40W. 17/8. Kit C—80W. 17/8. KitD—mw. 28/-. Kit E—6BW. 19/8. Hit MF1 is for 6. 9 and 121n miniature tubes—19/8. Postage on Kite A A B 4/6 for one or two kits then 4/6 for each two kits ordered. Kite C, D 4 E 4/8 on first kit then 3/6 for each kit ordered. Kit MFX 3/8 on first kit then 3/8 on each two kits ordered. 8 PUSH SWITCH for test MS meter, hi-fi amp. etc. Piret y button operatea mains on/off /_tl switch, the other two operate v MCgJ/Jj change over switchea. Knobs engraved on/off, hftu, trehie but engraving easily removed leaving clean surtoc^o^rem8rjdngvj8/^actojkl/-^loz^^ 
WATERPROOF HEATING ELEMENT 
26 yards length TOW, Self-regulating tem- jeratur^control^O^j^osHre^^^^^^^^ 

QUICK CUPPA 
Mini Iminerrion Heater. 3SOW 200/240V. Boils -full cup in about two minutes. Use any socket ot lamp holder. Have at bedside for tea, baby'o food, etc. 16/8, poet and insarance 1/6. 

THERMOSTATS 
TyH "A" 16 amp for controlling room heaters, greenhouse, airing cupboard. Has spindle tor pointer knob, Quickly adjustable from SOT to 80*F. 6/6 plus !/• post. Suitable box lor wall mounting 8/- P. A P-1/-- Type "B" 15 amp. This is a ITin long rod type mode by the famous Sunvic Co. Spindle adjusts this from 00°F to 560°P. Internal screw alters the eettlng so this could be adjustable over 30°P to 1000°F. Suitable tor controlliag furnace, oven kiln, Immerelan heater or to make flame-efart or fire alarm. 8/9 plus 2/6 poet and insnranee. Type "D". We call this the Ice-stat as It cute In and out at around freezing point, 2/3 amps. Has many nsefl, one of which would be to keep the Jolt plpea from freezing. If a length of our blanket wire (16yd, 10/-) Is wound round the pipes. 7/8. P. A p. 1/1. Type "K". This is standard relrigerator thenoo- alal. Spindle adjostmente cover normal refrigera- tor temperatures. 7/6 plus 1/- poet. Type 1 'P". Glass encased for controlling the temp, ol liquid—particularly those In glass tanks, vats or sinks—thermostat is held (half submerged) by rubber sucker ot wire clip—idea! tor flsh tanks— developers and chemical baths of all types. Adjustable over range 60°F to 1B0°F. Price 18/- phu 21- poet and insurance. 

SATCHWELL 
OVEN THERMOSTATS 

Type TO, With capllllary tube and sensor. 28 amp a.e. type and as fitted to many cookere. Adjust- able by control knob (net soppUed). 18/6 each, 
Simmeritat Heater Regulator 
Suitable to control elements, heater, soldering irons and boiling rings up to 2,MtOW. Completely adjustable, normal price B6/- each. Special Snip Price 12/6 plus 2/- poet and Insurance. 

HI-FI SPEAKER BARGAINS 12tn High fldeBty loudspeaker. High flux permanent magnet type with eltbez 3 ot 10 ohm speech coll. Will handle uptolOW. ^Brand new by famoue maker. Price 29/6. With built-in Tweeter $6/-, plus 3/6 post and Insurance. 
COSMOCORD PICK-UP FOR Tin. 

RECORDS 
Grey plastic arm fitted with GP79/5 mono ceramic cartridge and replaceable stylus. Bel. S79. Freq. response JO-S.WJOos., 260niV output. Tracking weight 9 gma. Offered at 6/- each plus J/6 P. A P. 

SNIPERSCOPE Famous war-time 

GEARED MOTOR 
Half rev. per minute 

Made by famous Smiths Electric, mains operated and quite powerlnl. Size 8J*x2i'XH' deep. Secondary use as process timer. Internal switch can be mode to break circuit within a period up to 2 mlns. 17/9, P. S P. 2/6 nnjesa ordered with other goods. 
PHOTO ELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEM Comprises a light source unit with optional Infra Red filter and Jena system to focus the light. Also a photo-electric Relay control nnlt. Both are housed In metal cases for bench or wall mounting and there is a aenaitivlty control as well as mains on-off switch- The outfit works from 2S0/340V, a.e. Mains. Can be need as a simple on-off awiteh by breaking the beam ol light (invisible if Infra Red filter la used) and aa such it will operate as a bur- glar alarm, or will open doors, etc. Also In coc- Junction with a counter or other equipment It will perform many functions in the factory or ware- house. Price £9,18.0 plus postage and Insurance 8/-. 

SOLID STATE IGNITION 
Big things are claimed ol Electronic ignition systems and if you would like to try yourself a circuit was described In Praeiieat EiccfrOHfre (Sept. 1966). This requires a eilkon controlled rectifier, four transistors and other components available as a kit. Price 6845.0 poet free. 
OZONE AIR CONDITIONER For removing smeito and generally Jroptoving oppressive atmosphere. In neat hammer flnith box- • Uses Phi it pa ozone lamp ilnd malna unit. Lamp easily replaceable. Oniy 89/8 plus 8/8 carr. and ins. 

INTBA-HQ _ ENSITIVt IA|VE! 
■LUOflESCENT SCRCCM 

yirwwG wwoow. 

"cat's eye" used tot seeing to the dark. This is an infra-red image con- verter ceil with a ellver caesium screen which tights up (like a cathode ray tube) when the electrons released by the 
inlra-ted etrifce it. A golden opportunity lot some Interesting experimente. 7/9 each, post 2/6. Data will be supplied with cells, if requested. 

PP8 Eliminator. Play yont pocket radio Irom the mains! Save £8. Complete component kit comprises 4 rectifiere— mains dropper reeistances, smoothing, condenser .and instruotlone. Only 0/6 plus II- post. 
PRINCESS SUPERHET 

ZV". m 

11 Rang# t«»t meter 
For checking car electrics, radio, TV, Ignition ays- terns, household lighting etc. Measure a.c./d.c. volte. D.c. current. Resistance. Will last a lifetime. 89/6. P. 4 P. 3/6. 

Only recently sold for 610.9.6. Note these features: 9 Long and Medium Wave e Long dial # Fneh pull oulput • A.V.C. and Iced back • Ferrite aerial • "Stx transistors • Cabinet size 4 {In X aid x liln with carrying rttap. Ton get every- thing you need and tostroctiona. 39/8 pins 3/6 p. A p. or mpplied with made tip chssrii 10/- eifra. Battery J/9 extra. Data separately 2/8. 
Where postage Is not definitely stated as an extra then orders over 63 are post free. Below £3 add 2/9- Semi-conductors add 1/- poet. Over'61 poet free. 

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) L IIVM T E D 
(Dept. P.E.) 102/3 TAMWORTH RD., CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. W. Croydon Stn.) 

also at 266 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY 
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As it stands, the sensitivity of the circuit is fixed so 
that the output condition In normal ambient light is 
level "I". A reasonably bright source of light, such as 
a torch bulb held 3ft away, and beamed on to the active 
surface of the cell will positively change the output 
level to "0". If variable sensitivity is required R8 
should be made a preset potentiometer, of 1 megohm. 

It should be noted that this circuit is not, strictly 
speaking, a trigger, as it does not have two completely 
independent states. For example if the light source is 
controlled carefully in intensity any output voltage 
between the 0 and I condition could be obtained at the 
output. In practice, howeVer, the gain of TR1 is so 
great that it is extremely difficult to hold this indeter- 
minate state, and this does not represent a problem in 
use. 

The layout of the trigger circuit is not at all critical, 
and it is suggested that it be made up on a strip of 
Veroboard for mounting in a diecast box (see com- 
ponents list last month). Fig. 12 shows a suggested" 
layout. It is essential that the unit be encased in a 
reasonably light-proof box with a hole cut to expose 
the active surface of the cell. 

The output cable from the phototrigge'r comprises 
three cores, two of which are the power lines, and the 
third the signal line. Normal mains cable is suitable 
provided the length does not exceed 6ft. The free 
end of the cable is taken to a plug which mates with the 
input socket on the clock. The power requirement is 
thus provided from the battery within the clock itself. 

CAMERA SHUTTER SPEED 
To use the unit for measuring camera shutter speed 

remove the back from the camera, and position the 
phototrigger so that it is central and in line with the 
aperture axis. Hold the shutter open on "brief" and 
position a lit torch bulb in front of the camera lens so 
that the clock starts to count on its slowest range. 

The system is then ready to make measurements. 
Close the shutter, and ensure that the lens is at full 

aperture, reset the clock, and switch to the required 
time range. Set the camera shutter to the speed to be 
measured, and fire the shutter. The clock will indicate 
the length of time the shutter was open. 

There is a point which should be noted here; some 
shutters operate with "between lens" blades, and others 
with a focal plane "blind". It is difficult to define any 
instant of time when the former type is open or shut, 
as it behaves more like a fast moving aperture. A 
focal plane shutter does not present this problem to the 
same extent, but nevertheless the same reasoning 
applies. 

It is outside the scope of this article to give theories 
of relative speeds of different types of shutters, and the 
point is made merely tOiShow that this problem exists, 
and that apparent erroneous speeds do not always 
imply that the camera is at fault. 

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
If we take the basic phototrigger circuit of Fig. 11 

and couple it with an identical unit (shown in Fig. 13) 
it is possible to obtain a simple velocity measuring input. 

If the two trigger circuits are positioned a fixed 
distance apart in such a way that a moving, object has 
to cut beams of light illuminating both cells, the action 
of cutting each beam will produce two negative pulses 
at the collector of TR2. These pulses occur at the 
exact moments of obscuring each cell, and are fed to a 
bistable which is normally reset by a push button S4 
to a condition so that the output is normally at level" I". 

On receiving the first impulse the bistable will offer a 
level "0" output, which, if coupled to the clock, will 
cause it to start timing. On receiving the second 
impulse it will revert to level "1", and the clock will 
stop. As the distance between the two cells is known, 
and the time taken to cover this distance is measured. 

PHOTO TRIGGER 

COMPONENTS... 

watt carbon 
Resistor 

R8 470k n" 
R9 56kn, 
Photovoltaic cell 
XI PV10AF (Electroniques) 

Transistor 
TRI BSY95A 

} 10% i 

-9V 

© 
XI 

PVIOAF 
O , • O .. O O O 0: 

 R 9 _ 
•-rffm-* o o ■ 

TRI 
B5Y95A 'XI 

+ • 00*0 
I B8 u 

•O, OUTPUT 
R8 
470ka o o 

R9 
56kn 

mi 
-9V 

DIRECTION OF 
CONDUCTOR STRIPS 

OUTPUT EARTH 

Fig. II. Circuit of the photo 
trigger 

Fig. 12. Suggested layout of the photo trigger on 
Veroboard 
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DE LUXE PLAYERS 
i-fiOMd Kono Ptoren £-4oa« CiblnetJ IVxUxSiio. High Buz loadipeskfr (ad High Qnility AmpUflerj ttBOT bant QaeUty oatpot. TdIiui' And Bui eonliolt. Spodil iozb notion • enable sosembiy In 30 mlnotet, onJj 6 wbes to loin, 12 monttu' gnaiaotw. 

TO BUILD 
YOURSELF Pott 2/8 pet item. PORTABLE CABINET At Ulnilfated. To flt rttnd ltd player AO/A orBDtocbaagor. v,lv 

ECS AMPLIFIER 3 WATT. Ready made and tuUd with DCLAB Irlode pentode ralte CO /A and londipeakef. ' SWaLE PLAY MONO BSR GC7 M-19.e Gertird 8BPI2 84.19.8 Garrltd SPSS ' £10.18.6 Phillpe AQ1018 £18. 9.8 Gentrd A70 £19.19.6 Oarrard LAB60 £84.19.8 Oarrttd 401 £89,19.6 

SUPERIOR AMPLIFIES. Beady made and ietted. Onatanfeed better aotmdl 
Folly iMlated AO'ddaint Traniformer 4 watt output. KCLSS tTiode pentode valve. Voluma mud tone control) with knob*. Quality QQ/A Loudepeaker. "F/W AOTOCHANOE MONO 
BSR Sopenlim £6,19.6 Oarrard 1000 £6.19.6 Girtard 2000 £6.18.6 Oatrerd 3000 ■ £8. 8.8 Oarrard AT60 Mk. II diecaet turnUble ei2a9.8 

All with mono eartridge (Stereo 12/6 eztra) 
OARRARD TEAKWOOD BASE WB.l Ready ent let mounting 1000.8000, 3000. BP85, AT60. 75/- 
A.lfl TEASSCEIPTION TONE ASM with tracking letnplale and two plug.lo ihalle. Ofl/_ Original price £13.19.8. OUR PRICE TU/ Deeca Derara Stereo Diamond Cartridge £4.10.0 ezira 

Q MAX CHASSIS CUTTER 
Complete; a die, a ptmob, an Allen screw and key ■ lln. 14/8 I In, 16/9 Uln. 18/- Uln. 20/fl BAlU- 37/9 tin, 14/6 Un. 18/- Uln. 18/8 Uln. 88/8 2Hn. 44/8 |fn. 15/8 1A in. 18/- l|In. SO/- Sin. 84/8 lia. eg. 31/8 

BAROAIN XTAL PICK-UP ARM CompleU with AC09 LP-78 Turnover Head and Stylii 80/.; Stereo 30/-. SPEAKER FEET Tygan varionj colours, B2in. wide, trom 10/- It,: 86ln. wide from 61- ft. SAMPLES 3.A.E. EXPANDED METAL Gold or BUvet IB X 18 in. 8/-. NEW OARRARD GRAM MOTORS 8.500 r.p.m. lOO-lSOv. 15/- pair lor 200/860v. A.C. (in eeriei), or 10/- ea. Pott 8/8. 
FULL WAVE BRIDGE CHARGER RECTIFIERS: 8 or 18 v. ontpnte. It amp.. 8/6; 8 a. 11/3; 4 a,. 17/6, CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. P. 4 P. 8/8. Input 800/260 v. lor 8 or 12 v., 11 amp)., 17/6; 8 ampi., 81/-; 4 amp)., 86/-. 
Movrao COIL MULTIMETER TK 25. 6-l,000v. A.C./D.C., ohms 0 to 100k. etc.. BOVDia COIL MULTIMETER EP10R- O-l.OOOv. A.C./D.C.. ohms 0 to 8 meg. etc., movinq coil multimeter epsok. 0-2.B00v. D.C. 80,000 ah ma per volt. O-l.OOOv. A.C. V-^pUUIfV. A/.V. EtVpUVU UlAMlfl |»V« »Wl». VA-iWU*. «,V. Ohm) 0 to B meg.» 50 Mieroamp) lull scale. 

47/6 
79/6 

99/6 

STELLA RECORD RLAYER AMPLIFIER 
4 wett. 8 itage. 8 hi 7 ohm, Neg. bed back. OTIS®- L 800-260*. A.C. tapped lopot. Ohatil) Hm 9 * 81 * din. high. I Gold/Walnut knob). Volume and Tone control) oo «y"»b I PoHthtd Wood Panel 8 z8ta. Brand new ^th^ ^ TO /ftf makert'guarantee. BARGAIN PRIOR P.4P.8/6., / ] 
NEW TUBULAR ELEOTROLVTICS 2/860 v. 4/360 v. 8/460 v. 19/460 v. 88/460 v. 85/26*. 50/60*. 

100/83*. .. 8/- 860/86*. .. 2/8 600/15*. .. 81- 8 + 8/460*. 8/8 8+18/460*. 8/9 18+18/450 v. 4/8 82+82/360 *. 4/8 
SUB-MDf. ELECTROLXTIC8. 1,2, 4,8 260 mH. 16*. 2/8; 600,1000 mid. 12*. 8/9 CERA MIL. 600 *. 1 pp. to 0.01 mid., 9d 

CAN TTPE8 8/600 *  8/8 16t900 ...... 18/8 18+18/600 *, 7/8 88+ 88/460 *. 81- 60+ 80/360». 7/- 80+100/860 ». 11/8 100+200/276*42/8 
.8,18,26,80.80.100, J EOOOmld. 25t. 9/8. I. Dine) I/-. 

PAPER TUBULAR8 B60v.-0.194., 0.62/6; laid. 8/-; 2 mid. 160*. 3/-. 600t.-0.001 to 0.06 9dr 0.11/-: 0.251/8:0.6 8/-. 1.000*.-0.001, 0.0082.6.0047. O.OUO.OR. 1/6; 0.047.0.1 2/8. E.g.T. CONDENSERS. O.OOlmld., TkV., W; gQkV^O/a. 
SILVER MICA. Close toleranoe (pint o rmlnaa I PP.), 6 lo 47 pF.. 1/-j ditto 1% 60 to BOOpF., 1/-; 1,000 to 6.000 pF.,2/-. TWIN GANG. "0-0" 208 pF. +178 PP., 10/6:885 PP.. mtola- ture 10/-; 600 pF. etandard with trimmew. 9/8; SOOpF. midget leu trimmer), 7/8; 600 pF. slow motion, ztandard 9/-; f^a.WMOpP.18/6.Single"O"386pF. 7/6.Twin 10/-. SHORT WAVE. Single 10 pF-, 25 pF., M pF., 76 pF.. 100 pF., 180 pF., 6/eeaeh. Can b« ^nged. Cooplere 9d. each. TUNING. Soliddieleetrio. 100pF^SOOpF-600pF.,3/8 eadi, TRIMMERS. Compreasion cexamlc 80. 60, 70 pF., 1.; 100 pF.. 150 PP., 1/8; 250 pF., 1/6; 600 pF- 760 pF., 1/6. 
280T.EECTTFIEH8. Selenlnm i wave lOOmA §/-; BT10010/- {0HTACT COOLED 4 wave 60mA 7/6; 86niA 9/8. 

all wave 76mA 10/-; IBOmA. 10/8 i T.V. reole. bom 10/-. 

NEW HULLARD TRANSISTORS OC71 6/-; OC72 7/8; O081D 8/-; 0C81 6/-: AF116 8/-J AF114 8/8; OC44 8/-: 0C45 8/-: OC17i 9/-: OCITO 8/6;. AF117 7/-. OC28 12/B;ADU0 15/-; OC35 16/-Holder) 1/3. 
ARDENTE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS D3036,7.8CT ; 1 Puah Pull to 3 ohmt lor 0078,0C81 -. 11, - DS084,1.76 :1 CT. Push Pull Driver for OC72. OC81 .. 11/- D3058,11.6:1 Outpntto 3 ohmr lor OC78. OC81  11;- 
TRANSISTOR MAINS ELIMINATORS. FAMOUS "POWER MTTE". 9 VOLT. SAME SIZE AS PF9BATTERY. AC I FULLY SMOOTHED. 160mA. FULL WAVE CIRCUIT. SPECIAL 9 VOLT. 600mA POWER PACK.  49/6 

WEYRAD PSD — Transistor Coili EA2W 8 in. Ferrite Aerial | Spare Bores 6d. with car aerial coil 12/8 Driver Tram. LFDT4 9/8 Osc. P60/1AC 6/4 Printed Circuit, PCA1. ... 9/8 I.F.P50/2CC 470 kc/s ... 6/7 J.B, Tuning Gang  10/8 Srd I J. P50/3CC :8I- , Weyrad Booklet 2/- 

NEW B.A.S.F. LIBRARY BOXED TAPE 
7 in. L.P. 1,800ft. 4S/-J 7 In. O.P. J,400 ft. 70/- 
60 mln. Cassette C60 (For Fhiiips, etc.) 17/6 « Splicer 5/-. Leader Tape 4/6. track 28/9 pair. B.8.R.4traek 99/6 Spare Spool) S/S. Taj Tape Heads: CoOaro ! 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS ^ 

850-0-260 80 mA. 8.8 *. 8,6 a, 8.3 *. 1 a, or 8 v. 8 a. 86/- 860-0-350 80 mA. 9.8 *. 8.5 a. 6.8 *. 1 »,«r 6 *. 2a. 89/8 MT. 610/300-0-300 v. 180 mA., 8.3 v. 4 a 89/8 MINIATURE 200 v. 20 mA., 8.3 *. 1 a.    10/8 MIDGET 220 *. 46 mA., 8.3 v. 2 a.    15/8 SMALL 250-0-860 60 mA, 6.8 *. 2 a  10/8 HEATER TRANS. 8.8 v. li a., 8/8; 64 v. 4 a. .. . 10/6 Ditto lapped aeo. 1.4 *., 2.8, 4, 6,8.8 v. 1} amp. . ■ 10/8 GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE. OutpuU 3. 4. 6. 6.9. 9.10,12.16.18.84 and 80 v. at 2 a. ... - -. 26/- 1 amp., 8.10,15. 20.86.30,36.40,65,60,29/8 ; 2a..47/6 AUTO TRANSFORMERS 0-115-280 v. InpoLOutput, 60w. 18/8; 160w. 26/-; 600w, 92/8; IQOOw. 175/-. 
CRYSTAL HIKE INSERTS U X lln. 8/8; SMS 1 x |!n,7/B; AC08U X iln-.8/8 MOVINO COIL MIKE with Remote Control Switch 19/6 

ALL PURPOSE HEADPHONES 
MOVINQ COIL HEADPHONES 100 ohm) («*. 6o*t.) 12/8 H.R. HEADPHONES 2000ohms... 12/8, 4000ohma ...16/- HH,. HEADPHONES 2000ohms Bnpet Quellty ..... 85/- 

1967 
GRAM 
CHASSIS 
Poat SI- 
Thrrt Wavebands: Five Valve): ECH81, EF89. Long,, Med., Short. Gram. EBCS1, EL84, EZ80, 12-month guarantee. A.C. 200-880 *. Ferrite Aerial 6 watt) 8 ohm. Chaasii 13iai. X Tin, X Sin. dial riee 13io X 4in. Two pilot Lamp). Poor Knoba. /If) in 
Ahgned caNbrated. Chauis isolated Irom mains '*■ v-'w 

DE LUXE STEREO GRAM CHASSIS V.H.F., MW, SW I9-50m, SW e0-180m. Magic eye. push button)./ | O IQ B valve plus red. Size 16'x 74* x 6" high 

Volume Controls 
LONG SPINDLES. MIDGET SIZE 6K. ohm) to 2 Meg. LOG or LIN. L/S 31-. O.P. 51- BTEEEO L/S 10/8, D J. 14/6. 

Semi-air apaced Cable 100 yd. dram 60/- port tree. 
fringe low loss Ideal 625 lines '•/6yd. 

COAXIAL PLUG 1/-. PANEL SOCKETS 1/-. LINE SOCK- ETS 2/-. OUTLET BOXES. SURFACE OR FLUSH 4/8. BALANCED TWIN FEEDERS II- yd., 80 or 300 ohms. TELESCOPIC CHROME AERIALS. Bin. extends to 23in. 8/9 each. CAR AERIAL PLUGS 1/8, Sockets 1/3. 
SPECIAL PURCHASE! 
B.S.R. 6U7 
9 volt Battery 
Operated Record 
Player Decks 

ALL PURPOSE TRANSISTOR PRE-AMPUFIER 
Gain 14; 1.250v. or 9v. input. Beady built with Mn Metal input transloraer for Mike), Pick-Cpj, Tonen. I C /„ Tnstroctinna and circtlit tupjlIiElL POn 2/8. ' / 

THE INSTANT BULK TAPE 
ERASER AND 

RECORDINQ HEAD 
DEMA6NETI8ER 

Pose 1/6 

BAKER MAJOR 
•MODULE' 

i 

iii—! mono or eiereo 
conventon ot exbling cabinet), lurnlture, etc. 12 inch Baker Malor FnU range speaker on 19' X 121' ba£a board with 24* tweeter and crou- o*er. Output 80 watt). Refponse 80-17.000 c.p.). Impedsnce IS ohm*. 

In kit form wftb toitrnction). 
£10.19.6 

Foil Fife 
Fully auemhled 

£11.10.0 Post Free 

'Group 25' 'Group 35' 'Group 50' 
12i°; Sgns. ^SJgns. i^;.l8gns. 85w 

Ooality Horn Tweeter) 8-16kc/), lOw. 87/9. Crossover 14/0. LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 8 OHMS. 8Jin.. Mn.. 41m. «n., 7in. X 4111., 16/8 etch! Sin. 82/8; ejln. 18/6; 10m. 80/-; 12in, 30/-; 115 ohmi 36/.); 10 X Bin. 30/-: B X 6m. 21/-; E.M.I. Double Cone 13lx8in„ 3 or 15 ohm model), 46/-, SPECIAL OFFER! 8ohm.2Hn,.Bin.: 15ohm.6ln..7x41n- I C / A 86 ohm. 6ln., 8 x 4ln.; 85 ohm. 3in., Sin., 7 x 4ta.: '5/0 BACH—ANY TYPE. 80 ohm. 81in., 2Jta. 
JACK SOCKETS Bid. open-olronlt 8/8. ehwed clromt 4/9} Chrome Lead Socket 7/9. DIN 8-pin 1/8, 6-pltt 1/6: Lead 8/6. Phono Plug) 1I-. Socket 1I-. JACK PLUGS Sid, Chrome 3/-; 2.6mm.: 8.6mm. 1/9; DtK S-pin 3/8; 5-pin 6/-.   WAVE-CHANGE SWITCHES WITH LONG SPINDLES. 8 p, 2-w*y, ot 2 p. 8-way, or 3 p. 4-way 8/fl each. 1 p. 13-wty, ot 4 p. 8-way, ot 4 p. 8-way, 8/6 each. Wavechango " MAK1T8 " 1 p. 12-way, 2 p,6-way,8p,4-way, 4 p. 3-way, 8 p. 2-way. Price) include click eplndb), adi oslable ttop), spaces, etc., 1 wafer, 10/9; 8w4lar,15/-i3 wBler, l9/6. TOGGLE BWIXCHEa. hp. 2/-; sp.dt. 8/6; dp.9/8; dp, dt. 4/. 

DE LUXE TAPE SPLICER Cnta, trima, Joins IA I f, tor editing and repain. With 8 blade). . _ . / 
4 CHANNEL TRANSISTOR HICHOPHONB MTXEH. Add mnsieal highlight) and to and eUect) to recordings. Will mii Microphone, records, tape and tuner with Ey / A 
teparato controls Into stugle output.  / 
DYNAMIC MXCHOPHONE. Dual Impedance 800ohm/60K Hand. Floor or Deik mounting. Seipmua /A A A 70-12,090 CPS. 
AM TONER MEDIUM WAVE. Three Transistor Super- bet. Ready built. Printed Olrcml. Ferrite Aerial. 70 /A SizesBl'xSrxlr. Ideal lor Tape Recorder)- ''lv 

FM TUNER 88-108 Mc/a Si* Tranalitot. Buperhet. Heady built. Printed Clreail. Oallbtated ilide dial (O A tuning. Hiza 8'X 4'X 8>'. Mf.lF.W 
3 WATT QUALITY AMPLOTRH- 4 Transistor Posh-Pull Heady built, with volaroe control 65/- 

S RADIO BOOKS * (Portage 9d.) Speaker Enclosuraa and Plans   8/- TTansistot Buperhet Commercial Eecelvere 7/8 Mullatd Audio AmpliSer Manual   8/8 Radio Valve Onide, Books 1,2, S, or 6 each 51- Practlca! RadioIntide Out     4/fl 
Translstot Audio Amplifier Wtnual Book 1.3/6; Book 2,61- Bhortwave Transistor Receivers   6/- 
Translrtor Communfcatioo Bet)   Intarnaiionsl Radio Btetlons List    2/6 
Modern Transistor OircniUlor Beglnnera 7/9 Bub-Miniature Ttanaisiot Receiver)   51- Wireleu World Radio Valve Data 818 At a glance valve eauivalent)  ■   8 - Valves, Translstoci, Diodes equivalents mannil .... 10/8 

TAPE DECK AMPLIFIER FOR B.S.R.,T.D.I,etc. ...     with Pre-Ampllfier, OjclUator, all valve), "tnaglc-est" 
iiHJ ' —''+» toning indicator, 3 watt. 8 stage amplifier especially built tor 80 Ohm COaX 6dyd. . B.8.R. TD.2 Tape Deck. Bolts direcUy to tape deck ehaasm. Inputa lor mike end tadlo/gram. Output 8-6 ohms. A.C. 200/260*. Ready built, PRICE £7.19,6. Cart, and lusur- ance 10;6.   

BLANK ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 S.w.g. Siin. rides, 7x4in.. 5/8; 9x 7in.. 8/9; llx31su 6/6: Ux71a, 7/8; 13x91n. 9/9; Uxllin, 18/6; 15xl4in., 16/-. 
ALUMUriGM PANELS 18 s.w.g. 12xl2in. 6/9; 14x9in. 4/8; 12xSin. 8/6: 10x71b. 2/9; 8x«in. 2/-; 6x4in. 1/6. 

RESISTORS. Pre!erred velaes. lO ohms to 10 meg. 4 w., 4 w.. 1 w.. 20% 3d.; U w. 9d.; 2 w. If-; I w. 10% 6d. HIGH STABIUTy. 4 w. 1% 10 ohm) to 19 meg.. 2/-. Ditto 6%. Preferred values 10 ohms to 22 meg.. Bd. 6 watt 1 0.6 to 8.2 ohm 8 w. 10 watt )■ WTKE-WOUKD RESTS TOES IS wait J 10 obms to 8,809 ohms 10K. 16K. 20K, B6K. 88K, 10W. 31- MAINS DROPPERS. Midget With shders. 0.3 a., 1 K„ 0.2 a., L2 K.. 0.16 a.. 1-5 K., 81- each. LINE CORD 100 ohms It twin plus reriatance. V- H 

/ 1/8 

WIRE-WOUKD S-WATT 
POTS. T.V. Type. Values 
10 ohms to 30 E.. 3/8, 
Carbon 30 K. to 2 meg., 3/-. 

WIRE-WOUND 4-WATT 
STANDARD SIZE POTS. 
LONG SPINDLE VALUES 
60 OHMS to 100 K.. 7/9. 

4 speeds, automatic stop. Plays any size record. Complete with mono LP/78 xts! and sapphire elylns. AO /A 2. & P. (With stereo cartridge 12/6 extra), ONLY W'/1' 6/8 
RETt/RN OF POST DESPATCH Post and Pocking 1/6 on/ess otherwise stoteri. C.O.D. 5/- extra. Full List I/-. 
RADIO COMPONEI T SPECIALISTS 337WHITEH0RSEROAD,WESTCROYDON 
Written guarantee with every purchaae, (Export; Send remittance and extra postage, no C.O.D.) Buses 133,68 pass door. S.K. Stn. Selhurst. TeL 01-684-1665 

VALVE HOLDERS. Int. OctBd. Kaxda Oct. 6d.: B70. 88A, B8G, BSA. Moulded 9d. Ceramic 1/-. B7B, BBA Csna 1/-, -Valve base plugs 378, B9A, Int. Oct., 8/8. 
50 ONLY—SAN GAM O 3 inch SCALE 

LABORATORY MOVING COIL iMETERS Various calibrations and movements. 100 Mieroamp 65/-; 1 Milliamp 50/-, etc. Pout 6/- extra. Send 3.A.E. tor list. 
BRAND NEW QUALITY EXTENSION LOUDSPEAKER Cream plastic esbinet, 20!t lead and adaptors,' For any radio, Intercom, tape recorder, etc. Sfo 16 ohm Slaa; 74' * 64* x8" 

p5f 30'- 
CALLERS WELCOME 
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THE NEW RICHARD ALLAN 

MID RANGE & TWEETER MODULE 
(£9.7.10 inc. PT.) 

The Mid-range and Tweeter Modufe is a further develop- 
ment of the well established High Fidelity Module, andjs 
similar to it in that it consists of'S'and 4" units mounted 
4>n a rectangular aluminium plate. However, different 
cone and magnet assemblies are utilised to suit the 
specialised purpose for which it is intended- 
Ideal for adding to existing systems for extra sparkle, filling 
in the"hole in the middle," or including in new designs, 
the Mid-range Module is complete with crossover net- 
work and is fitted with a sensitivity control for ease of 
matching to various loudspeakers. 

SPECIFICATION \ f U ^ * 
Frequency Range W. jL 

500-17,000 Hz. m 
Power Handling 
^ For use with systems up to 20 watts, 

Mid.range unit 
5* dia. 12,000 lines, i" pole, f/ 
4' dia. 10,000 Hnes, pole. 

Weight 
3i lbs. (I'6 Kg.). 

RICHARD AILAN RADIO LTD. 
Xh 1 J J|| BRADFORD R0., €0M£8SAl, CIECKHEATON. VORKS. 
VwlUirAr^HMH Telephone i ClEdCHIAION J44Z 

SAMSON'S ELECTRONICS LTD. 
9-10 CHAPEL STREET. LONDON, N.W.I 

Tel.: PAD 79SI Tel.; AMD 5125 
DAWE AUDIO SWEEP OSCILLATOR AND CONTROLLER TYPE 443B 20e/i to 20Kc/s in a Single Sweep Logarithmic Scale Calibration. Accuracy ±l%.±Ic/i. Power supply MOV and 200-250V. Dimensions; 19 x 12 x ISin. Supplied Brand New with Inicruccion Manual. Less than half Maker'* Price. £115. Send 6d. Stamp for Data Sheet. 

DAWE AUTOMATIC L.F. SWEEP OSCILLATOR Type 444C. 5c/s to 5,000c/» in a Single Range. 6-in. dia. dial with Log- arithmic Calibration over 216° of Arc. Fre. Accuracy ±5%. Output continuously variable up to 10V. R.M.S. into a minimum Load Resistance of lOkO, Monitored en a Panel Voltmeter Power Supply. 110V and 200-240V. 50c/s. Dimensions; t9x(8x9in.. Supplied Brand New with Instruction Manual. Less than half Maker's Price. £100. Send fid. Stamp for Data Sheet. 
DAWE ANIMAL SONORAY TYPE I80J Designed to give quick and accurate measurements of Back Fat Thickness, on live and dead pigs. Employs a Pulse Echo System, where High Freq. Vibra- tions, in the form of sound waves are transmitted into the animal by a Trans- ducer and Reflected on a S-in. C.R. Tube. Brand New with Instruction Manual. Less than half Maker's Price. £150. Send fid. Stamp for Data Sheet. 

VARIABLE D.C, SUPPLY UNITS TYPE S.E.4 0-48V IDA, continuous from 240V a.c. Silicon full wave bridge rectification, 
isolated transformer with Variac controlled primary. 3in- scale voltmeter and ammeter. Neon indicator. Housed in strong metal case. Size 17 x7?<6iln. £29/10/0. Carr. IS/-. 

WESTCNGHOUSE L.T. SUPPLY UNITS Ax. input tapped 250-250V d.c. output. Tapped 24.26V. Very conserva- tively rated at 8A. Also a separate tapped a.c. output of 6-IO'6V ISA. Completely enclosed in metal wall mounting case. Size: IS+xOxfiiin. Brand new, £9/10/0. Carr. 15/-. , 
STABILISED UT. SUPPLY UNITS Ax. Input 220-240V d.c. output two Independent sections giving 24V 5A. Open unit built on Chassis. Size 26 x 7in. Brand new. Fraction of Maker's Price. £25. Ex Warehouse. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF WODEN TRANSFORMERS BRAND NEW No. 1. PRI tapped 200.250V E.S. Sec. Tapped 8-15-25-28-30-33-35V ISA. Tropically finished table top connects. £5/17/6. Carr. 10/-. No. 2. PRI 240V E.S. See. No. J. 50V 4A. Sec. No, 2. I8-0-I8V IA. 55/-. P.P. 7/6. No. 3. PRI tapped 200-250V E.S. Sec. 1. 315-0-3157 I 10mA. Sec. 2. 175-0-175 2SmA. Sec. 3. SV I SA. See. 4. 6 3V 3 IA. Sec. 5. 6'3V CT4A. Sec. 6-3V CT2A. Sec. fi-SV IA. " C " Corp table top connections. 50/-. P.P. 7/6. 

MMUR 

The New'Picture-Book'way of learning 

ra 

Id 

ELECTRICITY [5 Volsl 
ELECTRONICS (6Vols) 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (ZVols] 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY (ZVols) 
SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS (ZVols) 

You'll find It easy lo learn with this outsta ndi ogl y successful new pictorial method—the essential facts are explained in the simplest language, one at a time! and each Is Ulnitrated by an accurate cartoon-type drawing. 

The books are based on the latest research into simplified learning techniques. This has proved that the Pictorial Approach lo learning is the quickest and soundest way o! gaining mastery over these sublects. 

SPECIAL 
ANNOUNCEMENT 

—NOW READY— 

BASIC TELEVISION Pt. 1. 

Price 22/- inc. postage. 

Complete in two parts, publication date of Pt. 2 to 
be announced later. Available on 7 days free trial, see coupon. 

POST NOW FOR THIS OFFER! 

TO SELRAY BOOK CO. 
60 HAYES HILL, HAYES, BROMLEY, KENT 

Please send me Without Obligation to Purchase, one of the above sets on 7 Days Free 
Trial. I will either return set, carringe paid, ia good condition within 7 days or send the 
following amounts. Basic Klectricity 70/- Wish price or Down Payment of 15/- 
followed by 4 fortnight!}- paymeats of 15/- each. Basic Kleclromcs 82/- Cash Price or Down Payment of 15/- followed by 5 fortnightly payments of IS/- each. This offer 
applies to U.K. only. Overseas customers cosh with order. 
Tick set requited (wdy ONE set allmrnt on free fW'iJ) 

BASIC ELECTRICITY 70/- □ BASIC ELECTRONICS 82/- □ BASIC ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 40/- O 
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY 40/- □ All prim isdade poitege 
BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS 38/- □ 
BASIC TELEVISION PART 1 22/- □ PBS 

Signature     
(1/ under 21, signature of parent or guardian) 

NAME  
BLOCK LEXTEBS BELOW FULL POSTAL 

ADDRESS  
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VELOCITY MEASURING CIRCUIT 

C9 Dj 
1,000pF QASt 

-9V 

RIO 
iokn 

PHOTO R12 
lOOkO 

R13 I TRIGGER lOkfl CIRCUITS TO 
TIMER 
INPUT 

0A81 
OH I BISTABLE 

CIO 
TR2 
0C45 

1,000 pF > R'l iOkn 

Fig. 13. Circuit diagram of the velocity measuring device 
using two photo triggers and a bistable module 

COMPONENTS... 
Resistors 

RIO lOkiJ RI2 lOOkQ 
Rll -lOkQ R!3 lOkfi 

All 10% iW carbon 
Capacitors 

C9 l.OOOpF polyester 
CIO l.OOOpF polyester 

Transistor and Diodes 
TR2 OC4S 
D3 OAS I 
D4 C>A8I 

Switch 
S4 Push button on/off switch 

Logic Module 
Bistable type 43A (Electroniques) 

it is a simple calculation to determine the velocity of 
the object. 

To save having to make the calculation it is possible 
to scale the meter of the clock to read feet per second, 
or miles per hour direct. This scale would not, how- 
ever, be linear, and would get very cramped at the 
lower end. 

Of course, the input trigger for this application need 
not necessarily be via photo cells, and the conditions 
could be produced by pneumatics, ultrasonic beams, or 
for slower movements, by microswitches. 

ACCELERATION 
Under certain circumstances a twin light cell unit 

may be used to measure acceleration. 
An experiment often encountered in a school 

laboratory is that of determining the acceleration of a 
body moving from rest. Fig. 14 shows such an 
experiment. 

As soon as it is released, the truck accelerates under 
the force of gravity acting on the weight, and after 
travelling a certain distance will have a velocity im- 
parted by the accelerating force. By using the photo 
electric trigger it is possible to measure this velocity 
and thence the acceleration. Assuming that the 
acceleration is linear, and that the truck started from 

.v2 

rest the acceleration is ^ where v is the velocity after 
having travelled a given distance s. 

To determine r at the distance s it is esse'ntial that the 
distance between the photocells is small compared 
with s. This reduces errors due to the increase in 
velocity during measurement. This measurement is 
repealed seseral times for different values of.?, and the 
result can be plotted on a graph. 

Another interesting experiment would be to measure 
the acceleration of a free failing weight. This is done 
in exactly the same way, but in a vertical plane (see 
Fig. 15). 

REACTION TIMING 
The clock can equally well be used for measuring the 

time interval between two signals from different 
sources, an example of this would be in the case of a 
reaction timer. Here the person under test would 
receive a signal at the exact moment the clock started 
timing and would generate his ow-n signal to stop the 
clock. The start signal could either be originated 
electronically, or by a second person who would be 
acting as the controller. 

To make a reaction test realistic, it is important that 
the signal should appear at some random point of 

WEIGHT 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

PHOTO CELL 
UN T PHOTO 

CELL 
UNIT •V /■ 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

WEIGHT 

Fig. 14. Experimental set-up for acceleration measure- 
ment using the photo trigger and light beam 

Fig. 15. An alternative arrangement for measuring 
acceleration 
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REACTION TIMING- 

COMPONENTS ... 
Resistors 

RI4, RI5 3-3Mn (2 off) 
RI6 2-2kn 

All 10% JrW carbon 

Capacitors 
01,02 5,000pF polyester (2 off) 

Transistor 
TR3 OC82 

Logic Module 
Bistable type 43A (Electroniques) 

Switches 
S5, S6 Push button on/off switches 

(2 off) 

Lamp 
LPI 6'3V O-IISA (with lamp- 

holder) 

RH R)5 LP( 

TR3 MU Mil 

-HW 2-2 kH 
o - Test 0C82 

Control 
STABLE 
03A) 

3 
5000 5000 

0_9V 

O To Clock. 
Input 

Fig, 16. Circuit for reaction timing using a bistable module 
with two setting switches 

Miscellaneous for any of the above 
-circuits ' ? .■ . •; 

DJecast box type 46R, 043A (Elec- 
troniques) 

Veroboard 

time, but obviously there must be practical limits 
to this, and naturally the subject of the test is fully 
aware of the fact that he, or she, will have to react 
within the space of, at the most, one or two minutes. 
This awareness detracts to a certain extent from the 
value of such a test from the absolute point of view, 
but nevertheless comparative figures are quite meaning- 
ful. 

If one were to say that the signal must occur within 
one minute of switching the instrument on it would be 
possible to design a random timing circuit to generate 
this signal, but the design of a circuit such as this is 
not quite so straightforward as it may seem at first 
sight. 

The alternative method, which works out much 
cheaper, and certainly easier is to have a person con- 
trolling the test. This person, by pressing a button 
(obscured behind his back) could initiate the signal 
and start the clock at any moment of time. The 
subject under test could be armed with a similar button 
which would generate a signal to stop the clock. 

Reaction time is closely coupled to the sense used to 
detect the stimulus. The stimulus could be sound, 
touch, sight, or even smell. All but the latter are 
practical propositions, but it is generally accepted that 
most reactions {particularly those of drivers) are in- 
stigated by sight. For the purpose of experiments a 
light source is used to generate the signal; when the 
light goes on, the subject has to press his button with 
the minimum of delay. 

A suitable circuit which can be used with the elec- 
tronic stop clock is shown in Fig. 16. The direct set 
and reset entry points of a modular bistable are used to 
set the conditions. When the controller presses his 
button, Oil discharges into the "set" side of the 
bistable, and the output feeding the base of TR3 rises 
to level 1. This drives TR3 hard into conduction, 
and the lamp in the collector load circuit lights up. 
Simultaneously the other output which feeds the clock 
drops to level "0", and thus allows the clock to start 
timing. If the controller were to depress his button a 

second time no change in state would occur as direct 
entry to the bistable is being used. The only way to 
turn off the light, and to stop the clock, is for the 
subject under test to depress his button. Any time 
difference is immediately displayed on the meter of the 
clock. 

It should be noted that RI4 and RI5 are very high 
value resistors, and CIl and CI2 comparatively low 
value capacitors. These have been selected to provide a 
"cheat-proof" circuit. 

The person under test might think that if he holds 
his button down while the controller starts the clock the 
clock will not start. He would, however, be wrong for 
the input circuit of the bistable, while being of medium 
input resistance, is extremely low in comparison with 
the 3-3 megohm charge resistor associated with the 
capacitor. Therefore any charge stored by the 
capacitor is bled away, rendering the input inoperative 
as long as the button is depressed. 

If the clock was started while the subject had the 
button depressed, the subject would be at a disadvan- 
tage as he would have to remove his finger from the 
button first before depressing it a second time. The 
reaction time would therefore be greater. 

The whole of the reaction timer circuit can be 
enclosed in a small diecast box, with the light source 
built in. It should be noted that the internal battery 
of the clock supplies the power to drive the reaction 
circuit, and also the lamp, therefore to avoid un- 
necessary load on the supply a very low current bulb 
should be used. If other forms of stimulus were 
required, it would be easy to substitute a relay coil for 
the bulb. 

Reaction times can vary enormously from person to 
person, but experience has shown that the average 
time taken to respond to a light stimulous is between 
300 and 450 milliseconds. 

_ These examples of applications are given as sugges- 
tions of possible uses of the equipment, and there are 
of course many other possible functions which could 
be covered. ■5^- 
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0 
Unidentified aircraft 

flying 100 miles out. 

Suddenly, radar screen 

blanks out. 

R.A.F. Electronic Mechanic 

Bill Stamford moves in fast! 

Skilled or unskilled, you could learn Bill's trade! FV 
Last year, Bill was bored stiff in a dead-end civvy Job. Now 
look at him! He's a qualified R.A.F. Electronic Mechanic. | 
With a space-age trade at his fingertips and an exciting future 
ahead. He gets bags of opportunities for sport and soon he'll be ■ 
on his way to the Mediterranean, where he hopes to learn 
dinghy sailing. And as if this isn't enough, he's got good friends, | 
four weeks paid leave a year and money to enjoy it all. 
If this sounds the life for you, visit your nearest R.A.F. Careers ' 
Information Office (address in phone book) or post off the | 
coupon and get all the facts. 

A.F. Careers Information Service (877 DTI), Victory House, 1 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Please send, without obligation, details of ■ 
K.A.F. Careers. You can join when you are 17. I 
{Enquiries from U.K. Residents only.) 
Name ■ 
Address 

_Date of Birth. 

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE 

PEOPLE PREFER MARTIN 

FOR RELIABILITY, FOR QUALITY, FOR 

ADD-ON-ABILITY, FOR ECONOMY 

"" : -mfr. 

sessa 
M. TUNER 

-jssa* y ' 

You can do so much with MARTIN 
kits. The system of using pre-fabri- 
cated transistorised units which can 
be interlinked in a variety of ways 
enables you to assemble the com- 
bination of your choice and then 
extend it unit by unit until you 
possess a full stereo gramophone 
and radio assembly. When new units 
are produced, they can be added to 
existing equipment very easily with 
the advantage that you can continue 
to use equipment you already have, 

STEREO CONTROL inm <■%#<***■■■ xx#" 
assembly AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS • 

so that your installation is always 
up to date. Most Important of all 
is the power and quality which 
MARTIN Audiokits give you. Their 
sturdy construction assures com* 
pactness without sacrifice to quality 
or efficiency. They offer excellent 
value, are very easily Installed and 
will give years of unfailing service. 
That is why people prefer MARTIN 
— It's simple fo instal, good to 
listen to, and looks completely 
professional. 

TUNERS • RECORDERS 

MARTIN AUDIOKITS are available for 
Mono, and can be doubted up for 
stereo, or as complete stereo units. 3 
ohm and 15 ohm systems are available. 
There Is a special pre-amp for low out- 
put pick-ups and escutcheon panels to 
suit the arrangement you choose. The 
tuner is styled to match. 

From Radio and Hi-Fi Stockists 

MARTIN ELECTRONICS LTD. 

■ S-slage input selector £2.7.6 • 
■ Pre-amp/tone controls £3.2.6 
■ 10 watt amp. (3 ohms) £5.12.6 
■ 10 watt amp. (15 ohms) £6.12.6 ; 
I Mains power supply £2.15.0 S 
■ F.M. Tuner _ £12.17.6 • ■ 

Trade enquiries invited • 
154/5 HISH STREET, BRENTFORD \ 
MIDDLESEX. fSLeworth U5I/2 S 

MARTIN ELECTRONICS 
154 High Street, Brentford, Middlesex 

Please send Recordakil'iF.M. TunerjAudiokil 
Hi-Fi Leaflets. (Strike out Items not wanted) 

Name            

Address         L- 

pe70 
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BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 

(DEPT. E) London W 1 

QUALITY-TESTED PAKS 
NOW EVEN MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 
2 Drift Trans. 2NI225 Germ. PNP 100 Mc/s.. 
6 Matched Trans. OC44/4S/81/BID   16 Red Spot AF Trans. PNP   16 White Spot RF Trans. PNP  S Silicon Rects. 3 A 100-400 PIV   2 10 A Silicon Reets. 100 PIV    2 OCI39 Trans. NPN Switching     1 12 A SCR 100 PIV   3 Sil. Trans. 2S303 PNP  12 Assorted Computer Diodes    4 NPN Med. Speed Switching Trans  
4 Zener Diodes 250 mW 3-12 V     5 2G4I7 Trans. Eqvt. API 17  3 200 Mc/s Sil. Trans. NPN 83725/27   2" Bi-directional Trans. ASY66 PNP.   3 Zener Diodes 400 mW 33 V 5% To!  4 High Current Trans. OC42 Eqvt   2 Power Transistors I OC26 I OC3S  5 Silicon Reets. 400 PIV 250 mA   4 OC75 Transistors Milliard Type  3 NPN Silicon Trans. 70 Mc/s    1 Power Trans- OC20 100 V  
4 OA202 Sil. Diodes Suh-min T.. 2 Low Noise Trans. NPN 2N929/30   1 Sil. Trans. NPN VCB 100 ZT86  8 OA81 Diodes {CV448) .  4 OC72 Transistors Muliard Type........... 4 OC77 Transistors Muliard Type  5 Metal Alloy Transistors Mat Type   4 Sii. Reets. 400 PIV 500 mA    5 GETB84 Trans. Eqvt. OC44  5 GET863 Trans. Eqvt. OC45.  2 GET20 Germ. PNP Trans, with Heat-sink .. 3 VHP Sil, Epoxy Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s ..... 2 2N70B Sil. Trans. 300 Mc/s NPN   5 GT4I/45 Germ. Trans. PNP Eqvt OC7I . -. 3 GT3f LF Low Noise Germ. Trans. PNP . 6 IN9I4 Sil. Diodes 75 PIV 7S mA   8 OA9S Germ. Diodes Sub-min IN69  3 NPN Germ. Trans, NKT773 Eqvt. ACI30. . 2 OC22 Power Trans. Germ.      2 OC2S Power Trans. Germ. .............. 2 OC73 Muliard Trans. .".    4 ACI28 Trans..PNP High Gain  2 AC 127/128 Comp. pair PNP/NPN   10 Assorted Gold Bonded Diodes  

. 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/. 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- to/- 10/- (0/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 
P D C p One 10.'- Pack ol yonr own choice E D C C tree with orders esined £4 or over ■ FV C C 
6 TK22C Germ- Switching Trans   3 2N i 307 PNP Switching Trans.  20 Germ. Diodes Gene ral Purpose .......... 7 CG62H Germ. Diodes Eqvt. OA7I  3 AF116 Muliard Type Trans- 42 Assorted Germ. Diodes Marked  I 30 Amp Power Rectifier 100 PIV   4 AC 126 Germ. PNP Trans    5 i Amp Germ. Rect. 200 PIV   1 ORP61 Photo-conductive cell    4 Silicon Rects. IOO PIV 750 mA  3 API 17 Trans. Muliard Type   7 DCS I Type Trans    3 OCI7I Trans. Muliard Type    3 2N2926 Sil. Epoxy Trans   7 OC7I Type Trans.      2 GET9 Power Trans. 60 VcB. B A  25 Trans. Heatsinks (it TO 10, SOU. etc  
' TK400A Power Germ. .Trans, — AD722 _,. - 2 2S70I Sil. Trans. Texas    2 SFY15 Sil. Trans. STC    2 Zeners Z2AIS0F. IS V I watt  3 BC743 SII. Trans. 100 m/cs  3 12 Volt Zeners 400 mW    2 GET57I Germ. Trans, •.OC28 2 lp A 600 PIV Sit. Rects. IS42SR  3 BC1O0 Sil. NPN High Gain Trans. ........ 2 Zener Diodes 25 W 18 and 22 V 1 2N910 NPN Sil. Trans. VCBI00 BOMc/s  2 1000 PIV Sil. Rect. 1-5 A RS3I0 AF   3 High Vott. AF Trans. PNP ACYI7   3 BSY95A Sil. Trans. NPN 200 Mc/s   3 OC200 Sil. Trans. Muliard  2 Sit. Power Rects. BYZI3    I Sil. Power Trans. NPN 100 Mc/sTK2QIA .. 6 Zener Diodes 3-15 V Sub-min   1 2NI132 PNP Epitaxial Planar Sil. Trans  2 2N697 Epitaxial Planar Trans. Sil  4 Germ Power Trans. Eqvt. OCIS Huilard .. 1 Uniiunction Trans. 2N2646 Eqvt. D5E29 .. . 2 Sil. Trans. 200 Mc/s SOVr') ZTa3/84  I Sil. Planar Trans. NPN luO Mc/s BSY25  1 Sil. Trans. IS 104 ISO Mc/s HFE 200 NPN ... 2 SCRs 50 PIV I A TO-5 ca.r     J Tunnel Diode IN3720 (IDS) G.E  1 Umiunction Trans. 2N2I60 TO-5 can G.E. . 2 Sii. Rects. 5 A 400 PIV Stud Type     2 Germ, Power Tram. OC28/29    » 10 A Sil. Stud Rect. 800 PIV   I Tunnel Diode AEYII 1050 Mc/s STC   

? Epoxy Planar HFE225 max  I 2N1257 PNP Sil. Planar TO-S can   I Sil. Power Trans. NPN 2S72I 85 W  6 BYI00 Type Sil. Reett.    25 Sil. and Germ. Trans. Mixed all Marked New 10 New Power Trans. GEC replaces DC 16/26/28 I 25024 Sil. Power Trans. NPN 100 V 100 W I Sil, Potted Bridge Rect. 800 PIV 2 A  

10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/-. 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- 10/- [Q/- 10/- 15/- IS/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- IS/- 15/- ts/- 15/- IS/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- IS/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- 15/- IS/- 20/- 301- 301- 301- 301- 

BI-PAK EXCLUSIVE SILICON TRANSISTORS 
300 Mc's. N.P.N. PLANAR SIM. 2N706 

PRICE: 2.'- — 1/9 _ I.'6 —. I/J — If. 
QTV.s 1-24 — 25-99 — 99-499 — 500-999 — 1,000 up. 
BRAND NEW FACTORY GUARANTEED 

FULL DATA AND LIST OF POSSIBLE REPLACEMENTS AVAILABLE 
AFJI7  AFI19  AFZI2  BCI07 .. BCtOB BFY50 .... BFYSI   BFY52 .... OAS  OA9  OAI0  OA47  OA70 .... OA79  OA8I   

3/6 10/- 10/- 6/- 5/- 10/- 7/6 10/- 1/9 1/10 1/9 71- 1/3 1/9 1/6 

M 
U 
L 
L 
A 
R 
D 

D 
E 
V 
I 
c 
E 
S 

BRAND 
NEW 

OA9I   1/3 OAI82.... 1/6 OA200  31- OA202. ... 3/6 OC44 . 1/9 OC4S .... 1/9 OC7I   2/3 OC73 .... 31- OC76 . 31- OC8ID . 213 OC82D .. 2/3 OCI70, .. 2/6 OC200  4/- OC201   7/6 ORPI2  8/6 

NEW SILICON RECTIFIERS TESTED 
PIV 750 mA 3 AMP 10 AMP 30 AMP 50 V- 31- 4/6 9/6 too 2/3 3/6 61- 15/- 200 2/6 4/6 6/6 20/- 300 31- 4/9 81- 22/- 400 3/6 61- 91- 25/- 500 4(- 6/6 9/6 30/- 600 . 1/3 7/- 10/- 37/- 800 4/9 8/- 15/- 40/- 1000 61- 10/— 17/6 50/- 

750 m A TO P-H AT TYPE 3. i 0 and 30 A STUD TYPE 

TRANSISTOR MANUAL BYG 
CIRCUITS, APPLICATIONS. 
CHARACTERISTICS. 
THEORY. 30P- 
647 PAGES EACH 

S.C.R.X MANUAL BY G.E. 

INC. 
L.A. S.C.R's. 

G.T. SWITCHES, 
THEORY, RATINGS. 

APPLICATIONS. 

★ VALUE PACKS for '67 ^ 
NEW • UNTESTED A 

120 GERM. SU8-MIN. DIODES 10/" 

50 M.XED TRANSISTORS 10/- 

16 S Rectifiers 10/- 
20 MIXEDTVOLTS ZENERS 10/- 

25 lo'o Ke/s TRANSISTORS 10/- 

10 2
TAu«dP SILICON RECT. 10/- 

75 D^ODES GOLD-BONDED 10/- 

30 S TRANSISTORS 10/- 
60 ^ DIODES 10/- 

40 KE^fills TOP HAT 10/- MIXED M 
20 RECTIFIERS 10/- 

40 of. TRANSISTORS 10/- 

10 sV?MpP'v SCR's 20/- 
Our vast stocks change daily with hundreds of Semi- conductor bargaini becoming available. Just send 1/6 to cover 3 month* mailing of our latest stock lists, eqvt, charts, circuits, etc. 
Minimum Order 10/-. CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add I/- postage and packing per Order. GUARANTEED by return postal service. Overseas add extra for Airmail. 

y SEE YOU ON STAND 12 g 

I INTERNATIONAL RADIO ^ 

^ COMHONfCATlONS EXHIBITION ^ 
>. ROYAL HORIICULTURAL NEW HALL £ 

S; WESTMINSTER, S.W.I 2. 
O 27-38 SEPTEMBER, 1967 S 
WE HAVE SOLVED your aerial problem for 
WORLD-WIDE RECEPTION — NO MATTER 
WHERE Y00 LIVE ! ! I 
World Expert Radio Amateur WIBB (USA) 
claims the "JOYSTICK " aerial—easier to 
read stations than with his massive 520' 
y^e aer,al 70' high. ZL4GA. probably NEW ZEALAND'S best known Radio 
Amateur, scrapped his outstanding 300' 
dS' high world-spanning aerial and has WORKED ALL CONTINENTS on the 
" lOYSTICK" V.F.A.IN UNDER 
12 HOURS I I I 
" CQ", the Radio Amateurs' Journal 
claims "JOYSTICK" V.F.A. better for 
reception than the world famous DIPOLE 
(4 different receivers were used to confirm 
this decision). 
YOU can be the PROUD OWNER of the 
WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE AND COMPACT 
"JOYSTICK" V.F.A. system for as little as; — 

£6.8.6 including postage 
Money Back if not Delighted I 

Free Brochure by return of mall from ! — 

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD. 
{Dept. P.E.J.) 

CAISTER HOUSE, PROSPECT ROAD 
BB0ADSTAIRS, KENT 

Or enquire your local dealer 

BI-PAK GUARANTEE SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 

TAPE RECORDER 

SERVICING MANUAL 
Concise service data, including circuit dia- 
grams and numerous layout diagrams and 
views of mechanisms and adjustments for 
the majority of tape recorders and decks. 

by H. W. Hellyer 
63/- Postage 2/- 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ELEC- 
TRONICS, by T. L. Squires. 15/: 
Postage I/-. 
PICK-UPS, The Key to Hi-Fi, by j. 
Walton. 10/-. Postage fid, 
PAL COLOUR TV, by Muliard-, 12/6, 
Postage I/-. 
AMATEUR RADIO CONSTRUC- 
TION PROJECTS, by C. Caringella. 
20/-. Postage I/-, 
RADIO HANDBOOK, by W. I. Orr. 
84/-. Postage 3/6, 
TELEVISION SERVICING HAND- 
BOOK, by G. J. King. 35/-. Postage I/&. 
OUTLINE OF TRANSISTOR CIR- 
CUIT ANALYSIS, by A. Gronner. 30/-. 
Postage 2/-. 
SERVICE VALVE & SEMICONDUC- 
TOR EQUIVALENTS, compiled by G. 
R. Jcssop. 5/-. Postage fid. 

THE MODERN BOOK GO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

British and American Technical Books 
19-21 PRAED STREET 

LONDON, W.2 
Phone: FADdington 4185 
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kerns mentioned in this feature are usually 
available from electronic equipment and com- 
ponent retailers advertising in this magazine. 
However, where a full address is given, 
enquiries and orders should then be made direct 
to the firm concerned. 

LOOKING AROUND 
Two new thyristor power control- 

lers have recently been announced by 
Electrothermal Engineering Ltd., 270 
Neville Road, London, E.7, and 
Headquarters & General Supplies 
Ltd. 

The Electrothermal "Electrogate" 
controller, price £9 15s Od, is rated 
at IkW a.c, and is suitable for 
controlling lights, heaters, power 
drills, motors, dryers, etc. It can also 
vary the heat of soldering irons 
and electric fires. 

The "Tr agonic", price £2 14s 6d, by 
Headquarters & General Supplies is 
also claimed to be capable of doing 
the same jobs listed above, although 
no power rating was quoted. 

Designers may be interested in a 
new microswitch marketed by M.L. 
Industrial Products, 238 Leigh Road, 
Slough, Bucks. These microswitches 
type M.P.100 are completely water- 
proof and dustproof. This is achieved 
by moulding synthetic rubber dia- 
phragms into the actuating plunger 
and welding this to the fibreglass case 
by ultrasonic welding. These switches 
are fairly expensive but no doubt they 
will meet particular problems en- 
countered by designers. 

ACCESSORIES 
The new type 49A handle from 

Alfred Imofs Ltd., Cowley Mill Road, 
Uxbridge, Middlesex, is attractively 
designed for fitting behind cut-outs in 
instrument cases and would certainly 
enhance the appearance of test gear 
(such as the P.E. Investigator Oscillo- 
scope). They add that touch of 
professionalism that we all like to try 

Aiu/t/corder 
imported by Denhom <£ Morley 

and achieve in our finished equip- 
ment. llie lift-up handle is finished in 
satin chrome and recessed into a matt 
black shell that acts as a 90 degree 
stop for the handle. The price of the 
handle is 17s Od. 

A new set of collet fixing knobs is 
the latest addition to the Bulgin range 
of control knobs. The knobs consist 
of three basic parts: knob bodies, 
collet assembly and skirts. In use, the 
collet is first fixed to the spindle, then 
a suitable size skirt, with any pre- 
determined legend embossed on it, is 
screwed to the collet and finally the 
knob body is held in position by a 
strong spring clip in the body. 

The main advantage of this type of 
control knob is that any number of 
different knob bodies and skirt sizes 
are interchangeable. 

We all like to admire commercial 
equipment and its very smart and 
attractive finish. Probably the most 
enviable, finish is that of stainless 
steel, which to the amateur is a 
costly luxury. 

With the introduction of a stainless 
steel aerosol spray from DCMC 
Industrial Aerosols Ltd., of 291 
Edgware Road, London, W.2. the 
problem of high cost does not arise. 

cot/et 
knob 

Bu/gln 
control 

The price of the 16oz can is 13s 6d 
each, and the makers claim that 
metals, wood, and plastics can be 
sprayed with it. 

The range of aerosol spray paints 
from Yukan Ltd., 307a, Edgware 
Road, London, W.2, is another 
company which produces various 
types of finishes, such as hamme^and 
matt, that help to improve home 
constructed equipment. 

RADIO AND TAPE 
Elecfroniques of Edinburgh Way, 

Harlow, have been appointed sole 
U.K. agent for. Hallicrafters radio 
communications equipment. 

Denham & Morley Ltd., have had 
such considerable success with the 
imported Norwegian Radionette 
Radios that they have enlarged their 
stocks of Radionette equipment. Of 
particular interest is the Multicorder 
four track tape recorder with a total 
playing time of 12 hours from one 
spool of tape. 

Operated from the mains or battery 
supply the Multicorder has two 
speeds, 1 Jin/sec and 3|in/sec and 
wow is approximately 0*2 per cent at 
3fin/sec ± 3dB at 10kHz. It is 

M.P.100 microswitch from 
Products Ltd. 

M.L. 

possible to obtain 12 hours' playing 
time by using the track selector 
switch; the recording head covers 
only quarter of the width of the tape, 
so that the tape is divided into four 
tracks. The selector switch can be 
used whilst the recorder is running. 

LITERATURE 
A new catalogue from Llod-Air 

(Electronics) Ltd., 53, Tottenham 
Court Road, London, W.l, contains 
probably the largest selection of 
plugs and sockets listed by a retailer. 
Over 100,000 different British and 
American types are listed as off the 
shelf items in the 69 page catalogue 
entitled "Plugs, Sockets and 
Connectors". 

Although it is Lind-Air's policy to 
deal with orders from the trade, 
research institutes, universities and 
colleges, they are prepared to handle 
any orders from individual readers 
on a "cash with order" basis. Besides 
the catalogue mentioned, a short-form 
components catalogue, which includes 
complete alphabetical listings of 
valves, semiconductors and relays, 
etc., is also available. 

Available from Hird-Brown Ltd., 
Bolton, Lancashire, is a brochure 
containing details of their complete 
range of photo-electric equipment. 
Over 40 types of photo-electric pro- 
jectors and receivers are included, 
these vary in physical size from lin K 
iin X fin to 9iiu x ($in x 44m. 
Beam projection lengths vary from 
■Jin to 65ft. 

The brochure contains general 
information on photoelectric equip- 
ment for automation, possible 
arrangements of photocells and relays 
and complete price list. 

Imofs 49A handle 
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IN THIS feature we hope, from time to time, to be able -to 

publish suggestions submitted by some of our readers on the 
possible improvement of projects previously described in 
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS; short contributions on other subjects 
may be included. The aim is not to find fault or undermine the 
abilities or knowledge of our contributors. It may well be that the 
original article is por exel/ence but it could be improved or adapted 
to suit individual requirements. The views expressed by readers 
are not necessarily those of the Editor. 

AUTOMATIC WATER PUMP 

The following describes the adapta- 
tion of the P.E. Parking Light 

circuit to automatic operation of a 
water pump. 

The circuit, adapted as shown in 
the diagram, includes a heavy duty 
reed switch which operates a mains 
water pump. No arc suppression is 
shown for the reed switch contacts as 
this would vary with the type of 
pump in use. 

The capacitors C2 and C3 serve to 
form a time delay which keeps the 
pump running for 15 to 20 seconds 
after the probe has become dry. As 
a result of this, the cut-in and cut-out 
level can be kept very close; an 
advantage in this particular case. 

The probes were simply the bared 
ends of a piece of twin plastic 
covered lighting flex. As little as 
iin bared is quite sufficient with the two ends about lin apart suspended 
at the required height to start the pump. The unit is extremely 
sensitive and has in practice been found to be very reliable. 

PUMP REEO 
SWITCH 

HI VAC 
XS15 MAINS 

HEED R J 540 SWITCH SOkQ KG CO t. SOOJJF 
50V 4 X 0A2O2 

TR1 
0C44 TR2 lOOur 0C82 

w rS 

240V C1 
S SOOjjF 
50V 

AX. 
I Mil 

fU 
68QA PROBE ENDS 

AT MAXIMUM 
WATER LEVEL 

D. R. Walker, 
Winchester. 

PART A 

OSCILLOSCOPE VISOR 

I am in the process of constructing the Investigator Oscilloscope described 
in your July and August issues. I have stumbled on the following 

adaption which produces pleasing results. 
i was unable to find the aluminium tubing specified for the visor and 

tube support so 1 looked for a substitute. 1 was fortunate enough to find 
something which could have been specially made for the job. It consists 
of a part supplied with the new p.v.c. drainpipes and gutterings (see 
drawing). The first coincidence was that the narrow dimension of the tube 
was 2iin as specified for the hole in front panel; the larger dimension was Sin 
and has an attractive lip each end (this also assists glueing to the panel). The 
clip supplied with the tube is sawn at "X" as is the tube and the parts are 
then Araldited to back and front of the panel respectively, 

M. Francis,- 
Cheltenham, 

Glos. 

2V 
THIS PART 
DISCARDED 

lC • \ v ^ :.y. 

THICKNESS OF FRONT PANEL 

LINE WITH THIN 
FOAM RUBBER 

BOTH PARTS SAWN AT 'X' 
(WITH FINE HACKSAW) PART B 
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POCKET MULTI-METER 
Size 3?x2l x l|in. Meter size 2JxI|in. Sensitivity 
1000 O.P.V. on both A.C.-and D.C. volts. 0-15. 
0-150, 0-1000. D.C. current 0-I50mA. Resistance 
0-IOOkD. Complete with test prods, battery and full 
instructions, 42/6. P". & P. 3/6. FREE GIFT for 
limited period only. 30 watt Electric Soldering Iron 
value IS/- to every purchaser of the Pocket Multi-Meter 

ANTI-THIEF CAR BURGLAR ALARM 
The Melguard Safermatic consists of an electrical device housed in small 
metal box 4' x 2' x li', which has been designed and -developed to 
provide protection required by the average motorist at an economic cost. 
Using this system, an alarm and the immobilised condition is set auto- 
matically as soon as you park the car. Should you leave the key in the 
ignition, no one but you can drive the ear away. Upon entering the 
vehicle the method of starting the car is by switching on the ignition, 
depressing two hidden switches and simultaneously operating the starter. 
Location of the switches is known only to you. Should the alarm be set 
off it can be stopped by following the normal starling procedure. For 
12V operation. List price 79/6 our price 29/6 plus 2/6 P. & P. Full 
easy-to-follow instructions supplied. 

EXTRACTOR j( FAN 
AC Mains 230/250v com- 
plete with pull switch. Size 
6' x 6' x 4*. Price 27/6 
plus SI- P. & P. 

3 to 4 WATT AMPLIFIER 
3-4 watt Amp- 
lifier built and 
tested. Chassis 
size? X 3i x 
1 in. Separate 
bass, treble 

and volume control. Double wound 
mains transformer, metal rectifier and 
output transformer for 3 ohms speaker. 
Valves ECC81 and 6v6. £2.5.0 plus 
5/6 P. & P. The above in Kit Form, 
£1.14.6 plus 5/6 P. & P. 

s - 
■fe: 

40W FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT 
Lncorporaling GEC Choke size Si" x 1 j"x 
14', 2 bi-pin holders, starter and starter- holder. 11/6. P. & P. 5/6. 
Similar to above: 80 W. Fluorescent 
Light Kit incorporating GEC Choke size 
114" x 14* x 14'. 2 bi-pin holders, starter and 
starter holder 17/6. P. & P. 6/6. 
Twin 40 W Choke instant start for 2 x 2 ft. tubes 17/6, P. & P. 5/6. 

o 

s. 

Special offer 

ELEGANT SEVEN mkna 
SPECIAL OFFER. Power supply 
kit lo purchasers of'Elegant Seven' parts, 
incorporatine mains transform er, rectifier 
and imoothlne condenser, A.C. mains 
200/250 volts. Output 9v. 100 mA. 9/6 
extra. 
Buy yourself an easy to build 7 transistor 
radio and save at icest £10.0.0. Now you 
can build this superb 7 transistor superhet 
radio for under £4.10.0. No one else can 
offer such a fantastic radio with so many 
de luxe star features. 
* De luxe gray wooden cabinet size 
12i' x 8J' x 3i'. At Horizontal easy to read tuninc scale printed 
irey with black letters, size 114* x 2*. ★ High 'Q' lerrite rod aerial. 
ir I F- neutralisation on each separate stage. D-c- coupled push pull output stage with separate A.G. negative feedback. Room 
filling output ssomw. ★ Ready etched and drilled printed circuit 
board back printed for foolproof eonstruotion. ■*- Fully comprehensive Instructions and point to point wiring diagrams. ★ Car aerial socket. 
ie Fully tunable over medium and long wave, 168-535 metres and 
1260-2000 metres. 'A'All components, lerrite rod and tuning assembly 
mount on printed board. A 6'P.M. Speaker. A Parts "st and circuit 
diagram 2/6, free with parts. 

ONLY 
£4.4.0 
Plus 7/6Post & Packing 

BSR TAPE DECKS 
200/250v. A.C. mains 
Typo TD2 Tape speed 34 twin track— 
£5.19.6- 
Type TD10 2-track, 3 speed, plus rev. 
counter—£7.19.6. 
Type TD10 4-track, 3 speed, plus rev, 
counter—£9.5.0. 

P. & P. on each 7/6. 

./> 

STAR SR 150 COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER 

Frequency range: 535 kc/s-30 Mc/s. 
4 wavebands. 5 valve superhet. In- 
corporates BFO, bandspread tuning, 
"S" meter, external telescopic aerial 
and fcrrite aerial. Built-in 4in. 
speaker. JEasy-lo-read dial. For240v. 
A.C. operation._ Complete, brand 
new, with full instruction manual. 
IS gos. P. & P. 10/-. 

% 

TRANSISTORISED li WATT AMPLIFIER 

comprising Mullard 2AC 128, 20C 75 and 
2 AA129 separate bass and treble volume 
controls. Complete with Power Supply AC 
mains 240 v. Size 74" x 34' x 2'. Price 50/- 
plus 2/6 P. & P. 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
A.C. MAINS 200-250 V 

Incorporating "C" core type mains 
transformer, full wave metal rectifica- 
tion and smoothing condenser. Smooth output 250 v. 250 mA and 6-3v. 4 amp. 
for Heaters. 25/-. P. & P. 9/6. 

R 4 TV 

m 

FIRST QUALITY P.V.C. TAPE 
.?/- 5' 54' Std. 850f<. .. 

7' Std. 1200ft. .. 
3' L.P. 240ft. .. 
54* L. P. 1200ft. .. 
7" L.P. 1800ft. .. 18/6 7* 

L.P. 8 SOft- ., 
11/6 3' T.P. 600ft. .. 
4/- 5" T.P. 1800ft. . , 

11/6 54* T.P. 2400ft. ..   T.P. 3600ft. ., 

10/6 
10/6 
25/6 
32/6 
42/6 

54"D.P.I800ft. .. 18/6 4' T.P. 900ft... 15/- 
P, & P. on each 1 /6, 4 or more post free 

600mW SOLID STATE 
4-TRANSfSTOR AMPLIFIER 

Features NPN and PNP 
Complementary Sym- 
metrical Output Stage. 
The elimination of trans- 

formers ensures maximum efficiency and frequency response. Auto- 
matic heat compensation. Combined AC/DC feed back. Class B 
output stage, i.e. output power Is proportional to total current 
consumption, this ensures long battery life. Under no signal condition 
(IQ) current drain is appro*. 12mA at 9 volts (4mA in the output pair). 
Printed circuit construction, size: 24* x J* x J*. Speaker output 
impedence 12 ohms. Output power 600mW at 5% distortion, 400mW 
at 2-5% distortion, 750mW at 10% distortion. Supply 9 volts. Total 
current consumption at a reasonable listening level approx. 35-40mA 
at full power (speech and music), average 65mA. Sensitivity for 50mW 
output is lOmW. Frequency response -3db points 90 c/s and 12 Kc/s. 
Price IS/- plus 1/- P. & P. 

NEW Transistorised SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Size SJ* x 34'x 14*. For IF and RF align- 
ment and AF output, 700 c/s frequency 
coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mo/s in switched fre- 
quencies. Ideal for alignment to our 
Elegant Seven and Musette. Built and 
tested. 39/6. P. & P- 3/6. 

8-WATT 4-VALVE PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER & Metal RECTIFIER 
Size 9'x6'x 14*. A.C. Mains, 200-250 v. 4 
valves. For use with Std. or L.P. records, 
musical instruments. All makes of pick-ups 
and mikes. Output 3 wafts at 5 per cent of 
total distortion. Separate bass and treble 
lift control. Two inputs, with controls for 
gram, and mike. Output transformer tapped 

for 3 and 15 ohm speech coils. Built and tested. £4.4.0. P. & P. 11/-. 
8* X 5" Speaker to suit. Price 14/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. Crystal Mike to 
suit 12/6 plus 1/6 P. & P. 

GEC KETTLE ELEMENT 
3,OOOW WITH AUTOMATIC EJECTION 
200/240 v, size of hole required 1 List 
Price 32/-. Our PRICE 15/-. P. & P. 1/6. TO 

RADIO AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. 
21D HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 

Shop hours 9 o.m. to 6 p.m. Early closing Wednesday. Good* not deipatched outside O.K. 
All enquiries stamped addressed envelope. Terms C.W.O. 

Also at 
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 

Early closing Thursday 
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY 

All orders by post must be sent to our Acton Address 
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VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 

a. i», o. 

INPUT 230/240*. A.C. 50/60— 
OUTPUT VARIABLE 0-260*. 
BRAND NEW Carriage Paid. 
Buy direct from the importer, 

     Iceenett prices in the country, 
PCMITA nT p TYPf: A" <»*'«' Spares) from PORTABLE TYPE i to 50 am|> from ,tock 

OPEN TYPE (Panel Mounting) J amp, £3. 3. 0. I amp, £4. 10. 0. 
2 J amps, £5, 12. 6. 

SHROUDED TYPE 
I amp, £4, 10. 0. 2.5 amps, 
£5. 17. 0. 4 amps. £8. 7. 6, 
5 amps, £9. 0. 0. 8 amps, 
£13. 10. 0. 10 amps. £17. 0.' 0. 
12 amps, £19. 10. 0. IS amps, 
£22. 0. 0. 20 amps, £32, 10. 0. 
37.5 amps, £65. 0. 0. 50 amps. 

£85. 0. 0. 
1.5 amp. portable fitted metal case, voltmeter,lamp,switch, etc. £8,10,0. P.&C. 10/-. Similar to above 2.S amp. £9.17.8. P. A C. 10/- 

£3,3.0. 

i 50 
AMPS 

l\TCH 

f 

LIGHT SENSITIVE SWITi 
Kit of parts, including ORP12 Cad- 
mium Sulphide Photocell, Relay, 
Transistor and Circuit, etc., 6-12 
volt D.C. op. price 25/- plus 2/6 
P. & P. ORP 12 including circuit, 
10/6 each, plus I/- P. & P. 
A.C. MAINS MODEL Incorporates 
Mains Transforijier, Rectifier and special 
relay with 3,5 amp mains c/o contacts. 
Price inc. circuit 47/6 plus 2/6 P. & P, 

LIGHT SOURCE A 
CELL MOUNTING 
Precision engineered 
light source with (ocusible lens assembiyand ventilated 
lamp housing, to take MBC bulb. Separate 
photo cell mounting assembly for ORP.'12 
or similar cell. Both units are single hole 
fixing. Price per pair £2.10.0. P. & P. 3/6. 

PHOTO 

100 WATT POWER RHEOSTATS (NEW) 
AVAIU8LE n THE RJLIDWINS VALUES 
I ohm, 10 a.: S ohm, 4.7 a.; 10 ohm, 3 a.: 
25ohm(2a.;50ohm, 1.4 a.; 100ohm, 1 a.; 
250,ohm, .7 a,; 500 ohm, .45 a.; 1,000 ohm, 
280 mA; 1,500 ohm, 230 mA; 2,500 ohm, .2 a. Diameter I 
3iin. Shaft length itin., dra. !}'"• All at 27/6 each.' 
P. 81 P. 1/6. I 

50 WATT POWER RHEOSTATS 

MINIATURE UNISELECTOR SWITCH 
3 banks of 11 positions plus homing bank. 
40 ohm coil. 24-36 v. D.C. 
operation. Carefully re- 
moved from equipment 

land tested, 22/6, plus 2/6 I P. & P. P. & P. 
unTselectoh switches 

75 ohm coil 24 *. D.C. 
6 Bank 25 position, 5 non-bridging 1 
Bridging Wiper 
6 Bank arranged to give3 bank,SO positions. 

50 ohm, la.: 100 ohm, .7a.: 250 ohm, .45a.; 500 ohm,I ill at 35/- each. P, & P. 276," 
.3a.: 1.000 ohm, .22a.; 2,500 ohm. .14a.; all at 21/-.|  — 
P. & P. 1/6. 
.3,.; ,1.000 ohm, .22a.: 2.500 ohm, .14a.; — ^ 4 ^ 25 

Way Uniselector, 3 Bank + ' \'w J i 
, _ , Homing 25ohm coil. 12-24*. 10 ohm, I.Sa.;25ohm, la.:S0ohm>.75«.T 100ohm,.Sa.:' o.C. ooeration £4.17.6 plus 2/6 P. & P. 

250 ohm, .3a; 500ohm, .2a! 1,000 ohm,.15 a; 1,500 ohm,I—— i—t 
,12a,; 2,500 ohm. .1 a; all at 14/6. P. & P. 1/6. I UNIVERSAL 
      1 DEMONSTRATION TRANSFORMER 
ZA/VWA Mufti Range Meters 

We now stock just one 
make of mutii range meters 
SAN WA, the ultimate in test 
meters. Four types 

_ stock. Price from 
Full range of spares and repair service ■ 
available. Descriptive leaflet on I 

Stenzyl Type 

in test | yQf" 
i from I (Mi 
£3.2.0. 

I 

A complete composite apparatus, com- 
prising a Transformer and electro- 

magnet with removable coils and 
pole pieces. Coil tapped for 
230*, 220*. ItOv, IIS*; 6. 
12,36,110*. A.C. These coils 
are also used for D.C. experi- 
ments. Complete with all 
accessories as shown £17 -f 
15/. carriage. Leaflet on 

_ request. 
WIMSHURST ELECTROSTATIC GENERATORS 

£13.17.6. earr. U.K. (8.R.S.) 10/-. Leaflet on request. 

request. 
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY 

Sintered Cadmium Type 1-2 *. 7AH. 
Size: height 3^ in., width 2? X IIV . —— —    _  
in. Weight: approx. I3oz. Ex-R.A.F. I VENHER 14-DAY CLOCKWORK TIMES WITCH 

_| S amp. 230 *. contact I on/off every 24 h. Fitted in metal 
case with key. Used but guaranteed. 47/- + 3/- P- & P. 

Tested, 12/6. P. & P. 2/6. 

ITHYRISTOR 400 pi*. 3 amp. 9/6 post paid. 
THYRISTOR 400 pi*. 8 amp. 28/6 post paid. 

INSULATED TERMINALS 
Available in black, ... 
red, white, yellow, THYRISTOR 400 pi*. 8 amp. 28/6 post paid 
IS/.B perdorz.enpN&P. 2^^^ \' 230 VOLT AcT GEAREdTToTORS 

" VAN "dTgrlaTeIectro^. ? 1
l,7i 

,bp 
STATIC GENERATOR, fitted I Pi1,! 6- P- & P- 2/6- 80 r-p rn* 26 lb- ,neh £2'2-0, 

with motor drive for 230 v. i "• « r. /;&■ _ __ _ 
A.C. giving a potential of ■ 
approx. 50,000 volts. I 
Supplied absolutely com-I 

plete including ac- 
cessories for carry- I 
ing out a number of | 
Interesting expert- 

  mencs, and full 1 
instructions. This instrument is com-1 
pletely safe, and ideally suited for. 
School demonstrations. Price £6.6.01 

Input 185-250 v. A.C. Output 230 
*, A.C. Capacity 250 watt. Attrac- 
tive metal case. Fitted red signal 
lamp. Rubber feet. Weight 17 lbs. Price £11.10.0. P. & P. IS/-. 

DOUBLE WOUND VARIABLE LT 
TRANSFORMERS Folly isolated low tension 
secondary winding. Input 230 *. A.C. Output 
continuoucly variable 0-36v. A.C. 
0.36 Volt at S Amp. £8.10.0. P. & P. 8/6. 
0-36 Volt at 20 Amp. £19.10.0. P. & C. IS/-. 
These fully shrouded Transformers designed to our 
specifications are ideally suited for Educational and 
Industrial Laboratory use. 

ptus^-.J^. & J^_Leafhe^^n jmjjuest^' ^ 
COHPACTHEAVr DUTY 6v. D.c" RELaT2 change- I SUPER* PO WEpT""MAGNET """ "" 
over, 3 ohm coll. 7/6 each. P.-& P. 1/6. 3 for I Fantastic e*-W.D. magnets. 20/-. Postpaid. weighing only 4 lb. will lift well — mm — w mm - over 100 lb. Swivelled handle and 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER I keeper. Size 4 in. X 31 in. X t| in. Packed m twos. Price 30/- 

i MOVING COuTHEADPHONE ANDTTiKE 
Soft rubber ear-pieces with M/C Mike fitted 5-way 

I plug as on No. 19 set. New in makers packing, 
16/6 plus 3/6 C. & P. 

-■ 

SERVICE TRADING CO 

All Mail Orders—Also Callers—Ample Parking Space 
S7 BRIOGMAN ROAD, LONDON, W.4 Phone 995 IS60 
SHOWROOM NOW OPEN CLOSED SATURDAY 

Personal callers only 
- 9 LITTLE NEWPORT ST. 
LONDON, W.C2. Tel. GER 0576 

NKT277 3/8 each 
NKT403 matched 

CRESCENT RADIO LTD. 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
40 Mayes Road, Wood Green, N.22 

Telephone: BOWes Park 3206 
TRANSISTORS 2G339A 1/8 each 2G37BB + 2G339B (matched) 4/- pair OC8I 1/6 each AC 127 3/-each NKT274 3/8 each SILICON BIODES 2X6$, BOO p.i.v,, ® 2 amp BYI05. 800 p.i.v., kS 1-1 amp THYRISTOR CRS3/40. 400V. 3 amp ZENER DIODES Ferranti KS39/A, 7 5 vole 

pair NKT773 ST HO STI4I 

32/6 5/3 each 4/- each 4/- each 
10/- each 5/6 each 
12/- each 

KS4I/A, 9-1 volt A.E.I. 
6/- each 6/- each 

VR9E. 9 volt 13/6 each VR9F, 9 volt, 2-25 watt 11/6 each VRI2e, 12 volt. 5-S watt 17/9 each VRI2F, 12 volt, 2-25 watt 12/9 each VR57SB/P 10/6 each PHOTOCONOUCTIVE CELLS RPY.28 7/6 each ORP. 12 10/-each SPECIAL LINES 4 x 2+inch Plastic Transistor Carry Case 9il. each Car Foseholders complete with Lead and dips 1/3 each Power Transistor Heat Sinks I/-each Midget Transformer 10 volt, I amp 2/11 each 0 ohm Earpieces 1/6 each II- inch Black with Satin Chrome Knobs 1/3 each Midget Varley Relay Type vp4 6 volt,52 ohm 7/6 each Midget Omron Relay Type I OS I 6 volt 7/6 each Mains Indicators, RED, GREEN and YELLOW 3/9 each Govt, Surplus Horse Key with Cable and Standard Jack Plug 5/6 each Transistor Extending Aerials 23 inch, 6/6; 28 inch, 7/6; 31 inch. 8/6 each. Single Pole Toggle Switches (British), 2/- each. British Standard Jack Plugs Black, 2/6 each; Grey, 2/6 each; Full Screened, 3/- each. British Standard Jack Sockets, Not switched, l/l I each; Switched, 2/6 each. British 3-S mm Jack Plugs, Grey 1/9 each; Screened 2/- each. We have a large stock of electronic components and feel that a visit to our premises would be to your advantage. Send I/- for our catalogue, Please include postage with orders.  
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NEW RANGE BBC 2 AERIALS 
AD U.H,P. aerials now fitted with lilting bracket and 4 element grid reflectors. 
JLott Mounting Arrays, 7 eleroent, 35/-. U element. 42/6. 14 element, 50/-. 18 element. 67/f. Woll Mounting with Cranked Arm, 7 element, $6/-, li element, 67/-. 14 element. 75/-. 18 element. 82/6. Mast Mounting with 2ln. clamp. 7 element, 42/6; 11 element, S5/-S 14 element, 62/-; 18 element. 70/-. Chimney Mounting Arrays, Complete, 7 element. 72/6; 11 element, 86/-; 14 element. 87/8:18 element, IS/-. Complete assembly Instructions with every unit. Low Ix>8s Cable, 1/8 yd. U.H.F. Pre- ampa from 75/-. State clearly channel number required on all orders. 

BBC « I TV AERIALS 

1 fl r^4' 

li 

BBC (Band 1). Telescopic loft, 21/-. External S/D. »/-. "H", £2.18.0. 
ITV (Band 3). 3 element loft array, IS/-. 5 element, 8S/-. 7 element. 45/-, Wall mounting, 3 element, 35/-. s element, 45/-. 
Combined BBC/TTV. Loft 14-3, 41/3; 1+S. 48/9; 14-7, 38/9; Wall mounting i +3,5fl/3; 1+5. 63/9: Chimney 1+3, 83/9: 1+5,71/3. 
VHF transistor pie-amps, 75/-. 

COMBINED BBC1—ITV—BBC2 AERIAES 1+3+9, 79/, 1+5 +9, 88-/. 1+5+14, 98/-. 1 +7+14, 169/-. Special leaflet available. 
E.M. (Band 2). Loft S/D. 12/S, "H". 39/-, 3 element, S2/8. External units available. Co-ax. raWe, 8d. yd. Co-ax. plugs, 1/3, Outlet boxes, 4/6. Dlplexer Crossover Boxes, 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 5/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists, 

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.E.) 
27 Central Parade, New Addington 

Surrey—CRO-OJB 
LODGE HILL 2266 



INFRA-RED DETECTOR 

IN the November 1965 issue of Practical Electronics 
there is an article by J.- H. du Bois about constructing 

a Code Practice Oscillator. On experimenting with 
this oscillatory circuit 1 produced a unit which may be 
used as an infra-red ray detector. 

To operate the unit the photoelectric cell is allowed 
to move into the presence of infra-red rays. 

The rays and the strength of the rays are determined 
by the pitch of oscillation the oscillator produces. A 
low pitch note for weak rays and a high pitch note for 
strong rays. The unit can also be used to determine 
the strongest point of infra-red rays from an appliance 
corresponding to the highest pitch of note produced by 
the detector unit. 

O-NuF 
TR 

Owlz 

The detector unit is portable and - the infra-red sensor 
is housed in a pen and covered by an infra-red filter 
such as Everine black tile. The sensor is then attached 
to the detector unit by microphohe cable. 

J. Walker, Dunfermline, Fife, 

pomrs nRismc 

FUZZ, BOX (Wy. 1966) . 
the circuit as designed is still in use and there is a 
volume discrepancy between the footswitch "on" 
and footswitch "off" positions, but this is small and 
since the acoustic effect of fuzz is more penetrating 
than that of "straight" ampjification, it is not very 
important. ® 

If, however, the discrepancy is large and un- 
desirable, three possibilities exist: obviously "fuzz" 
output is far in excess of output direct from VR1. 
In order to render these equal in value, either the 
squaring circuit-''amplification" is reduced or the 
straight -through (footswitch released) position is 
Boosted by. a small single pr twin stage transistor 
amplifier, tfowever, since most guitar amplifiers 
have sufficient input sensitivity to handle the former 
situation, the author suggests placing a potential 
divider at the output, such that the fuzz box is left 
"on" permanently but that the footswitch switches 
it in. 

Before trying this modification, however, the jr 
filter On the input should be shorted out as it is 
possible that the guitar itself incorporates such a 
filter and unnecessary1 reduplication results in power 
loss. The modification suggested is shown beiow. 
Only the input and output sections are altered as 
showm " • ?' r' '' 
MEW COMPONENT 

ADJUST fOtt BAtANCE 

COMPUTER EVOLUTION (July, 1967) 
The electronic analogue equation for Fig. 3.1 did 
not take into account the fact that an operational 
amplifier, as well as performing its task of inte- 
grating or differentiating, also reverses the sign of 
the function. This being the case, the intermediate 
points of Fig. 3.1 should be 

. dx , d3x - 2* - and - 

This gives the final equation (8) as 
d3* 4dzx 3dx . _ • n 
771-+^- — + 2*==0 
dr dr 

Hh- 

SK2 SKI 

<VR1 0 
ZSKA TRl 
LINEAR TR4 

FOOTSWITCH 
—O IO— 

E FUZZ NORMAL 

INVESTIGATOR OSCILLOSCOPE 
f/u/y-August, 1967) 

The value of VR1 is 20kO and /id/ lOkfl as indicated 
in the components list. 
* On the wiring diagrams, TFig. 7 and Fig. 8, VR3 
and C3 have been wired in reverse order to that shown 
on the circuit diagram, Fig, !. However, this does 
not make any difference to the functioning of the 
oscilloscope. 

The 700A tube is a commercially available tube; the 
VCRI39A is a similar device coded for Ministry use. 

A mu-metal shield is not required in the oscillo- 
scope as the reflected field is very little, 

To save any further confusion it should be noted 
that although a 12 pin c.r.t. base is specified there arc 
only 10 pins on the tube, pin positions 6-and 12 
being omitted by the manufacturers. 

If wirewound pots are not readily available, pots of 
solid carbon variety are quite suitable. 

It should be noted that SI is a three-bank Radio- 
spares "Maka-Switch", each bank having I pole 
12 ways. Two banks are used electrically, the third 
being used as a termination point for ease of wiring. 

SERVICING AID FOR TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
(July, 1967) 

For a square wave output the capacitor C3 should 
be connected to TRl collector, not to the base. 

AN INVITATION 
TO ALL PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS READERS 

Meet us at the 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO ENGINEERING AND 

COMMONICATIONS EXHIBITION 
Royal Horticultural NEW Hall, Vincent Square, 
Victoria, London, S.W.I. September 27-30, 1967 
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detached 

particles 
JOHN VALENCE 

REQUIEM FOR A COMPUTER 

Playing the Dead March frbm 
Saul, before a specially invited 
audience, was the final task under- 
taken by the-English Electric DEUCE 
computer at the company's Kidsgrove 
Bureau Division. 

Victim of accelerating electronic 
progress, DEUCE at the young age 
of 13 summers has been outdated by 
second generation models using tran- 
sistors. When the first DEUCE com- 
puter was brought into use in 1954 it 
was then the v|ry latest design. 
But now its valves, mercury delay 
lines, and magnetic drum storage 
devices are already relics of the past- 
Power and glory is so often but a 
fleeting possession. Like .their human 
masters, these machines are caught 
up in a ceaseless rat race. Today's 
successors of DEUCE are more 
powerful and speedier due to tran- 
sistorised circuits, but soon these 
machines must start composing their 
own requiems. The day of the 
microelectronic computer is dawning. 
Meanwhile . . . down in the research 
laboratories they are plotting the 
downfall of the ferrite core memory 
device; thin magnetic film storage 
elements are promising contenders 
for this field, because they are faster. 
And so it goes on.... As someone said, 
"stop the world, I want to get off!" 

ON RECORD  

The craze for speed is not peculiar 
to electronic computers, it pervades 
all human affairs. This we know 
often to our regret. The series of 
sonic . booms kindly presented by 
Mintech and featuring R.A.F. Light- 
ning jets, provided novel and stimula- 
ting sound effects for the Londoner a 
few weeks ago. 

One blast (which incidentally shook 
my office windows) provided an un- 
welcome background effect to Joan 
Sutherland who was at that time 
recording with the Covent Garden 
Orchestra in the nearby Kingsway 
Hall, I believe (he Decca Record 
Company had thoughts of seeking 
compensation from Mintech. 

Still, there's a silver lining. Just 
think of the exciting and exhilarating 

performances of the 1812 Overture 
that will be possible (and at no extra 
expense to the recording company) 
when supersonic jets boom their way 
across southern England every ten 
minutes or so in 1970! In the mean- 
while, gramophiles can put their audi- 
tive perception to a further test. 

Not that I expect many of these 
"happenings" to escape detection by 
the makers. Modern recording tech- 
niques using tape are certainly very 
amenable to editing, and unwanted 
noises-off are not necessarily indelibly 
recorded for all time, as was the case 
in the earlier days when wax masters 
were cut. For example, the Great 
Western Railway (as it was then) 
provided some gratuitous accompani- 
ment on certain recordings issued by 
a famous company way back before 
the supersonic jet age. 

The "steam" accompaniment pro- 
bably endowed these records with a 
special value as collectors' items. 
Present day music lovers are likely to 
be less tolerant of the percussive 
contributions from supersonic jets. 

SHORT CIRCUIT  

Electronics knows no bounds. We 
are accustomed to hearing, almost 
every day, of yet some other new and 
surprising application. Nevertheless, 
f was rather nonplussed when 1 saw 
a newspaper item referring to mini- 
circuits for High Court judges. It 
must have been, the rather oppressive 
humid weather we had been experien- 

It toys It's opted out 

cing at the time that caused me 
to think first (perhaps somewhat 
irreverently) that the newspaper had 
misprinted "circuits" for "skirts". 
What a sensible idea, I thought to 
myself, reflecting on those dis- 
tinguished gentlemen, heavily garbed 
in the traditional manner, down the 
other end of the Strand. 

Then it occurred to me that there 
had recently been a spot of bother 
concerning the use of tape recorders 
in place of the Court shorthand 
report writer. Ah, perhaps it was 
concerned with this. . But no, for 
close examination of the newspaper 
story revealed that mini-circuits 
relate to proposed shorter tours 
around towns on Assizes. 

Ah, well I suppose they really do 
have a prior claim on "circuit" having 
been in business a little longer 
than electronics. The adoption of 
the adjective "mini" is surprising— 
and confusing though. 

RALLYING CALL  

Warnings of the stiff fight facing 
the British electronics industry have 
issued forth from Millbank Tower. 

Foreign -competition is indeed 
becoming tougher and we must not 
treat such warnings lightly. How- 
ever, there are frequently examples of 
the old native enterprise breaking 
through. Two current examples will 
allow me to bring this month's piece 
to a reasonably cheerful conclusion: 

(1) The Soviet trade foreign organ- 
isation is to purchase an English 
Electric computer (costing £467,500). 
Confidence in the quality and effect- 
tiveness of British-made electronic 
equipment was mentioned by a 
U.S.S.R. spokesman as an important 
factor in selecting this machine. 

(2) A major advance in transistor 
technology has won for Joseph Lucas 
Ltd. the Queen's Award to Industry 
for technical innovation. This com- 
pany was the first to develop and put 
into volume production high voltage 
transistors. These Lucas designed 
components are now being manu- 
factured under licence in the U.S.A. 
A very welcome reversal of what has 
(regrettably) become the conventional 
direction of current flow! 
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Want to get going 

in a career as a 

technician? 

Join the Army 

2 years from now you could be earning over 
£15 a week, all found, as a qualified tech- 
nician. Qualified in a career that'll set you 
up for life. 

If you're between 17 and 25 you can join the Army 
as a trainee technician and get started on a 15- 
month course in air craft, electronics or instru- 
ments. About eight months after successfully 
completing the course, you'll get promotion to 
Corporal. And from there on it's up to you. The 
sky's the limit. 

The equipment you'll be working with—whether 
it is radio transmitters, transceivers, closed-circuit 
T.V., gunfire control equipment or helicopters— 
is the most advanced of its kind anywhere. And 
you'll be training with it from the start. 

The pay As a trainee technician you can get as 
much as £9 a week (clear) from the age of 17^— 
food,and accommodation free. After about 15 
months this rises to nearly £14 on passing a trade 
test and, after about 2 years and promotion to 
Corporal, to over £15. After that, there's every 
chance of more promotion and still more pay. 

And don't forget that in the Army, besides 
moving fast in a worthwhile career, you've every 
opportunity for travel, action, sport and excite- 
ment, too! 

SEND OFF THE COUPON FQR>JZ£ THE FACTS 

i^O: ARMY CAREERS MP6(A), LANSDOWNE HOUSE, 
BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON W.I 
Please send me full details of how to become a technician. 

NAME '.   

ADDRESS 

TOWN.... 

COUNTY., 

DATE OE BIRTH '^UALtUI-BIKIH      
^ M707!N 1Q i (You muse be resident in the VK) 

You can depend on 

Shure quality 

MICROPHONES 

For amateur radio 

communications 

Shure Mode! 444 
Controlled Magnetic 
Microphone 
Specially designed for radio 
communications, giving 
optimum performance from 
single sideband transmitters 
as well as AM and FM units. 
Response cuts off sharply below 
300 c/s and above 3,000 c/s, 
with a rising characteristic to 
3,000 c/s. This results in 
optimum speech intelligibility 
and audio punch to cut through 
noise interference. High 
impedance. Dependable under 
all operating conditions. 
Complete with switch for 
instantaneous press-to-talk or 
VOX operation; finger-tip 
control bar; long-life switch; 
adjustable microphone height; 
sturdy, high-impact base 
and case; 7 ft. two-conductor 
shielded cable. 

Shure Mode! 201 
Diaphragm Type 
Ceramic Microphone 
* Provides clear, crisp, natural 
voice reproduction of high 
intelligibility 

*High impedance *ldeal voice 
response and omni-directional 
polar pickup characteristics 

*No humidity or temperature 
problems 

* Light, strong and compact 
*Heavy duty push-to-talk 

(non-locking) switch 
* Frequency response . 200 to 
4,000 c/s 

*3-conductor retractable cable. 

a 

Setting the 
world's standard 

 In sound 
SHURE ELECTROWICS LTD. 
84 Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.I. Tel. WATerloo 6361 



Practical Electronics Classified Advertisements 

TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, ETC. 

20% CASH DISCOUNT on most famous makes 
of Tape JteeortJers, Hi-Fi equipment, Cameras, 
etc. Join England's largest Mall Order Club 
now and enjoy the advantages of bulk buying. 
Send 6/- for membership card, catalogues, 
price lists and ask for quotation on any item. 
C.B.A. (Dept. A18), 370 St. Aibans Road, 
Watford, Herts. 

GEE'S RECORDING TAPE and Audio Acces- 
sories cost less! Send t/- for illOstrated 
catalogue. GEE BROS. RADIO, 15 Little 
Mewport Street, London, W.C.2. Gerratd 6794. 

TAPES TO DISC—using finest professional 
equipment—43 r.p.m. 18/-. S.A.E. leaflet. 
DEKOY, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, 
Lanes. 

SERVICE SHEETS 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5000 modets. 
List' 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TELUAV, 11 
Maudlnud Bank; Preston. 

RADIO TELEVISION, over 8,000 Models. 
JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep- 
herds Bush ltd., London, W.6. SHE 8441, 

SERVICE SHEETS for all makes Radio, T/V, 
Tape Recorders, 1925-1067. Prices from 1/-. 
Catalogue 6,000 models, 2/6. Free fault- 
finding guide with all sheets. Please send 
stamped addressed envelope with all orders/ 
enquiries. HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London 
Road, Bexhill, Sussex. 

. SERVICE SHEETS 
4/- each, plus postage. 

We have the largest supply of Ser- 
vice Sheets for all makes and types 
of Radios and Televisions, etc. In the 
country. Speedy Service. 
To obtain the Service Sheet you 
require, please, complete the at- 
tached coupon: 
From: 
Name:     

Address:   

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS 
35/36 Great Marlhorough Street, London, W.I 

Please supply Service Sheets for the 
following: 
Make:   

Model No.:  Radio/TV 
Make:   -    

Model No.:  Radio/TV 
Make:        

Model No.:   Radio/TV 
also require the new 1967 list of 

Service Sheets at 1/6 plus postage. 
{phase delete items not applicable) 
enclose remittance of    

which includes posuge 
MAIL ORDERS ONLY O«.PE 

RATES: 1/3 per word (minimum 12 
words). Box No. 1/6 extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and 
addressed to Advertisement Manager, 

"Practical Electronics" 
15/17 Long Acre, London, W.C.2 

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

SURPLUS HANDBOOKS 
19 »et Circuit and Notes ...... 4/6 P.P. fid 1155 set Circuit and Notes .... 4/6 P.P. fid 
H.R.O. Technical Instructions ,. 3/4 P.P. fid 
38 set Technical Instructions.... 3/6 P.P. fid 46 ««t Working Instructions * .. 3/4 P.P. fid 
88 »et Technical instructions.... 5/- P.P. fid 
BC. 221 Circuit and Notes  3/6 P.P. fid Wavemeter Class D Tech. Instr. 3/6 P.P. fid 
18 set Circuit and Notes  3/fi P.P. fid BC. 1000 (31 set) Circuit & Notes 3/6 P.P. fid 
CR.IOO/B.28 Circuit and Notes 8/6 P.P. 9d 
R.107 Circuit and Notes  5/- P.P. fid 
A.R.8BD. Instruction Manual .. IS/- P.P. 1/6 
62 set Circuit and Notes 4/6 P.P. 6d 
52 set Sender & Receiver Circuits 6/-. post free 
Circuit Diagrams 3/- each post free. 
R.III6/A, R.I224/A. R.I3S5. R.F. 24. 25, & 26, 
A.I 134. T.I 154, CR.30O. BC.342. BC,3I2. 
BC.348,J.E.M,P. BC.624. 22 set. 
Resistor colour code Indicator, 1/6 P.P. fid. 
S.A.E. with all enquiries please. 
Postage rates apply to U.K. only. 

Mail order only to: 
Instructional Handbook Supplies 
Dept. P.E., Talbot House, 28 Talbot Gardens 

Leeds 8 

FOR SALE 

SEE MY CAT. for this and that. Tools, 
materials, mechanical and electrical gear— 
lots of unusual stuff. This Cat. is free for the 
asking. K. R. WHFSTON (Dept. CPE), 
New Mills, Stockport 

■ a a a a ■ ■ p rx p HAMMIR PATT5RN 
HAMMERITEssa 

TRIAL TIN (^vhrs) 3/6 +9d. 
• AIR DRYING • JUST BRUSH ON WITHSTANDS tS0»C, OIL, WATER, Etc. 21 oz, sins 3/6 Very rpeoial prices lor larger I pint 7/6 snei. Pireprool ,Thiuners, I pint 15/- Tinlen, Transleti, Uit Free. Carriage; Orders op to S/-, W.; up to 10/-. 1/9; over 10/-. 3/-. Colours: Blue, Silver, Black or Bronze. Return of post service, Monday to Friday, 
FINNJCAN SPECIALITY PAINTS <PE) Mickley Square, Stoeksfietd, Northumberland Tel. Stocksfield 2280 

100 PAGE Illustrated catalogue No. 17 of 
Government and manufactujcers' electronic and 
mechanical surplus, also a complete new 
section of the latest semi-conductors and miniature components, includes a credit 
voucher for 2/6. Send for your copy now. 
Price 3/- Post Free. ARTHUR SALLIS 
(RADIO CONTROL) LTD., 93 North Road, 
Brighton. 

NEW LOW PRICES 
Mrd /long Kavcbanrt table portable £4.16.6 Micro-radio 2in. X Situ londapeaker output £2.14.6 Med. ware pocket portable, 6 translator .. £2.14.6 AM/FM 9 translator S diode £7. 7.0 Intercoms—2 station 22,9,6 4 station £5.14.6 Clock radio alarm .. ,. .. £8. 4.6 
All post free prices with a seven day money back guarantee. Personnl callers welcome. Send today to; 
DIRECT SALES (PE), 79 VICARAGE LANE 

LONDON, E.IS 

FOR SALE /confinuedj 

TRANSISTORISED medium wave superhefc 
chassis (pocket radio size) with loudspeaker, 
earphone socket and battery leads ready wired. 
Fully tested and working at super low price of 
45/- post free, RitUablo case 5/- extra. 
DIRECT SALES, 75) Vicarage Lane, London, 
E.15- 

PRIVATE ENGINEERS. Valves, tubes and 
components, excellent trade discounts, free 
catalogue. BAHTLICTT'S, 38 Clifton Road, 
Greenford, Middx. 

MORSE ^sdYe !! 
FACT NOT FICTION. II you start RIGHT you will be rebdliig amateur and commercial Morse within a month (normal progress to be expected). Using sclenttacally prepared S-speed records you automatically learn to recognise the code RHYTHM without translating- You can't help It, it's as easy as learning a tune. 18 W.P.M, in 4 weeks guaranteed. For details and course C.O.D. ring S.T.D. 01-860 2898 or send 8d. stamp for explanatory booklet to: 

psemm, 45 6SEEH LAKE, PCELEY. SURREY 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SILICON TRANSISTORS, ETC. 
Medium Power. 250mW 600mW 

2N696, 6/6. 2N697. 5/-. 2N70fi. 4/3. 
2N3702/6/8/9/10. 4/6. 2N3703. 5/-. 
2N3704/5/7, 5/6. 

High Power, SW-II5W 
Vcb. (c. Pd. Each 

2N3053 48 0 SA 5W II/- 
2N3055 100 ISA II5W 21/6 
2N3738 250 3A 20 W 37/6 

Single Phato Silicon Bridget 
Full range from I Amp to 16 Amp, 25 PJV to 
600 PIV, S.A.E. for list. 

C.W.O. Add postage 
RECTRA COMPONENTS LTD. 

25 Victoria Street 
London, S.W.I 

rt 

See the World famous 
HEATHKIT 

Electronic Kits 
at 

233 Tottenham Court Rd. 
LONDON. W.I 

Telephone 01.636 7349 
Send for FREE Catalogue Dept. TC-J 

I DON'T READ THIS 
unless you want to discover some 
REALLY UNUSUAL CIRCUITS : Devices 
like an experimental cyclic memory, 
a synthetic reflex animal, an elec- 
tronic dog whistle, a machine which 
' recognises ' itself, etc., etc. HOSTS 
of EASY-TO-CONSTRUCT projects that 

I are gping to FASCINATE YOU. SEND 2/6 
for our list of " BOFFIN PROJECTS " 
—now; 
To: "BOFFIN PROJECTS" 
4 CUHLIFFE ROAD, ST0NELE1GH 

EWELL, SURREY 
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MISCELLANEOUS (continue^ 

[Z «■ KTMHTKU^e'D"; 
I ^ ANALOGUEANO D(GlTflL CBMPUTERKITS i 

Jobs galore for Computer { 
Trained men at higher than i 
ever salaries! Now is the 
time to learn FIRST HAND i 
what makes the giant 
computers tick! 
Analogue Computer 1 and Digl- I 
Comp 1, designed to meet the I 
needs of people with little or no J 
knowledge of computers—helps J 
you to do that. No scientific | 
background needed—if you can ■ 
read you can build and master the | 
first fundamentals of computer J 
technology in next to no time. J 

Oesk Top AC I is battery operated and has 
a fully transistorised Audio Sinewave genera- 
tor. It computes heights of objects, solves 
mathematical problems, teaches fundamental 
theory of Analogue computers, measures 
unknown resistors, capacitors and inductors 
with AN ELECTRONIC' MEASljR'EhTgfTr 
BR1PGE. It can handle many different 
problems in arithmetic, geometry, trigo- 
nometry, algebra, mechanics, electricity, 
electronics, ■ heat, light and sound. The 
further you advance in your knowledge, 
the mpre applications you will find for the 
computer. Supplied complete with all parts, hardware and accessories, including bat- 
teries, large pictorial wiring diagrams and 
clearly written .manual. Ingenious patented 
design requires no soldering. Beautifully 
engineered and fully guaranteed for one 
year. Minimum Retail Price £10.14.6. 
Special Introductory Offer only £8.14.0. 
4-5/6 p.A p. 

| Digi-Comp I. This remarkable teaching 
I aid is the first of its kind. It is a binary 
t computer kit that anyone can assemble and | programtfte and learn first hand about the 
| operations hidden in the circuits of a giant 
| computer. They can see while they carry 
I out a total of 15 experiments how a com- ■ puter adds, subtracts, shifts, complements, ■ multiplies and divides. An excellent science 
J and maths project for classroom demonstra- 
! tion and discussion or home-study. Drgi- 
I Comp I is a highly successful and revolu- ■ tionary concept In teaching the ABC of 
! computers. Supplied complete with 32-page 
I instruction momial and large pictorial 
I diagrams for ossembiy (about 1-2 hours). 
I For those who want to know more about 
| Boolean Algebra, Programmirig. computer 
I logical design, use of truth tables and flow • charts and the detailed mathematical de- 
I rivations of the programmes in the Digi- 
I Comp I Instruction Manual, an "Advanced 
I Text Book" has been prepared. Digi- 
| Comp I. ONLY 54/- 4-4/6 p. & p. 
I Advanced Text Book 12/6 Inct. p. & p. 
I Electronics ond computers are fast progressing. 
• Don't defay, act now I This could be the best 
J investment for your future. 
1 ELECTRON1X LIMITED (P.6) 
! One The Hamlet, Champion Hill, London, S.E.5 
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MISCELLANEOUS (continued) 

CALL OB SEND for Hat from the most interest- 
ing shop in Lancashire. Electrical, Mechanical 
and Electronic Goods, ROGERS, 31 Kelson 
Street, Southport, 

"PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS" Investigator 
Oscilloscope. Radio Servicing Aid. Enlarge- 
ment Exposure Guide. Video Pattern Genera- 
tor. C.E.O. Trace Doubler. Rite Indicator. 
Chemoetat. Light Operated Stopwatch. 
Milk-O-Stat, Field Strength Meter. Valve 
Voltmeter A Ohmineter. Proximity Detector. 
Photoflash Slave Unit. Doorbell Repeater. 
Integrated Stereo Amplifier and ail construc- 
tional projects going back to Issue 1. Send s.a.e. 
for your choice of Itemised price lists. Ad AX 
ELECTRONICS, Ida Rumhold Road, Fulham, 
London, S.W.C. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

FED UP WITH YOUR 
PRESENT JOB? 

We require a number of junior engineers 
with drive and initiative for: 

Circuit design — development and 
prototype construction, etc.; Electro- 
mechanical drafting—printed circuit/ 
chassis layouts, etc.; Production line 
test and inspection engineers; Pro- 
duction line fault finders. 

Excellent prospects and full training given, day release considered. Salary up 
to £1,000 depending on experience and qualifications. 
Send full details in writing of experience 
to date and present salary to: 
Solid State Controls Limited 
30/40 Dolling Road. London, W.6 

SITUATIONS VACANT fconfmuetf; 

RADIO TECHNICIANS 
A number of suitably qualified 
candidates are required for permanent 
and pensionable employment (mostly in 
Cheltenham, but from time to time there are 
some vacancies in other parts of the 
U.K. including London). There are also 
opportunities for service abroad. 
Applicants must be 19 or over and bo 
familiar with the use of Test Gear, and have 
had practical Radio/Electronic workshop 
experience. Preference will be given to 
candidates who can offer "O" Level GCE 
passes in English Language, Maths and/or 
Physics, or hold the City and Guilds Tele- 
communications Technician Intermediate 
Certificate or equivalent technical 
qualifications. 
Pay according to age, e.g. at 19—£812, 
at 25-£1,046 (highest age pay on entry) 
rising on 1/1/68 to—at 19—£828, at 
25—£1,076, 
Prospects of promotion to grades in 
salary range £1,159—£T,<'41. There are a 
few posts carrying higher salaries. 
Annual Leave allowance of 3 weeks 
3 days, rising to 4 weeks 2 days. Normal 
Civil Service sick leave regulations apply. 
Application forms available from: 

Recruitment Officer (R7) 
Government Communications Headquarters 
Oakley 
Priors Road 
CHELTENHAM. Glos. 

ICS 

TECHNICAL TRAINING by 

IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
First-class opportunities in Radio and Electronics await the ICS trained man. 
Let I C S train YOU for a well-paid pose in this expanding field. 
1C S courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, quickly and 
easily) the specialized training so essential to success. Diploma courses in Radio/ 
TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, Computers, etc. Expert coaching for; 
• INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS. 
» C. & G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS' CERTS, 
• C. & G. SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES. 
• R.T.E.B, RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE. 
• RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION. 
• P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY. 
Examination Students Coached until Successful. 
NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COURSES 
Build your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator, multi- 
meter and valve volt meter—all under expert guidance. 
POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C S can help YOU in your 
career. Full details of I C S courses in Radio, Television and Electronics will be 
sent to you by return mail. 
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES. 

r 
INTERNATIONAL 

CORRESPONDENCE 

SCHOOLS 

A WHOLE WORLD 
OF KNOWLEDGE 

AWAITS YOU ! 

international Correspondence Schools 
(Dept. 152), Intertext House, Parkgata Road, 

London, S.W.t I. 

1 

NAME 
Block Capitals Please 

ADDRESS 

.10.67 
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OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS 

Young 
AUDIO-VISUAL 

AIDS TECHNICIAN 
with a sense pf responsibility and a 
progressive outlook is required. 
The candidate would be responsible (or 
the maintenance of all types of AVA 
equipment including tape recorders, 
Ifimm/flmm sound projectors, overhead 
projectors and sound amplifying equip- 
ment. and would work in a department 
that has its own CCTV studio and an 
interest in this direction would be an 
additional qualification. Organiiing;ability 
is essential. Salary on scale rising co £935 
in first instance. ' 
Applications by letter (no forms) to The 
Bursar, St. Mary's College, Straw- 
berry Hill, Twickenham. 

EDUCATIONAL 

TRANSISTOR COURSE: 21 practical experi- ments under the RUldnnee of professionally 
qunlifted tutors. Material, components and 
Instructions—everything sujjpHetl—C5 10*. &d. Also d.c. Meter Kit and Basic Transistor 
Circuits Kit. Details Free. Dent BA, BLKC- 
THOXIC EXPERIMENTS, Brinklow, Rugby, 

RADIO OFFICERS see the world! Sea goinq 
and shore appointments. Trainee vacancies 
during 1067. (Jrants .available. Day and 
Boarding students. Stamp for prospectus. 
AViBELESS COLLEGE, Colwyn Bay, M'ales. 

EDUCATIONAL 
f continued) 

6ET INTO ELECTRONICS—big opportunities 
for trained .men. Learn the practical way with 
low-cost Postal Training, complete with "equip- 
ment. A.M.I.E.R.E., K.T.E.B,, City & Guilds, 
Radio, T/V, Telecoms., etc. For FREE 100- 
page book, write Dept. 856K, CHAMBERS 
COLLEGE, 148 Holborn, London, E.C.I. 

ALDERMA8TON COURT POSTAL TRAINING 
for Jl.Sc. (Eng.) Part 1, A.XLI.E.R.E., 
A.5LS.E., City & Guilds, G.C.B., etc. prepares 
you privately for high pay and security as 
Technician or Technologist. Thousands, of passes. For details of Exams and Courses 
In all branches of Engineering, Building, 
Electronics, etc. (including latest information 
on C.Eng.), write for 132-page Handbook— 
FREE. Please state interest. BRITISH 
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECH- 
NOLOGY, (Dept. 125K), Aldcrmaston Court, 
Aldermaston, Berks. 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
RADIOTELEGRAPHY 
RADAR MAINTENANCE 
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES 

Full and Part-time Training Courses 
Apply:—Diraetor, British School of Telegraphy, 
20 Peoyworn Road, Earls Court, London, S.W.5 

A.M.S.E. (liiec.), City & Guilds, O.C.E., etc., 
on "Satisfaction or Refund of Fee" terms. 
Wide range of Home Study Courses in 
Electronics, Computers, Radio, T.V., etc. 
132-page Guide—FREE. Please state subject 
Of interest. BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGV (Dept. 
124 K), A Ide rmas ton Court, Aldermaston, Berks. 

CITY AND COUNTY OF BRISTOL 

BRISTOL TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Principal: E. Poole, B.Sc.(Eng.), CEng., M.I.Mech.E., Ml.Prod.E. 

CAREERS IN RADIO AND RADAR 
Licensed Aircraft Radio 
Engineers 
2-year full-time course for 
A.R.M.E. Licences, categories A 
and B, and six months courses 
for Radar Rating in association 
with the above. 

Marine Radio Officers 
2-year fuil-time course for young 
men aged 16, upwards, leading 
to First and Second Class P.M.G, 
Certificates and B.O.T. Radar 
Maintenance Certificate. 
Conversion Course (Second 
Class to First Class). 
R.T. Courses (for Full or 
Restricted Licence). 

Marine Electronic Maintenance 
Engineers Course (forqualified 
Marine Radio OfFtcers). 

Training given on the /atest types of Marine and Aircraft 
' Equipment in newly equipped Laboratories at 

THE SCHOOL OF MARINE RADIO AND RADAR 
Senior Lecturer-fn-Chorge .* F. E. Barltrop 

For details, write to:— 
The Registrar, BRISTOL TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

ASHLEY DOWN, BRISTOL 7 

EDUCATIONAL 
(continued) 

HOME STUDY COURSES in Practical Elec- 
tronics. Free Brochure without obligation 
from; BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO 
SCHOOL, Reading, Berks. 

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION & ELEC- 
TRONICS with the world's largest home-study organisation. I.E.R.E., City & Gallda, 
R.T.E.B., etc. Also practical courses with 
equipment. No books to buy. Write for FREE prospectus stating subject to I.C.3., 
Intertext House, Parkgate Road (Dept.. 677), 
London, S.W.I 1. 

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

REPANCO' Transistor Coils and Transformer, 
for the Constructor. Send stamp for Hats 
RADIO EXFERIMBNXAL PRODUCTS 
LTD., 33 Much Park Street, Coventry. 

JOHN'S RADIO (Dept. B) OLD CO-OP. WHITEHALL ROAD DBI0HU50T0JT. BRADFORD Pbone: Dilihliogton 732 
PAMOD8 ARMY SHORT-WAVE TRANSRECEIVER ME. in 

Xhia Kt 1« made up ol 3 separate uulte: (1) a two valve amplifier using a 6V6 output valve: (2) (some only, not built In the very latest models) a V.H.F. transreceiver covering 229-241 Melt using 4 valves; (3) the main short wave tranarniUer/recelver covering. In two switched bands, lost below 2-41 Mc/t, and 41-8 Mc/t (appro*. 160-37 5 metres) oalng 9 valvee. For R.T.. C.W. and H C.W. The receiver is super- heterodyne having 1 R.F. stage, freqoener changer, two I-P. (465 kc/s) signal detector. A.V.C. and output stage. A B.F.O. Tnelnded lor C.W. or slngie side-band reception. T.X. output valve 807, other valvea octal bases. Many extras, e.g. netting ewltch, quick flick dial settings, squelch, etc. Power re- quirements L.X. 12 volts. H.T. receiver 275 volts d.c., H.T. transmitter 500 volts d.c., site approx. 17i x 7| x llins. Every set supplied in new or as new condition In carton with book Including, circuits, only 44.10.0, or Grade 2 slightly used M/- carriage both 15/-. A FOIL KIT ol brand new attachments lor this set Including all connectors, control box, headphones and mike, aerial toning unit, co-axla! lead, etc. at only 45/- carriages/-. WE MAKE A MAIN'S 200/260 VOLT POWER LTSIT In louvred metal case to plug direct into set power socket to run (1) receiver, 70/- poet 6/-. (2) TX and KX, £6.10,0 post 7/8. (3) 12 VOLT D.O. P.O. lor receiver. SO/- carriage 6/-. A charge ol 10/- to unpack and teat the receiver ol these sets la made only U requested. 
V.H.F. TSARSEECEIVEH ME. 1/1 

This Is a tnodern Belt-contained tunable VJI.F. low powered frequency modulated transreceiver for R.T. communication up to 8-10 miles, Made for'the Ministry ol Supply at an extremely high cost by well known British makers, naing 16 midget B.O. 7 valve*, receiver incorporating R.F. amplifier. Double eoperhet and A.F.C. Slow-motion tuning with the dial calibrated in 41 channels each 200 kc/s apart. The frequency covered is 39-48 Mo/s. Also has built-in Crystal calibrator which gives pips to coincide with mark* on the tuning dial. Power required 1..T. 41 volts, H.T. 150 volts, tapped at 90 volts for receiver. Every Bet supplied complete with valves and crystals, New in carton, complete with adjustable whip aerial and circuit. Price 44.10.0. carriage 10/-, Headset or hand tetephone 80/-. Internal power unit stabilised for 200/280 A,C. input. 18.10.0 extra. 
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS (coniinued) 

FOR BALE. K.n55B, full civil mods, wizard 
performance, £10 complete. Guaranteed. 
4KP7 [Mull I)H10-94] quality oscilloscope 
c.r.t., graticule, shield, all flttings, 87 10 0 
complete; Guaranteed- 5FP7, Sin- Flat-faced 
radar c.r.t., £1. 3 cm. 9ln. dia. radar scanner, 
magnetron, chassta, £3. Burglar alarm system 
for store/garage /premises. Ten inputs for any 
type of detector; with treadswitch mat, 
reed switches. Full circuits; new clever 
design; £M complete, guaranteed. Solon 
25\V Iron, 10/-. Three thymtors 100 p.i.v,; 
3A, 5A, 25A, lot £1. Junk lots, visitors only, 
all sorts of useful gadgets. First 25 radio control models and Electronics magazine, lot 
25/-; Other aeromodel books. Frog 349 
engine, props, spares, v.g.c., lot 50/-. Texas 
1S115 submin. rectifier; 600 p.i.v., 0-4A. 10/- 
each. Texas 2G371 germanium p.n.p., 2/- each. 
Texas 2S302 silicon p.n.p. 6/- each. Lucas 
DA001 200V silicop avalanche diodes, 7/6 each. 
Wima quality eleetrolytics; 300/< 6V, 3/6; 
50/( 6V, 2/-. All components now and standard. 
Please add reasonable pesiage. COLIN MAX PA UK EH, 2 Brackenhill Cottages. High wood 
Lane, Kingwood, Hants. Tel.: Ring wood 2713. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

I Watt S.T.C. 300 MC/S N.P.N. 
Silicon Planer. Transistors. With 
data. ' Limited Stocks. £1 for 6, 

3/- each. OC44, OC45, OC70, 
OC7I, OC8f, OC8ID, OC200, 
Get 16. Get 20. 

4/- each. API 14, API 15. API 16. 
API 17, OCI70, OCI7I. 

S/- each. OC139, OC140. Get 
7, Get 8, Get 9, XC14I. BYI00, 
OA21I. 

ZENER DIODES 
3.9v. to 26 voit, £w. 3/6 each, 
l.5w. 5/-, 7w. 6/- each. 

Send 6d. for full lists: inc. S.C.R. 
Zeners. 

BSY 27, 7/6 each. OC20, 10/- 
each. 

C u r s o n s 
78 Broad Street 
Canterbury 
Kent 

RESISTORS 
| watt carbon Sim 6% 

All pcelerred value# in stock from 10 ohms to 10 naegohma, 8d. each 
Send 3-A.E. far tree sample 

CAPACITORS 
Mullard Minlatme Metallised Polyester P.O. Mount- ing all 960V d.c. working 

0-OlmI, 0'022mf, 0-047int, 1-Omf, 0-22mf, all at fid, each 
Hunts Tabular 0-lTOf,200V working at 3d, each 

Dept. P.E.4 
BREN5AL ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

CHARLES STREET, BRISTOL I 

SILICON PRODUCTS 
2N3053.10/5. 2N3055.22/-. All 2N2926,3/9. 
2N696, 4/6. 2N697, 51- 2N706, 3/9. 
Miniaturu N-Type, 25V, 200mW, FET, 10/6, 
2N1302-9. all type*, 4/6. 

S.A.E. for full lists 
C.W.O. Add postage 

PREMMIT LTD., Components Dlv. 
31 Queen Anne's Gate 

London, S.W.I 

TRANSISTOR PANELS 
New boxed, llxe 9* X 6* X 11* with " Vilvo" eramiicort typo OC4S or timilar, with full length leads, also an equal number of OA85 diodes, H/S resistors, etc. Built on perforated board in a metal frame. 
Panel of 20 trans/start, diode*, etc. 20/- 
30 — 15/- 60—-40,'- 40 — 30/- 70 — 45/- Postage 2/- per panel. 50 — 35/- 00 — 50/- 
Computer boards, two types average 30 planar epitaxial transistors, ZT.706 or equiv. 300 megs. 30diodes, Histab resistors. 19/4, P. & P. I/-. 
ZENER DIODES 2-4v, 2'7v, 3v, 3-6v, 4-3v, 4-75v, S'25v, S-75v. 6-2v. 6-8v, 7-Bv, 91*. I3v, ISv, i6v, IBv, 20v, 27v, 30v, 33v, mostly t W at 3/6 each. 
OC45 at I/, OC76. AFII6, OCI39, OC140ail at!/-. TK22C at 1/-. 
Polystyrene Capacitors, 350v. 600, 620, 1,800, 2,200, 2,700. 3,600, 6,800. I25Y. 1.000, 1,200. 1.500. 1.800. 3,300, 3.900, 4,700, 8,200. 0-012. 0-015, 2/-tto*enanyielection. Heat Sinks I0W finned, 5/-. Electrofyttcs, 5,000 MFD, 50v. 6/6. 1.000 MFD, 60v. 5/-. 1.000 MFD, 30v. 4/-. 3.000 MFD, lOv.a/-. Gold Bonded Diodes, 75v. P.I.V. 75mA. cards of 25. 10/-. Wire Wound Pots 5, 10, 25. 50, 100. 250; BOO. Ik. 2k, 2-5k, 5k, I Ok, 20k, 25k, 50k. 100k. not presets, 2/- each, OC23 6/-: NKT4S2 6/-. Minimum order 5/-, postage t/-. 
NEW CROSS RADIO 
6 OLDHAM ROAD, MANCHESTER 4 

REAL HI-FI 

IN A MINIATURE ENCLOSURE 

The 
Revolutionary 'AUDIMAX V 

Loudspeaker with Pneumatically 
suspended diaphragm 

4iin lOiin Size: 8}in (deep) Finiah: Oiled teak. Power: 8W. I2W (peak). Impedance: 4-5Q. Frequency Response (radi- ated)! 50 c/s—6dB, 100 c/s— 4dB1 500 c/s, OdB. I Kc + IdB, 2K/cs + 2dB. SK/cs + 2d8, iOK/cs + 2dB, ISK/es— 4dB (inutrmediate variations <ldB), at 20 Ke/s—SdB (inter- mediate variations OdB) 
£12 each or £23 a pair 

(Postage free) 

SILICON RECTIFIERS: 0-5A at 70''C (no heat •ink required). 400 P.I.V. 2/9, BOO P.I.V, 3/-, 1,250 P.I.V. 3/6, I.S00 P.I.V. 3/9. 1-2A at SO'C (no heat sink required). 400 P.I.V. 5/6, 800 P.t.V. 7/-. 1,250 P.I.V. 7/6, 1.500 P.I.V. 6/3. 2-5A at SCC (no heat sink required). 400 P.I.V. 61-, 600 P.I.V. 7/6, 1.250 P.i.V. 8/3, 1.500 P.I.V. 11 /a. POTENTIOMETERS (Carbon): Long life, very low noise. iW at 70°C. ±20% < iM, ± 30®/, > iM. Body dia., j-in. Spindle, (In x iin. t/9 each. Linear: Ik, 2-5k, 5k, etc., per decade to I0M. Logarithmic: 5k, 10k. 25k, etc., per decade to SM. SKELETON PRE-SET POTENTIOMETERS (Carbon): Linear: Ik, l-Sk, Sk, etc., per decade to 5M. Miniature: 0-3W at 70®C. ±20% > iM. Horizontal (0-7io x 0-4in P.C.M.) or Ver- tical {0-4in x 0-2in P.C.M.) mounting. I/, each. Submin. 01W at 70®C. ± 20% S I M, ± 30% > IM. Horizontal <0-4in x 0-2in P.C.M.) or Vertical (0-2in x 0-1 in P.C.M.) mounting. 9d each. RESISTORS (Carbon film): High stability, very low noite. ±W at 70°C. Body fin X 4-in. Values in each decade; 10. It, 12, (3. IS. 16, 18.20.22,24,27. 30, 33, 36, 39, 43, 47. 51. 56, 62, 68. 75. 82, 91 from 4-70 to IM. ±5%. 2d each. I-2M. I-5M. I-8M, a-2M, 2-7M. 3-3M, 3-9M, 4-7M, 5 6M, 6-8M. 8-2M, I0M. ± 10%. 2d each. JACK PLUGS (Scruned): Heavily chromed, iin. Standard; 2/9 each. Side-entry: 3/6 each. JACK SOCKETS (lin Plug): With black or white bezel and chrome nut. 2/9 each, available with: Break/Break, Make/Break, Break/Make, Make/Make contacts, SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL CATALOGUE (Components, Kits, Hi-Fi Equipments, Turntables, Speakers), 
DUXF0RD ELECTRONICS 

DUXFORO. CAMBS. C.W.O. P. Si P. I/-. Minimum order value S/-. 

VALUE FROM ELECTROVALUE 
Silicon Transistors Ceramic high reliability, general purpose low noise amplifiers, NPN: NLCS2926 (ISV) red (|355-l 10) 3/6. orange(890-180) 3/9, yellow (8150-300) 4/-. (41X52925 (25V) (8235—470) 4/9 Low noise high gain NPN: BCI09 4/3, Low current 2N3707 5/-. PNP 2N40S8 5/6 G.P. AF NPN BClOe (8(25-500) 3/11, 2N2926 (835-470) from 2/6, 664S/R O250- 500) 3/- AF driver NPN 60107 (45V -3W) 4/3, 2N3704 (30V -SW)4/-, BFYSO (B0V-8W)7/6 AF driver PNP 2N 3702 (25V-JW) 4I~. 40319 (40V IW) 13/3, 40362 (tOV IW)I 4/9 High power O/P NPN 40465 (40V 40W 70X case) 16/3 2N305S (100V 65W I00X case) £1 only High voltage. 120V C407 6/9, UHF 1200MHz 2N3663 11/3 Subminiaturc, low noise AF/RF amplifier/svyitching, BCI22 5/9 Germanium Transistors Low noise AF PNP NKT265 3/6, 2G30a 6/9. high gain 2G309 7/9 G.P. AF PNP NKT264/274 high gain 3/6. NKT2t4 3/9 G.P. switching PNP ACY17 (60V IA) 8/3, NKT2I7 (60V ITSmA) 7/-, ACY22 (20V 1 A) 3/6 High power PNP: MKT-405 (8100-200) 50V 13/9, 2N2i47 (8100-300) 7SV, IS/9 AF driver O/P and G.P. switching PNP NKT26I 3/6,2N1305 4/- NPN G.P. driver. O/P and switching 2NI304 4/- Complementary matched pairs, 2N1304/2N1305 8/6d Diodes Germanium OA47, OA70. OA8I, OA90. OA95, 2/- each Silicon OA202, 3/— 

NEW RESISTORS —LOWEST PRICES 
Carbon film, low noise, low drift 
12 values per decade covering the range from 4-711 to I0MQ iW 10%: 1/9 dor mixed, 13/6 100 mixed. 12/- 100 of one value iW 5%: 2/- dor mixed, 16/- 100 mixed, 14/6 100 of one value 
Allimixtures are to your specified values. Large quantities stocked. 
Quality Carbon Skeleton Pre-sets: 100, 250, 5000, Ik, 2-5k, Sk, 10k, 25k, 50k, iOOk, 250k, 500k, IM. 2-5M, 5M, I0MQ. 
All values available in horizontal or vertical mounting. I/- each 
Volume controls: 100, 250, 5000, etc., to lOMQ linear 2/6 each Sk, 10k, 25kfl, etc.. to SMQ log. 2/6 each Sk, 10k. 2SkQ, etc., to 2Ma log DP switch 5/3 each 
Peak Sound Products 
CIR-K1T No. 3 pack 12/6 
Strip ISft. x fin or 7#in 7/6, Sheet 6m x ]2in 7/6 
Transistorised Stereo Arnplifier type SA&-8. Amplifier kit £10/10/-\ _ - Power supply kit £3 / ro>t-iree 
For full semiconductor data and equivalents, see our catalogue price fid. All stock is brand new, not surplus. 

TOP OUALITY — FAST SERVICE — 10% DISCOUNT OVER £3 
ELECTROVALUE 6 Mansfield Place, Ascot, Berkshire 
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS (continued) 

1 FOR SEMICOINJOUCTOR 

BARGAINS !! 

2N3819 FET 16/ 

2N3528 Sm8/: 

2N1599 SCB 9/6 

QCPTIequiv. 9/6 

BC107 5/8 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
EPOXY 

PLANARS 
1/6 each ! ! 

2N3702-PNP 
2N3707-NPN 

{equiv, 2N2926, etc.) 

2N2646UJT12/6 

St.* 

A2S 
AC 126 
AC 128 
AC 176 
AD 161 
AD 162 
ADTMO 
Af I (6 
AFIFS 
AFi (6 AFII2 
AFI 18 
AFI39 
B3M 
BAYS! 
BAY38 
BCI08 
BCI09 eciso 
BCI5I 
BCIS2 
BCI7S 
BCY3I 
BCZII 
BFY50 
BFYSI 
BFY52 
BSY27 

Milliard output set 2 x OC81 + OC9ID   7/- Mullard RF set 2 x OX-IS + oc«  a/6 
P. & P. PLEASE ADD 9d. 

QUOTATIONS BY 
RETURN FOR QUANTITY 

12/6 BSYS3 21/- OC75 
t'r BSY9SA 51- OC76 41- BUYII 15/- OC77 61- BY 100 5/- OC8I 7/6 CR74 22/6 OC8 ID 7/6 GET 105 71- ocaiz 12/6 GM290 18/- OC82 6/- OAS 31- OC82D 61- OA 10 31- OC83 61- OA70 1/6 OC84 5/- OA79 1/6 OCI39 91- OA8I 1/6 OCI40 15/- OA 90 3/- OCI70 17/6 OA9I 1/6 OCI7I 

.$/- OA200 41- OC20S 12/- OA202 41- OCP7I f/- OC20 22/6 ORPI2 61- OC28 15- ORP60 61- OC29 15/- 2G374 
s/- OC3S 12/- 2G38I 5/6 OC36 20/- 2N385A 6/9 OC4I 3/6 2N696 16/- OC42 41- 2N697 10/- OC44 31- 2N706 12/- OC45 31- 2N706A 9/6 OC7I 3/6 2N9I4 ■2" OC72 4/6 2NII32 91- OC73 31- 2NI302 

S/9 
AI- 

1012 
3/- 
3/- 
91- 
4/6 4/6 
4/- 61- 

12/- 916 
41- 6/- 

10/6 
19/6 9/6 
6h 
Sh 

is/~ 
9/6 9/6 
41- 
6/6 
8/6 

19/6 
S/- 

2NI303 
2N1304 
2NI305 
2N1306 
2NI307 
2NI308 
2NI309 
2N2H7 
2N2I60 
2N2925 
2N2926 
2N30S3 
2N30S5 
2N3702 
2N3826 
2N44I6 
2N44I7 
H53 
IS44 
IS423 
ST2 
ST 140 
STI4I 
V405A 
XAf02 
Z6 
Z8 
ZXI5 

t 6/- 
81- 
81- 10/6 

10/4 
17/- 
14/9 
71- 3/9 

11/6 
25/6 

5/6 8/- 
47/6 
54/6 
23/- 
41- 14/9 

13/- 3/- 
.it 
3/6 
3/6 
5/- 

[RAN8IST0RI8ED TRANSMITTERS 35/: 

Have you sent for details of our " X " Line which corttaini these tiny transmitters, ready built and tested! Also, amplifiers, sirens, light flashers, metronome intercom, etc., " X " Line is not encap- sulated, you can get inside! Send S.A.E. for details now. 
24hour postal service 

LU COMPONENTS 23 NEW RD.BRENTWOOO. ESSEXM 7904) 

BARGAIN PARCELS 10/; ! I 

60 Transistors unmarked untested 75 Transistors npn silicon unmarked 
untested 25 Transistors pnp silicon unmarked untested 4 Silicon planar 2N706 fully tested 3 Silicon epitaxial planar 2N2926 yellow 4 Silicon epitaxial planar BC113 5 Germanium 20374 (OC7S) Texas 2 Silicon power 25012 full tested 36 square inches of O-ISin matrix Vero- board 10 Zeners 1-2 v 250 mW fully tested 4 Silicon rectifiers. lOOpiv 3 A tested 

8 Studs* 100—400 V 3 A unmarked untested 2 V30/3QP power transistors pips heat sink! 2 NKT404 power transistors new and marked 
MORE BARGAINS! 

4 BYlOOSii. rectifiers OOOpiv 550 mA 13/— 4 OA2IO Sii, rectifiers 400piv 550 mA 12/— 12 Silicon diodes equivalent to OA200 6/- (2 Silicon diodes equivalent to OA202 91- 25 New marked diodes germanium and silicon 20/- 3 STC superhet kit 1F1, IF2-and mixer 6/- 
16 Page FREE Catalogue "O 

Containing: Mullard, Newmarket, STC, Fairchitd, Motorola, Sinclair, Texas, JEDEC types. Silicon rectifiers, aeners, thermistors, TV transistors, thyristors, capacitors, amplifiers, our famous " X" Line modules, meters, books, field effect transistors, _ planars, photocells, tunnel diodes, varkaps, uniiunctions, integrated circuits, veroboard, heat sinks, neons, resistors, preset potentiometers, etc., etc. Please send S.A.E. 

Pi* 
U7 

COMPONENTS 
POSTAL SERVICE 
■k RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES (Sealed DEAC Ni-Cad) 
PP3 Equiv.: 9v, 37/- (p. & p. 2/-; U2 Equiv.: l-2Sv. 32/6<p.& p.2/-1 U7 Equiv.; 1.25v. 12/-(p. & p. (/6) Ull Equiv.; t.2Sv, 26/-(p. & p. |/6) 
* TRANSISTORS—Matched Output Kit: OCBI D and 2-OC8I 9/6 R.F. Kit:OC44 and 2-OC45    9/6 OC44, 45, 70, 71, 72, 81 and BID Equivalent, each      31- 
k ASSORTED CAPACITORS—New Paper, Polyester, Ceramic, Electroiytic. 100 off... 10/6 
* ASSORTED RESISTORS — Hi-Stab. 300 off (S?Vl i wattj worth £3).s.»..,,   15/- 

{P. & P. 1/6 per order) C.W.O, 
ELMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
Island Farm Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey 

R & R RADIO 
51 Burnley Road, RawtenstaH 

Rossendale, Lanes 
Tel. Rossendale 3152 

Boxed Valves Fully Guarant • ed 
EF80 41- PCC84 5/- PY33 7/6 
Eccea 41- PCF80 5/3 30PI9 7/6 ECL80 61- PL8I 51- 30P4 7/6 EB9I V- PYBI 51- UI9I 7/6 
EF65 51- PYBOO 51- U30I 7/6 
EY86 5/6 PL36 7/6 PCL83 7/6 
Radio Chassis, modern valve type in clean condition, Jess valves 25/— pose paid. 
Fireball tuners complete with valves £1 post paid. 
Tuners less cover cans and valves 9/- post paid. 
Your selected tuner, if available, 25/- post paid. 
Postage, one valve Vd. extra, two valves 6d. each extra, three or more 2d. per valve extra. 
Stomped addressed envelope with all enquiries please. 

TAPES AND TRANSISTORS High quality recording tape at exceptionally low prices Std. Play L.P. D.P. E.R. T 1200' 7/9 1800' 12/- 2400' 19/6 2/3 5}- 900'6/9 1200' 6/9 1800' 14/5 2/- 5" SCO'S/- 900' 7/3 1200' 10/9 21- 3* 185'21- 225' 2/9 300' 3/9 9d. 
SEMICONDUCTORS OC22 8/- ' OC72 3/- OC26 8/- OC75 3/- OC28 8/- OC76 3/- OC30 8/- OC77 41- OC35 10/- ocet 31- OC44 3/- OCi70 41- OC4S 3/- OCI7I 41- OC46 31- AC 107 8/- OC70 3/- AC 126 4/- OC7I 31- AC 127 4/- BFY5I S/6 BFY52 5/6 

Pose and Packing: Tapes 2/9 per order; Transistors 1/- per order 
A. MARSHALL & SON (LONDON) LTD. 
(Dept. PEI5), 23 Criekiewood Broadway, London N.W. 2. * Tel. 01-452 0161 

ACYI7 4/- ACYI8 4/- ACYI9 41- ACY2i 5/- AD140 8/- ADI49 8/- AFII4 4/- AFII7 4/- AFII8 4/- BFY50 5/6 

COMPONENT BARGAINS 
Silicon Bridge Rectifiers 1A 400 P.l.V. encap. su laced in cylinder I cm by I em IS/6 
Unijunction tranststor2N2646.    12/- 
2N2925 high-gain NPN silicon planar hfe 235 min. 470 max...       7/6 
2N27I3 NPN with low saturation voltage and good current gain up to 200mA hfe 60. ...8/6 
2N1893 for switching at medium power 3W hfe 60 20/6 
Midget Plesssy pots IM I in 2/6 
SCRs 400 PIV, IA  9/-, 3A  11/6 
Cir-kit No. 3 14/. 

Postage and packing 6d. 
Send II- far illustrated catalogue 

NESLO ELECTRONICS 
(Dept. P.S), S3 GROSVENOR PLACE 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 2 

ADROIT ELECTRONICS 
Lord Alexander House 
Waterhouie Street 
Hem el Hcmpstead, Herts 

TRANSISTORS TRANSISTORS OC28 ... 4/6 2N696 4/6 OAS OC35 ... 10/- 2N697 5/- OABI OC35 ... 6/6 2N706 , 4/3 OA2D0 OC41 ... 2/3 2N7II . 9/6 OA202 OC44 ... 2/3 2N2646 . 12/6 OA2IO OC4S ... 2/3 2N2926 . 2/6 BZYJ3 OC70 ... 2/3 2N3053 . 10/- OC71 ... 2/3 2N30SS . 19/- OC72 ... 2/3 2N3702 . 41- OC8I ... 31- 2N3704 . 5/- OCt39 2/6 2N370S .. s/- OCt40 . 4/6 2N3706 .. 4/6 OCI70 . 2/3 2N370S . SI- OCI7I 2/6 

DIODES, ETC. 
1/3 
1/3 2/6 

3/6 
6/6 
7/6 

SMALL SILICON BRIDGES PIV IA |.5A 6A I0A 
so 17/6 27/6 47/- 60/- 100 — 40/- 49/- 65/6 

200 19/- 41/- 57/- 80/- 
300 45/- 60/- 85/. 
400, 25/- 52/6 69/- 95/- 
600 35/- 55/- 

Send 9d. stomps for complete lists Transistors. Rectifiers, 
Integrated Circuits, Etc. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, RTL 
Dual Buffer   3S/- 
Doal J-K   55/- 
2 1/P Gate    ■ 35/- 

Cosh with order please. Postage 9d. Airmail extra 
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 
(eoniinued) 

TIME SWITCHES. Reconditioned 14-day 
clock, once on once off every 24 hours. Fully 
guaranteed. 5A Horstmann 29/6—15A 
Yenner 37,6. Postage 2/6. A. R. BATGHELOR 
(Dept. P.E.), 4 Park Road, Bromley,- Kent. 

BRAND NEW 

NORB1T UNITS 

25/- Post Free 

CONSISTING OF 
9" x 3" CHASSIS 

CON STRIPS, RESISTANCES 
2-OC29s 2-OC35s 

M.A.C. LTD. 
TROY ROAD, MORLEY, Nr. LEEDS 

Phone: Morley 2334 

160 NEW ASSORTED Capacitors, Resistors, 
Silvered Mica, t'craniic, etc. Carbon, Hvstab, 
Vitreous, ±-20 watt, 12/6. Post Free, \V([IT 
SAJVI KLECTllICAL, 18 Woodrow Close. 
Perivale, Middlesex. 

-t- 
•rj: 

mm 

RCA AR88 RECEIVERS 
Freq. S40 kc/s,.32 Mc/s-,fiwaveband, mechanical band- spread with Logging scale, auto, and man. vol. control, ditto Noise Limiter. BFO, Pitch and Var. HF Tone controls, RF and AF Gain, Var. selectivity with Crystal Filter. Used models. Fully tested and working. MODEL D/40. Carr. SO/-. 
BRAND NEW RCA CANADIAN No. 29 Transmitter / Re- ceiver 2-8 Mc/s., separate Manual tuning R.F. and Osc.. also preset motor operated ditto. 15 miniature valves Including2/815's. t2/24v. d.e. operation. In original packing, complete with all ancillary fittings. £22.10,0. Carr. SO/-. 
TELESCOPIC AERIAL MASTS. Tubular steel coperised, spray finish, ring cam locking on each section provides for full i, or any height required. Suitable all fix- ings and base locations. Bottom section l}in. diameter. 20ft. (4 section) Closed 5fr. 9in., Weight I6lb»., 60/-, Carr. 10/-. 34fc. <6 section) Closed 6ft. 6in., Weight 20lbs.,80/-. Carr. 10/-. 
CREED TELEPRINTERS. 7B used condition, £IS. Carr. 30/-. 
844 Mk. Ill SETS & ACCESSORIES. Dipole and rod aerials 30/- per set. P. & P. SI-', Microphone with connecting plug. 15/6. P. & P. 2/-; battery input and phone plugs 6/- each. P. & P. I /6. 
TRANSMITTER. I-75-16Mc/s.,3wave- band tuneable, grid modulation using 813. Used complete with all valves, circuit, £7-10.0. Carr. 10/-. 

All 19 Set and Accessories available. 
S.A.E. all enquiries—Utt II- 

A.J.THOMPSON (Dept.PE. 
' Eitlng Lodge" Codicoto, Hitcbin, Herts. 

Phone: Cedicote 242 

WANTED 

VALVES WANTED, brand new popular 
types boxed. DURHAM SUPPLIES (B), 
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire. 

WANTED 
fceniinuecf} 

HIQHE8T prices paid for certain G.E.C. and 
other relays in any condition. Also wanted 
notched relay contacts. S.A.E. details ELEV ELECTRONICS, 112 Groby Road, Glenfteld. 
Leicester. 

ELECTRICAL 

1 

240 VOLT ELECTRIC POWER FROM 
YOUR 12 voit or 6 volt CAR BATTERY 
Run your mains AC/DC equipment direct from 

your ear battery 
with this compact 
low battery con- 
sumption dyna- 
motor. Sixe only 
Sin. X 3in. Sturdy 
construction. 

Converts a 12 volt input to a 240 volt output. 
Huge purchase enables us to offer them at only 
39/6 each, post and packing 6/-. 6 vole input 
model only 3SI-,-poscan<S packing 61-. .Thousands 
already told. 

COLLAPSIBLE AERIAL 
IN 5 SECTIONS 
CLOSED 13^ A fully 
OPEN 5 -6^^ highly efficient •6ASE_^^ whip aerial. Made to exacting specifications. Copper plated sections. Brass Base. An Ideal aerial for TX/RX use. Easily adaptable for cars, scooters, walkie talkies, etc. Brand new in makers' boxes. Only 17/6each, p.p.2/6. Two aerials for 30/-,- post & packing 2/6. 

DEPT. P.W.3, S. & R. SUPPLIES 
14 CLIFTON GROVE, LEEDS 9 

FIRST-CLASS 

RADIO AND T/V 

COURSES... 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely interesting study—under- 
taken at home in your spare time—YOU can 
secure a recognised qualification or extend your 
knowledge of Radio and T.V, Let us show you 
how: 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages of informa- tion of the greatest importance to both the amateur and the man employed in the radio industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms., A.M.l.E.R.E. Guide also gives details of range of diploma courses in Radio/ T.V. Servicing Eiectronics and other branches of engineering, together with particulars of our re- markable Guarantee of 

SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this involuoble publica- 
tion. It may well prove to be the turning point in 
your career. 

FOUNDED 1885—OVER 
150,000 SUCCESSES 

CHAMBERS COLLEGE 
(Incorp. National Inst. of 
Engineering) (Dept. 850F) 

148 HOLBORN 
LONDON, E.C.I 

WENTWORTH RADIO BAR 3087 
104 SALISBURY ROAD, HIGH BARNET, HERTS. 

Suppliers of High Quality Semiconductors 
AD140 10,'- SKT124 8/5 SKT214 3/9 .VKT23S ai- SKT302 31,'- SKT675 4/3 OC74 51- AF114 4/8 XKT125 5/4 NKT216 3/0 XKT239 an XKT.IOS 12/9 XKT678 4/4 OC75 61- AF1I5 4/8 XKT128 S/2 NKT210 8/8 SKT240 4/7 NKT304 11/9 SKT877 4/4 OC77 31- AF116 41- XKT127 a/ii XKT217 81- SKT261 S/S XKT3JI 10/9 XKT713 6/8 ocra 61- AFU<- 2/6 \KT128 el- SKT218 4/1 SKT282 3/6 XKT352 io;~ SKT773 61- OC78D 5/- API 18 5/9 XICT129 an NKT2I9 4/10 >"KT2«3 3/6 SKT36I 10/11 SKTJ74 ai- OC81 2/6 BC107 7/10 SKT141 el- SKT221 4/11 NKT264 3/6 XKT382 10,'- OC20 37/6 OC81D 2/6 BCI08 7/6 XKTU2 an -NKT222 4/3 NKX26S 3/6 SKT40I 17/7 OC36 10/- OC170 31- B8Y26 13/6 XKT14S 3/- NKT22S 4/4 SKT271 3/8 XKT402 18/6 OC38 10/- OC171 61- BST27 12/9 NKT182 4/11 KKT224 3/9 iSKT272 3/6 SKT403 16/8 OC42 61- OC172 4/6 BSY95A 7/6 XKTlfiS 4/11 NKTSaO 3/9 XKT273 3/8 .VKT404 13/3 OC44 2/6 OC200 3/6 MATIOO 7/9 NKT164 4/11 .NKT226 !'/- SKT274 3/0 3/6 XKT405 ii;3 OC4S 2/6 OC201 'Ti- MAT 101 8/6 XKT211 Sl- -V KT227 8/8 NK:T2T3 SKT46I 12/10 OC70 OA8I ns MAT 120 7/9 NKT212 ip NKT22H 4/4 XKT292 3/6 N'KT4i2 12/6 OC71 2/6 0A91 ti- MAT 121 8/6 NKT218 4/9 XKT237 8/3 NKT301 15/9 XKT453 13/9 OC72 2/6 0A9o ll- 

S.A.E. FOR LIST CASH WITH ORDER. P. & P. 9d. 

mwrnMrn 
<9. 

Get a PH0TAIN B-A ELECTRONIC 
BURGLAR ALARM UNIT 

All equipment and inter- 
P0 TO 0 connecting wire included to LU.TiJ □ protect your premises. ' ic Easy to install if Provides 

complete protection (Money back guarantee) 
Send C.W.O, or get details from 

PHOTAIN CONTROLS LIMITED (K) 
Randalls Road, LEATHERHEAD, Surrey 

Price 

complete 
(P. & P, 3/6) 

Football Pool 

Computer 

• FORECASTS RESULTS 
• CHEAP, EASY TO BUILD 
• ANYONE CAN OPERATE IT 
• SCIENTIFIC AID TO WINNING 

Analogue Computer 
• Very simple, cheap, easy-to-build circuit. 
• Multiplies and divides. 
• Fascinating demonstration of computer prin. eiples. 

Circuits of the above, with two further simple Electrical Analogue circuits. 4/6d post free. 
PLANET I NSTRUMENT CO. 

25(E) DOMINION AVE. 
LEEDS 7 
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If Should prove extremely useful—concise but explanatory 

ELECTRICAL JOURNAL 1 

"S 

DICTIONARY of 
electronics 

By Harky Oter A.MJ-E.E- 

DICTIONARY OF 

ELECTRONICS 

by Hariey Carter, A.M.I.E.E, 

i 
t 

% 

The field of electronics has widened to such an extent that, with the 
new terms introduced with specific branches of the subject, the 
student and even the scientist find it difficult to keep up with new 
developments. Many engineers trained in alternative fields of 
technology are nowadays having to apply their knowledge to electronic 
equipment. It is with these points in mind that this illustrated 
dictionary is presented. The concise but explanatory definitions from 
many branches of electronics, including radio, television, communica- 
tions, radar, electronic instrumentation and industrial electronics, 
should prove of use to engineers, students, technicians, apprentices 
and to all those whose work or interest requires them to understand 
modern electronic terminology. 

416 pages, 265 illustrations. 35s 

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS ... or in case of difficulty, 37s by post from 
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2 

USE THE LATEST MICRO CIRCUITS NOW 

FAIRCHILD 

900 
914 
923 

Buffer 
Dual 2-tnput Gate 
J-K Flip Flop 
Plastic Spreaders 

EACH 
9/6 
9/6 

12/6 (delivery October) 
1/6 

MOTOROLA 
LATEST LOW PRICE DUAL IN-LINE 

EACH 
MC7I5P — Dual 3-In put Gate 
MC724P — Quad 2-lnpuc Gate 
MC725P — Dual 4-lnput Gate 
MC789P — Hex Inverter 
MC792P — Triple 3-lnput Gate 
MC799P — Dual Buffer 
MC788P — Dual Buffer (Non-(nv) 
MC723P — J-K Flip Flop 
MC790P — Dual J-K Flip Flop 

ex stock 
delivery October 
ex stock 

Postage and handling 2/- 

19/6 
17/6 
17/6 
19/6 
19/6 
17/6 
22/6 
17/6 
29/6 
(i.e. 14/9 per IK) 

CROSSWIRE ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Staple House, 51/52 Chancery Lane, London, W.C,2 

DAVIS ELECTRONICS LTD. 
58 GLEBE WAY, WEST WICKHAM, KENT 

SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTORS OFFER 
Mullard OC3S 6/- 4 for £1.0.0 

Ditto OC28/36, GETS7I, GETS73 5/- 
Matched pairs all above plus I/- 

Mica Washers, Spacers, complete 1/- 
ACYi7 5/- High Voltage ACY39 7/- 
ACY18 4/6 2N2926 All Betas 3/6 
ACY22 4/6 XCI4I 5/6 4 for £1.0.0 
SPECIAL: BYtOOs 4/- or 6 for £1.0,0 
Latest Mullard Polyester Condensers 
from -001 to 10 m.f. 50 assorted £1.0.0 

C.W.O. PLEASE POST FREE 

Reiiitors. JW, 10%, High Stab. 8/. per doz. 18/9 pet 100. CtMCftort. Mia. Eleotrolytic. Pack ol 12 8/-. Polyester and foil. Pack ol 12 8/-. TraoiiitoM, (See Dele for large eelecttoo). Matched Output Kit. OC8XB +2iOC81. 7/9 per set. Type 1020 PSP Germ. AF.SOmW. 8/- per doz. OC44. OC45, OC70, OC71, OCS1, OCSID 2/8 each. BC108, 5/8 each. OC26. 7/9. OC3S. 10/.. Pur complete li«t of iahoratory Cooipoocnta send 8.a.c. to 
laboratory Eijnipmenl (Elec.), 88 Crawford St. Loodoe. W.l 

Please mention 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 

when replying to 

Advertisements 
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FREE SACHET OF 

WINDSCREEN 

CLEANER 

INSIDE EVERY COPY OF 

PRACTICAL MOTORIST o **» %** &■ ■z 
o 4t. *4 
* *** «/> »*» tfi- p- p* \H 

■4 

s, t 

Also in this issue:— 

Distributor Faults 

ASS Stripdown 

Insurance By Instalments 

Fiat 124 Tips 

Night Driving 

Victor Overhaul 

Princess 1275 Test 

The remarkable breakthrough 

to end traffic smear problems 

New Improved formula en- 
suring crystal clear vision 
atalltlmes—in all weathers. 

Instant action —removes 
all types of travel film. 

Long-lasting effect—pre- 
vents windscreen smear, 
from re-forming. 

Sachet contains ample 
solvent for one pint washer 
containers. 

imnonst 

OCTOBER ISSUE OUT NOW—2/- 



WE CAR STTPPtl FROM STOCK MOST OF THE PARTS SPECIFIED ON CIBODITS Eg THIS MAGAZINE. SEND LIST FOE QUOTATION. 
OB BETTER STILL—BUY THE NEW 19C7 CATALOGUE. EVEErTHINO YOU HEED IS LISTED AND AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. 

RADIO CONTROL TRANSrtlTTER/RECEIVER • Crys"' Controlled Transistor Tone Transmitter in Metal Case with Telescopic Aerial. £9.19,6, p.p. 3/6. • Sub-miniature 5 Transistor Tone Re- ceiver, £6,19,6, p.p. 1/6, Combination price of two units, £16,16.0, p.p. 3/6. 
HtDIUM LOHG WAVE 
TUNER 

SCH'S (THYRISTORS) BRAND NEW—FULLY GUARANTEED I AMP SERIES (WIRE LEADS) SO 100 200 300 3S0 400 'P.I.V. 5/- 51- 9/6 10/- 11/6 12/6 SAMP SERIES (STUD MOUNTING) SO 100 200 300 350 400 -P.I.V. 61- 7'6 10/- 11/6 12/- 12/6 7 AMP SERIES (STUD MOUNTING) .100 200 300 400 •P.I.V. 12/6 13/6 15/- 17/6 
^^^uicablefoi^Voltage^over 250 R.M.S. 

SEMICONDUCTOR CATALOGUE Contains details and prices of hundreds of Transistors, Diodes, Rectifiers, also Valves and Quarta crystals of all types—I/-. 
HI-FI DISCOUNTS Ask for stock list of Hi-Fi Equipment—all the well-known makes. Special discount prices. Visit our Hi-Fi Showroom. 

CARRARP DECKS—BRAND NEW, FULLY GUARANTEED 
1000 mono £5 19 6 ATS mono £6 9 6 2000 mono £6 9 6 2000 stereo £6 19 6 30001m stereo £7 19 6 tSP2Sless cart. £9 19 6 fSPZS mono CIO 10 0 

+SP2S stereo £10 19 6 tSP2S Deram £13 19 6 AT60Mk. II less cart. £H 19 6 AT60 Mk. II mono £11 10 0 AT60 Mk. It stereo £12 19 6 AT60 Mk. II Deram £15 19 6 tSP2S Pressed Turntable. LABBOMk. II £15 0 0 Cast Version 30/-extra 

40f less cart.'/arm £27 10 0 Deccadec Mk. II £17 17 O A70 less cart. £17 17 O 
(P. and P. SI- any type) 

All other makes of decks and cartridge in stock 
RADIO CONTROL RECEIVER "TINYTONE" 27 mc/s band receiver. Printed circuit construction. Sensitive d-transistor design. Size only 2" X 2' X 1'- Complete with circuit and in- stfuctions. TOTAL COST CC/_ P.P. TO BUILD ■'■'/ 1/6 (Circuit, etc. 1/3 separately).  
DEAC RECHARGEABLE BATTERY • 9,B roll 226 mA/H . . 80/-. P.P. 1/8 DEAC CHARGER To charge 3.8 volt and 9,8 volt packs. Fully maina Isolated AC I P.P. in moulded oise. "•'/ 2/-. 

MULTI-METERS/SCOPE PT34 IkV 39/6 TPSS 20kV £5.19.6 TP 10 2kV 75/- EP30k 30kV £6.10.0 1T1-2 20kV 79/6 500 30kV £8,17.6 Complete range of lest equipment in stock 
TRANSISTOR TESTER Model ZQM-2 Tests NPN and PNP for Gain/Leakage, etc. Large size Meter. Complete with lull instructions. Leads and Battery. Fully Guaranteed. Price £7,7,0 post paid. Large range of panel meters i n stock- see catalogue.  
GARRARD BATTERY 2-SPEEP TAPE DECK 

Brand New with R/P head, erase/osc. head, tape cassette. Specifications and otc.. circuits. 2 speed 2-traek 9 volt operated. List Price 13 gns. 

(J) 

SEE BAC 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 
303 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2 

PADdinetan 1008/9 (STD: 01-723 1008) Opart Man. to Sat. 9-6. Thurs. I p.m. Open all day Saturday 

PRICE £8.19.6 p \p
6 

TAPE PARCEL FOR THE EXPERIMENTER. 5-tran- sistor unit on PC board, tape head, erase, mic.. spkr.. plus ect.diag. Price 39/6, p.p. 2/6. 
SEE BACK COYER FOR MORE ITEMS OF INTEREST 

MW/LW OUALITY TRANSISTOR RADIO TUNER 
Fully tunable superhet with excellent sensitivity and selectivity. With front panel, etc. 9 volt operated. Use with any amplifier or tape recorder, 
TOTAL COST £3 j ^ g P.P. TO BUILD 2/6 

REGENT-6 HW/LW POCKET RADIO TO BUILD 6-Transistor superhet. Geared tuning- Push-pull speaker output. Moulded cabinet SX3X U ins. Phone socket. TOTAL COST Ml ft PP- TO BUILD OT/O ij- 
STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Two outputs. 3.6 volt and 9.6 volt up to 250mA each. Transistorised and Zener stabilised. 110 to 250 volt mains input. In case with leads. PRICE 67/6, p.p. 2/6, 

5 WATT AMPLIFIER G-Transistor Push-pull, 3 ohms. 6mV into IK. 12/18V supply. 2J x 2 X l+in. 
BUILT AND TESTED AO/A Pp- (optional mains units 54/-) W»/W 2/. 
H watt version 59/6. Matching Preamplifier, 6 inputs, treble/ bass/selector/volume controls. 6-1 Dpi V o/put. 9-10V supply. 79/6. p.p. 2/-. For use with any Transistor Amplifier LEAFLET QN REQUEST. 
FMT4I FM TUNER. 6-tramistor, 
3 diode design. Com- JTA IQ A P-n- pletely built and tested • '.w 2/- AMT3I. Hed. Wave Tuner. Built ready to use, 79/6, p.p. 2/-, 
27 Me/s BAND RADIO CONTROL Sub-miniature crystals .. .. 17/6 each Matched pairs for superhet., 35/- pair (State 455 kc/s or 470 kc/s I.F.) 
Complete range of Receiver and Trans- mitter Kits in stock—leaflets on request. 

r - 

o 

mi 

6 metrosound 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE LARGEST RANGE 
OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES IN GREAT BRITAIN 

Exclusive and unique audio accessories designed to maintain and improve the quality of your listening enioyment. 
1. Klenzatape Kit 13/6 4. Metrostrobe 2. Hi Fi Stylus 5. Record Care Cleaning Kit . 7/1 Kit No, 3 3. Tape Recorder 6. Mecromat- , Cleaning Brush 2/6 

Also available—New Tape Editing Kit 27/- 

12/6 
5/6 12/5 

7. Hetroscaie Stylus Balance , . , 7/1 8. Leader Tape or Stop Foil reel 9. Metrosound Spirit Level 
4/6 
6/- 

10. 45 r.p.m. Anti Slip Key , . . 11. Metrosound Splicing Block . 12. Metrosound Lubrication Kit. 

3/- 
91- 
61- 

from all leading dealers—look for the Metrosound display rack and serve yourself 

metrosound manufacturing cp. ltd., bridge works, Wallace road, london, n.1. Tel 01-226 8S41/2/3 

BAKER MAJOR 
" MODULE" 

A new Loudspeaker system featuring the famous 12 inch Baker Msjov Full range speaker on 19" I2i" baffle board with 2i' tweeter and crossover. Output 20 watts. Response 30-17.000 c.p.s. Jmpedance IS ohms. Ideal mono or stereo conversions of existing cabinets, furniture, etc. 
£12.10.0 Post Free 
Also avaifable in kit form with 
instructions £|0 (9 6 
Cob/net Plans and CotaloEtie Free 

Baker Reproducers Ltd (Dept. P.E. 22) 
Bensfiam Manor Road Passage, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 01-684-1665 

i 

The SUPER 6 
L.W. and M.W. TRANSISTOR RADIO ■ft 8 ttaoslBtotl and diode. SSOroTV. + Sopcrhtt. Ferrite rod serial, -jk Wooden cabinet, JlXJJxSJin. ♦ Vinyl covered, -jb 8 X 4 fo. speaker. Booklet 8/-. Free with kit. if Uolng up service, All port* supplied separately. Wri'e bit list. S-A-E. please. P, P:9. (3/9 with kit). 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS ONLY £4.0.0 
0X FPLLr BOILT *9.17.8 Tax Jt Catr. Fold (PLUS 8/- POST) 

NEW 6 PUSHBUTTON STEREOGRAM CHASSIS 
M.W,; S.W.I; 8.w.2: VHPj' Oram: Stereo Gram. Two separate channels lor Stereo Gram with balance control. Also operates with two speakers on Radio. Chassis size 16" X 7* X 8i* higb. Dial cream and red 16'X 3". ECC86: ECHSl; HF89; 2 X ECXS6; KM84 and Reel. 19<t-860M: 18-61H: 60-187M: 88-100 Mc/s. Price £19,19.0 carr. paid or 26.19,0 deposit and S monthly payments of 66/6 Total H.P. price 220.16.6. Guriage to N. Ireland 20/- ezlra. 

66 ELMS ROAD 
ALDERSHOT, HANTS. Aldcrsbot 22240 CATALOG UB ed. 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
(2 mlrui. from Station and Buses.) CLOSED WEDNE0DAY AFTEESOON 
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VALUABIE NEW HANDBOOK 

AMBITIOUS 

n 

Have you had jour copy of "Engineering Opportunities 

The new edition of "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" is now available—without charge- 
to all who are anxious for a worthwhile post in 
Engineering. Frank, informative and completely 
up to date, the new "ENGINEERING OPPOR- 
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every 
person engaged in any branch of the Engineering 
industry, irrespectiveof age, experience or training. 

On «SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE' terms 

This remarkable book gives details of examinations 
and courses in every branch of Engineering, 
Building, etc., outlines the openings available and 
describes our Specia! Appointments Department. 

WHICH OF THESE IS 
YOUR PET SUBJECT? 

ELECTRONIC ENG. 
Advanced Electronic Eng.— 
Gen. Electronic Eng.— Ap- 
plied Electronics—Practical 
Electronics—Radar Tech.— 
Frequency Modulation — 
Transistors. 
ELECTRICAL ENG. 
Advanced Electrical Eng.— 
General Electrical Eng. — 
Installations — Draughtsman- 
ship — Illuminating Eng. — 
Refrigeration — Elcm. EIcc. 
Science — Eiec. Supply —- 
Mining Elec. Eng. 
CIVIL ENG. 

'Advanced Civil Eng.— 
General CM! Eng. — Muni- 
cipal Eng. ~ Structural Eng. 
■—Sanitary Eng.—Road Eng. 
■— Hydraulics — Mining ■— 
Water Supply—Petrol Tech. 

RADIO ENG. 
Advanced Radio — General 
Radio—RadioServicing 
— TK Engineering — Tele- 
Conmtunicaiions — Sound 
Recording — Automation — 
Piacllcul Radio — Radio 
Amateurs' Examination. 
MECHANICAL ENG. 
Advanced Mechanical Eng.— 
Gen. Mech. Eng.—Mainten- 
anca Eng. — Diesel Eng. — 
Press Tool Design — Sheet 
Metal Work — Welding ■— 
Eng. Pattern Making — 
Inspection - Draughtsmanship ■— Metallurgy — Production 
Eng. 
AUTOMOBILE ENG. 
Advanced Automobile Eng.— 
General Auto. Eng. — Auto. Maintenance — Repair — 
Auto. Diesel Maintenance — 
Auto. Electrical Equipment- 
Garage Management. 

THIS BOOK TELLS YOU 
•ft HOW to get a better paid, more interest- 

ing lob. 
-fg HOW to qualify for rapid promotion. 
•pC HOW to put some fetters after your name and become a key mon . . . quickly and 

easily, 
•fg HOW to benefit from our free Advisory 

and Appointments Depts. 
-fa HOW you can take advantage of the 

chances you are now missing. •fa HOW, irrespective of your age, education 
or experience, YOU can succeed in any 
branch of Engineering. 

132 PAGES OF EXPERT 
CAREER - GUIDANCE 

INCLUDING 
TOOLS 

The specialist Elec- 
tronics Division of 
B.I.E.T. 
NOW offers you a 
real laboratory train- ing at home with 
practical equipment. 
Ask for details. 

PRACTICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

Basil Fraitical and Tfieore* 
lit Courses foi heflinnert in 
Radio, T.V., Elettionks.Elc., A.M.I.E.R.E. City & Guilds 

Radio Amateurs' Exam. 
R.T.E.B. Certilitale P.M.G. Cerlifitate 

Practital Radio Radio ATeletision Setricinq 
Piarlical Elertronks 

llecbsnks Engineering 
Aulnmalion B.I.EX 

I w 

You are bound to benefit from reading 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNI- 
TIES"— send for your copy now— 
FREE and without obligation. 

D 
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WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF COURSES IN OTHER SUBJECTS IN- 
CLUDING CHEMICAL ENG., AERO ENG., MANAGEMENT, INSTRU- 
MENT TECHNOLOGY, WORKS STUDY, MATHEMATICS, ETC. 
Which qualification would increase your earning power? 
A.M.I.E.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.C.E., B.Sc.. A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.M.I., A.R.I.B.A.. A.I.O-B,. A-M.I.Chem.E., A.R.t.C.S., 
M.R.S.H., A.M.I.E.D,, A.M.I.Mun.E.. C.ENG., CITY & GUILDS, GEN. 
CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC. 
BRITISH INSTITUTE 

316A ALDERMASTON 
OF ENGINEERING 
COURT, ALDERMASTON, 

TECHNOLOGY 
BERKSHIRE 

POST NOW! 
■ TO B.I.E.T., 3I6A ALDERMASTON COURT, 3rf. stamp if posted In 
| ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE. an unsealed envelope. 
. Please send me a FREE copy of "ENGINEERING 
| OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in (state subject, 
_ exam., or career). 

[ NAME .... 
I ADDRESS 

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 

Published about the 15th of the month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street. London. W,C.2. at the recommended maximum price shown on the cover. Printed in England by THE CHAPEL RIVER PRESS. Andover. Hants. Sole Agents—Australia and New 
Zealand; GORDON & GOTCH (A/sia) Ltd.; South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY LTD.; East Africa: STATIONERY & 
OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To any part of the World £1 16s. Od. 
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NEW SOLID STATE HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT ★ ★ ★ ★ 

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE - HEW STYLING - HEW MODELS - MONO & STEREO 

g 

MPA12/3 and MPA12/15 

MP3 

srs-a 

%ouo BTm« fnnto 

# m. 9. w ■m ff. vv 

KP3. Mono preamplifier. All silicon low noise zener stabilised circuit. Pull range 
ol controls—(ulljr equalised inputs lot xta pn. dyn/xtal Jmlc.'radio tuners, 
tape head and preamp-replay. Supplied built and tested on roetnl chassis complete 
with grey/sllrer Jroot panel, alo. knobs and handbook. Output 2B0 mV. Supply 12 to 
SO volts 3 mA. Overall size 28x11x1? in. MP3 Price ««.ie.e. P.P. 3/. 
SP8-2. Mono/stereo preamplifier. Uses 8 silicon/germanium devices. Zencr etahilised. 
Completely new low noise design. Full range ol controls and filters. Inputs (or 
maguetlo/xtal/ooramie cartrltlges, radio tuners, tape prcamp, mlcrophoqes. ;tape head. etc. Eecord output socket. Supplied built and tested on metal chassis with 
grey/ailver front panel and matching knobs. Complete with Input sockets and hand- 
book. Output 260 mV per channel. Supply 12 to 80 volts 4 "mA. Overall size 12 n six0i In. SPS-2 Pries £1!U9.8, P.P. fi/. 
SP4. Mono/stereo preamplifier as previously advcrtiBed. Complete with front panel 
and knobs. SizcS x 8ixlf la. SP4 Price £10,19.6. P.P. 3/8. 

and MPAL2/15. 12 watt power amplifiers for nse with above preamplifiers. 
Improved response and perfonnanoe with even lower distortion levels. MPA12/2 for 3 to 5 ohm speakers; 24/28 volt supply. MPA13/16 lor 10 to J6 ohm speakers, 40/45 
volt supply, uses 8 silicon'and germanium devices. Inputs 100 roV for 12 watts, 
response ± IdB, 30 c/s to 30 kc/s. THI) 0-2% at 12 watts. High gain stable push-pull 
output dcaigns. Built on to metal ehassis as illustrated- Overall site 5X2X31 In. 
Complete with handbook, 
MPA12/3 Price £4.10.0, P.P. 2(6 MPA12/15 Price £5.5.0, P.P. 2/6 
MPA12+12. Twin amplifier lor mono/stereo use with above preamplifiers. Consists 
ol two matched MPA12/15 amplifiers (see above) on single chassis. Output Jot 10 to 16 
ohm apeabera. ' 40/45 volts supply. Overall size 10 x-2 x 3 J f n. 

MPA12-H2 Price £8.19.6, P.P. 4/- 
MPA25. 25/30 watt power amplifier for use with above preampliflere. 'Hew design and 
layout with improved response and overall petfotmance. _ Output for 7} to 16 ohm 
speaker systems. Input 180 mV for lull output. Push-pull circuit. Uses 10 silicon 
and germanium devices. Supply 50/60 volts. Overall size 8 x 2 x 3? in. 

aiPA25 Price £7.10.0, P.P. 3/6 
XPZ and XS4- Kew preamplifier modulea lor use where controls of above preamplifiers 
may not be necessary. XP2 Mono. XS4 Stereo. Input 47 k 4 raV. BquaJlnation E1AA 
lor. mag./dyn. cartridges, also tape head tor 15 in./seo. to 7i in./sec. and also 00 k ohm 
dynamic mlc- Suflkient output to drive power amplifiers direct, also headphones, 9 volt 
operated. 2P2 Price 45/-, P.P. 1/6. XS4 Priee 70/-, P.P. 1/6, 

THE FINEST VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY-FOLLY GUARANTEED 

CHOOSE A SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS AND SAVE POUNDS 

CHOICE OF 
PREAMPLIFIERS 
MAINS UNITS 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
(2 WATTS MONO 
TO 60 WATTS STEREO 

maess ram 110/240 volt 60/60 c/s input. AC/DO fnscd. Fully smoothed and isolated. MU series has additional choke/ capacitor filtering and panel voltage selectors. All types on metal chassis. PS24/40. Output 24 and 45 volts 1 amp. For use with 1 or 2 MPA12/3. MPA12/15, or X MPA12+12. Price 70/-, P.P. 3/-. MII24/40- Choke smoothed. Output 24 and 46 volts I amp. For use with 1 or 2 MPA12/3 ami MPA12/15 or XMPA12+18. Price 87/8. P.P. 3/6. KUBO. Choke smoothed. Output 50 volts 1 amp. For use with 1 or 2MPA25. Price 95/-, P.P. 4/-. 
RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS MPS+MPA12/l6-(. PS40 £14.18.9, P.P. 6/6 !irP3+MrAia/3+ P824 .. .. £13.17.6, P.P. 6/0 MP3-(-MPA26+ Mb'60 .. .. £18.5.0, P.P. 8/- SP6-2+MPAI2+13 or 8MPA12/15 +MU40 £28,5.0, P.P. 10/- SP6-2+2 MPAX2/3 +MU24 .. £28.15.0, P.P. JO/. SP6-2+2 aiPA2S +MC00 SP4+2 MPA12/15 + rS40 SP4+2 MPA12/3 + PS24 MP3+2 MPA12/1B +jit;4o.. MPS+2 MPA12/3 + MU24 

£38.5.0, P.P. 10/6 
£24.0,0, P.P. 9/- 

£22.15.0, P.P. «/• 
£20.17,6,1*.P. 6/- 
£19.7.6. P.P. S/- 

J6-PAGE BROCHURE 
FREE ON REGIUEST 

m 

WE CAH SUPPLY FROM STOCK MOST OF THE PARTS SPECfFIBD ON CIRCUITS IN THIS MAQAZIHE. SEND LIST FOR QUOTATION. OR BETTER STILL BOY THE NEW' 1967 CATAL08UE. EVERYTHXHO YOU NEED IS LISTED AND AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. ' 

i- Sen page 784 for further 
range of stock item* 

7-TEANSISTOR HW-LW StTPEREET PORTABLE TO BUILD New printed circuit design with. 4 watt lull power output.- Fully tunable on both mw/ Jw bands. 7 Transistors plus diode, push- pull circuit. Fitted S Inch speaker, large fcrrite aerial and Mullard transistors. Easy to build with terrific results. All local, pirate and continental stations. Handbook irec TOTAL COST , . _ . P.P. on reuuest TO BUILD f 6.1 9. ft 3/6 
TOUR MASTER TRANSISTOR CAB RADIO British Hsds T-Traneistor MW/LW Car Radio. 12 volt operated. 3 watt output. Push-button wave- change. RF stage. Supplied bnilt, bored, ready to use with Speaker and Bailie, Car filing kit and manotacturers' current guarantee, Speciai Bargain Oner. Buy Now! LIST PRICE IS HNS. . P.P. Push-button versiou *_§ I Q ft 4/6 £11.19.6. P.P. 4/G 
VhP FM TUNER TO feuiLD 87/105 Mc/I Transistor Sopertet. Oeared tnidng. . Terrific quality and sensitivity. For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3? x 2J1d. Complete with dial plate. 5 Mullard Transistors, Plus 4 Diodes. (Cabinet Aasera-. bly 20/- extra). Leaflet on reuueah _ , p.p. TOTAL COST TO BUILD tO.TV.O 2/6 

ICODER FM STEREO DECODER 7 Mullard Transistors. Printed Circuit Design with Stereo Indicator. For use with any valve or transistor FM.. LTses pot cores to Mullard design and ger. and silicon tran- sistors. Leaflet on request. AsusedbyB.B.C. and Cr.P.O. PC IDA P-P- Complete KltPrlce I z.O 2/- 
BUli.D A QUALITY 2 OR 4 TRACK TAPE RECORDER 3-speed veriion using -sea' deck* • TWO-TRACK. Deck £10.10-0. Martin Amplifier. £14.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7 ftns. Complete kits with FKEE.71n. 1200ft. tape, spare ejiool. ■57 one Today's Value £45, Elas p.p. 13/. • FOUR-TRACK. Deck £13.10.0. Martin Amplifier £15.19.3. Cabinet and speaker 7 gn*. Complete kits with FREE 71n, 120014. tape, spare spool. Oft rrng Today's Value £50. Ju P.P. 15/- 

BUILD THESE PW/PE DESIGNS EXPLORER (leas chassis) 79/6 MULTI-BAND SUPEEHET £10.10.0 PHOTO FLASH SLAVE UNIT 42/6 SOLID STATE IGNITION £6.19.8 TEASSFILTEB PORTABLE £6.6.0 SWITCHED FM TUNER (less metal} 69/6 . ■ S.A.E. FOR PARTS LISTS (Post and Packing 2/0 extra any type) 

MAYFAIR PORTARLE 
ELECTRON.-. ORGAN 
NOW AVAILABLE AS: 
• COMPLETE KIT OF 
PARTS • BUILT AND 
TESTED •PRE-BUILT 
ASSEMBLIES. 
REVERBERATION 
UNITS AND RECOM- 
MENDED SPEAKERS 
AND AMPLIFIERS 
IN STOCK. • Designed by L- W, ROCHE 
STRAIGHT FORWARD TO BUILD AND TUNE-—EASY TO PLAY—FULLY 
GUARANTEED. ALL PARTS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY—ASTOUNDING 
VALUE AND PERFORMANCE. Start to build for as little as £5. 
• Plug-in printed circuits ' • 170 transistors and devices • to 
selected tone colours • Fully sprung keyboard • Vibrato • 6 
Octaves of generators • Simple locked-in tuning- • 110/250 volt 
mains unit • Cabinet size 30rxi5i*x9- • Weight 35 lb. Cabinet 
with detachable legs,"music stand and foot swell pedal • Fully de- 
tailed .buildlng;"manual with photos, drawings and full circuits. 
COMPLETE RANGE OF ORGAN FARTS IN STOCK. H.P. FACIUTEES AVAILABLE. TRADE/EXPORT SUPPLIED. FULLY DETAILED LEAFLET AND PRICE LIST ON REQUEST. CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION AND PLAY THE MAYFAIR, 
★ TOTAL COST * full handbook with 

OF COMPLETE building details. Vr-Tnn C CIRCUITS, PHOTOGRAPHS MT VY gns. AND DETAILS AVAILABLE 
(Carriage, etc, U.K. 30/-) SEPARATELY 20/-. ★ ASK FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE. ★ ALL PARTS ARE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY. PRICE LISTS ON REOUEST. ★ BEL- G RAVI A CONCERT ORGAN—FULL SIZE—DETAILS ON REQUEST. 

LISTS AVAILABLE (lucurpornted in full catalogue) 1 Traneistors / Kectificre / SCR's/ Valvce/ Cryfltalz/Zeuers, etc. 24 pagea, 1/-. 1 4-page hi-fi stock list with dlacouuts. All popular makes. Free oh request. 
MULLARD LINEAR AMPLIFIER TAA2fl3 27/8 

HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 
303 EDO WARE ED., LONDON. W.S Telephone 01-723-1008/9 Open Man. in Sat. 9-8. Thau. 1 p.m. Open all dap Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

1967 CATALOGUE 
Hove you a copy? Fully detailed and illustrated. Over 200 pager ol components, equip- ment, etc. Over 5,000 stock items. FULLY 
DETAILED AND ILLUSTRATED. PRICE 8/6, post paid, S Free discount vouchers, value 10/- With every catalogue. 
200 PAGES—PLUS! 

SkSHV 

Ql 

L / 
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